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THE JESUS QUEST  Ben Witherington III

“This perceptive and comprehensive survey of recent writing on 'the historical Jesus' is very useful indeed. Witherington’s careful evaluations should help to dispel the confusion created by media publicity as to where the majority of scholars stand on the relation of Jesus to the Gospels' portrait of him.”

Raymond E. Brown, Auburn Professor Emeritus, Union Theological Seminary (NYC)

“A detailed critical review of the flood of literature on the so-called Third Quest for the historical Jesus. . . . A welcome guide for all who want to follow the twisting, turning road of Jesus research today.”

John P. Meier, professor of New Testament, Catholic University of America

250 pages, cloth, 0-8308-1561-8, $19.99

GOD THE ALMIGHTY  Donald G. Bloesch  Vol.3, Christian Foundations

“Determin[ed] to advance a vibrant orthodoxy that is grounded in Scripture, shaped by the Great Tradition of Christian history, and faithful to what [he believes] to be the Reformation corrective. . . . If successive volumes fulfill the promise, Bloesch’s project will be an admirable introduction to the Christian theological situation at the edge of the Third Millennium.”  First Things

340 pages, cloth, 0-8308-1413-2, $24.99

STRANGE VIRTUES  Bernard T. Adeney

“An uncommon book of uncommon wisdom. . . . We are deeply in [Adeney’s] debt.”

Stanley Hauerwas, Duke University

“Combines scholarly insight, wide personal experience, analytic clarity, and wonderfully specific stories. An invaluable resource for teaching cross-cultural ethics.”

Robert N. Bellah, coauthor of Habits of the Heart

“Help[es] us all draw more careful lines between basic theological and ethical principles and the nuanced interpretations of varying cultural and moral values. A useful and readable contribution.”

Max L. Stackhouse, Princeton Theological Seminary

286 pages, paper, 0-8308-1855-3, $19.99

TRUTH IS STRANGER THAN IT USED TO BE  J. Richard Middleton & Brian J. Walsh

“Truth Is Stranger Than It Used to Be makes a suggestive theological response to the [postmodern] crisis, exploring the claims of biblical faith in a shrewd way. It will be a most helpful resource for those who care about our common future and who are willing to think honestly, informed by faith. I anticipate the book will be widely used, to our common benefit.”


Save 50% on any titles you order at the IVP Booth:
#215, 217, 219.
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OPENING ADDRESS (A12)
Saturday, November 18, 11:30am M-Salon G & H
Race Matters
Cornel West, Harvard University

Cornel West has become one of America’s most prominent public intellectuals. Currently serving as Professor of Afro-American Studies and Philosophy of Religion at Harvard University, West has also held appointments at Princeton University, Yale University, and Union Theological Seminary. He earned the A.B. degree Magna cum Laude from Harvard University, and the M.A. and Ph.D. degrees from Princeton University.


Currently West is interested in addressing the problems facing urban African Americans and in establishing an ongoing dialogue between Blacks and Jews. Both issues are addressed in Jews and Blacks: Let the Healing Begin (1995), a book he co-authored with Tikkun Magazine editor Michael Lerner.

PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS (A65)
Saturday, November 18, 7:00pm M-Salon G & H
The Ethics of African American Religious Scholarship
Peter J. Paris, Princeton Theological Seminary

Peter J. Paris is the Emer G. Homighausen Professor of Christian Social Ethics at Princeton Theological Seminary. He has also served on the faculties of Howard University and Vanderbilt University Divinity Schools. His academic research and publications have centered on the moral and religious life of African Americans and, especially, their quest for a racially just society. The development of his thought has formed a consistent pattern of inquiry steadily bent on probing deeper dimensions of moral and religious meaning in the African American experience. His first book, Black Leaders in Conflict (1978), a revised edition published later under the title Black Religious Leaders: Conflict in Unity (1992), constitutes a comparative analysis of four paradigmatic African American leaders. He argues that their difference of thought can comprise the basis for effecting varying degrees of practical unity in their common resistance to the problem of racism. The aim of his second book, The Social Teaching of the Black Churches (1985), is to identify and explicate the foundational principles of the black churches which has transcended their denominational differences and established their unique character in the American societal context. The aim of his third book, The Spirituality of African Peoples: The Search for a Common Moral Discourse (1994), is to demonstrate the continuity of moral and religious values among African peoples on the continent and in the North American diaspora. This book lays the foundation for an African and African American theory of moral virtue.
PLENARY ADDRESS (A146)
Sunday, November 19, 7:30pm M-Grand Ballroom
Problems with Paradise
Toni Morrison, Princeton University


In 1989 Morrison was appointed Robert F. Goheen Professor in the Council of the Humanities at Princeton University. She has also held teaching positions at Yale University, Bard College, Rutgers University, the State University of New York at Albany, the University of Michigan, and Syracuse University. For twenty years she served as senior editor at Random House. Morrison has earned degrees from Howard University and Cornell University.


A recipient of the 1993 Nobel Prize for Literature, Morrison has also been awarded the Pulitzer Prize (1988) and the National Book Critics Award (1977), as well as honorary degrees from a dozen colleges and universities, and numerous other prizes and awards.

Morrison will read from her current novel, Paradise.

PLENARY ADDRESS (A 224)
Monday, November 20, 7:00pm M-Salon G & H
The Modes of Being, Doing, Teaching, and Discovering: The Contexts of Theological Schools and Religious Studies Departments.
Martin E. Marty, University of Chicago

It was once said that when it comes to religion in the United States, only Billy Graham is more influential than Martin E. Marty. Marty has taught history at the University of Chicago for over three decades in the Divinity School, the History Department (Social Science) and the Committee on the History of Culture (Humanities). In addition Marty has found himself called to speak in a myriad of public contexts: as an editor of The Christian Century, publisher of Context, and contributor to Making the Rounds.

While establishing himself as one of the preeminent historians of American religion, Marty has also remained in the ministry and on occasion functions in pastoral roles. His many books span a range of genres. As director of the Fundamentalism Project for the American Academy of Arts and Sciences and Senior Scholar in residence at the Park Ridge Center for the Study of Health, Faith, and Ethics, he has most recently become something of a comparativist.

Having reflected on motifs in figures as diverse as Michael Oakeshott, Jose Ortega y Gasset, Paul Valery, William James, and Alfred Schutz for some years, Marty will draw from their work in showing how and why the same people may feel at home both in theological schools and religious studies departments and why we have much to lose if we do not understand the various "modes" implied by the sundry locations of AAR, SBL and, for that matter, ATS scholars.

Professor Marty’s address is sponsored by the Association of Theological Schools in the United States and Canada. The Academy is grateful to ATS and its Executive Director, James L. Waits, for making it possible.
AAR/SBL Forum: Funding Opportunities for International Research in Religion (A9)

Sponsored by the AAR Committees on Research and Scholarship and on International Connections, the SBL Research and Publications Committee, and the Association of Theological Schools in the United States and Canada

Saturday, 9:30am-11:15am M-Salon B

Cheryl A. Tupper, Association of Theological Schools in the United States and Canada, Presiding

In the current economic and political climate it is becoming difficult to secure funds to support international research. Some funding agencies, however, continue to support advanced research, dissertation research, and language training overseas. In this session some of the major funders of international research describe the goals and procedures associated with their programs and answer questions from scholars who might be interested in applying for support. The panel will include representatives from the American Academy of Religion, American Council of Learned Societies, American Schools of Oriental Research, Council for the International Exchange of Scholars (Fulbright), International Research and Exchanges Board, Social Science Research Council, and Society of Biblical Literature. Ample time will be left for general discussion and questions from the audience.

Religion and Politics: The Oklahoma City Bombing (A13)

Saturday, 1:00pm-3:30pm C-Lecture Hall

Jorunn Jacobsen Buckley, Eastham, MA, Presiding

The bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City on April 19, 1995, raises a number of questions for scholars in religion. These include the psychological, sociological, and religious features of militant millennial groups; how such groups categorize insiders and outsiders; federal and state governmental responses and responsibilities vis-a-vis destructive mythologies; First and Second Amendment issues; and religious and legal aspects of the tension between safety and liberty.

AAR/SBL/ATS Research Grants Fair (A37)

Sponsored by the AAR Committee on Research and Scholarship, the SBL Research and Publications Committee, and the Association of Theological Schools in the United States and Canada

Saturday, 2:00pm-5:00pm C-Exhibit Hall D

Program officers from foundations and funding agencies will be available to answer questions and distribute materials to Annual Meeting attendees. This session is an extraordinary opportunity to learn more about the funding process and the many different kinds of resources that are available to scholars in religion. It is designed to be helpful for first-time applicants as well as those who have received grants in the past. There will be representatives from organizations that provide a wide variety of types of funding, including dissertation support, faculty leave grants, and project-level grants.

Electronic Publication: Academic Journals in Religious Studies (A38)

Sponsored by the AAR Publications Committee and the SBL Computer-Assisted Research Group (CARG)

Saturday, 3:45pm-6:15pm C-Exhibit Hall D

Charles S. Prebish, Pennsylvania State University, Presiding

The use of emerging technologies for teaching and research in religious studies is a topic that is rapidly gaining interest among scholars. In particular, electronic publication via the Internet has received much recent attention. This forum introduces scholars to the specifics of creating scholarly electronic journals in religious studies, focusing on the Journal of Buddhist Ethics, the first such journal in the field. The session will emphasize not only the technologies involved, but also the processes by which an editorial board can be constructed, manuscripts solicited, and a subscriber base established.

AAR/SBL/ATS Workshop: Strategies for Successful Grantseeking (A73)

Sponsored by the AAR Committee on Research and Scholarship, the SBL Research and Publications Committee, and the Association of Theological Schools in the United States and Canada

Sunday, 9:00am-11:30am M-Salon L

Cheryl A. Tupper, Association of Theological Schools in the United States and Canada, and Frank Reynolds, University of Chicago, Presiding

This session examines the process of developing a grant proposal from the early stages through submission. Special attention will be given to discussing how to position a project to meet a funder's criteria and how to write in a style appropriate to grant proposals. Ample time will be allotted for questions and general discussion.

The Evaluation of Teaching: Preparing for Tenure and Post-tenure Reviews (A102)

Sponsored by the Committee on Teaching and Learning

Sunday, 1:00pm-3:30pm C-203A

W. Lee Humphreys, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Presiding

Now that renewed attention is being paid to teaching as a vital partner of research in higher education, what kinds of
criteria, policies, and practices are being followed for the evaluation of teaching in the faculty tenure and promotion process? This forum, with panelists representing faculty and administration from highly diverse institutions (a private liberal arts college, a theological school, a private and a public research university, and a national higher education research organization), addresses the following topics: teaching evaluation policies and procedures in the tenure and promotion process; course questionnaires; teaching workloads and reward structures; peer evaluations; the teaching portfolio; teaching as compared to research evaluation and the importance of teaching in being an academic "professional."


**Sunday, 2:00pm-4:30pm**  
M-Salon E

Lance Carden, Endowment for Biblical Research, Presiding

Supported by the Endowment for Biblical Research, AAR, ASOR, and SBL, the "Frontiers in Biblical Scholarship" lecture series is designed to communicate the results of biblical scholarship to the general public. At this annual meeting we initiate a new three-year cycle of lectures addressing the theme "Ancient Voices, Modern Meanings: The Prophetic Tradition." Walter Brueggemann's lecture is entitled "Texts That Linger, Words That Explode." Rebecca Chopp and Walter E. Rast will respond. The main presentations are scheduled to conclude at 3:45p.m., and the remaining time will be devoted to questions from the general public.

**New Inquisition: Academic Freedom and Women's Religion (A128)**

Sponsored by the Committee on the Status of Women in the Profession

**Sunday, 3:45pm-5:45pm**  
M-Salon G

Heather Murray Elkins, Drew University, Presiding

Recently feminist scholars in religion have reported incidents of harassment, including charges of heresy, loss of jobs, and physical threats. While the common perception of this conflict places the fault lines along the liberal/conservative theological axis, the attempt to silence feminists in religion is happening in many sectors where women scholars have raised criticism of traditions. This panel will identify various forms of backlash against women in religion, explore the political, ethical, and theological dimensions of this new "inquisition," and discuss both strategies for coping and methods for honest, critical dialogue among people who differ.

**American Lectures in the History of Religions (A152)**

Sponsored by the Committee on the American Lectureship in the History of Religions

**Monday, 9:00am-11:00am**  
C-103A

Frank Reynolds, University of Chicago, Presiding

Pilgrim's Chapel and the Shopper's Mall: Spaces That Shape Religious Experiences

Lawrence E. Sullivan, Harvard University

In 1992, the American Institute of Architects chose Thorncrow Chapel, designed by Fay Jones in Eureka Springs, AK, as the most outstanding piece of architecture built in America in the decade of the 1980's. In the same year the mother of all shopping malls, the Mall of America in Bloomington, MN opened its doors. These paradigms of built space in America reveal attitudes and aspirations that can be set within the broader history of religions. Focusing on these American cases, this multimedia presentation considers the relationships among history, form, and experience of religion. This lecture is one of a five-part series in the American Lectureship in the History of Religions, sponsored by the American Council of Learned Societies until 1993, when the AAR assumed responsibility for the series. Sullivan's 1995-1996 series is titled Hidden Histories: Sensing Religion in American Experience. It explores the multisensory experiences of religion through multimedia technology.

**Communicating with the Public: Responsibilities, Possibilities, and Perils (A153)**

Sponsored by the Committee on the Public Understanding of Religion

**Monday, 9:00am-11:30am**  
C-201B

Peter J. Paris, Princeton Theological Seminary, Presiding

This session explores the theoretical and practical issues involved in communicating with the general public about the religions. The panelists will highlight the responsibilities of scholars of religion to the general public. They will make suggestions about how to communicate with the public and alert scholars to the difficulties of doing so.

**Walking Tour of Religious Sites (A178)**

Sponsored by the North American Religions Section

**Monday, 1:00pm-3:30pm**  
Gather in M-308

Peter W. Williams, Miami University, Ohio; David L. Holmes, College of William and Mary; and Dewey D. Wallace, George Washington University, Presiding

Philadelphia is a city rich in historic religious sites from the colonial and early national periods. Williams, Holmes and Wallace lead a two-hour walking tour to illustrate Philadelphia's religious history. Among the sites likely to be included are Christ Church Episcopal, Saint George's Methodist Church, Saint Augustine's Catholic Church, and the Arch Street Friends Meeting House.
From the Dissertation to the Book (A179)
Sponsored by the Committee on Research and Scholarship
Monday, 1:00pm-3:30pm C-107B
Ann Taves, Claremont School of Theology, Presiding

Transforming the dissertation is often the first hurdle facing recent graduates intent on publishing. Why do publishers reputedly look down on dissertations? What do you need to do to make your dissertation publishable? How do you decide what form publication should take and the right publisher for your work? In this session, editors from several presses and faculty with extensive experience helping graduates transform their dissertations demystify the process of getting published. The panel will include Catherine L. Albanese, co-editor of the Religion in North America Series at Indiana University Press; Frederick M. Denny, editor of the Comparative Religion Series at the University of South Carolina; Barbara A. Holdrege, editor of the AAR Academy Series, and Alan Thomas, senior editor for literary and religious studies at the University of Chicago Press. Ample time will be allotted for questions and discussion.

The Curriculum of Diversity (A204)
Sponsored by the Committee on the Status of Racial and Ethnic Minorities in the Profession
Monday, 3:45pm-6:15pm M-Salon E
Carolyn M. Jones, Louisiana State University, Presiding

Creating and implementing multicultural programs is an important aspect of achieving diversity in the university, in its curriculum, and in student populations. These five panelists, scholars from different racial and ethnic minority communities and from various areas of specialization in religious studies, will offer theoretical perspectives on and practical approaches to creating and sustaining multicultural programs, as well as reflections on multidisciplinarity and/in the field. Ample time for open discussion will be provided.

AAR Continuum Arts Series
1995 Annual Meeting

The AAR is pleased to present the third year of the Continuum Arts Series—an exciting mix of tours and events held in conjunction with our Annual Meeting and funded by a special grant from the Continuum Publishing Company and Crossroad/Continuum's founder, Werner Mark Linz. Diane Apostolos-Cappadona (Georgetown University) is Arts Coordinator for the Annual Meeting.

The AAR is grateful to the Continuum Publishing Company and Werner Mark Linz for making this arts program possible. By enabling us to enjoy performances in each city we visit, this generous gift enhances and expands our members' scholarly work in religion and the arts while at the same time enriching our Annual Meeting experience.

TOURS

These tours require preregistration. For information on preregistering see page 305.

Philadelphia Museum of Art
(A11) Saturday, 10:30am-12:30pm

The Philadelphia Museum of Art, founded in 1876, is unique among American museums in its integrated presentation of a full range of both fine and applied arts from Asia, Europe, and the U.S. Spanning over two thousand years, the collections include masterpieces of painting, sculpture, prints, and drawings, as well as a wide range of furniture, silver, glasswork, architectural elements, and entire furnished rooms from historic houses. The striking neoclassical building provides an oasis of beauty and a wealth of activities for visitors of all ages, just minutes from the center of Philadelphia.

Special tours for members of the American Academy of Religion have been arranged for November 18th (Saturday) beginning at 10:30 a.m. Kindly note that the tours last for one hour and that additional time for a stop in the museum shop is provided. Fee for the tour including museum admission is $8.00 per person. Preregistration for the tour is required with payment.

Tour A — Saints and Sinners: Explore Italian, Flemish and Dutch fourteenth- to seventeenth-century art from Rogier van der Weyden’s magnificent depictions of Christ to Steen’s “sinful” genre scenes.

Tour B — The Orient Express: See the Japanese Tea House, Indian Temple Hall, and centuries of paintings, ceramics, rugs, and more from Asia.
PERFORMANCES

Seeking the Center by Kay WalkingStick

(A62) Saturday, 4:00pm-5:30pm  M-Salon K
Diane Apostolos-Cappadona, Georgetown University, Presenting

Kay WalkingStick has been painting and teaching art since the 1950's. She studied art in New York City at the height of the minimalist, body art, and feminist art movements. In the 1970's, she made a breakthrough in her work as a result of her personal confrontation with her Native American ancestry; WalkingStick is a member of the Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma who was raised in a Presbyterian home with a strong religious worldview. She has worked in sculpture, printmaking, and the book format, but is best known for her diptych paintings in which a land- or waterscape is paired with an abstracted, minimal surface. In her paintings, WalkingStick works toward simplified forms of universal, mythic meanings. Her imagery often uses pared-down symbolic shapes. Her abiding interests are with abstraction and her links to an essential Native American spirituality. However, her work can be seen as the confluence of myriad influences, not least of which is gender. The intersection of her native heritage, her spiritual life, and her paintings will be explored in her slide-illustrated talk, Seeking the Center.

Let My People Go by the Avodah Dance Ensemble

(A67) Saturday, 8:30pm-9:30pm  C-204 A & B

The Avodah Dance Ensemble, in association with the Henry Street Settlement-Louis Abrons Arts for Living Center, is pleased to present Let My People Go, based on the poem by James Weldon Johnson and traditional biblical texts. The interpretation of the poem uses dance, drama, and music to focus on common concerns of the Black and Jewish communities. Let My People Go was created in 1989 by Louis Johnson and Joanne Tucker and has been enthusiastically received on college campuses, including Columbia University, Princeton University, Brandeis University, University of Virginia, Boston University, and the University of Delaware.

FILMS

Daughters of the Dust

(A126) Sunday, 1:00pm-3:30pm  M-410
(A225) Monday, 8:30pm-10:30pm  M-304

Filmmaker Julie Dash’s Daughters of the Dust enacts the survival and thriving of African traditions, rituals, and spirituality among three generations of a Gullah family. Dash focuses on the women of this extended family as the family prepares to leave the sea islands of South Carolina and Georgia — the family's home for several generations — for the mainland and the opportunities imagined there. A rich mixture of ritualized storytelling and more conventional narrative, the film charts a journey of cultural and familial loss, memory, recovery, and imagination through African American women's eyes and voices.


The Jazz Singer

(A61) Saturday, 3:45pm-6:15pm  M-407

Celebrated as the first “talkie,” this “founding movie of Hollywood sound” (Michael Rogin) also reinstates the founding gestures of a monolithic American national identity: assimilation and Christianized whiteness. The film’s protagonist, Jakie Rabinowitz (Al Jolson), escapes his immigrant identity—Jewishness — through blackface performances. The Jazz Singer raises historical and contemporary questions about cultural hybridity, assimilation, appropriation, speaking with and speaking for.

Directed by Alan Crosland, 1927, 88 minutes.
**Silverlake Life**

Filmmaker Tom Joslin began the video diary *Silverlake Life* when his longtime partner Mark Massi developed AIDS in 1989. The focus began to shift when Joslin’s own illness accelerated more quickly than Massi’s. The final version of the film, completed in 1993 by Peter Friedman, chronicles Joslin and Massi’s relationship during the final year of Joslin’s life. The film raises important questions of life and death, limit and meaning in the context of a twenty-year loving relationship, and post-Stonewall gay, lesbian and bisexual politics.

Directed by Tom Joslin, Mark Massi, and Peter Friedman, 1993, 99 minutes.

**Eat Drink Man Woman**

Sponsored by the Committee on International Connections

(A203) Monday, 1:00pm-3:30pm M-304

In *Eat Drink Man Woman* director Ang Lee explores the intricate interweaving of ritual, food, and family life. Set in modern Taipei the film presents an affectionate portrait of Mr. Chu, a widowed master chef, and his three daughters, all of whom chafe under traditional practices like the lavish Sunday meal that makes up the film’s opening moments. Often compared with Babette’s Feast and Like Water for Chocolate, *Eat Drink Man Woman* uses intergenerational struggle and food as prisms through which to view the stresses and strains that are a part of life in contemporary Taiwan.

Directed by Ang Lee, 1994, 123 minutes.

**Aum Shinrikyo: The Inside Story**

Sponsored by the Japanese Religions Group

(AM67) Saturday, 8.30pm-10.30pm C-202B

Steven Heine, Pennsylvania State University, Presiding

A video of current material on Aum Shinrikyo made in Tokyo since the events of last spring will be screened as part of an in-depth analysis of the history and developments inside the cult, including its impact on Japanese society. The panelists include William R. LaFleur of the University of Pennsylvania and Richard Gardner of Sophia University in Tokyo, who made the video. There will be a one-hour discussion after the presentation.

---

**EXHIBITION**

In cooperation with the Philadelphia Chapter of The NAMES Project, a special exhibition of parts of the AIDS Memorial Quilt will be displayed in the Exhibit Hall throughout the Annual Meeting. In June 1987, a small group of strangers gathered in a San Francisco storefront to document the lives they feared history would neglect. Their goal was to build a memorial for those who had died of AIDS, something that would make the United States and the world understand the devastating impact of the AIDS epidemic. Eight years later the NAMES Project AIDS Memorial Quilt is a powerful visual reminder of the AIDS epidemic we continue to face. More than twenty-eight thousand individual three-by-six-foot memorial panels—each one remembering the life of someone who has died of AIDS—have been sewn together by friends, family members, and loved ones. The NAMES Project now displays the Quilt across the United States and overseas to encourage visitors to better understand and respond to the AIDS epidemic, to provide a positive means of expression for those grieving the death of a loved one, and to raise vital community funds for people living with AIDS. The AIDS Memorial Quilt now includes panels from every U.S. state and twenty-six foreign countries.
RECEPTIONS

Committee on the Status of Racial and Ethnic Minorities in the Profession—Business Meeting and Reception

(A64) Saturday, 5:00pm-6:45pm  M-501

The Committee on the Status of Racial and Ethnic Minorities in the Profession discuss their plans and seek your ideas. There will be a reception immediately after the business portion of this session.

International Guests Orientation and Reception

(A66) Saturday, 8:30pm-9:30pm  M-Suite 2147

All AAR international attendees and guests are invited to a reception sponsored by the Committee on International Connections.

AAR/SBL Reception

(A68) Saturday, 9:15pm-10:00pm  C-Grand Hall

All persons registered for the Annual Meeting are invited.

AAR/SBL Student Members Reception

(A69) Saturday, 10:00pm-11:30pm  M-Salon I & J

The student members of AAR and SBL are invited to a reception hosted by the AAR and SBL executive staffs.

New Members Continental Breakfast

(A71) Sunday, 7:30am-8:45am M-Suite 2147

The Board of Directors welcomes new (first-time) AAR members to join them for a continental breakfast.

Retired Members Reception

(A143) Sunday, 5:30pm-6:30pm  M-Suite 2147

All AAR members who are retired from full-time employment are invited to a reception on their behalf.

Celebrating The HarperCollins Dictionary of Religion

(144) Sunday, 6:15-7:00pm  C-Grand Hall

The AAR and HarperSanFrancisco invite you to a reception celebrating the release of their collaborative work The HarperCollins Dictionary of Religion. Editors and contributors will be honored.

Lilly Teaching Fellows Reception

(A147) Sunday, 8:45pm-9:30pm  M-Suite 2147

All participants in the AAR’s Lilly Teaching Workshops are invited to a reception.

JAAR Editorial Board Reception

(A149) Sunday, 9:00pm-11:00pm  M-405

Members of the JAAR editorial Board are invited to a reception in their honor.

Reception for Program Unit Chairs and Steering Committee Members

(A226) Monday, 9:00pm-11:00pm  M-Suite 2147

AAR program unit chairs and steering committee members are invited to a reception in their honor hosted by the Program Committee.

SPECIAL PROGRAMS ON FUNDING FOR RESEARCH AND SCHOLARSHIP

Funding Opportunities for International Research in Religion

(A9) Saturday, 9:30am-11:15am  M-Salon B

Major funders of international research and language training will describe the goals and procedures associated with their programs and answer questions from scholars interested in applying for support.

Research Grants Fair

(A37) Saturday, 2:00pm-5:00pm  C-Exhibit Hall D

Program officers from foundations and funding agencies will be available to speak with members and distribute application materials.

Workshop: Strategies for Successful Grantseeking

(A73) Sunday, 9:00am-11:30am  M-Salon L

This session examines the process of developing a grant proposal from the early stages through submission.

ESPECIALLY FOR STUDENTS

Introduction to the AAR

(A63) Saturday, 5:00pm-6:15pm  M-Salon D

This session provides an orientation to AAR structures, publication programs, and services. Brief presentations will be given by various AAR leaders and ample opportunity for questions and general discussion will follow.

AAR/SBL Student Members Reception

(A69) Saturday, 10:00pm-11:30pm  M-Salon I & J

The student members of AAR and SBL are invited to a reception hosted by the AAR and SBL executive staffs.

AAR Student Planning Session

(A97) Sunday, 11:45am-12:45pm  M-304

This session is devoted to exploring ways the AAR can better serve its student members.
AAR AWARDS

EXCELLENCE IN THE STUDY OF RELIGION

The AAR is pleased to announce the 1995 award recipients for outstanding books in religion.

Constructive-Reflective Studies:


Historical Studies:

Analytical-Descriptive Studies:

The AAR thanks Richard B. Miller, Indiana University, Bloomington, Coordinator of Juries, and the jurors for their contributions to this awards program:
Constructive-Reflective Panel:
Tom Driver, Union Theological Seminary, New York
Larry Bouchard, University of Virginia
Francis Schüssler Fiorenza, Harvard University

Historical Panel:
Hal French, University of South Carolina
Roger Brooks, Connecticut College
Betty A. DeBerg, Valparaiso University
Terry Foreman, Murray State University

Analytical-Descriptive Panel:
David Barr, Wright State University
Bruce Lincoln, University of Chicago
Carole A. Myscofski, Illinois Wesleyan University

BEST FIRST BOOK IN THE HISTORY OF RELIGIONS

The AAR is pleased to announce the award recipients for the best first books in the history of religions for 1994.


The following books were selected by the committee for honorable mention:

The AAR thanks the members of the Committee on the American Lectureship in the History of Religions for their contributions to this awards program:
Frank Reynolds, University of Chicago, Chair
Diana L. Eck, Harvard University
Richard C. Martin, Iowa State University
Alan F. Segal, Barnard College

These awards will be presented prior to the Presidential Address, Saturday 7:00pm.
PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS (S58)
Saturday, November 18, 8:00pm M-Salon E & F
Rethinking “New Testament Ethics”
Leander E. Keck, Yale Divinity School

Leander E. Keck, the 1995 SBL President, is Winkley Professor of Biblical Theology at Yale Divinity School, where he was Dean from 1979-1989. While at Emory University (1972-1979), he served as President of the Southeastern Region of SBL in 1973-1974; as Chair of Research and Publications (1978-1984), he served on the Society’s Executive Committee as well as on the Board of Scholar’s Press. Among his publications are A Future for the Historical Jesus and Paul and His Letters. He also edited the Lives of Jesus Series (8 vols.), for which he translated D. F. Strauss’s The Christ of Faith and the Jesus of History. Currently, he is Convener and Senior New Testament Editor of the New Interpreter’s Bible, and is completing his book on New Testament christology. He has lectured widely in North America and abroad.

Gene M. Tucker (Candler School of Theology, Emory University), the SBL President-Elect will preside.

How Our Minds Have Changed (or Remained the Same) (S94)
Sunday, 1:00-3:30 p.m. M-Salon F
The Effects of Women’s Studies on Biblical Studies
Rosemary R. Ruether, Garrett-Evangelical Theological Seminary
Letty M. Russell, Yale Divinity School
Katharine Doob Sakenfeld, Princeton Theological Seminary
Elisabeth Schüssler Fiorenza, Harvard Divinity School

These panelists will return to the topic that they addressed fifteen years ago in Dallas at the SBL Centennial Year Celebration. The following participants at the 1980 panel are not able to return for this year’s reunion: Mary K. Wakeman (University of North Carolina, Greensboro), Dorothy C. Bass (Valparaiso Project on the Education and Formation of People in Faith, Valparaiso University) and Adela Yarbro Collins (University of Chicago Divinity School).

Phyllis Trible (Union Theological Seminary, New York) will preside.

Biblical Scholarship in the Twenty-First Century (S128)
Sunday, 8:00-10:30 p.m. C-103 B
The Effects of Women’s Studies on Biblical Studies
Howard Eilberg-Schwartz, San Francisco State University
Deirdre Good, General Theological Seminary
Carol Meyers, Duke University
Adele Reinhartz, McMaster University
Jane Schaberg, University of Detroit Mercy
Renita J. Weems, Vanderbilt University Divinity School
Sharon H. Ringe (Wesley Theological Seminary) will preside.
Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham, Harvard University

On the "Subject" of the Word: Religious Discourse and the Construction of the Racial Self

This paper looks at the role of religious and biblical language in the construction of the self. The paper focuses on African-American women's interpretations within the social context of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The paper argues for the complex and conflicted character of communities of knowledgeability that are constituted on the religious authentication of a racial and gendered "self."


Gale A. Yee (University of St. Thomas, St. Paul) will preside.

Mitchell Dahood Memorial Competition (556)

Saturday, 5:15-6:15 p.m.  M-Salon F

Marvin H. Pope, Professor Emeritus, Semitic Languages and Literatures, Yale University

Bronze Age God Talk from Ugarit: The Impact of Ugaritic on Biblical Studies


This session is sponsored by the SBL and the Ecumenical Theological Seminary in Detroit, Michigan.

SBL Challenge Campaign Reception (557)

Saturday, 5:30-7:30 p.m.  M-Salons I & J

This annual reception is the highlight of the Campaign's calendar. Begun in 1992, the Challenge Campaign Donors' reception has served as the primary event in which the Society shows its gratitude to its donors. If you are currently a contributor, please join your colleagues in an atmosphere of celebration in which you are the honored guest. Light hors d'oeuvres and wine will be served. If you are not yet a donor, the SBL invites your contribution and urges you to join others during this time at the Annual Meeting. Please complete the pledge card (printed on page 304) and bring it with you to the reception. You may send your contribution to the SBL office (1549 Clairmont Road, Suite 204, Decatur, GA 30033).

AAR/SBL Reception (559)

Saturday, 9:15-10:00 p.m.  C-Grand Hall

All annual meeting registrants are invited. Admission is by ticket and name badge only.

AAR/SBL Student Reception (560)

Saturday, 10:00-11:30 p.m.  M-Salon I & J

Reception hosted by AAR and SBL executive staffs for student members.

SBL Annual Business Meeting (561)

Sunday, 7:00-8:45 a.m.  C-103 A

This event provides a regular forum for elections, for reports on the Society's activities, and for discussing matters pertinent to
the governance of the Society. Leander E. Keck (Yale Divinity School) will preside. All members are invited. A continental breakfast will be provided at 7:00 a.m.

Frontiers in Biblical Scholarship: The Endowment for Biblical Research Lecture Series (AAR/SBL/ASOR) (S104)
Sunday, 2:00-4:30 p.m. M-Salon E
The three-year theme is “Ancient Voices Modern Meanings: The Prophetic Tradition”
Walter Brueggemann, Columbia Theological Seminary
Texts that Linger, Words that Explode

Supported by the Endowment for Biblical Research, AAR, ASOR, and SBL, the “Frontiers in Biblical Scholarship” lecture series is designed to communicate the results of biblical scholarship to the general public. Rebecca Chopp (Emory University, AAR) and Walter E. Rast (Valparaiso University, ASOR) will respond. Lance Carden of the Endowment for Biblical Research Board of Trustees will preside. The main presentations are scheduled to conclude by 2:30 p.m., and the remaining time will be devoted to questions from the general public.

Nag Hammadi: The First 50 Years (S127)
Sunday, 7:30-9:00 p.m. C-201 B
James M. Robinson, Institute for Antiquity and Christianity, Claremont Graduate School
John D. Turner (University of Nebraska, Lincoln) will preside.

Committee on Underrepresented Racial and Ethnic Minorities in the Profession: Luncheon and Discussion (S153)
Monday, 11:30-1:00 p.m. M-Salon E
Topic: Agenda Issues for the Next Four Years
Randall C. Bailey (Interdenominational Theological Center)
Fernando T. Segovia (Vanderbilt University Divinity School)
Vincent L. Wimbush (Union Theological Seminary, New York)

SBL members who belong to underrepresented racial and ethnic groups are invited to attend. RSVP by October 15 to: V. L. Wimbush, Union Theological Seminary, 3041 Broadway, NY, NY 10027; e-mail: vv7@columbia.edu; fax: 212-280-1318. Gale A. Yee (University of St. Thomas, St. Paul) will preside.

The Historical Jesus and Christian Theology (S192)
Monday, 7:30-9:30 p.m. C-103 B
John P. Meier, Catholic University of America
Elisabeth Schussler Fiorenza, Harvard Divinity School
N. T. Wright, Lichfield Cathedral, England
Paula Fredriksen (Boston University) will preside.

The Bible in Africa, Asia, and Latin America (S193)
Monday, 8:00-10:00 p.m. C-103 A
Kwok Pui-lan, Episcopal Divinity School, Cambridge, MA
Discovering the Bible in the Non-Biblical World: The Journey Continues

Born in Hong Kong, Kwok Pui-lan approaches the Bible simultaneously from feminist, multicultural, and postcolonial perspectives. She received her doctorate from Harvard Divinity School and was formerly on the faculty of the Chinese University of Hong Kong. Currently she is Associate Professor of Theology at Episcopal Divinity School, Cambridge, Massachusetts.


Kwok’s address focuses on the journey to discover the Bible in a multicultural and multifaith context, the struggle to create an alternative space, the decolonization of the mind, and the challenge of Asian feminist hermeneutics.

David J. Lull (Atlanta, GA) will preside.

Fireside Chat (S194)
Monday, 8:00-9:30 p.m. M-Salon E
Marvin H. Pope, Yale University
Interviewer: Bruce Zuckerman, University of Southern California

The “Chat” in 1995 will be offered by Marvin H. Pope (Professor Emeritus of Semitic Languages and Literatures at Yale University), who will be
SBL
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introduced and interviewed by Bruce Zuckerman (developer and director of the West Semitic Research Project). Born in Durham, North Carolina, Pope studied Bible at Duke and Semitic Languages at Yale. He later taught both at Duke (1947-1949) and at Yale (1949-1986). During World War II he was a weather observer in the South Pacific. He was Fellow of the American School of Oriental Research, Jerusalem (1946) and Director (1959-1960). He served as Resident Director of Hebrew Union College Biblical and Archaeological School, Jerusalem (1966-1967). He was also Fulbright Senior Fellow at the University of Aleppo in 1980 and at Münster in 1986 and 1990. Marvin Pope’s writings include Anchor Bible commentaries on Job and Song of Songs, as well as sundry articles on Ugaritic and biblical language and literature. His collected essays were edited by Professor Mark Smith under the title Probative Pontificating in Ugaritic and Biblical Literature, 1994.

The Pontification (bridge-building) in Philadelphia will center on the ideal of that name meaning brotherly and sisterly love as the goal of practical or applied theology, to wit the common unity and destiny of humanity. A deity worthy of worship must be an equity action employer. All claims of divine favoritism are blasphemy. The theme of the chat will be the text, context, and import of the words (from Mishnah Sanhedrin 4:5) engraved inside the ring given to Schindler in Spielberg’s justly acclaimed moving picture.

TOUR

The Center for Judaic Studies is offering tours free of charge to members of the AAR and SBL during the Annual Meeting. The tours are scheduled for 10:00-11:00 a.m., Sunday, November 19-Tuesday, November 21. Tours are limited to 20 persons and participants should call for reservations (238-1290). The Center is located at 420 Walnut Street.

The Center’s collection, long recognized as among the most important Judaica libraries in the country, comprises more than 16,000 books, manuscripts, and primary source materials that cover the full sweep and panorama of Judaism.

SBL 1995 SEMINAR PAPERS

A number of papers to be discussed at the Annual Meeting are available in advance of the meeting. Some may be obtained by writing to addresses given in the program; most have been published in the SBL 1995 Seminar Papers. Members who wish to participate in sessions for which papers have been pre-published should order the papers without delay. An order form is provided with the registration materials (see page 302). The volume should be mailed around the first of October. The SBL 1995 Seminar Papers contains articles related to the following program units:

- African-American Theology and Biblical Hermeneutics Group (S105)
- Divine Mediator Figures in Antiquity Group (S20, S160)
- Formation of the Book of Isaiah Seminar (S110)
- Greco-Roman Religions Section (S140, S163)
- Historical Jesus Section (S43, S93)
- Intertextuality in Christian Apocrypha Seminar (S142, S181)
- Matthew Group (S73, S146)
- Pauline Theology Group (S169, S205)
- Philo of Alexandria Seminar (S170)
- Prayer in the Greco-Roman World Group (S97)
- Rhetoric and the New Testament Section (S78)
- Synoptic Gospels Section (S81)
- Wisdom, Apocalyptic, and Early Christianity Consultation (S122, S151)

NOTE FROM THE PROGRAM COMMITTEE

The SBL Program Committee invites Society members who attend the annual meeting to recommend individuals and topics for future special programs. There are currently six series for which programs are sought: The Bible in Africa, Asia, and Latin America; Biblical Scholarship in the Twenty-First Century; Fireside Chat, How My Mind Has Changed; Interpreting Classic Texts; and the Lecture Discussion Series. The Committee is eager to plan programs which meet the needs and interests of members and which, especially, contribute to the future directions of biblical studies. When making suggestions, please remember that most special programs must be planned at least a couple of years in advance.

Suggestions may be addressed to: SBL Program Committee, Society of Biblical Literature, 1549 Clairmont Rd., Suite 204, Decatur, GA 30033-4635 (fax: 404-248-0815; Internet: sblexec@unix.cc.emory.edu)
A Recruitment Conference: Attracting Racial and Ethnic Minority Students to Biblical Studies

Planning is currently underway for the first SBL undergraduate recruitment conference to be held on October 11-13, 1996, at Union Theological Seminary in New York City. The conference was conceived and is being planned and convened by SBL’s Committee on Underrepresented Racial and Ethnic Minority Persons in the Profession. It is intended to demonstrate and foster SBL’s commitment to the racial and ethnic diversity of its membership.

This conference will identify about thirty racial and ethnic minority undergraduate students among the Native-American, African-American, Asian-American, and Hispanic-American populations. Targeted are students who have the intellectual talents and interests in, and the maturity and tenacity needed for, the scholarly study of religion in general, and the Bible in particular. Selected students will receive full financial support to attend this conference. They must have at least sophomore academic standing at the time of the conference and be nominated by a college faculty member or advisor. (See the adjacent Nomination Form.)

The most important goals of the recruitment conference are as follows:

- to bring together approximately thirty minority students to celebrate their ethnic histories and experiences
- to inspire and strengthen their intellectual and academic ambitions
- to provide strong role models who will mentor students through “hands on” investigations of biblical texts in order to excite them into choosing the study of the Bible as a possible career
- to offer concrete suggestions regarding the next steps they should take in pursuing such a career.

Along with SBL officers, the faculty mentors who will participate in this conference include:

- Randall C. Bailey, Interdenominational Theological Center, GA
- Jorge Gonzalez, Berry College, GA
- Chan Hie Kim, School of Theology at Claremont, CA
- Jean-Pierre Ruiz, St. John’s University, NY
- Fernando F. Segovia, Vanderbilt University Divinity School, TN
- Abraham Smith, Boston University School of Theology, MA
- Henry Sun, Lexington, KY
- Francisco Gracia Treto, Trinity University, TX
- Renita J. Weems, Vanderbilt University Divinity School, TN
- Vincent L. Wimbush, Union Theological Seminary, NY
- Gale A. Yee, University of St. Thomas, MN

Please nominate talented minority students for this special gathering of future members of our Society. Complete and submit the accompanying Student Nomination Form. If you would like more information or brochures about the conference, please contact Vincent L. Wimbush, Union Theological Seminary, 3041 Broadway, New York, NY 10027, TEL: 212-280-1390; FAX: 212-280-1416; E-MAIL: vw7@columbia.edu.

Student Nomination Form

Send to: SBL Committee on Underrepresented Racial and Ethnic Minority Persons in the Profession 
c/o Cottrell R. Carson 
Union Theological Seminary 
3041 Broadway 
New York, NY 10027

Student’s Name ____________________________

School Attending __________________________

Major ____________________________________

Check one: ☐ Freshman ☐Sophomore ☐Junior ☐Senior

Address __________________________________

City ____________________________ State ______ Zip ______

TEL ____________________________

A letter of nomination from a college faculty member is required. Upon receipt of the nomination form, the student will be sent an application form. The deadline for receipt of applications and letters of recommendation is February 15, 1996.

Your Name ____________________________

Title __________________________________

Address __________________________________

City ____________________________ State ______ Zip ______

E-MAIL ____________________________

TEL ____________________________

FAX ____________________________
THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF RELIGION

The American Academy of Religion is a learned society and professional association of scholars and teachers in the field of religion. Through academic conferences and meetings, publications, and a variety of programs and membership services, the Academy fosters excellence in scholarship and teaching. Within a context of free inquiry and critical examination, the Academy welcomes all disciplined reflection on religion and seeks to enhance its broad public understanding.

The goals of the American Academy of Religion are:
- to promote research and scholarship in the field;
- to foster excellence in teaching;
- to support and encourage members' professional development;
- to develop regional programming and participation;
- to advance publication and scholarly communication in the field;
- to seek ways to contribute to the public understanding of religion;
- to welcome into our conversation the various voices in the field of religion;
- to help to advance and secure the future of the academic study of religion.

Governance. The AAR is governed by a Board of Directors comprised of elected and ex officio members. Programmatic responsibilities are carried out through the following standing committees: Finance, Long-Range Planning and Development, Nominations, Program, Publications, Regions, Research and Scholarship, Status of Women in the Profession, and Teaching and Learning. Ad hoc committees include: American Lectures in the History of Religions, Future of the Academic Study of Religion, International Connections, Lilly Teaching Workshops, Public Understanding of Religion, and the Status of Racial and Ethnic Minorities in the Profession. The AAR and SBL jointly sponsor the Association of Department Chairs and the Employment Information Services Committees. The executive offices are located at Emory University in Atlanta, Georgia.

Annual Meeting. The Academy's program embraces the world's religions and major areas of study through fourteen program units called sections. In addition there are currently forty-two groups, fourteen consultations, and five seminars. Plenary lectures, special topics forums, roundtable sessions, experimental sessions, films, artistic events and programs of affiliated societies further enrich this gathering of scholars in religion, the largest in the world.

Regional Groups. The ten regional groups of the AAR, incorporating all of North America, sponsor regional forums and projects in the study of religion, as well as opportunities for leadership and scholarly support offered by local networks of members.

Publications. The scholarly periodical of the Academy is the Journal of the American Academy of Religion. The AAR's publishing program through Scholars Press brings the works of authors to the attention of publics in North America, Europe, and East Asia, exposing a growing audience to issues in religious studies. Currently the AAR publishes books in the Academy Series, the Cultural Criticism Series, the Reflection and Theory in the Study of Religion Series, The Religions Series, and the Texts and Translations Series. In addition, the AAR publishes a periodical titled Spotlight on Teaching. Joint publications with the SBL include the Critical Review of Books in Religion; Religious Studies News; OPENINGS; and Ventures in Religion. Finally, the Dictionary of Religion, a major reference work by the AAR, will be published in 1995 by HarperCollins.

Awards. The Awards for Excellence in Religious Studies are given annually for books that offer a significant new approach to a topic or field in religious studies. The awards are given in three categories: analytic-descriptive, constructive-reflective, and historical. An annual award is also given for the best first book in the history of religions. The Ray L. Hart Service Award is given to persons whose dedication and service have made significant contributions to the AAR's mission of fostering excellence in the field of religion.

Grants. The grants program supports research by members of the AAR (including joint members). Through the Committee on Research and Scholarship, the AAR makes awards from $500 to $5,000 for individual and collaborative research. The Committee on Regions manages regional development grants designed to foster regional activities and programs. Information regarding these grant programs is published regularly in Religious Studies News and is available from the AAR executive offices.

Professional Activities. The Academy is a member of the American Council of Learned Societies and the National Humanities Alliance. It is a founder and sponsor of Scholars Press, through which publications, membership, accounting, subscriptions, and dues billing services are provided. The AAR and the SBL maintain an Employment Information Services Office at Scholars Press and an Employment Information Services Center at the Annual Meeting.

American Academy of Religion
1703 Clifton Road, NE
Suite G5
Atlanta, GA 30329-4075
Phone: 404/727-7920
Fax: 404/727-7959
AAR@emory.edu
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Lawrence E. Sullivan, Harvard University
Tu, Wei-ming, Harvard University

Lilly Teaching Workshop Committee
Raymond B. Williams, chair, Wabash College
W. Lee Humphreys, University of Tennessee, Knoxville
Jane McAvoy, Hiram College

Public Understanding of Religion
William Dean, chair, Gustavus Adolphus College
Randall Balmer, Barnard College
Walter H. Capps, University of California, Santa Barbara
Conrad Cherry, University of Indiana-Purdue University, Indianapolis
Mark Silk, Atlanta, GA
Catherine Wessinger, Loyola University, New Orleans

Status of Racial and Ethnic Minorities in the Profession
Dwight N. Hopkins, chair, Santa Clara University
Jorge A. González, Berry College
Carolyn M. Jones, Louisiana State University
Donna Maeda, Occidental College
Jace Weaver, Union Theological Seminary, New York

JOINT AAR/SBL COMMITTEES

Association of Department Chairs
Hans J. Hillerbrand, chair, Duke University
Linell E. Cady, Arizona State University
Frank S. Frick, Albion College
George W. E. Nickelsburg, University of Iowa

Employment Information Services Advisory Committee
Miki McBride-Sala, chair, AAR/SBL Joint Ventures
Julie Galambush, St. Olaf College
Paul A. Keim, Hesston College
Laurie L. Patton, Bard College
John Wilson, Princeton University

ARCHIVIST
Andrew Scrimgeour, Regis University

PROGRAM UNIT CHAIRS

SECTIONS

Academic Teaching and the Study of Religion
Alfred Benney, Fairfield University
Ira H. Peak, Jr., Jefferson College

Arts, Literature and Religion
Deborah J. Haynes, Washington State University
Christopher P. Parr, Webster University

Buddhism
John R. McRae, Cornell University
Jan Nattier, Indiana University, Bloomington

Comparative Studies in Religion
Miriam Levering, University of Tennessee, Knoxville
Steven Wasserstrom, Reed College

Ethics
George W. Pickering, University of Detroit Mercy
Emilie M. Townes, St. Paul School of Theology

History of Christianity
Rosemary Drage Hale, Concordia University, Montreal
Blake Leyerle, University of Notre Dame

North American Religions
David G. Hackett, University of Florida

Philosophy of Religion
Thomas J. Dean, Temple University

Religion and the Social Sciences
Naomi R. Goldenberg, University of Ottawa
James W. Jones, Rutgers University

Religion in South Asia
Linda Hess, University of California, Davis

Study of Islam
Marcia K. Hermansen, San Diego State University
Tazim R. Kassam, Middlebury College

Study of Judaism
Yudit Kornberg Greenberg, Rollins College
Elliot R. Wolfson, New York University

Theology and Religious Reflection
Sheila Greeve Davaney, Iliff School of Theology

Women and Religion
M. Shawn Copeland, Marquette University
Joan M. Martin, Episcopal Divinity School

GROUPS

African Religions
Joseph M. Murphy, Georgetown University
Jacob K. Olupona, University of California, Davis

Afro-American Religious History
Albert G. Miller, Oberlin College
Moses N. Moore, Arizona State University

Ascetic Impulse in Religious Life and Culture
Gail P. Corrington-Streeter, Rhodes College
Walter O. Kaelber, Wagner College

Black Theology
Dwight N. Hopkins, Santa Clara University

Bonhoeffer: Christianity, Church and State
Charles R. Marsh, Jr., Loyola College
Chinese Religions
Vivian-Lee Nyitray, University of California, Riverside
Thomas W. Selover, Trinity College

Church-State Studies
Dena S. Davis, Cleveland-Marshall College of Law
Mitchell A. Tyner, Silver Spring, MA

Confucianism
Joseph A. Adler, Kenyon College
John Berthrong, Boston University

Constructs of Ancient History and Religion
James W. Flanagan, Case Western Reserve University
Paula M. McNutt, Canisius College

Critical Theory and Discourses on Religion
Gustavo Benavides, Villanova University
Jay Geller, Vanderbilt University

Eastern Orthodox Studies
Stanley S. Harakas, Hellenic College-Holy Cross Greek Orthodox School of Theology
Randall C. Morris, William Jewel College

Evangelical Theology
Douglas Jacobsen, Messiah College
Priscilla Pope-Levison, Duke University

Feminist Theory and Religious Reflection
Ellen T. Armour, Rhodes College
Amy M. Hollywood, Dartmouth College

Gay Men's Religious Issues
Robert E. Goss, St. Louis, MO
Mark R. Kowaleski, University of California, Los Angeles

Hispanic American Religion, Culture and Society
Luis G. Pedraja, Southern Methodist University
José David Rodriguez, Lutheran School of Theology at Chicago

History of the Study of Religion
Thomas Ryba, Purdue University

Issues in the Thought of Paul Tillich
Sharon Peebles Burch, Boston University

Japanese Religions
Steven Heine, Pennsylvania State University

Kierkegaard, Religion and Culture
Stephen Crites, Wesleyan University
M. Jamie Ferreira, University of Virginia

Korean Religions
Kang-nam Oh, University of Regina
Young-chan Ro, George Mason University

Lesbian-Feminist Issues in Religion
Carol S. Anderson, Kalamazoo College
Eva K. Neumaier-Dargyay, University of Alberta

Men's Studies in Religion
Stephen B. Boyd, Wake Forest University
Merle Longwood, Siena College

Mysticism
Janet Ruffing, Fordham University

Native Traditions in the Americas
Richard Alan Grounds, University of Tulsa
Inés M. Talamantez, University of California, Santa Barbara

New Religious Movements
Catherine Wessinger, Loyola University, New Orleans

Nineteenth-Century Theology
Sandra Yocum Mize, University of Dayton

Person, Culture and Religion
Sandra Lee Dixon, University of Denver
A. Gregory Schneider, Pacific Union College

Platonism and Neoplatonism
Jay Bregmen, University of Maine
Willemein Otten, Boston College

Pragmatism and Empiricism in American Religious Thought
Thomas A. Byrnes, Illinois Benedictine College
Michael L. Raposa, Lehigh University

Religion and Ecology
Carol J. Adams, Richardson, TX
David Landis Barnhill, Guilford College

Religion and Ethics in Health Care
Marie J. Giblin, Xavier University
Anita Manuel, Emory University

Religion in Latin America and the Caribbean
Anna L. Peterson, University of Florida
Kay A. Read, DePaul University

Religion, Peace and War
G. Simon Harak, Fairfield University

Ritual Studies
Mary McGee, Vassar College
Ivan Strenski, University of California, Riverside
Roman Catholic Studies
John F. Kane, Regis University
Phyllis Zagano, Boston University

Schleiermacher
Terrence N. Tice, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

Systematic Theology
Philip Clayton, Sonoma State University

Theology and Continental Philosophy
Walter Lowe, Emory University
Merold Westphal, Fordham University

Theology and Science
Nancy R. Howell, Pacific Lutheran University
Ernest L. Simmons, Concordia College, Moorhead

Tibetan and Himalayan Religions
Janet Gyatso, Amherst College
Todd T. Lewis, College of the Holy Cross

Wesleyan Studies
Ted A. Campbell, Wesley Theological Seminary

Womanist Approaches to Religion and Society
Katie Geneva Cannon, Temple University

SEMINARS

Buddhist Relic Veneration
David Germano, University of Virginia
Kevin Trainor, University of Vermont

Roman Catholic Modernism
Phyllis H. Kaminski, Saint Mary's College
Charles J. T. Talar, Alvernia College

Swedenborg and Nineteenth-Century Religious Thought
Jane Williams-Hogan, Academy of the New Church College

Tantric Studies
Charles D. Ozrech, University of North Carolina, Greensboro
James H. Sanford, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

Theosophy and Theosophic Thought
James A. Santucci, California State University, Fullerton

CONSULTATIONS

Asian American Religions, Culture and Society
Jung Ha Kim, Georgia State University
Tim Tseng, Denver Seminary

Autobiography and Religious Studies
John D. Barbour, Saint Olaf College

Comparative Studies in Hinduisms and Judaisms
Barbara A. Holdrege, University of California, Santa Barbara
Paul Morris, University of Lancaster

East Asian Religions
Ronald M. Davidson, Fairfield University

Europe and the Mediterranean in Late Antiquity
David B. Brakke, Indiana University
Kate Cooper, University of Manchester

Indigenous Religious Traditions
Julian Kunnie, Kalamazoo College

Interreligious Exchange
Terry C. Muck, Austin Presbyterian Theological Seminary
Peggy Starkey, Incarnate Word College

Millennialism Studies
Phillip C. Lucas, Stetson University

Reformed Theology and History
Robert Redman, Fuller Theological Seminary

Religion and Disability Studies
Nancy L. Eiesland, Emory University
Adele McCollum, Montclair State College

Religion and Film
Ann Pellegrini, Barnard College
Janet R. Jakobsen, University of Arizona

Religion and Popular Culture
Bruce Forbes, Morningside College
Jeffrey H. Mahan, Garrett Evangelical Theological Seminary

Religion, Holocaust and Genocide
Stephen R. Haynes, Rhodes College
Rochell L. Millen, Wittenburg University

Religion in Eastern Europe and Former USSR
Paul Moizes, Rosemont College

EDITORS

JAAR

Editor:
Glenn Yocum, Whittier College

Associate Editor:
Joseph L. Price, Whittier College

Book Review Editor:
Jualynne E. Dodson, University of Colorado, Boulder

Editorial Board
Maria Pilar Aquino, University of San Diego
John D. Barbour, St. Olaf College
Jorunn Jacobsen Buckley, Eastham, MA
Caroline Walker Bynum, Columbia University
Linell E. Cady, Arizona State University
David Carrasco, Princeton University
John Clayton, University of Lancaster
Sheila Greve Davaney, Iliff School of Theology
Barbara DeConcini, Emory University
Howard Eilberg-Schwartz, San Francisco State University
Robert M. Franklin, Ford Foundation
Mary McClintock Fulkerson, Duke University
Volney Gay, Vanderbilt University
William C. Graham, Harvard University
Christine E. Gudorf, Florida International University
Valerie J. Hoffman, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
Ginette Ishimatsu, University of Denver
Werner G. Jeanrond, University of Lund
Theodore W. Jennings, Chicago Theological Seminary
Mark Juergensmeyer, University of California, Santa Barbara
William R. LaFleur, University of Pennsylvania
Bruce B. Lawrence, Duke University
Miriam Levering, University of Tennessee, Knoxville
Bruce Lincoln, University of Chicago
Otto A. Maduro, Drew University
Tomoko Masuzawa, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Margaret R. Miles, Harvard University
Azim A. Nanji, University of Florida
Charles S. Prebish, Pennsylvania State University
Velcheru Narayana Rao, University of Wisconsin, Madison
Abdulaziz Sachedina, University of Virginia
Gary Snyder, Yuba Watershed Council
Samuel Solivan, Andover Newton Theological School
John Strong, Bates College
Inés M. Talamantez, University of California, Santa Barbara
M. Thomas Thangaraj, Emory University
Marilyn R. Waldman, The Ohio State University
Steven Wasserstrom, Reed College

Spotlight on Teaching
Editor:
W. Lee Humphreys, University of Tennessee, Knoxville

Contributing Editors:
Robert L. Cohn, Lafayette College
John E. Collins, Wake Forest University
Paula M. Cooey, Trinity University
Martha A. Crunkleton, Bates College
James H. Foard, Arizona State University
Ronald Grimes, Wilfrid Laurier University
John T. Hatfield, California State Polytechnic University
Stephen M. Johnson, Montclair State College
Phyllis H. Kaminski, Saint Mary's College
Randy L. Maddox, Sioux Falls College
Richard B. Miller, Indiana University, Bloomington
Thomas C. Parkhill, St. Thomas University
Thomas V. Peterson, Alfred University
Lynn Ross-Bryant, University of Colorado, Boulder
Marla J. Selvidge, Central Missouri State University
Susie C. Stanley, Messiah College
David Trickett, Washington Theological Consortium
Katherine K. Young, McGill University

Academy Series
Editor:
Barbara A. Holdrege, University of California, Santa Barbara

Associate Editor:
Robert Houck, Converse College

Cultural Criticism Series
Editor:
Cleo McNelly Kearns, Rutgers University

The Religions Series
Editor:
Paul B. Courtright, Emory University

Reflection and Theory in the Study of Religion Series
Editor:
David Klemm, University of Iowa

Texts and Translations Series
Editor:
Terry F. Godlove, Jr., Hofstra University

Dictionary of Religion
General Editor:
Jonathan Z. Smith, University of Chicago

Associate Editor:
William Scott Green, University of Rochester
AAR/SBL Critical Review of Books in Religion
Managing Editor:
Charles S. Prebish, Pennsylvania State University

Editorial Board:
Joulyne E. Dodson, University of Colorado, Boulder
Bart D. Ehrman, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Leo G. Perdue, Texas Christian University
Bruce M. Sullivan, Northern Arizona University
Glenn Yocum, Whittier College

Associate Editors:
Mathieu Boisvert, Université du Québec, Montréal
Mara E. Donaldson, Dickinson College
Wayne Whitson Floyd, Jr., Lutheran Theological Seminary
Larry W. Hurtado, University of Manitoba

AAR/SBL Religious Studies News
Editor:
Heidi L. Nordberg, Emory University

AAR/SBL Ventures in Religion Series
Editor:
William Scott Green, University of Rochester

Associate Editors:
C. Clifton Black, Southern Methodist University
Diana L. Eck, Harvard University
Robert A. Oden, Jr., The Hotchkiss School
Birger A. Pearson, University of California, Santa Barbara
Robert P. Scharlemann, University of Virginia
Jonathan Z. Smith, University of Chicago

REGIONAL OFFICERS

Eastern International
President: Rebecca S. Biefeld, Syracuse University
Vice President and Program Chair: Mary N. MacDonald, Le Moyne College

Mid-Atlantic
President: Steven Lloyd Cook, Union Theological Seminary, New York
Secretary-Treasurer: Francis D. Connolly-Weinert, Saint John’s University

Midwest
President: Richard P. Busse, Indiana University Northwest
Vice President and Program Chair: Katherine L. Dvorak, Wright State University
Secretary-Treasurer: Everett J. Tarbox, Jr., Indiana State University

New England-Maritimes
President: Kathleen Sands, University of Massachusetts, Boston
Vice President: Gordon E. Pruett, Northeastern University
Treasurer: Margaret Craddock Huff, Northeastern University
Secretary: Gary DeAngelis, College of the Holy Cross

Pacific Northwest
President: Ehud Ben Zvi, University of Alberta
Vice President: Dale Cannon, Oregon State College
Treasurer: Jeffrey L. Staley, Portland, OR
Secretary: Patricia O’Connell Killen, Pacific Lutheran University

Rocky Mountain–Great Plains
Co- Presidents: Dennis MacDonald, Iliff School of Theology, and Paula Nesbitt, Iliff School of Theology
Vice President and Program Chair: William W. Klein, Denver Seminary
Treasurer: Robert G. Hewitt, Colorado Springs, CO
Secretary: Sheila Greeve Davaney, Iliff School of Theology

Southeast
President: Ronald Hall, Francis Marion College
Vice President and Program Chair: Rebecca Chopp, Emory University
Secretary-Treasurer: Linda Tober, University of Tennessee, Knoxville

Southwest
President: Thomas Boyd, University of Oklahoma
President-Elect: Randall Nadeau, Trinity University
Vice President: Terry C. Muck, Presbyterian Theological Seminary
Secretary-Treasurer: Nadia M. Lahutsky, Texas Christian University

Secretary: Susan E. Henking, Hobart and William Smith Colleges

AAR/SBL Academy Officers
Academy Officers (continued)

Upper Midwest
President: Daniel Hackmann, Kirkwood College
Vice President: Lynne F. Lorenzen, Augsburg College
Secretary: Bruce Forbes, Morningside College

West
President: Alan G. Padgett, Azusa Pacific University
President-Elect and Program Chair: Regina Mooney, Harvey Mudd College
Secretary-Treasurer: Karen Jo Torjesen, Claremont Graduate School

Presidents & Executive Directors

Presidents
1995 — Peter J. Paris
1994 — Catherine L. Albanese
1993 — Edith Wyschogrod
1992 — Robert C. Neville
1991 — Judith A. Berling
1990 — Elizabeth A. Clark
1989 — Robert L. Wilken
1988 — Martin E. Marty
1987 — John Dillenberger
1986 — Nathan A. Scott, Jr.
1985 — Wendy D. O’Flaherty
1984 — Ray L. Hart
1983 — Wilfred Cantwell Smith
1982 — Gordon D. Kaufman
1981 — Jill Raitt
1980 — William A. Clebsch
1979 — Langdon B. Gilkey
1978 — John C. Meagher
1977 — Shubert M. Ogden
1976 — Preston N. Williams
1975 — William F. May
1974 — Christine M. Downing
1973 — Charles H. Long
1972 — Robert S. Michaelsen
1971 — James T. Burtchaell
1970 — Claude Welch

1969 — Jacob Neusner
1968 — J. Wesley Robb
1967 — John F. Priest
1966 — William E. Hordern
1965 — James L. Price, Jr.
1964 — Ira J. Martin III

Executive Directors
Barbara DeConcini, 1991-
James B. Wiggins, 1983-91
Charles E. Winquist, 1979-82
John F. Priest, 1976-79
Robert A. Spivey, 1973-75
Harry M. Buck, 1964-72

Related Scholarly Organizations

Hermetic Academy
Karen Voss, San Jose State University

International Bonhoeffer Society
Clifford J. Green, Hartford Seminary

Karl Barth Society of North America
George Hunsinger, New Brunswick Theological Seminary

Søren Kierkegaard Society
Sylvia Walsh, Stetson University

La Comunidad of Hispanic American Scholars
Benjamin Alicea, New York, NY

North American Paul Tillich Society
Mary Ann Stenger, University of Louisville

Person, Culture and Religion
Diane Jonte-Pace, Santa Clara University

Schleiermacher Society
Terrence N. Tice, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

Society for Asian and Comparative Philosophy
Douglas Allen, University of Maine, Orono

Society for the Study of Chinese Religions
Robert G. Henricks, Dartmouth College

Society for the Study of Christian Spirituality
Bradley Hanson, Luther College

Theta Alpha Kappa
Philip R. Hart, University of Richmond
 NOMINATION FOR SERVICE WITHIN THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF RELIGION

Much of the work of the Academy outside the Annual Meeting is accomplished through its board and committees. These groups are comprised of individuals who contribute their time and talents to the AAR’s mission of fostering excellence in teaching and scholarship in religion. For the ongoing vitality of the Academy’s work, it is important continually to welcome new voices into the conversation and to achieve a broad and diverse range of membership participation in these leadership positions.

Nominations for Elected Office

Each year the Nominations Committee nominates persons for election by the membership as a whole. These generally elected offices include the president, president-elect, vice president, secretary, and student director. The vice president goes on to serve as president-elect and then president. Because terms of office vary, not every position is open every year. The Nominations Committee seeks the participation of the membership in their processes. Please send your suggestions for members to be nominated for elective office (along with a rationale) to the Nominations Committee in care of the AAR executive offices.

Nominations for Committee Appointments

Appointments to committees are made by the president in consultation with the executive director. We welcome letters of nomination, including self-nomination. Please include a curriculum vitae or résumé.

Calls for nominations to elective office and committee appointments are published regularly in the Call for Papers and Religious Studies News.
HOW TO PROPOSE A NEW PROGRAM UNIT

Before undertaking the process of establishing a new program unit, members should ask: Are there existing program units capable of including the conversations which this new unit is designed to engender? Often, members can save a great deal of time by attending a program unit's business meeting and asking that specific topics be included in the next Call for Papers. We encourage this because program units reach their full potential when there is a continual inflow of new ideas and themes. If, however, the questions you want to raise warrant an independent place on the program, the following procedures should assist you in proposing a new program unit.

A proposal is your opportunity to "make a case" for the new program unit with the Program Committee. While writing the proposal, it is important to realize that the Program Committee expects a well-developed document that presents the argument for a new unit. Proposals should also include discussion of methodology and scope. Typical proposals run two to five pages and include appendices with information on steering committee members, persons interested in the new unit, and previous Annual Meeting sessions (if any) held by those who are making the proposal.

Program Unit Chair's Responsibilities

It is important that those members interested in establishing a new program unit be aware of a program unit chair's responsibilities before submitting a proposal. A handbook describing these responsibilities in full can be obtained from the AAR executive offices upon request. In sum, the responsibilities include:

Starting a program unit.

A proposal to institute a new program unit is typically submitted by the prospective program unit chair(s). Preparing a proposal usually entails conversations with members interested in the topic, the formation of a proposed steering committee, and the writing of the proposal, twelve copies of which are submitted to the Program Committee.

Organizing program unit sessions.

The program unit chair oversees the whole process from call to evaluation, including the final selection of presenters. Program unit chairs and steering committees also play a leadership role by highlighting special topics, setting up sessions of invited guests, or experimenting with the format of sessions at the Annual Meeting. Program unit chairs receive proposals, coordinate reviews by steering committee members, and submit final copy to the executive offices within a five- to six-week period each spring.

Program Unit Types

There are five different types of program units. The role for each type of unit is defined relative to the others, so that taken together they provide a coherent framework. For this reason, program unit chairs ought always to view their unit and its activities in relation to the other program units and activities which take place at the Annual Meeting.

Roundtable sessions

Roundtable sessions consist of simultaneous conversations about papers distributed to a small number of members at the beginning of the Annual Meeting. Discussants are limited to the number of seats at a single table, and reservations are required. Papers are selected by the executive director from proposals submitted to regular program units. Typically, a program unit chair recommends high-quality proposals which do not fit into that year's program. Roundtable sessions meet for one hour.

Consultations

Consultations are places where nascent discourses establish a constituency and create a framework for thinking about a specific set of questions or issues. With a life span of no more than three years, such units often lay the groundwork for more detailed reflection if the questions and issues warrant continued discussion. There is, therefore, a direct developmental link between consultation and group that is not assumed about other program units. Consultations meet for one two-and-a-half-hour session and are approved on an annual basis, for up to three years.

Seminars

Seminars are highly specific projects driven by a collaborative research agenda. The main role of this unit is to foster such collaborations and to do so in a public setting that allows auditors to gain insight into the project, process, and people involved. Seminars are expected to eventuate in
publications. Seminars continue working throughout the year and meet for one two-and-a-half-hour session at each Annual Meeting for a period of five years.

Groups
Groups are the places where emergent and/or focused areas of study and methodologies are explored and developed. In general, they focus on a specific set of questions, themes, methodologies, individuals, or regions. Groups are approved for five-year terms. Renewals are contingent on making the case for the group’s ongoing work and why it needs the protection of group status to continue. Some groups may complete their work in five years; others will continue indefinitely. Groups meet for either one or two two-and-a-half-hour sessions at the Annual Meeting.

Sections
Sections are the most inclusive unit of the AAR program, encompassing various research projects within a broadly defined, enduring area of study within the field of religion. The purpose of sections is twofold: to provide a forum for dialogue and exchange among differing approaches and projects in the field and to provide opportunities for the discussion of work that does not fall within the agendas that find other expressions in the Annual Meeting program. Sections are evaluated every six years and are judged for their inclusiveness of the breadth of discussions within the overall field and for their success in achieving critical encounters. Sections meet for five two-and-a-half-hour sessions at each Annual Meeting.

Procedures for Submitting a Proposal
With these distinctions in mind, anyone petitioning to establish a new consultation, seminar, group, or section must submit the following information to the executive office well in advance of the regular meeting of the Program Committee, which typically occurs within three weeks after the Annual Meeting. In 1995 proposals received after December 6, 1995 cannot be considered.

Proposals to establish a new program unit should
1. Give name and type of proposed unit.
2. State themes and/or topics to be included in the first year.
3. If a seminar is proposed, include a projection of the publication aspirations of the unit and a schedule of publication plans.
4. Include a list of the names of members who are committed to participation.
5. Include a well-developed statement that makes an intellectual argument for the new unit. The Program Committee is especially attentive to the persuasiveness of the case for authorization, considering whether the proposal presents a clear rationale, defined analytical focus, articulated methodologies, and set of goals to be achieved.
6. Include the names of an appropriate number of persons (up to five) who are willing to accept leadership responsibilities for the unit as members of its steering committee. Indicate clearly the name(s) of members willing to be designated as the chair(s) of the new unit and include a curriculum vitae for each.

7. Include copy for the proposed unit’s Call for Papers (up to 150 words).
8. Submit twelve (12) copies of the proposal and Call for Papers and one copy of the other materials. The mailing address is American Academy of Religion, 1703 Clifton Rd. NE, Suite G5, Atlanta, GA 30329-4075.

In preparing any and all petitions members should be aware of the following policy:

The American Academy of Religion is committed to the policy and practice of including women, minority, and younger members in the activities of the Academy. Annual Meeting programming this commitment will be carried out to the degree that each unit works to accomplish it. Thus, unit chairpersons, steering committees, and participants in sessions provide the testing arenas for evaluating our success in adhering to this commitment. The Program Committee will include attention to this policy and practice in evaluating proposals for starting or continuing program units.
AAR Publishing Program of the American Academy of Religion

Founded on the premise that scholars know best what books are needed in the field of religion, the AAR publishing program produces quality scholarship at reasonable prices for religion scholars and their students. This program, an integral expression of the AAR’s mission as a learned society, has been in operation for over twenty years. In that time the AAR has published hundreds of titles, many of which have become essential tools in the development of our field and in the training of new scholars.

How to Propose a Book for Publication in an AAR Series

AAR books are selected through careful evaluation by reviewers who contribute their services to this program. Our editors are all scholars who know the field and the relevant scholarship covered by their series. In addition, each series has an editorial board whose members play a vital role in identifying, evaluating, and selecting works for publication.

Scholarly publishing for a highly select audience is possible and is financially viable due to the AAR’s participation in Scholars Press, a consortium of sponsors of publication programs. Begun with a vision of affordable publishing by and for scholars, Scholars Press flourishes today and enjoys an international distribution network.

The AAR is currently expanding its publications program and is actively seeking quality manuscripts in five different series. The information below describes the mission of each series and provides the information needed to contact a series editor should you have a project or manuscript that you would like to submit for consideration.

Academy Series

The Academy Series is the preeminent dissertation series in the field of religion. It publishes recent dissertations in all fields in the academic study of religion. Professors wishing to nominate dissertations for consideration in the Academy Series should submit a copy of the dissertation with a detailed letter of support to Barbara A. Holdrege, Editor, Academy Series, Department of Religious Studies, 4711 South Hall, University of California, Santa Barbara, CA 93106. The editor is especially looking for dissertations in non-Western specializations.

Cultural Criticism Series

The Cultural Criticism Series publishes work that addresses the relation between religion and cultural studies, feminism, post-colonial and multicultural criticism, science and technology, environmentalism, peace studies, gay and lesbian studies, electronic media and the arts. It seeks material that is original, informative, and based on responsible academic study of a complex, evolving, and pluralistic world and that brings new and disparate voices into scholarly debate. It publishes both specialized books and books for classroom use. Correspondence and submissions should be sent to Cleo McNelly Kearns, Editor, Cultural Criticism Series, 81 Lawrence Ave., Highland Park, New Jersey, 08904.

Religions Series

The Religions Series publishes books in textual and historical studies, especially though not exclusively, religions other than Christianity. It is designed to highlight the many religions studied by members of the AAR. Correspondence regarding publication in this series should be submitted to Paul B. Courtright, Editor, The Religions Series, Department of Religion, Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia, 30322.

Reflection and Theory in the Study of Religion Series

The Reflection and Theory in the Study of Religion Series publishes books and monographs that make a primary contribution to understanding theoretical and methodological issues arising in scholarly work in religious studies. The series seeks contributions to theoretical reflection in theology, ethics, philosophy of religion, religious hermeneutics of culture broadly conceived, historiography, comparative religion, and the like. Proposals may focus either on significant theoretical constructions of the received traditions or on the problems and tasks of current constructive work. Correspondence regarding publication in this series should be submitted to David Klemm, Editor, Reflection and Theory in the Study of Religion Series, University of Iowa, School of Religion, 308 Gilmore Hall, Iowa City, IA 52242-1376.

Texts and Translations Series

The Texts and Translations Series makes available to the religious studies community important printed materials that are currently inaccessible. Members are invited to suggest titles of books, monographs, anthologies, etc., that would fill a research or pedagogical need were they to be reprinted or, in some cases, translated for the first time. The series solicits works in all areas of religious studies and favors no particular methodological approach. Suggestions should be sent to Terry F. Godlove, Jr., Editor, Texts and Translations Series, Department of Philosophy and Religion, Heger Hall, Hofstra University, Hempstead, NY 11550; phitig@vax.hofstra.edu.

The AAR’s Committee on Publications oversees the publications program. Susan Brooks Thistlethwaite chairs the committee. Comments and inquiries regarding the general publications program may be directed to her at Chicago Theological Seminary, 1164 E. 58th Street, Chicago, IL 60637.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AAR Regional Meetings 1996</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Eastern International** | LaMoyn College  
                             | Syracuse, New York  
                             | April 12-14, 1996 |
| **Mid-Atlantic**          | Latham Hotel  
                             | Baltimore, Maryland  
                             | March 28-29, 1996 |
| **Mid-West**              | St. Louis, Missouri  
                             | March 23-24, 1996 |
| **New England-Maritimes** | Harvard Divinity School  
                             | Cambridge, Massachusetts  
                             | March 29, 1996 |
| **Pacific Northwest**     | College of Great Falls  
                             | Great Falls, Montana  
                             | May 2-4, 1996 |
| **Rocky Mountain-Great Plains** | Denver Seminary  
                             | Denver, Colorado  
                             | April 26-27, 1996 |
| **Southeast**             | University of South Carolina  
                             | Columbia, South Carolina  
                             | March 15-17, 1996 |
| **Southwest**             | Ramada Inn  
                             | Dallas, Texas  
                             | March 16-17, 1996 |
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                             | April 12-13, 1996 |
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                             | San Diego, California  
                             | March 28-30, 1996 |
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Publications of the SBL include works for the specialist and non-specialist, providing opportunities for scholars to make their research available to others. Among the publications of the SBL are two journals, the Journal of Biblical Literature and Semeia, and more than a dozen monograph series. In cooperation with HarperCollins Publishers, the SBL seeks to communicate with non-specialists through such works as the Harper’s Bible Dictionary, the Harper’s Bible Commentary, the Harper’s Bible Pronunciation Guide, and the HarperCollins Study Bible (NRSV). The Writings from the Ancient World series, supported by a generous grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities, signals the importance of meeting the educational and research needs of non-specialist colleagues in the humanities, as well as the needs of general readers, teachers, and students, by providing easy access to translations of classic documents of antiquity. Critical Review of Books in Religion, an undertaking of the AAR and the SBL, assesses scholarly works on a single topic or in a specific field in major review articles as well as in shorter reviews; Critical Review includes extensive book lists and a complete author index, providing scholars with an indispensable research tool.

The SBL’s membership in the American Council of Learned Societies, the National Humanities Alliance, and the National Cultural Alliance extends its involvement to neighboring humanities disciplines. The SBL also works cooperatively with the American Schools of Oriental Research (ASOR), the International Organization of Masonic Studies (IOMS), the International Organization of Septuagint and Cognate Studies (IOSCS), and the National Association of Professors of Hebrew (NAPH).

The SBL sponsors two annual meetings, one North American and one international. The former is organized in cooperation with the AAR and is the largest gathering of religion scholars in the world; the latter offers discussion contexts for the geographically expanding membership of the Society. International Meetings have been held in Salamanca (1983), Strasbourg (1984), Amsterdam (1985), Jerusalem (1986), Heidelberg (1987), Sheffield (1988), Copenhagen (1989), Vienna (1990), Rome (1991), Sydney (1992), Münster (1993), Leuven (1994) and Budapest. In addition to the North American and international meetings, regional meetings promote academic exchange on the local level.

Scholars Press, the primary publisher for the SBL, provides membership services, accounting, and placement services. The AAR/SBL Meetings Management Department is housed in Scholars Press, and the entire Press staff provides onsite assistance with the North American Annual Meeting.

The Executive Office address is:

Society of Biblical Literature
1549 Clairmont Road, Suite 204
Decatur, GA 30033-4635
Phone: 404/636-4744
Fax: 404/248-0815
Internet: SBLEXEC@EMORY.EDU
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<td>1900</td>
<td>John P. Peters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1900-01</td>
<td>Edward Y. Hincks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1902</td>
<td>Benjamin W. Bacon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1903</td>
<td>Richard J. H. Gottheil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1904</td>
<td>Willis J. Beecher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1905</td>
<td>William Rainey Harper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1906</td>
<td>Paul Haupt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1907</td>
<td>James Hardy Ropes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1908</td>
<td>Frank Chamberlain Porter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1909</td>
<td>Henry Preserved Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1910</td>
<td>David G. Lyon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1911</td>
<td>Ernest de Witt Burton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1912</td>
<td>Lewis B. Paton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1913</td>
<td>George A. Barton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1914</td>
<td>Nathaniel Schmidt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1915</td>
<td>Charles Cutler Torrey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1916</td>
<td>Morris Jastrow, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1917</td>
<td>Warren J. Moulton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1918</td>
<td>James A. Montgomery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1919</td>
<td>Edgar J. Goodspeed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920</td>
<td>Albert T. Clay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1921</td>
<td>Kemper Fullerton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1922</td>
<td>William R. Arnold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1923</td>
<td>Max L. Margolis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1924</td>
<td>Clayton R. Bowen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1925</td>
<td>Julius A. Bewer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1926</td>
<td>Shirley Jackson Case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1927</td>
<td>Irving F. Wood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1928</td>
<td>Loring Woart Batten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1929</td>
<td>James E. Frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
<td>William Frederic Bade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>Burton Scott Easton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>J.M. Powis Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933</td>
<td>James Moffatt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934</td>
<td>Frederick C. Grant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1935</td>
<td>Elihu Grant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>Henry J. Cadbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937</td>
<td>George Dahl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938</td>
<td>Wm. Henry Paine Hatch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939</td>
<td>William F. Albright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940</td>
<td>Chester C. McCown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1941</td>
<td>Julian Morgenstern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1942-43</td>
<td>Kirsopp Lake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1944</td>
<td>Theophile James Meek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1945</td>
<td>Morton Scott Enslin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1946</td>
<td>Leroy Waterman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1947</td>
<td>Ernest Cadman Colwell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1948</td>
<td>John W. Flight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1949</td>
<td>Floyd V. Filson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950</td>
<td>Robert H. Pfeiffer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1951</td>
<td>Erwin R. Goodenough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952</td>
<td>Sheldon Blank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1953</td>
<td>S. Vernon McCasland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1954</td>
<td>Millar Burrows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1955</td>
<td>Amos N. Wilder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1956</td>
<td>J. Philip Hyatt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1957</td>
<td>Sherman E. Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1958</td>
<td>William A. Irwin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1959</td>
<td>Robert M. Grant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>R.B.Y. Scott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>Samuel Sandmel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962</td>
<td>Herbert G. May</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
<td>John Knox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>Fred V. Winnett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>Kenneth W. Clark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>John L. McKenzie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>Paul Schubert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>James Mullenberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>Frank W. Beare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>Harry M. Orlinsky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>Bruce M. Metzger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>Walter J. Harrelson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>Norman Perrin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>Frank M. Cross, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>Robert W. Funk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>David Noel Freedman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>Raymond E. Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>James A. Sanders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>Joseph A. Fitzmyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>Bernhard Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>James M. Robinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>Louis H. Silberman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>Krister Stendahl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>Roland E. Murphy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>Wayne A. Meeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>James L. Mays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>Elisabeth Schüssler Fiorenza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>Philip J. King</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>Paul J. Achtemeier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Walter Brueggemann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>Helmut Koester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>Norman K. Gottwald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Victor P. Furnish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Phyllis Trible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>Leander E. Keck</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### HONORARY PRESIDENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>H. Louis Ginsberg, G. Ernest Wright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>Paul S. Minear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>Otto A. Piper, William F. Sinespring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>Theodor H. Gaster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>John Bright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>W. D. Davies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>Pierson Parker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>Nils A. Dahl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>Ernest W. Saunders, Samuel Terrien</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>A. Irwin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983-89</td>
<td>Hinckley G. Mitchell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1889-90</td>
<td>Charles Rufus Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890-15</td>
<td>William H. Cobb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1916-13</td>
<td>Henry J. Cadbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934-46</td>
<td>John W. Flight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1947-50</td>
<td>Kenneth W. Clark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1951-52</td>
<td>Louise Pettibone Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1953-61</td>
<td>Charles F. Kraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>Albert C. Sundberg, Jr., pro tempore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962-65</td>
<td>Kendrick Grobel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>Richard T. Mead, pro tempore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>Lawrence E. Toombs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>Walter J. Harrelson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968-74</td>
<td>Robert W. Funk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974-76</td>
<td>George W. MacRae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977-80</td>
<td>Paul J. Achtemeier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981-86</td>
<td>Kent Harold Richards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987-88</td>
<td>Patrick D. Miller, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989-91</td>
<td>Katharine Doob Sakenfeld</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992-95</td>
<td>Carol A. Newsom</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SECRETARIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1880-83</td>
<td>Frederic Gardiner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1883-89</td>
<td>Hinckley G. Mitchell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1889-90</td>
<td>Charles Rufus Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890-15</td>
<td>William H. Cobb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1916-13</td>
<td>Henry J. Cadbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934-46</td>
<td>John W. Flight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1947-50</td>
<td>Kenneth W. Clark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1951-52</td>
<td>Louise Pettibone Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1953-61</td>
<td>Charles F. Kraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>Albert C. Sundberg, Jr., pro tempore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962-65</td>
<td>Kendrick Grobel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>Richard T. Mead, pro tempore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>Lawrence E. Toombs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>Walter J. Harrelson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968-74</td>
<td>Robert W. Funk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974-76</td>
<td>George W. MacRae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977-80</td>
<td>Paul J. Achtemeier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981-86</td>
<td>Kent Harold Richards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987-88</td>
<td>Patrick D. Miller, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989-91</td>
<td>Katharine Doob Sakenfeld</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992-95</td>
<td>Carol A. Newsom</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GUIDELINES FOR PROGRAM UNIT
PROPOSALS, CHANGES AND REVIEWS

Changes in existing program units, Reviews, and Proposals for new program units must be submitted by March 1. Send all materials and inquiries to:

Gregory L. Glover
Associate Executive Director
Society of Biblical Literature
1549 Clairmont Road, Suite 204
Decatur, GA 30033-4635
Phone: 404/636-4744; Fax: 404/248-0815
Internet: SBLEXEC@EMORY.EDU

DEFINITIONS OF PROGRAM UNITS

SECTIONS offer the broadest access to the Annual Meeting Program. Participation is open to any member of the society. Papers may be volunteered or invited. Format may vary.

WORKING GROUPS are organized for the purpose of pursuing long-range, collaborative research projects requiring active preparation and participation. As a rule, Working Groups are focused more broadly than Seminars, more narrowly than Sections. Innovative formats for sessions are encouraged. Active Working Group members will be given priority in seating and voice at Working Group sessions. Auditors or observers may attend Working Group sessions as space allows and may participate in discussions only at the discretion of the presider.

Application for membership in a Working Group should be made to the Chair.

SEMINARS are established around well-defined research topics or projects for a specified period of time and with specific publication plans. Papers are discussed and not read at working sessions. Participation is limited to seminar members and invited guests; auditors are welcome as space allows.

CONSULTATIONS are established to explore an area of interest not presently constituted as a program unit. Format may vary. Participation is open to any SBL member. Normally a program unit will start as a Consultation and then apply for continuing status in one of the above formats. The first session should aim toward determining the degree of interest and formulating a proposal for a longer-term program unit.

The Program Committee urges all Program Units to make every effort to include younger scholars, women, and persons from racial-ethnic minorities in the Annual Meeting program in as many ways as possible. Particular attention should be given to inclusiveness in the selection of program participants, program unit chairs, and steering committees.

PROPOSALS

Proposals, due March 1, should include the following:
1. Type of program unit and proposed name.
2. A statement of the aims of the unit and a forty-word synopsis of these aims. The statement should include
   the reasons for such a unit (including careful
differentiation from existing program units).
3. A projection of the programs or sessions the unit might wish to sponsor in connection with the Annual Meeting
   with special attention to the first year of the unit’s life.
4. Publication plans, or other plans, if any, for publicizing the achievements of the unit.
5. Special costs, if any, and plans for meeting them.
6. Names, addresses, phone numbers, and pertinent bibliographies (or achievements) of the proposed Chair
   and Steering Committee (2-5 SBL members).

Commitment by the proposed Chair to serve as the liaison with the program committee, coordinate the
unit’s annual program, and keep appropriate records
must be obtained prior to submission of the proposal.

The Program Committee reviews (and approves/rejects) all proposals (including unit chairs), annually in September.

The criteria for establishing new program units are provided in the Annual Meeting Structure and Regulations document available from the Executive Office.

CHANGES AND REVIEWS

All program units are required to review their work in the penultimate year of their term. If the program unit chooses to
discontinue, however, the review is due by March 1 of the year following the conclusion of the unit’s term.

Reviews, changes, and renewals should include the following:
1. List and/or summary of specific programs for the
   program unit over the duration of the current term.
2. Assessment of specific programs. Because the presumption is that program units will terminate at the
   end of their terms rather than continue, a clear rationale
   in support of continuation must be presented by those
   who request changes and renewals. Such a rationale
   should include the achievements of the program unit
   and a clear statement of the unit’s unfinished business.
   The assessment should also include a list of the peak
   and average attendance at each session of your program
   unit at the Annual Meetings.
3. Requests for Changes and Renewals should also include
   all of the information required for new Proposals above.
**A1**

**Breakfast for New Regional Secretaries**

7:30am-8:30am  M-Suite 2147

Patricia O'Connell Killen, Pacific Lutheran University, Presiding

**A2**

**AAR Board of Directors**

9:00am-5:00pm  M-Salon I & J

Peter J. Paris, Princeton Theological Seminary, Presiding

**A3**

**Women's Caucus: Religious Studies Pre-conference Workshop**

11:30am-5:00pm  M-Salon K

Lynne F. Lorenzen, Augsburg College, Presiding

Theme: Professional Enhancement and Development for Women in Religious Studies

11:30  Connecting: Bring your own lunch and eat in small groups organized by discipline or interest

12:30  Interviewing and Mentoring

Karen Baker-Fletcher, School of Theology at Claremont

Joan M. Martin, Episcopal Divinity School

1:30  Connecting: Small groups organized by type of institution

2:30  Break

2:45  Negotiating the AAR/SBL Annual Meeting

Elizabeth A. Say, California State University, Northridge

3:30  Women as Scholars and Mothers

Bonnie Jean Miller McLemore, Chicago Theological Seminary

Panelists:

Martha Bailey, Claremont Graduate School

Karen Baker-Fletcher, School of Theology at Claremont

Therese Cowen, Claremont Graduate School

Janet Lane, Claremont Graduate School

Leslie Hayes, Claremont Graduate School

Cynthia Ann Humes, Claremont McKenna College

Gloria Johnson, School of Theology at Claremont

Mary Elizabeth Mullino Moore, School of Theology at Claremont

Donna Wallace, Claremont Graduate School

**A4**

**AAR/SBL Employment Information Services Center (EIS) Orientation**

7:00pm-8:30pm  M-Salon C & D

Miki McBride-Sala, AAR/SBL Employment Information Services Manager, Presiding

Patrick Graham, Emory University

*Is There Room for Theologians in the Library? Employment Opportunities for Academic Professionals in the Library*

James Ackerman, Indiana University, Bloomington

*The Two Stages of Interviewing: EIS Center and On Campus*

Miki McBride-Sala, AAR/SBL Employment Information Services Manager

EIS Center Procedures and Policies
A9 Special Topics Forum
Sponsored by the AAR Committees on Research and Scholarship and on International Connections, the SBL Research and Publications Committee, and the Association of Theological Schools in the United States and Canada

9:30am-11:15am M-Salon B
Cheryl A. Tupper, Association of Theological Schools in the United States and Canada, Presiding
Funding Opportunities for International Research in Religion
Panelists:
Julie R. Sissman, American Council of Learned Societies
Adele Berlin, University of Maryland, College Park, SBL
Keith Berner, International Research and Exchanges Board
Pat Fesci, Council for International Exchange of Scholars (Fulbright Scholars Awards Abroad)
Gerald James Larson, Indiana University, Bloomington, AAR
Pam Turner, American Schools of Oriental Research
See page 6 for a description.

A10 Regional Officers and Regions Committee
9:30am-11:00am C-106 A & B
Patricia O'Connell Killen, Pacific Lutheran University, Presiding

A11 AAR Continuum Arts Series
Tours at the Philadelphia Museum of Art
10:30am-12:30pm
Diane Apostolos-Cappadona, Georgetown University, Presiding
See page 8 for a description of the tours and page 305 for preregistration details.
International Q Project

9:00am-5:00pm M-302

James M. Robinson, Institute for Antiquity and Christianity, Claremont Graduate School, and John S. Kloppenborg, University of St. Michael’s College, Presiding.

The following texts have been revised and are ready to be discussed and agreed upon, though not necessarily in the canonical order here listed:

Q 7:29-30
Revised Evaluation: William Arnal, University of Toronto
Response: Steven R. Johnson, Claremont Graduate School

Q 11:21
Revised Evaluation: Steven R. Johnson, Claremont Graduate School
Response: John S. Kloppenborg, University of St. Michael’s College

Q 14:16-24
Revised Evaluation: Sterling G. Bjorndahl, Augustana University College, Camrose, AB
Response: Jonathan L. Reed, University of La Verne

Q 15:8-10
Revised Evaluation: Ronald A. Piper, University of St. Andrews
Response: Stanley D. Anderson, Claremont Graduate School

S2 SBL Development Committee
1:00pm-5:00pm M-303
Business Meeting
Kent Harold Richards, Society of Biblical Literature, Presiding

S3 Committee on the Status of Women in the Profession
9:00am-5:00pm M-Conference Suite II
Business Meeting
Amy-Jill Levine, Vanderbilt University Divinity School, Presiding
Peggy L. Day, University of Winnipeg, Presiding

S4 Committee on Underrepresented Racial and Ethnic Minority Persons in the Profession
9:00am-5:00pm M-302
Business Meeting
Vincent Wimbush, Union Theological Seminary, New York, Presiding

S5 Conference of Regional Secretaries
9:00am-5:00pm M-308
Business Meeting
Victor H. Matthews, Southwest Missouri State University, Presiding
S6 SBL Executive Committee
9:00am-2:00pm M-304
Luncheon Meeting
Leander E. Keck, Yale Divinity School, Presiding

S7 International Q Project
9:00am-5:00pm M-305
Theme: Editorial Board Meeting of the IQP
9:00am-12:00 noon
Meeting of the three Editors of the Critical Text of Q
James M. Robinson, Institute for Antiquity and Christianity, Claremont Graduate School
Paul Hoffmann, Universität Bamberg
John S. Kloppenborg, University of St. Michael's College
2:00-5:00pm
Meeting of the Editorial Board of Documenta Q
James M. Robinson, Institute for Antiquity and Christianity, Claremont Graduate School
Paul Hoffmann, Universität Bamberg
John S. Kloppenborg, University of St. Michael's College
Stanley D. Anderson, Claremont Graduate School
Sterling G. Bjorndhal, Augustana University College, Camrose, AB
Shawn Carruth, Concordia College
Christoph Heil, Universität Bamberg

S8 Women's Caucus: Religious Studies Pre-conference Workshop (=A3)
11:30am-5:00pm M-Salon K
Theme: Professional Enhancement and Development for Women in Religious Studies
Lynne F. Lorenzen, Augsburg College, Presiding
11:30 Connecting: Bring your own lunch and eat in small groups organized by discipline or interest
12:30 Interviewing and Mentoring
Karen Baker-Fletcher, School of Theology at Claremont
Rita Nakashima Brock, Hamline University
Joan M. Martin, Episcopal Divinity School
1:30 Connecting: Small groups organized by type of institution
2:30 Break
2:45 Negotiating the AAR/SBL Annual Meeting
Elizabeth A. Say, California State University, Northridge
3:30 Women as Scholars and Mothers
Bonnie Jean Miller McLemore, Chicago Theological Seminary
Panelists:
Martha Bailey, Claremont Graduate School
Karen Baker-Fletcher, School of Theology at Claremont
Therese Cowen, Claremont Graduate School
Janet Lane, Claremont Graduate School
Leslie Hayes, Claremont Graduate School
Cynthia Ann Humes, Claremont McKenna College
Gloria Johnson, School of Theology at Claremont
Mary Elizabeth Mullino Moore, School of Theology at Claremont
Karen J. Torjesen, Claremont Graduate School
Donna Wallace, Claremont Graduate School
SBL Research and Publications Committee  
3:30pm-5:30pm M-402  
David L. Petersen, Iliff School of Theology, Presiding

SBL Conference of Regional Secretaries  
5:45pm-8:00pm M-407  
Business Dinner  
Victor H. Matthews, Southwest Missouri State University, Presiding

Semeia Editorial Board  
6:00pm-10:00pm M-401  
Dinner Meeting  
Daniel Patte, Vanderbilt University, Presiding

EIS Orientation Session (=A4)  
7:00pm-8:30pm M-Salon C & D  
Miki McBride-Sala, AAR/SBL Employment Information Services Manager, Presiding  
M. Patrick Graham, Emory University  
Is There Room for Theologians in the Library? Employment Opportunities for Academic Professionals in the Library  
James Ackerman, Indiana University, Bloomington  
The Two Stages of Interviewing: EIS Center and On Campus  
Miki McBride-Sala, AAR/SBL Employment Information Services Manager  
EIS Center Procedures and Policies

Semeia Editorial Board  
8:00am-10:00am C-104 B  
Daniel Patte, Vanderbilt University, Presiding

AAR/SBL Association of Department Chairs Steering Committee and the Committee on the Status of Racial and Ethnic Minorities (=A8)  
9:00am-11:00am M-307  
Hans J. Hillerbrand, Duke University, and Dwight N. Hopkins, Santa Clara University, Presiding

SBL Council Meeting  
9:00am-1:00pm C-204 C  
Leander E. Keck, Yale Divinity School, Presiding

AAR/SBL Grants Forum (=A9)  
9:30am-11:15am M-Salon B  
Theme: Travel/Foreign Study Grants  
Cheryl Tupper, ATS, Presiding
A12

Plenary Address
11:30am-12:30pm  M-Salon G & H
Peter J. Paris, Princeton Theological Seminary, Presiding
Cornel West, Harvard University
Race Matters

A13

Special Topics Forum
1:00pm-3:30pm  C-Lecture Hall
Jorunn Jacobsen Buckley, Eastham, MA, Presiding
Religion and Politics: The Oklahoma City Bombing
Panelists:
Michael Barkun, Syracuse University
Ted Daniels, Philadelphia, PA
Elaine Scarry, Harvard University
Respondent:
Eugene V. Gallagher, Connecticut College
See page 6 for a description.

A14

Arts, Literature and Religion Section
1:00pm-3:30pm  M-307
Max Harris, Madison, WI, Presiding
Theme: Material Culture’s Roles in Transmitting and Translating Religions
Richard M. Carp, Northern Illinois University
Making Sense: Religion, Material Culture and Perception
Ruth Zoë Ost, Temple University
Worldmaking at the Barnes Foundation: From Renoir to Breast Scars
J. Shawn Landres, University of California, Santa Barbara
The Art of Understanding: East Asian Buddhism Translated through Los Angeles Public Murals

A15

Comparative Studies in Religion Section
1:00pm-3:30pm  M-Salon K
Miriam Levering, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Presiding
Theme: Border Crossings I: Possession and Violation
Mary Keller, Syracuse University
Possessed Women and the Politics of Utterance
Nancy Caciola, Rhodes College
Fallen Angels and Fallen Women: Sex and the Single Demon in the Age of Apocalypse
Laurie Cozad, University of Chicago
Reeling in the Demon: An Exploration into the Category of the Other as Portrayed in The Journey to the West
David J. Halperin, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
UFO Abduction Narratives and Religious Traditions of Heavenly Ascent: A Comparative Study
Respondent:
Karen McCarthy Brown, Drew University

Janet H. Tulloch, University of Ottawa
Living Images: New Possibilities for Representation in the Formation of Religious Concepts of the Self
Respondent:
Mei Mei Sanford, Drew University
**S17 Ancient Fiction and Early Christian and Jewish Narrative Group**

1:00pm-3:30pm  M-409

Theme: *New Perspectives on Ancient Fictions*

Charles W. Hedrick, Southwest Missouri State University, Presiding

1:00  Kate Cooper, University of Manchester
Romance and the Dysfunctional Family: Incest, Rivalry, and Repudiation in Pagan and Christian Novels and their Parallels

1:30  Kathryn S. Chew, University of California, Los Angeles
*Xenophon of Ephesos’ Ephesian Tale: Virtual Reality or Reader’s Digest Version?*

2:00  Dennis R. MacDonald, Iliff School of Theology
Secrecy and Recognition in the Odyssey and Mark: Where Wrede Went Wrong

2:30  Oona Ajzenstat, McMaster University
*Jesus and the New Odysseus: An Analysis of a Literary Source of John 9 and 10*

3:00  Loveday C. A. Alexander, University of Sheffield
*Saint Paul and the Greek Novel*

**S18 Bible in Caribbean Culture and Tradition Consultation**

1:00pm-3:30pm  M-412

Theme: *The Bible in the Caribbean: Theology and Hermeneutics*

1:00  N. Samuel Murrell, The College of Wooster, Presiding

1:05  John Holder, Codrington College, Barbados
*In Search of Caribbean Theology & Hermeneutics*

1:40  Respondent: George C. L. Cummings, American Baptist Seminary of the West

1:55  Horace O. Russell, Eastern Baptist Theological Seminary
*Understanding and Interpretations of Scripture in 18th Century Jamaica*

2:30  Respondent: Winston D. Persaud, Wartburg Theological Seminary

**S19 Book of Psalms Group**

1:00pm-3:30pm  C-103 A

Theme: *The Shape and Shaping of the Psalter—Books IV-V*

J. Clinton McCann, Jr., Eden Theological Seminary, Presiding

1:00  Erich Zenger, University of Muenster
*A Contextual Reading of Psalms 145-150*

1:45  Respondents:
Nancy L. deClaisse-Walford, Baylor University
*Go On Till You Come to the End: It’s a Set of Verses, Part II, The Canonical Function of Psalm 90*

David M. Howard, Jr., Trinity Evangelical Divinity School
*Psalm 94 Among the Kingship of YHWH Psalms*

William J. Urbrock, University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh
*A Contextual Reading of Psalms 111-119*

Duane Christensen, William Carey International University
*The Book of Psalms Within the Canonical Process in Ancient Israel*
A16 Ethics Section
1:00pm-3:30pm M-Salon A
Darryl M. Trimiew, Texas Christian University, Presiding
Theme: Issues of Polity and Justice
Mark Larrimore, Princeton University
The Priority of Ethics among the Sites of Evil-Talk
John Powers, Australian National University, Canberra
Human Rights and Cultural Values: The Political Philosophies of the Dalai Lama and the People's Republic of China
Douglas A. Hicks, Harvard University
Liberation Theology and Liberal Justice?: The Preferential Option for the Poor and Rawls' Difference Principle
Daniel T. Spencer, Drake University
From Dislocation to Eco-Location: The Concepts of Ecological Location and Autobiography as Starting Points for Critical Reflection in a Liberationist Ecological Ethic

A17 History of Christianity Section and Mysticism Group
1:00pm-3:30pm C-103B
Lawrence S. Cunningham, University of Notre Dame, Presiding
Panelists:
Clarissa Atkinson, Harvard University
Anne Clark, University of Vermont
John Coakley, New Brunswick Theological Seminary
Ewert Cousins, Fordham University
Respondent:
Bernard McGinn, University of Chicago

A18 Philosophy of Religion Section and Buddhism Section
1:00pm-3:30pm M-Salon I
Steven Collins, University of Chicago, Presiding
Theme: Buddhism as a Resource for Philosophy of Religion: The Idea of Person
Panelists:
Matthew Kapstein, Columbia University
Sallie B. King, James Madison University
Anne C. Klein, Rice University
Alan Sponberg, University of Montana
John C. Maraldo, University of North Florida
Joseph Prabhu, California State University, Los Angeles

A19 Religion and the Social Sciences Section
1:00pm-3:30pm C-204 A & B
Laurel Kearns, Drew University, Presiding
Theme: Responses to Robert Wuthnow's God and Mammon in America
Panelists:
Nancy T. Ammerman, Hartford Seminary
David Harrington Watt, Temple University
Pamela Couture, Emory University
James Hudnut-Beumler, Columbia Theological Seminary
Ronald Sider, Eastern Baptist Theological Seminary
Respondent:
Robert Wuthnow, Princeton University

A20 Study of Islam Section
1:00pm-3:30pm M-407
Gordon Newby, Emory University, Presiding
Theme: Qur'anic Studies
Jane Dammen McAuliffe, University of Toronto
A Preliminary Report on E. J. Brill's Encyclopaedia of the Qur'an
Mustansir Mir, International Islamic University, Selangor, Malaysia
The Definite Article in the Qur'an
Brannon M. Wheeler, Vanderbilt University
Moses at Jacob's Well: Qur'an 28:22-28 in Islamic and Jewish Exegesis
Rosalind Gwynne, University of Tennessee, Knoxville
God's Arguments: Proof and Conviction in the Qur'an
Divine Mediator Figures in Antiquity Group

1:00pm-3:00pm M-408

Marianne Meye Thompson, Fuller Theological Seminary, Presiding

1:00 Sze-Kar Wan, Andover Newton Theological School
Abraham and the Promise of the Spirit: Galatians and the Hellenistic-Jewish Mysticism of Philo

1:15 Respondent: L. W. Hurtado, University of Manitoba

1:25 General Discussion

1:55 Recess

2:00 April DeConick, University of Michigan
Becoming God’s Body: The Kavod in Valentinianism

2:15 Respondent: Carey C. Newman, Southern Baptist Theological Seminary

2:25 General Discussion

The papers by Sze-Kar Wan and April DeConick are included in the SBL 1995 Seminar Papers and will only be summarized at this session.

Egyptology and the History and Culture of Ancient Israel

1:00pm-3:30pm M-Salon C

Themes: Religious and Ideological Foundations of Egyptian and Israelite Monarchy: Kingship
Alberto Green, Rutgers University, Presiding

1:00 David Lorton, Johns Hopkins University
The Institute of Kingship in Ancient Egypt

1:40 Scott Morschauser, Rowan State University
Royal ‘Lawsuits’ and the Battle of Kadesh: The Rib of Ramesses II

2:05 James Hoffmeier, Wheaton College
The King as God’s Son in Egypt & Israel

2:30 Kenneth G. Hoglund, Wake Forest University
Removing the Filth: Royal Restorations at Karnak and Jerusalem

2:55 Susan Tower Hollis, Sierra Nevada College
Ancient Near Eastern “Olden Gods” and the Ancient Egyptian Pantheon

3:20 Discussion

Feminist Theological Hermeneutics of the Bible Group

1:00pm-3:30pm C-103 C

Theme: The Centennial of The Woman’s Bible: Authority in Feminist Interpretation

Pamela L. Thimmes, University of Dayton, Presiding

1:00 Catherine Clark Kroeger, Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary
A Hermeneutic for Women of Faith

1:30 Susanne Scholz, Union Theological Seminary, New York
Through Whose Eyes? A “Right” Reading of Genesis 34

2:00 Margaret B. Adam, Princeton Theological Seminary
This is My Story, This is My Song...: A Feminist Claim on Scripture, Ideology and Interpretation

2:30 Respondents:
Letty M. Russell, Yale Divinity School
Frederick C. Tiffany, Methodist Theological School of Ohio

3:00 General Discussion
Women and Religion Section
1:00pm-3:30pm  M-Salon F
Mary E. Hunt, Women's Alliance for Theology, Ethics, and Ritual (WATER), Presiding
Theme: The Backlash against Women in Religion and Anti-Feminist Challenges
James K. Wellman, Jr., University of Chicago
Ideological Backlash or Institutional Boundary Maintenance? A Sociological Examination of the Re-Imagining Controversy
Laurel C. Schneider, Vanderbilt University
Re-Imagining Boundaries: Cultural Theory and the Backlash against Feminist Theology
Elaine J. Lawless, University of Missouri, Columbia
A Dialogic Paradigm: What Women Bring to Christian Religion
Julie Ingersoll, University of California, Santa Barbara
Bringing Feminism Home: Fighting the Enemy Within

Black Theology Group
1:00pm-3:30pm  C-203A
David Emmanuel Goatley, University of Louisville, Presiding
Theme: Black Theology and the Bible
Panelists:
Obery Hendricks, Drew University
Mozella G. Mitchell, University of South Florida
Kelly Brown Douglas, Howard University
James A. Noel, San Francisco Theological Seminary
Respondent:
Howard Wiley, Payne Theological Seminary
Business Meeting
Dwight N. Hopkins, Santa Clara University, Presiding

Church/State Studies Group
1:00pm-3:30pm  M-306
Molly Shepherd, Missoula, MT, Presiding
Theme: School Prayer: Once More, with Feeling
Donald Heinz, California State University, Chico
School Prayer and Culture Wars: Contending for Public Space
Justin Watson, Florida State University
School Prayer: Robertson, Rechristianization, and Rights
Elliott Wright, New York, NY
Protestant-Catholic-Jew and Public School Prayer: Past and Present

Confucian Traditions Group
1:00pm-3:30pm  M-405
Young-chan Ro, George Mason University, Presiding
Theme: Confucianism and the Environment
Michael LaFargue, University of Massachusetts, Boston
Confucianism and Environmental Altruism
Ron-guey Chu, Academia Sinica, Taipei
The Recent Revival of Confucianism in Historical Perspective: A "Great Leap Back" into the Twenty-first Century
Jane Geaney, University of Chicago
Body, Mind, and Language in Mencius
Respondent:
Mark Csikszentmihalyi, Davidson College

A23
Bonhoeffer: Christianity, Church and State Group
1:00pm-3:30pm  C-203B
Michelle Bartel, Princeton Theological Seminary, Presiding
Theme: Theology and Social Analysis
Stephen R. Haynes, Rhodes College
A Man for Others and for Us: Bonhoeffer and Holocaust Education
Respondent:
Franklin Sherman, Muhlenberg College
Theme: Life Together: Bonhoeffer's Challenge to the Churches
Panelists:
Geoffrey B. Kelly, La Salle University
Gerhard L. Muñler, University of Munich
Wayne Whitson Floyd, Jr., Lutheran Theological Seminary
Hebrews, General and Pastoral Epistles, and the Apocalypse Section  

1:00-3:30 pm  M-301  

Thomas E. Schmidt, Westmont College, Presiding  

1:00  
James W. Thompson, Abilene Christian University  
The Impossible, the Necessary, and the Fitting: Logical Terminology in the Epistle to the Hebrews  

1:30  
Kenneth Schenck, St. John's College, University of Durham  
Keeping His Appointment: Creation and Enthronement in Hebrews  

2:00  
Patrick J. Hartin, Claremont University Center  
Call to Be Perfect Through Suffering (James 1:2-4)  

2:30  
Johannes L. P. Wolmarans, Rand Afrikaans University  
Patterns of Thought in the Epistle of James  

3:00  
J. Daryl Charles, The Wilberforce Forum  
The Function of the Catalog of Virtues in 2 Peter 1:5-7  

History of Interpretation  

1:00-3:30 pm  M-401  

Theme: Early Christian Interpretation  
Paul F. Stuehrenberg, Yale Divinity School Library, Presiding  

1:00  
James D. Ernest, Boston College  
Imitation of Biblical Saints and Sinners in the Historical-Polemical and Ascriptive Writings of Athanasius of Alexandria  

1:30  
Elizabeth Ann Schechter, Indiana University  
"Domesticating the Desert:" The Literary Function of Scripture Citations in the Historia Lausiaca  

2:00  
Discussion  

2:10  
Recess  

2:15  
Margaret M. Mitchell, McCormick Theological Seminary  
ποικίλος τις και παντοδαπός ("A Variable and Many-Sorted Man"): John Chrysostom's Treatment of Pauline Inconsistency  

2:45  
Elizabeth A. Clark, Duke University  
Allegorical Perils and Early Christian Asceticizing Exegesis  

3:15  
Discussion  

Ideological Criticism Group  

1:00-3:30 pm  C-106 A & B  

Theme: The Challenge of Lesbian Theory to Heterosexist Biblical Interpretation  
Bernadette Brooten, Brandeis University, Presiding  

1:00  
Panelists:  
Angela Bauer, Episcopal Divinity School  
Janet R. Jakobsen, University of Arizona  
Elizabeth A. Castelli, Barnard College  
Sandra Robinson, Samaritan Institute of Religious Studies  

2:00  
General Discussion  

Lecture Discussion Series  

1:00-3:00 pm  M-Salon E  

Gale A. Yee, University of St. Thomas, St. Paul, Presiding  
Donald Dayton, Northern Baptist Theological Seminary  
Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham, Harvard Divinity School  

Literary Aspects of the Gospels and Acts Group  

1:00-3:30 pm  C-202 B  

Theme: Teaching Literary Methods  
Robert C. Tannehill, Methodist Theological School in Ohio, Presiding  

1:00  
David L. Barr, Wright State University  
Robert M. Fowler, Baldwin-Wallace College  
Teaching the Gospels with Computers  

2:10  
Recess  

2:15  
David Rhoads, Lutheran School of Theology, Chicago  
Teaching Biblical Narratives in a Post-Modern Age  

3:15  
General Discussion  

Room Locator Code: M=Marriott, C=Convention Center. Floor plans and room charts are on pages 342-347.
A26 Evangelical Theology Group
1:00pm-3:30pm C-105B
Willie James Jennings, Duke University, Presiding
Theme: Evangelical Theology/Hispanic Theology: Parent or Sibling Rival?
Samuel Solivan, Andover Newton Theological School
Hispanic-Evangelical: Sic Et Non: Contributions and Concerns of Hispanic Evangelicalism
David Traverzo-Galarza, Baruch College, City University of New York
Toward a Latino Radical Evangelical Approach
Daisy L. Machado, Texas Christian University
El Gran Avivamiento: Revival and Social Change
Respondents:
Manuel Ortiz, Westminster Theological Seminary
Nigel Cameron, Trinity International University
Doug Jacobsen, Messiah College, Presiding

A27 Men's Studies in Religion Group
1:00pm-3:30pm C-201B
Merle Longwood, Siena College, Presiding
Theme: Masculinity and Religious Identity
Björn Krondorfer, St. Mary's College of Maryland
Self and Body in Male Confessional Narratives
Ulrike Wiethaus, Wake Forest University
"For What Is More Forceful Than to Break Your Own Will?": The Rhetoric of Violence and Masculine Identity Formation in the Devotio Moderna Movement
Respondent:
William Beers, University of Connecticut
Joe Ramisch, Carleton University, Presiding

A28 Platonism and Neoplatonism Group
1:00pm-3:30pm M-303
Jay Bregman, University of Maine, Presiding
Theme: Neoplatonism and the Non-Christian Religions of Late Antiquity
Henry Simoni, Boston University
Creation and Emanation
John F. Finamore, University of Iowa
Julian and the Non-Iamblichean Descent of Asclepius
Lisa Marie Esposito Buckley, University of Toronto
Pseudo-Dionysius and Neoplatonic Theurgy
Sara L. Rappe, University of Michigan
Metamorphosis of a Myth: Plato and the Orphic Cosmogony
Business Meeting
Robert M. Berchman, Dowling College, Presiding

A29 Religion, Peace and War Group
1:00pm-3:30pm C-201A
Peter Gathje, Kalamazoo College, Presiding
Theme: Ecotheology, War, and Disarmament
Rosemary Radford Ruether, Garrett-Evangelical Theological Seminary
Making War against the Trees: Ecotheology, Militarism, and Religious Response
Respondent:
Jay McDaniel, Hendrix College
John H. Yoder, University of Notre Dame
The Power of Nonviolence
Respondent:
Stephanie Kaza, University of Vermont
Business Meeting
Peter Gathje, Kalamazoo College, Presiding
New Testament Textual Criticism Section

1:00pm-3:30pm  C-201 C

Theme: The International Greek New Testament Project on John
Gordon D. Fee, Regent College, Presiding

1:00 Panel Presentations:
Eldon J. Epp, Case Western Reserve University
The International Greek New Testament Project: Motivation and History
William L. Petersen, Pennsylvania State University
The IGNTP Luke Volumes: Critique and Evaluation
Bruce Morrill, Stilwell, KS
The Use of the Computer for the IGNTP: The 'Manuscript' Program for Collations
Paul McReynolds, Pacific Christian College
Where We Are Now: A Hands-on Assessment of Progress Toward the IGNTP
Michael Holmes, Bethel College
Where We Are Headed: The Prospects and Possibilities of the IGNTP

2:15 Discussion among panelists and with audience

Prophets and History

1:00pm-4:00pm  C-108 A

Theme: Panel Discussion of F. Cryer's book, Divination in Ancient Israel and Its Near Eastern Environment
Beth Glazier-McDonald, Centre College, Presiding

1:00 Jens Schröter, Humboldt University, Berlin
Q and the Oral Gospel Tradition

1:30 Alan Kirk, University of Toronto
Composition and Macro-Structure in the Last Section of Q (Q 12:2-22 30)

2:00 F. Gerald Downing, Bolton, Greater Manchester, United Kingdom
Word Processing in the Ancient World

2:30 Respondent: Ronald A. Piper, University of St. Andrews

2:50 General Discussion
A30 Ritual Studies Group
1:00pm-3:30pm  M-403

Ivan Strenski, University of California, Riverside, Presiding
Theme: Cognition, Culture, and Ritual Form
Valerie M. DeMarinis, Uppsala University
Cognitive Dissonance in God-Self Imaging and its Impact on Religious Ritual Experience
Tamar Frankiel, School of Theology at Claremont
Ritual and Imaginal Processes
E. Thomas Lawson, Western Michigan University, and Robert N. McCauley, Emory University
Ritual Form and Cognitive Science, with Special Reference to Lawson and McCauley's Rethinking Religion: Connecting Cognition and Culture
Business Meeting
Mary McGee, Vassar College and Ivan Strenski, University of California, Riverside, Presiding

A31 Schleiermacher Group
1:00pm-3:30pm  M-Salon L

Joseph W. Pickle, Jr., Colorado College, Presiding
Theme: Schleiermacher's Contributions to Liberation/Feminist Theology Today
Frederick Herzog, Duke University
Schleiermacher and Liberation Theology: Perfect Match or Odd Couple?
Dumas Alexander Harshaw, Jr., Valley Forge, PA
Schleiermacher's Contribution to Liberation Theology
Patricia E. Guenther-Gleason, Claremont, CA
Women, Art and Religion in Schleiermacher's Christmas Eve: A Possible Alternative to the Function of "the Feminine" in Schiller's Aesthetic Discourse
Barbara A. McGraw, University of Southern California
Schleiermacher: The Embodiment of the Spirit and the Unification of Qualities
Presentations will be brief to enable audience participation. A volume of pre-distributed papers for this and two other sessions may be obtained for twenty dollars from Dr. Terrence N. Tice, 2040 Columbia Ave., Ann Arbor, MI 48104 (check made out to him).

A32 Theology and Continental Philosophy Group
1:00pm-3:30pm  C-104A

Merold Westphal, Fordham University, Presiding
Theme: Theology after Ethics
Mark C. Taylor, Williams College
Refiguring the Ethical: Wyschogrod's Saints and Postmodernity and Caputo's Against Ethics
Respondents:
Edith Wyschogrod, Rice University
John D. Caputo, Villanova University

A33 Tibetan and Himalayan Religions Group
1:00pm-3:30pm  M-305

Todd T. Lewis, College of the Holy Cross, Presiding
Theme: Review of Geoffrey Samuel's Civilized Shamans: Buddhism in Tibetan Societies
Panelists:
Donald S. Lopez, University of Michigan
Richard Kohn, University of California, Berkeley
Roger Jackson, Carleton College
Fer Kvaerne, University of Oslo
Respondent:
Geoffrey Samuel, University of Lancaster
Business Meeting
Janet Gyatso, Amherst College, Presiding

A34 Wesleyan Studies Group
1:00pm-3:30pm  M-Salon D

Susie C. Stanley, Messiah College, Presiding
Theme: Modes of Wesleyan and Methodist Spirituality
Kenneth J. Collins, Methodist College
Real Christianity as Integrating Theme in John Wesley's Soteriology
John R. Tyson, Houghton College
Lady Huntington's Vocabulary of Weakness and Deference in the Context of Her Strength and Leadership
A. Gregory Schneider, Pacific Union College
Different Maps, Different Territories: Alternative Visions of Spiritual Selfhood in Late Nineteenth-Century Methodism
Business Meeting
Ted A. Campbell, Wesley Theological Seminary, Presiding
### Rhetoric and the New Testament Section

**1:00pm-3:30pm**  
M-Salon J

**Theme:** Integrating Rhetorical and Social-Scientific Criticism

Vernon K. Robbins, Emory University, Presiding

**Panel Review:** Subject to Whose Authority? Multiple Readings of Romans 13 by Jan Botha (Emory Studies in Early Christianity 4; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1994)

**Panelists:**
- John H. Elliott, University of San Francisco
- Evelyn R. Thibeaux, Education for Parish Service/Trinity College
- Duane F. Watson, Malone College

1:45  
Respondent: Jan Botha, University of Stellenbosch

2:00  
General Discussion

2:15  

**Panelists:**
- L. Gregory Bloomquist, St. Paul University
- David B. Gowler, Chowan College
- Richard L. Rohrbaugh, Lewis and Clark College

3:00  
Respondent: Willi Braun, Bishops University

3:15  
General Discussion

### Social History of Formative Christianity and Judaism Section

**1:00pm-3:30pm**  
M-Salon B

**Theme:** Social Aspects of Literacy

Anthony J. Saldarini, Boston College, Presiding

1:00  
Jin H. Han, New York Theological Seminary  
What is Daniel Up To?

1:30  
Christine Schams, St. Cross College, Oxford University,  
Scribes—Penmen or Powerful Experts in the Law?

2:00  
Allen Hilton, Yale University  
Baffling Boldness: Illiterate παπποί in Acts 4 and the Early Empire

2:30  
Kim Haines-Eitzen, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill  
Origen's Discourse of Intellectual Differentiation: Literacy, Exegesis, and Social History

3:00  
Catherine Heszter, Freie Universität, Berlin  
Status Differences amongst Palestinian Sages Reflected in Rabbinc Literature

### Sociolinguistics and Biblical Studies Consultation

**1:00pm-3:30pm**  
M-411

**Theme:** Dialect and Register in the Bible

Raymond F. Person, Jr., Ohio Northern University, Presiding

1:00  
Daniel C. Fredericks, Belhaven College  
Diglossia, Revelation, and Ezekiel’s Inaugural Rite

1:25  
Stanley E. Porter, Roehampton Institute, London  
Dialect and Register in the Greek of the New Testament

1:50  
Jonathan M. Watt, Geneva College  

2:15  
Respondent: William Labov, University of Pennsylvania

2:40  
General Discussion on Dialect and Register in the Bible

3:05  
John K. Riches, University of Glasgow  
Defamiliarisation and Conceptual Change
Interreligious Interchange Consultation
1:00pm-3:30pm M-304
Terry C. Muck, Austin Presbyterian Theological Seminary, and Peggy Starkey, Incarnate Word College, Presiding
Theme: Women and Oppression in the World Religions
Darlene J. Corcoran, University of South Florida
Overcoming the Experience of Evil: Women in Dialogue
Paul Ingram, Pacific Lutheran University
On the Oppression of Women: A Common Ground for Interreligious Dialogue
Ursula King, University of Bristol
Feminism: The Missing Dimension in Interreligious Dialogue
Susan E. Nowak, Syracuse University
Respondents:
Christine E. Gudorf, Florida International University
Ruben Habito, Southern Methodist University

AAR Continuum Arts Series
Film: Silverlake Life
1:00pm-3:30pm M-310
Mark R. Kowalewski, Church Divinity School of the Pacific, will introduce the film and lead a discussion following the screening.
See page 9 for a description of the film.

AAR/SBL/ATS Research Grants Fair
2:00pm-5:00pm C-Exhibit Hall D
Theme: AAR/SBL/ATS Research Grants Fair
See page 6 for a description.

Special Topics Forum
Sponsored by the AAR Committee on Research and Scholarship, the SBL Research and Publications Committee, and the Association of Theological Schools in the United States and Canada
2:00pm-5:00pm C-Exhibit Hall D
Theme: AAR/SBL/ATS Research Grants Fair
See page 6 for a description.

Special Topics Forum
Sponsored by the AAR Committee on Research and Scholarship and the SBL Computer-Assisted Research Group (CARG)
3:45pm-6:15pm C-Exhibit Hall D
Charles S. Prebish, Pennsylvania State University, Presiding
Theme: Electronic Publications: Academic Journals in Religious Studies
Wayne R. Husted, Pennsylvania State University
Academic Electronic Publication in Religious Studies: A Case Study
Damien Keown, University of London
The Implications of Electronic Publication in Religious Studies
See page 6 for a description.

Academic Teaching and the Study of Religion Section
3:45pm-6:15pm M-402
Metaleen Thomas, Caldwell Community College, Presiding
Theme: Religion’s Other Face: The Maturing of “Women In Religion” Courses
Martha J. Reineke, University of Northern Iowa
A Blind, Inclusive Vision? Reassessing Efforts to Infuse Materials on Women into the World Religions Course
Katherine G. McCarthy, California State University, Chico
“Why Don’t We Have a Course on Men and Religion?” or the Perils and Possibilities of the Undergraduate Women and Religion Course
John T. Hatfield, California State Polytechnic University, Pomona, Presiding
Theme: Religious Autobiographies in the Introductory Course: A New Text Meets Three Classes
Panelists:
Christine M. Bochen, Nazareth College
Katharine L. Dvorak, Wright State University
Crerar Douglas, California State University, Northridge
Respondent:
Gary L. Comstock, Iowa State University

Room Locator Code: M-Marriott, C-Convention Center. Floor plans and room charts are on pages 342-347.
S34 Study of Peace in Scripture Group
1:00pm-3:30pm M-402

Theme: War and Warrior Imagery in Scripture
Christina Bucher, Elizabethtown College, Presiding

1:00 Panel Review: War in the Hebrew Bible by Susan Niditch (New York: Oxford University Press, 1993) and God Is A Warrior by Tremper Longman III and Daniel Reid (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan Press, 1995)

Panelists:
Wilma Ann Bailey, Messiah College
Loren L. Johns, Bluffton College
Richard W. Nysse, Luther Northwestern Theological Seminary

2:00 Respondents:
Tremper Longman III, Westminster Theological Seminary
Daniel G. Reid, InterVarsity Press

2:30 General Discussion
3:15 Business Meeting

S35 Theology of Hebrew Scriptures
1:00pm-3:00pm M-413

Theme: Feminist/Womanist Theology of Hebrew Scriptures
Alice Ogden Bellis, Howard University Divinity School, Presiding

1:00 Lyn M. Bechtel, Moravian Theological Seminary
A Feminist Approach to the Theologies of the Hebrew Scriptures

1:30 Cheryl A. Kirk-Duggan, Meredith College
Black Mother Women and Daughters: Signifying Female-Divine Relationships in the Hebrew Bible and African-American Mother-Daughter Short Stories

2:00 James E. Miller, Madison, WI
Solomon's Seminal Judgement

2:30 Business Meeting

S36 AAR/SBL Grants Fair (=A37)
2:00pm-5:00pm C-Exhibit Hall D
Cheryl Tupper, ATS, Presider

S37 African-American Theology and Biblical Hermeneutics Group
3:45pm-6:15pm C-104 A

Theme: Womanist Readings/Readers of Biblical Texts
Hugh R. Page, Jr., University of Notre Dame, Presiding

3:45 Willa Mathis Johnson, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
A Story in Twelve Parts: The Unnamed Woman of Bethlehem and Womanist Justice

4:15 Marla J. Selvidge, Central Missouri State University
A Militant African American Reading of the Bible by a Nineteenth Century Free Black, Maria W. Miller Stewart

4:45 Wilma Ann Bailey, Messiah College
Dignity and the Oppressed in the Hebrew Bible

5:15 Valerie Bridgeman Davis, Baylor University
"Like a Woman in Labor": Toward a Womanist Understanding of the Book of Micah

5:45 Ann Holmes Redding, Interdenominational Theological Center
What Price Unity? Social Roles and Dynamics in Ephesians

Business Meeting
A40  Buddhism Section  
3:45pm-6:15pm  M-Salon L  
Rita M. Gross, University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire, Presiding  
Theme: Text, Category, and Practice in Indian Buddhism  
Mathieu Boisvert, Université du Québec, Montréal  
The Paticcasamuppada and the Paticcabbhandha: Two Schemes, One Process  
Collett Cox, University of Washington  
Abhidharma Categories: History or Abstraction?  
Richard S. Cohen, Rhodes College  
How Popular Are Popular Practices? Dedicatory Formulae in Fifth-Century Indian Buddhism  
Daniel Boucher, University of Pennsylvania  
The Nagaropamasutra and the Genesis of an Apotropaic Text  
Jonathan A. Silk, Western Michigan University  
The Composition of the Guan Wuilang shoufo-jing—Some Buddhist and Jaina Parallels to Its Narrative Frame  

A41  Comparative Studies in Religion Section  
3:45pm-6:15pm  C-103C  
Thomas V. Peterson, Alfred University, Presiding  
Theme: Pulling Back the Curtain: Scholars of Religion and the Religious Communities They Study  
Panelists:  
Brian K. Smith, University of California, Riverside  
Francis X. Clooney, Boston College  
John Keenan, Middlebury College  
Bruce Lincoln, University of Chicago  
Mary McGee, Vassar College  

A42  Ethics Section  
3:45pm-6:15pm  M-305  
Roger D. Hatch, Central Michigan University, Presiding  
Theme: Ethics and the Problems of Community  
Aditi Gowri, University of Southern California  
The Evil of Virtue?: A Caution to Ethicists  
Gloria H. Albrecht, University of Detroit Mercy  
Producing Character: A Feminist Reflection on the Intersection of Family and Economy  
Frank G. Kirkpatrick, Trinity College  
Confluence and Divergence in Christian, Communitarian, and Postmodern Moral Views of Community as the Locus of Human Flourishing  
Ann K. Wetherelt, Emmanuel College  
The Work of the Scholar: Private Property or Communal Responsibility?  

A43  North American Religions Section  
3:45pm-6:15pm  C-201B  
Stephen J. Stein, Indiana University, Bloomington, Presiding  
Theme: Author Meets Critics: John Demos’s Unredeemed Captive: A Family Story from Early America  
Panelists:  
John Corrigan, Arizona State University  
Amanda Porterfield, Indiana University-Purdue University  
R. Marie Griffith, Princeton University  
Chris Jocks, Dartmouth College  
Respondent:  
John Demos, Yale University  

A44  Philosophy of Religion Section  
3:45pm-6:15pm  C-103A  
Edith Wyschogrod, Rice University, Presiding  
Theme: Memory and Tradition: Recovering the Past in Judaism, Islam, Indian Philosophy, and Christianity  
Panelists:  
Susan E. Shapiro, Columbia University  
Frederick M. Denny, University of Colorado, Boulder  
Gerald James Larson, Indiana University, Bloomington  
Merold Westphal, Fordham University  
Respondent:  
Warren G. Frisina, AAR, Emory University
S38 Ancient Myths and Modern Theories of Christian Origins Consultation 3:45pm-6:15pm M-405
Theme: Assessing the Categories of New Testament Scholarship
Merrill P. Miller, Pembroke State University, Presiding
3:45 Burton L. Mack, School of Theology at Claremont On Redescrbing Christian Origins
4:15 Ron Cameron, Wesleyan University Eschatology and the Categories for Describing Christian Origins
4:45 Recess
4:55 Respondent: John S. Kloppenborg, University of St. Michael's College
5:20 Respondent: Jonathan Z. Smith, University of Chicago
5:45 General Discussion

S39 Biblical Greek Language and Linguistics Section 3:45pm-6:15pm M-Salon A
Theme: Speech-Act Theory and 1 Corinthians
Stanley E. Porter, Roehampton Institute London, Presiding
3:45 Panelists:
A.C. Thiselton, University of Nottingham
Stephen Fowl, Loyola College in Maryland
Dietmar Neufeld, University of British Columbia
5:15 Respondent: E. Earle Ellis, Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary
5:45 General Discussion

S40 Computer Assisted Research Group; Special Topic Forum (=A38) 3:45pm-6:15pm C-Exhibit Hall D
Theme: Electronic Publications: Academic Journals in Religious Studies
Charles S. Preblish, Pennsylvania State University, Presiding
Wayne R. Husted, Pennsylvania State University Academic Electronic Publication in Religious Studies: A Case Study
Damien Keown, University of London The Implications of Electronic Publication in Religious Studies

S41 Formation of the Book of the Twelve Consultation 3:45pm-6:30pm M-408
John D.W. Watts, Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Presiding
3:45 Margaret S. Odell, St. Olaf College The Sayings Concerning the Prophets and the Final Form of Hosea
4:15 Paul R. House, Taylor University Dramatic Coherence in Nahum, Habakkuk, and Zephaniah
4:45 James D. Nogalski, Southern Baptist Theological Seminary Intertextuality and the Twelve
5:15 Ehud Ben Zvi, University of Alberta Twelve Prophetic Books or The Twelve? A Few Preliminary Considerations and a Test Case
Panelists:
Paul L. Redditt, Georgetown College
Mark E. Biddle, Carson-Newman College
Barry Jones, Durham, NC
John D.W. Watts, Southern Baptist Theological Seminary
Papers will be summarized to maximize discussion. Request copies of the papers from James D. Nogalski, SBTS Box 1864, Louisville, KY 40280. (JDNOGA01@ULKYVM.LOUISVILLE.EDU)
A45  Religion and the Social Sciences Section
3:45pm-6:15pm  C-202B
Trevor Watt, Canisius College, Presiding
Theme: Women, Violence, and Gender Construction
Joyce Ann Mercer, Emory University
Becoming Female: The Place of Violence In Adolescent Girls' Discourses on Gendered Subjectivity
James McBride, Fordham University
Symptomatic Expression of Male Neuroses: Male Bonding, Collective Effervescence and the Ritual of Superbowl XXIX
Laurie Zoloth-Dorfman, Graduate Theological Union
Into the Woods: Killer Mothers, Feminist Ethics and the Problem of Evil
G. Simon Harak, Fairfield University
The Weaponization of the Body
Respondent:
Kathleen Sands, University of Massachusetts, Boston

A46  Religion in South Asia Section
3:45pm-6:15pm  C-201C
Gurudharm Singh Khalsa, St. Lawrence University, Presiding
Theme: Recent Sikh Scholarship and Encounters with Religious Authority
Pashaura Singh, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
Sikh Religious Response to Academic Freedom
Gurinder Singh Mann, Columbia University
Shiromani Gurdwara Prabhandak Committee and Sikh Studies
Louis E. Fenech, University of Northern Iowa
The Appearance and Application of Blasphemy in Sikh Religion
Nikky-Guninder Kaur Singh, Colby College
Textual Overture, Traditional Closure
Respondent:
Mark Juergensmeyer, University of California, Santa Barbara

A47  Theology and Religious Reflection
3:45pm-6:15pm  C-105B
Roger A. Badham, Drew University, Presiding
Theme: Theological Interpretations of America
Panelists:
Charles Bryan Owen, Vanderbilt University
Victor Anderson, Vanderbilt University
Douglas A. Sweeney, Vanderbilt University
Respondent:
William David Hart, Duke University

A48  Afro-American Religious History Group
3:45pm-6:15pm  M-411
James M. Washington, Union Theological Seminary, Presiding
Theme: Leadership and Representation in Black Religious Life
Riggins R. Earl, Jr., Interdenominational Theological Center
Booker T. Washington's Exposition Speech: The Ethical Dilemma of Black Leadership Representation
Daphne C. Wiggins, Emory University
A Labor of Love: The Persistent Presence of African American Women in a Local Congregation
Ina Johanna Fandrich, South Dakota State University
The Politics of Mythmaking: The Struggle for the "Correct" Appropriation of a Controversial African American Religious Leader
Cheryl J. Sanders, Howard University
African Religious Traditions in the Holiness-Pentecostal Churches
Respondents:
Sandy D. Martin, University of Georgia
Yvonne Chireau, Swarthmore College
Business Meeting
Moses N. Moore, Jr., Arizona State University, and Albert G. Miller, Oberlin College, Presiding
Hebrew Scriptures and Cognate Literature Section

3:45pm-6:15pm  M-410

Theodore J. Lewis, University of Georgia, Presiding

3:45  Steven Weitzman, Indiana University
The Narrative Role of David's Lament: A Comparative Perspective

4:10  Daniel E. Fleming, New York University
Enemy Slander: Incantations and the Psalms of Individual Petition

4:35  Douglas L. Penney, Wheaton College, Wheaton, IL
"This World with Devils Filled": Apotropaic Vocabulary in Psalm 91

5:00  Ktziah Spanier, New York University
The Northern Israelite Queen Mothers in the Judaean Court

5:25  Simon B. Parker, Boston University
Stories of Buying Military Intervention in Zinjirli and the Bible

5:50  Elizabeth C. LaRocca-Pitts, Athens, GA
Standing Stones as Ritual Witnesses

---

Historical Jesus Section

3:45pm-6:15pm  C-103 B

Theme: The Use of Rabbinic Literature in Studying the Historical Jesus

Bruce Chilton, Bard College, Presiding

3:45  Introduction

Part I: Position Papers

3:45  Jacob Neusner, University of South Florida and Bard College
The Problems that the Rabbinic Documents Present to Us

4:10  Craig A. Evans, Trinity Western University
Early Rabbinic Sources and Jesus Research

4:20  Bruce Chilton, Bard College
Reference to the Targumim in the Exegesis of the New Testament

4:30  Panel Discussion

5:00  Recess

Part II: Application Papers

5:05  Anthony J. Saldarini, Boston College
Comparing the Traditions: New Testament and Rabbinic Literature

5:20  Herbert W. Basser, Queen's University, Kingston, ON
The Gospels Would Not Have Been Greek to Jesus

5:35  Richard Bauckham, University of St. Andrews
Corpse-impurity and Love of Neighbor in the Parable of the Good Samaritan

5:50  Open Discussion
AAR Saturday Afternoon November 18

A49 Eastern Orthodox Studies Group
3:45pm-6:15pm  M-306
Randall C. Morris, William Jewell College, Presiding
Theme: Tradition, Tension, and Innovation
Vera Shevzoy, Smith College
The "Official" and the "Popular": Tensions in Tradition in Late Imperial Rural Russia
Paisios Bukowy Whitesides, Temple University
Icon Kissers and Bible Thumpers: Tensions over Evangelism in American Orthodox Christianity
Verna E. F. Harrison, St. Joseph of Arimathea College
Marriage, Monasticism and the Theology of Gender
Valerie Karras, Holy Cross Greek Orthodox School of Theology
"Flesh of My Flesh": Greek Patristic Exegesis of the Creation of Eve

A50 Feminist Theory and Religious Reflection Group
3:45pm-6:15pm  M-Salon E
Serene Jones, Yale University, Presiding
Theme: Identities and Differences I
Judith L. Poxon, Syracuse University
Irigaray and Deleuze: Multiplicity, Difference, and the "Order of God"
David Ross Fryer, Brown University
This Difference Which Is Not One: Irigaray and Feminist Resistance
Tiina Allik, Loyola University, New Orleans
Selfhood and Difference
Respondent:
Amy M. Hollywood, Dartmouth College

A51 Gay Men's Issues in Religion Group
3:45pm-6:15pm  C-201A
Mark R. Kowalewski, Church Divinity School of the Pacific, Presiding
Theme: Gay Men's Spiritual Practices
Jim McManus, Samarian College
Faith and Spirituality in Young Gay Men with HIV in Northern England
Edward R. Gray, Emory University and Scott Thumma, Emory University
Amazing Grace! How Sweet the Sound! Southern Evangelical Religion and Gay Drag in Atlanta
Richard D. Lamborn, Colgate Rochester Divinity School
Radical Fairies as Excursus Religion
Juan M. C. Oliver, Graduate Theological Union
Desire and the Quest for God
Respondent:
Robert E. Goss, Webster College
Business Meeting
Mark R. Kowalewski, Church Divinity School of the Pacific, Presiding

A52 Japanese Religions Group
3:45pm-6:15pm  M-303
Michiko Yusa, Western Washington University
Theme: Japanese Buddhism and Modernization: The Critical Edge
Paula K. R. Arai, Vanderbilt University
Submissive or Expedient: Interpreting Japanese Buddhist Women's Activities
Yoshiharu Tomatsu, Taishô University, Tokyo
The Secularization of Buddhism in Modern Japan: A View from Two Pure Land Schools
Christopher Ives, University of Puget Sound
Empty Criticism? Ichikawa Hakugen's Perspective on Imperial Way Zen
William R. Lafleur, University of Pennsylvania
Medicine as Mission: Japanese Buddhist Critiques of Purported Neutrality in the West's Organ Transplant Practices
Respondent:
Paul B. Watt, DePauw University
3:45pm-5:45pm  C-106 A & B
David P. Moessner, Columbia Theological Seminary, Presiding
3:45
Daniel L. Marguerat, University of Lausanne
The God of the Book of Acts
3:50
Respondent: Robert C. Tannehill, Methodist Theological School of Ohio
4:05
Robert L. Mowery, Illinois Wesleyan University
4:10
Respondent: William J. Larkin, Columbia Biblical Seminary and Graduate School of Missions
4:25
Recess
4:30
Presenters and Respondents
4:50
Discussion by the Seminar
5:35
Business Meeting

Pauline Epistles Section
3:45pm-6:15pm  C-107 B
Presiding: Margaret M. Mitchell: McCormick Theological Seminary
3:45
David W. Kuck, The United Theological College of the West Indies
Exemplary Self-Reflection in the Rhetoric of Paul
4:15
Jennifer K. Berenson Maclean, Harvard University
The Exalted Role of Israel in the History of Salvation: Ephesians’ Interpretations of Traditions and Pauline Formulations in Romans 8:15-34
4:45
Philip H. Towner, King's College, Aberdeen, Scotland
Pauline Theology and Pauline Tradition in the Pastoral Epistles: The Question of Methodology
5:15
Herold Weiss, Saint Mary's College, Notre Dame, IN
Paul, Paulinism, and the Sabbath
5:45
Brian J. Dodd, University of Sheffield
The Usage of Paul’s Image in Colossians, Ephesians and 2 Thessalonians
A53 Nineteenth-Century Theology Group 3:45pm-6:15pm M-412
James C. Livingston, College of William and Mary, Presiding
Theme: The Contextualization of Nineteenth-Century Theology: Case Studies and Historiographical Problems and Prospects
Friedrich Wilhelm Graf, Universität der Bundeswehr, Hamburg
Making Sense of the New Empire: Protestant University Theology in Germany, 1870-1918
Jeffrey D. Marlett, Saint Louis University
Ascetic Romanticism: Revisioning Isaac Hecker's American Catholicism
Frank Turner, Yale University
The Oxford Movement Viewed in Its Social Setting
Paul Misner, Marquette University
The Neo-Thomistic Revival Seen in Its Social Context
Respondents:
Darrell Jodock, Muhlenberg College
Sandra Yocum Mize, University of Dayton
Walter Wyman, Whitman College

A54 Person, Culture, and Religion Group 3:45pm-6:15pm M-404
Sharon Daloz Parks, Harvard University, Presiding
Theme: The Plight and Promise of Contemporary Psychoanalysis
Peter Homans, University of Chicago
The Plight and Promise of Contemporary Psychoanalysis in Light of the History of the Psychoanalytic Movement
Respondents:
Diane Jonte-Pace, Santa Clara University
Judith Van Herik, Pennsylvania State University
Kelly Bulkeley, Graduate Theological Union, Presiding

5:30 Theme: Historical and Gender-Related Views of Jung's Psychology as Universal
Michael J. Christensen, Drew University
Individuation and Thesis: Jung's Psychological Reformulation of a Patristic Christian Doctrine

A55 Religion in Latin America and the Caribbean Group 3:45pm-6:15pm M-302
Kay A. Read, DePaul University, Presiding
Theme: Motion at the Margins: Religious Alternatives in Latin America
Edward R. Sunshine, Barry University
The Genesis of Religious Abolitionism in Seventeenth-Century Cuba
Carole A. Myskowski, Illinois Wesleyan University
Conflcting Discourses on Marriage in Colonial Brazil
Bruce Calder, University of Illinois, Chicago
Religion and the Development of the Mayan Cultural and Political Revival in Guatemala, 1940-1990
Respondent:
Joseph M. Murphy, Georgetown University
Business Meeting
Manuel A. Vásquez, University of Florida, Presiding

A56 Swedenborg and Nineteenth-Century Religious Thought Seminar 3:45pm-6:15pm M-307
Jane Williams-Hogan, Academy of the New Church College, Presiding
Theme: Renewing the Soul through the Mind's Eye: Philosophy, Poetry, and Painting
Gregory R. Johnson, Catholic University of America
Swedenborg's Positive Influences on Kant's Mature Moral Philosophy
Dorothy Judd Hall, Boston University
Climbing the Mystic Ladder: Swedenborg and Robert Frost
Sally M. Promey, University of Maryland
Cultivating Spirituality: George Inness, Color Theory, and American Swedenborgianism
Respondents:
Dan Synnestvedt, Academy of the New Church College
Paul Jerome Croce, Stetson University

Pamela Cooper-White, Seabury-Western Theological Seminary
Rape in the Language of Myths and Mystics: Suffering, Jungian Interpretation and Feminist Critique
Pentateuch Section
3:45pm-6:45pm  C-202 A
Theme: The Yahwist?—the Scope, Dating, Social Setting and Prehistory of the Earliest Proto-Pentateuch
Dwight R. Daniels, Glendale, CA, Presiding
3:45  Erhard Blum, Augsburg Universität
4:10  Antony F. Campbell, Jesuit Theological College
4:35  Richard Elliott Friedman, University of California, San Diego
5:00  John Van Seters, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
5:25  Break
5:35  Discussion among the presenters
6:20  General Discussion

Psychology and Biblical Studies Group
3:45pm-6:15pm  M-413
Theme: Psychological Models for Biblical Interpretation
Michael Willett Newheart, Howard University
Divinity School
3:45  Margaret G. Alter, Graduate Theological Union
Prophet as a Psychological Construct in Mark 5:25-34: A Clinician's Perspective
4:15  Kamila Blessing, Duke University
Murray Bowen's Systems Psychodynamics as Hermeneutic
4:45  Thomas F. Dailey, Allentown College of St. Francis de Sales
The Wisdom of Job: Moral Maturity or Religious Reckoning?
5:15  Charles T. Davis, III
PSYBIBS: Our Seminar in Cyberspace
5:40  Panel and General Discussion
Panelists:
Arthur Freeman, Moravian Theological Seminary
D. Andrew Kille, Graduate Theological Union

Saturday Afternoon
November 18

Reading the Apocalypse: The Intersection of Literary and Social Methods Seminar
3:45pm-6:15pm  C-104 B
Theme: The Writing of Commentaries
Jean-Pierre Ruiz, St. John's University, New York, Presiding
3:45  J. Massyngbaerde Ford, University of Notre Dame
Apocalypse Reconsidered: Changes to the Anchor Bible Commentary on Revelation with Special Reference to the Lamb
4:35  Panel: Issues in Writing Commentaries on The Apocalypse Today
Panelists:
David E. Aune, Loyola University of Chicago
David L. Barr, Wright State University
Elisabeth Schüssler Fiorenza, Harvard Divinity School
Leonard L. Thompson, Lawrence University
5:25  Discussion of Writing Commentaries
The major paper for this session will be included in the SBL 1995 Seminar Papers and will not be read at the session.
A57  Theosophy and Theosophic Thought Seminar
3:45pm-6:15pm  M-401
James A. Santucci, California State University, Fullerton, Presiding
Theme: Personalities in Theosophy
John Cooper, University of Sydney
Blavatsky in Philadelphia
Michael Gomes, Des Moines, IA
The Indian Epoch of Theosophy
Joscelyn Godwin, Colgate University
Lady Caithness and Her Involvement with Theosophy
Respondents:
John Patrick Deveney, New York, NY
James Burnell Robinson, University of Northern Iowa
Theme: The Theosophical Phenomenon: 1575-Present
Antoine Faivre, Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes
Massimo Introvigne, Center for Studies on New Religions
Jean-Pierre Laurant, Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes
Arthur Versluis, Washburn University
Business Meeting
James A. Santucci, California State University, Fullerton, Presiding

A58  East Asian Religions Consultation
3:45pm-6:15pm  M-301
Ruben Habito, Southern Methodist University, Presiding
Theme: Mind in East Asian Religious Traditions
On-cho Ng, Pennsylvania State University
Beyond Orthodoxy and Heterodoxy: The Doxie Doctrinal Dispute of Mind (Xin) versus Principle (Li) in Early Qing Confucianism
Livia Kohn, Boston University
Mind and Eyes: Sensory and Spiritual Experience in Taoist Mysticism
Steven Heine, Pennsylvania State University
“I’ve Lost My Mind” in the Mumonkan
Respondents:
Ronald M. Davidson, Fairfield University
Young-chan Ro, George Mason University
Business Meeting
Ronald M. Davidson, Fairfield University, Presiding

A59  Europe and the Mediterranean in Late Antiquity Consultation
3:45pm-6:15pm  M-403
Joyce E. Salisbury, University of Wisconsin, Green Bay, Presiding
Theme: Gender and Power
Carlin A. Barton, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
The “Moment of Truth” in Ancient Rome: Honor and Embodiment in a Contest Culture
Virginia Burrus, Drew University
“God Raised Him Erect”: Lactantius and the Male Body
Susanna Elm, University of California, Berkeley
Eusebius and the Montanists: Gender and the Rhetoric of Prophecy
David G. Hunter, University of St. Thomas
Clerical Celibacy: The Formation of a “Masculine” Culture in Late Ancient Christianity
Michael L. Satlow, University of Virginia
Jewish Constructions of Nakedness in Late Antiquity
Respondent:
James A. Francis, University of Kentucky

Room Locator Code: M-Marriott, C=Convention Center. Floor plans and room charts are on pages 342-347.


**Semiotics and Exegesis Section**

3:45pm-6:15pm  C-203 B

**Theme:** *The Ethics of Reading*

Gary A. Phillips, College of the Holy Cross, Presiding


Panelists:
- Walter Wink, Auburn Theological Seminary
- Peter J. Paris, Princeton Theological Seminary
- Regina Schwartz, New York Theological Seminary
- Norman K. Gottwald, New York Theological Seminary

5:05 Respondent: Daniel Patte, Vanderbilt University

5:25 General Discussion

**Social Sciences and New Testament Interpretation Section**

3:45pm-6:15pm  C-203 A

John J. Pilch, Georgetown University, Presiding

3:45 Frank Connolly Weinert, St. John's University, NY

*Eschatological and Christological Implications of Jesus as Pilgrim Lord in Luke Acts*

4:15 Aquiles Ernesto Martinez, University of Denver/Iliff School of Theology

*Purity Concerns and Pauline Rhetoric in 1 Thessalonians 4:1-8*

4:45 Peter W. Gosnell, Pima Community College, University of Arizona, and Fuller Theological Seminary, AZ

*Honor, Shame and...Introspection? Ephesians as a Test Case*

5:15 Aaron Milavec, The Athenaeum of Ohio

*The Social Setting of “Turning the Other Cheek” and “Loving One’s-Enemies”. Gerd Theissen Reconsidered in the Light of Didache*

5:45 Pieter Craffert, University of South Africa

*What Kind of Relationships are Possible Between Social-Scientific, Literary and Rhetorical Interpretation of Texts?*

**Sociology of the Literature of the Second Temple Group**

3:45pm-6:15pm  C-102 A

**Theme:** *Law: Its Origins, Context, and Praxis*

John M. Halligan, St. John Fisher College, Presiding

3:45 Victor H. Matthews, Southwest Missouri State

*The Social Context of Law During the Second Temple Period*

4:00 Discussion

4:25 Recess

4:30 Fabian Udoh, Duke University

*Tithe Laws in the Second Temple Period*

4:45 Discussion

5:10 Recess

5:15 Philip R. Davies, University of Sheffield

*The Praxis of the Law in the Second Temple Period: A Review*

5:30 Discussion

5:55 Business Meeting: Wisdom Literature in the Second Temple Period

John M. Halligan, St. John Fisher College, Presiding
AAR Continuum Arts Series

**Film: The Jazz Singer**

3:45pm-6:15pm  M-407

Sonja Spear, Indiana University, Bloomington will introduce the film and lead a discussion following the screening.

See page 9 for a description of the film.

### A60 Religion and Popular Culture Consultation

3:45pm-6:15pm  M-310

Jeffrey H. Mahan, Iliff School of Theology, Presiding

**Theme:** How Can the Study of Popular Culture Enrich Our Understanding of the Function and Expressions of Religion in American Culture?

Brenda E. Brasher, Thiel College  [who]  [what]... do you say that I am?: Popular Culture as Cyborg's Church

John H. Lardas, Miami University  Graceland: An Analysis of Sacred Space on the American Religious Landscape

Jane Naomi Iwamura, University of California, Berkeley  Encountering the Oriental Monk in American Popular Culture

David Chidester, University of Cape Town, Rondebosch  The Church of Baseball, the Fetish of Coca-Cola, and the Potlatch of Rock'n'Roll: Theoretical Models for the Study of Religion in American Popular Culture

Respondent:

Stewart M. Hoover, University of Colorado, Boulder  Business Meeting

Bruce Forbes, Morningside College, Presiding

### A62 AAR Continuum Arts Series

**Seeking the Center: Artist's Slide-Lecture**

4:00pm-5:30pm  M-Salon K

Diane Apostolos-Cappadona, Georgetown University, Presiding

Kay WalkingStick, Ithaca, NY

See page 9 for a description of the presentation.

### A63 Student Session:

**Introduction to the AAR**

5:00pm-6:15pm  M-Salon D

John John, Boston University, Presiding

This session provides an orientation to AAR structures, publication programs and services. There will be brief presentations by Lawrence E. Sullivan, president-elect; Rita Nakashima Brock, chair of the Committee on the Status of Women in the Profession; Barbara A. Holdrege, editor of the Academy Series (dissertation); Dwight N. Hopkins, chair of the Committee on the Status of Racial and Ethnic Minorities in the Profession; Patricia O'Connell Killen, chair of the Committee on Regions; Glenn Yocum, editor of the *Journal of the American Academy of Religion*; and Barbara DeConcini, executive director. Ample opportunity for questions and general discussion will follow.

### A64 Committee on the Status of Racial and Ethnic Minorities in the Profession—Business Meeting and Reception

5:00pm-6:45pm  M-501

Dwight N. Hopkins, Santa Clara University, Presiding

Jorge A. González, Berry College  Carolyn M. Jones, Louisiana State University  Donna Maeda, Occidental College  Jace Weaver, Union Theological Seminary, New York

The AAR Committee on the Status of Racial and Ethnic Minorities in the Profession discusses concerns and plans relevant to racial-ethnic members and their scholarship. A reception will follow the business portion of this session.

---

Room Locator Code: Marriott, C=Convention Center. Floor plans and room charts are on pages 342-343.
§53 Thomas Christianity Consultation
3:45pm-6:15pm M-Salon B
Theme: The Symbolic World of the Gospel of Thomas
Stevan L. Davies, College Misericordia, Presiding
3:45 Jon Ma. Asgeirsson, Institute for Antiquity and
Christianity, Claremont Graduate School
Dicta Evangeli Thomae Gemina
4:05 Tjitze Baarda, Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam
The Gospel of Thomas: Logion 32 and the Matthean
Tradition
4:25 Anne-Marit Enroth-Voitila, University of Helsinki
The Hearing Formula in the Gospel of Thomas
4:45 Risto Uro, University of Helsinki
"Blessed Is the Womb that Has not Conceived:” Logion 79 and
the Question of Thomas' Sexual Asceticism
5:15 Steven J. Friesen, University of Missouri, Columbia
Women in Religious Offices in Western Asia Minor: First
Century Developments

§54 Wisdom in Biblical and Cognate Traditions
3:45pm-6:15pm M-304
C. L. Seow, Princeton Theological Seminary, Presiding
3:45 Melissa M. Aubin, Duke University
"She is the Beginning of all the Ways of Perversity":
Metaphor, the Feminine, and False Doctrine in 4Q184
4:20 Discussion
4:30 Alice Ogden Bellis, Howard University Divinity
School
The Gender and Motives of the Wisdom Teacher in
Proverbs 7
5:05 Discussion
5:15 Gerald T. Sheppard, Emmanuel College, University
of Toronto
Hearing the Voice of Solomon on Love and the Politics of
Desire: The Song of Songs
5:50 Discussion

§55 Women in the Biblical World Section
3:45pm-5:45pm M-Salon C
Amy-Jill Levine, Vanderbilt University Divinity
School, Presiding
3:45 Mary Rose D'Angelo, University of Notre Dame
Gender and Power in the Gospel of Mark; Jairus’ Daughter
and the Woman with a Flow of Blood
4:15 Warren Carter, St. Paul School of Theology
"To see the Tomb": Matthew’s Women at the Tomb
4:50 Colleen C. Grant, Emory University
Feminist Interpretation and the Fourth Gospel
5:15 Steven J. Friesen, University of Missouri, Columbia
Women in Religious Offices in Western Asia Minor: First
Century Developments

§56 Mitchell Dahood Memorial Lecture
5:15pm-6:15pm M-Salon F
David Noel Freedman, University of California, San
Diego, Presiding
Marvin Pope, Professor Emeritus, Semitic
Languages and Literatures, Yale University
Bronze Age God Talk from Ugarit: The Impact of Ugaritic on
Biblical Studies
Co-Sponsored by SBL and the Ecumenical
Theological Seminary, Detroit, MI
Plenary: Presidential Address
7:00pm-8:30pm M-Salon G & H

Lawrence E. Sullivan, Harvard University, Presiding
Peter J. Paris, Princeton Theological Seminary
The Ethics of African American Religious Scholarship

Prior to the Presidential Address, Lawrence E. Sullivan will present the Awards for Excellence in the Study of Religion and the Best First Book in the History of Religions.

Orientation and Reception for International Guests
Sponsored by the Committee on International Connections
8:30pm-9:30pm M-Suite 2147 (21st Floor)

All AAR international attendees are invited to an information session and reception hosted by the Committee on International Connections.

AAR Continuum Arts Series
Let My People Go: A Dance Performance
8:30pm-9:30pm C-204 A & B
Avodah Dance Ensemble
See page 9 for a description of the performance.

AAR/SBL Reception
9:15pm-10:00pm C-Grand Hall
All registered participants in the Annual Meeting are invited. Admission is by ticket and name badge only.

AAR/SBL Reception for Student Members
10:00pm-11:30pm M-Salon I & J
AAR and SBL student members are invited to drop by an open house hosted by the AAR and SBL executive staffs.
SBL Challenge Campaign Reception
5:30pm-7:30pm    M-Salon I & J

Kent Harold Richards, Iliff School of Theology; Leander E. Keck, Yale Divinity School; and Gene M. Tucker, Candler School of Theology, Emory University, Presiding

All Campaign donors are invited to attend this celebration. You can join your colleagues by making a pledge or gift to the Campaign (see pledge card, page 304).

SBL Presidential Address
8:00pm-9:00pm    M-Salon E & F

Gene M. Tucker, Candler School of Theology, Emory University, Presiding
Leander E. Keck, Yale Divinity School

Rethinking “New Testament Ethics”

AAR/SBL Reception (=A68)
9:15pm-10:00pm    C-Grand Hall

All meeting registrants are invited to join in this celebration. Admission is by ticket and name badge only.

AAR/SBL Student Reception (=A69)
10:00pm-11:30pm    M-Salon I & J

AAR and SBL student members are invited to drop by an open house hosted by the AAR and SBL executive staffs.
Meeting of All Department Chairs
Sponsored by the AAR/SBL Association of Department Chairs

7:30am-9:00am M-301
Hans J. Hillerbrand, Duke University, Presiding
Theme: Recent Activities and Future Developments Affecting Department Chairs

New Members Continental Breakfast

7:30am-8:45am M-Suite 2147 (21st Floor)
New (first-time) AAR members in 1995 are cordially invited to a continental breakfast with members of the Board of Directors.

JAAR Editorial Board (Continental Breakfast)

7:30am-8:45am C-204C

Special Topics Forum
Sponsored by the AAR Committee on Research and Scholarship, the SBL Research and Publications Committee, and the Association of Theological Schools in the United States and Canada

9:00am-11:30am M-Salon L
Cheryl A. Tupper, Association of Theological Schools in the United States and Canada, and Frank Reynolds, University of Chicago, Presiding
Theme: Workshop: Strategies for Successful Grantseeking
See page 6 for a description.
S61 SBL Annual Business Meeting
7:00am-8:45am C-103 A
Leander E. Keck, Yale Divinity School, Presiding
Continental Breakfast will be provided at 7:00am. All members are invited.

S62 AAR/SBL Department Chairs Committee (=A70)
7:30am-9:30am M-301

S63 AAR/SBL/ATS Grant Writing Workshop (=A73)
9:00am-11:30am M-Salon L
Cheryl Tupper, ATS, Presiding

S64 Aramaic Studies Section
9:00am-11:30am M-401
Theme: Early Aramaic Through Qumran
Deirdre Dempsey, Marquette University, Presiding
William M. Schniedewind, University of California, Los Angeles
The Old Aramaic Inscription from Tel Dan and the Emergence of Northwest Semitic Dialects
9:30 Douglas M. Gropp, Catholic University of America
Interpreting the Samaritan Papyri: SP 15 and 16
10:00 Marilyn J. Lundberg, West Semitic Research
Bruce Zuckerman, University of Southern California
New Aramaic Fragments from Qumran Cave One
10:30 Esther Eshel, Hebrew University, Jerusalem
Aramaic Texts from the Bar Kokhba Period Found in the Judean Desert
11:00 A Tribute and Memorial to Professor Jonas C. Greenfield for his Contributions to Aramaic Studies

S65 Asian and Asian-American Biblical Studies Consultation
9:00am-11:30am M-408
Theme: History and Issues in Asian Biblical Interpretation
Jeffrey K. Kuan, Pacific School of Religion/Graduate Theological Union, Presiding
9:00 Devadasan N. Premnath, Saint Bernard's Institute Biblical Interpretation in India: History and Issues
9:25 Jean K. Kim, Vanderbilt University History and Issues in Korean Biblical Interpretation
10:15 Respondents:
Gale A. Yee, University of St. Thomas, St. Paul
10:45 General Discussion
11:00 Business Meeting

Room Locator Code: M=Mariott, C=Convention Center. Floor plans and room charts are on pages 342-347.
Room Locator Code: M=Marriott, C=Convention Center. Floor plans and room charts are on pages 342-347.
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A76 Comparative Studies in Religion Section
9:00am-11:30am C-204B
Kusumita P. Pedersen, New York, NY, Presiding
Theme: Justice and Human Rights in Comparative Perspective
Jeffrey R. Timm, Wheaton College
Global Justice and Community: A Comparative Perspective
Alan Fox, University of Delaware
The Aesthetics of Justice: Harmony and Order in Chinese Thought
Sumner B. Twiss, Brown University
Human Rights, an Historical and Comparative Perspective
Barbara Darling-Smith, Wheaton College
Rights, Responsibilities, Relationships: Feminism and Justice

A77 History of Christianity Section
9:00am-11:30am M-Salon B
Daniel H. Williams, Loyola University, Chicago, Presiding
Theme: The Construction of the Self
William P. McDonald, Vanderbilt University
The Construction of the Self in Theodore of Mopsuestia’s Cathechism
Connie Schütz, Boston College
Intimate Narratives: The Letters of Hildegard of Bingen
John Martin, Trinity University
Spiritual Journeys in the Italian Renaissance
Charles Wallace, Willamette University
Educating Daughters in the Eighteenth Century: Quietist, Nonjuring, Evangelical and Feminist Constructions of a Female Idea
Maria Poggi Johnson, University of Virginia
Identity and Authority in Tractarian Literature

A78 North American Religions Section and Afro-American Religious History Group
9:00am-11:30am M-Salon C
Bettye Collier-Thomas, Temple University, Presiding

A79 Philosophy of Religion Section
9:00am-11:30am M-307
William J. Wainwright, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, Presiding
Theme: Reason, Emotion, and the Intellectual Virtues
Panelists:
C. Stephen Evans, Calvin College
M. Jamie Ferreira, University of Virginia
Linda Zagzebski, Loyola Marymount University

A80 Religion and the Social Sciences Section
9:00am-11:30am C-201A
John McDargh, Boston College, Presiding
Theme: Erik Erikson and the Study of Religion
Dorothy Austin, Drew University
The Gaulian Sayings and the Sense of “I”: Erikson’s Path to Nonviolence
Richard A. Hutch, University of Queensland, St. Lucia
Erik Erikson as a Life-Writer
Marilyn McNaughton, Drew University
Eye to Eye and 1 to 1: Gandhi, Freud, and a Vision for the Future in Eriksonian Thought
Peter Yuichi Clark, Emory University
A Shattering, Welcoming Silence: The Narratives of Endo Shūsaku Viewed from Developmental and Cross-Cultural Theological Perspectives
Robert C. Fuller, Bradley University
Erikson, Psychology, and Religion

Theme: Religious Diversity in Philadelphia
Robert Gregg, University of Pennsylvania
Sparks from the Anvil of Oppression: Philadelphia’s African Methodists and Southern Migrants, 1890-1940
Ellen Roberts-Young, Temple University
Individualism and Urban Constraints: Russell Conwell’s Mixed Messages in Nineteenth-Century Philadelphia
Yaakov Ariel, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Jewish, Christian, Charismatic and Yupie—A Messianic Jewish Congregation in Philadelphia
Emma Lapsansky, Haverford College
To Be Part of a Revolution in Her Own Time: Quakerism and Visions of a New Community In Twentieth-Century Philadelphia
Respondents:
Catherine L. Albanese, University of California, Santa Barbara
Larry Murphy, Garrett-Evangelical Theological Seminary, Northwestern University
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Theme: Religious Diversity in Philadelphia
Robert Gregg, University of Pennsylvania
Sparks from the Anvil of Oppression: Philadelphia’s African Methodists and Southern Migrants, 1890-1940
Ellen Roberts-Young, Temple University
Individualism and Urban Constraints: Russell Conwell’s Mixed Messages in Nineteenth-Century Philadelphia
Yaakov Ariel, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Jewish, Christian, Charismatic and Yupie—A Messianic Jewish Congregation in Philadelphia
Emma Lapsansky, Haverford College
To Be Part of a Revolution in Her Own Time: Quakerism and Visions of a New Community In Twentieth-Century Philadelphia
Respondents:
Catherine L. Albanese, University of California, Santa Barbara
Larry Murphy, Garrett-Evangelical Theological Seminary, Northwestern University
### S66 Bible and Contemporary Theologies Group

**9:00am-11:30am  M-409**


Ron Farmer, University of Cincinnati, Presiding

- **9:00**  Phyllis A. Bird, Garrett-Evangelical Theological Seminary
  - *The Image of God in Genesis*

- **9:20**  Lone Fatum, Institutt for Bibelsk Eksegese, Københavns Universitet
  - *The Image of God in Paul*

- **9:40**  Kari Elisabeth Borresen, University of Oslo
  - *The Image of God in Patristic and Medieval Theology*

- **10:00**  Rosemary Radford Ruether, Garrett-Evangelical Theological Seminary
  - *The Image of God in Twentieth Century Theology*

- **9:00**  Respondent: Wonil Kim, La Sierra University

- **10:30**  Kathleen A. Farmer, United Theological Seminary

- **10:40**  General Discussion

- **11:10**  Steering Committee Meeting

### S67 Biblical Greek Language and Linguistics Section

**9:00am-11:30am  C-204 A**

D. A. Carson, Trinity Evangelical Divinity School, Presiding

- **9:00**  Gregory K. Beale, Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary
  - *The Solecisms of the Apocalypse as Signals for the Presence of OT Allusions*

- **9:35**  Daniel B. Wallace, Dallas Theological Seminary
  - *Sharp Redivivus? A Reexamination of the Granville Sharp Rule*

- **10:10**  Break

- **10:20**  Micheal W. Palmer, Bluefield College
  - *From the Lexicon to the Sentence: An Analysis of Greek Argument Structure*

- **10:55**  Casey Wayne Davis, Union Theological Seminary
  - *Oral Biblical Criticism: Raw Data in Philippians*

### S68 Exegesis of Biblical Texts on Ethical Themes Group

**9:00am-11:30am  C-102 A**

Donald J. Westblade, Hillsdale College, Presiding

Theme [A]: Responsibility: Personal or Communal?

- **9:00**  Joel S. Kaminsky, St. Olaf College
  - *Individualism Versus Communal Responsibility: Justice or Mercy?*

- **9:25**  Respondent: Richard Fern, Yale Divinity School

- **9:45**  General Discussion

- **9:55**  Recess

Theme [B]: Rhetoric and Ethical Discourse

- **10:00**  J. Richard Middleton, Institute for Christian Studies, Toronto
  - *Creation Founded in Love: A Rhetorical Reading of Genesis 1:1-2:3*

- **10:25**  L. Wm. Countryman, Church Divinity School of the Pacific
  - *Can One Gather Ethics from Rhetoric? The Case of Jude*

- **10:50**  Respondent: Sondra Ely Wheeler, Wesley Theological Seminary

- **11:15**  General Discussion
A81 Study of Islam Section and Women in Religion Section
9:00am-11:30am M-402
Gisela Webb, Seton Hall University, Presiding
Theme: Muslim Women’s Scholarship-Activism in America
Panelists:
Maysam al-Faruqi, Georgetown University
Laleh Bakhtiar, Chicago, IL
Aminah Beverly McCloud, De Paul University
Ghazala Anwar, Temple University
Respondents:
John L. Esposito, Georgetown University
Amina Wadud-Muhsin, Virginia Commonwealth University

A82 Study of Judaism Section
9:00am-11:30am M-413
Michael S. Berger, Emory University, Presiding
Theme: Models of Time in Jewish Thought and Philosophy
Tamar M. Rudavsky, The Ohio State University
Time and Temporality in Jewish Thought
Jacob E. Meskin, Williams College
Maimonides’ Quest for the Infinite and Levinas’ Infinite Question
Rochelle L. Millen, Wittenberg University
Time and Autonomy in Rabbinic Thought. An Inquiry into Feminist Jewish Theology
Michael Swartz, The Ohio State University
Myth, History, and Time in the Avodah Liturgy

A83 African Religions Group
9:00am-11:30am M-403
Diane Apostolos-Cappadona, Georgetown University, Presiding
Theme: Art and Religious Expression in Africa

A84 Chinese Religions Group
9:00am-11:30am M-310
Stephen F. Teiser, Princeton University, Presiding
Theme: Barbarian Forms, Domestic Readings: Naturalizing the Buddha in Six Dynasties China
Kyoko Tokuno, University of Oregon
Ko-i Revisited: Aspects of Buddhist Adaptation in Indigenous Chinese Scriptures
Stephen R. Bokenkamp, Indiana University, Bloomington
The Buddha’s Career as a Tanist Divinity: The “Two Vehicles” of the Early Lingbao Scriptures
Robert Ford Campany, Indiana University, Bloomington
Comparing Traces of Transcendence and Eminence
Stanley K. Abe, Duke University
Heterological Visions: Northern Wei Stele from Yaoxian

A85 Critical Theory and Discourses on Religion Group
9:00am-11:30am C-103B
Jay Geller, Vanderbilt University, Presiding
Theme: The State of Critical Theory in the AAR
Panelists:
Jonathan Z. Smith, University of Chicago
Elizabeth Castelli, Barnard College
Mark C. Taylor, Williams College
Elizabeth A. Clark, Duke University
Kenneth Surin, Duke University
Sheila Briggs, University of Southern California
Tomoko Masuzawa, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Gender And Cultural Criticism Consultation

9:00am-11:30am C-203 A
Theme: The Bible as Cultural Icon
Mary Chilton Callaway, Fordham University, Presiding
9:00
Robert P. Carroll, Glasgow University
Consumerist Passions: The Bible as Cultural Icon, Fetish and Commodity

9:30
Jennifer L. Koosed, Oxford Centre for Hebrew and Jewish Studies, and Tod Linafelt, Emory University
How the West Was (Not) One: Delilah Deconstructs the Western

10:00
J. Cheryl Exum, University of Sheffield
Sexual Boundaries, Gender Trouble and the Ruth-Naomi-Boaz Triangle

10:30
Stephen D. Moore, Wichita State University
Gigantic God: Yahwek’s Body

11:00
Respondents: Irena Makarushka, Bowdoin College

11:15
Discussion

Hellenistic Moral Philosophy and Early Christianity Group

9:00am-11:30am M-Salon A
Theme: Moral/Spiritual Progression and Regression in Paul and the Philosophers
Glenn S. Holland, Allegheny College, Presiding

9:00
Richard A. Wright, Philadelphia, PA
Ideas of Progress and Regress among Greco-Roman Philosophers

9:30
James Ware, University of Evansville
Vts divina: Moral Progress and Divine Power in Seneca

10:00
Troels Engberg-Pedersen, Copenhagen University
Paul on Moral and Spiritual Progression and Regression

10:30
Respondent: Jouette M. Bassler, Perkins School of Theology, Southern Methodist University

10:45
General Discussion

History and Literature of Early Rabbinic Judaism Section

9:00am-11:30am C-107 B
Theme: Rabbinic Interpretation of Text and History
Roger Brooks, Connecticut College, Presiding

9:00
Isaiah Teshima, Harvard University
Muqdam (u)Meuhar and Hysteron Proteron: An Aspect of Early Biblical Interpretation

9:35
Jack N. Lightstone, Concordia University,
From Rabbinic Priestly Scribes to Rabbinic Sages: A Socio-rhetorical Perspective on Tosefta’s (Dis)simulation of Mishnah’s Rhetorical Features

10:10
Fred Astren, University of North Carolina, Wilmington
“Shimon ben Shetah Came and Falsified a Torah,” Karaite Readings of Rabbinic History

10:45
Jeffrey Rubenstein, New York University
On the Development of Some Abstract Concepts in Rabbinic Law

11:20
Business Meeting

Israelite Prophetic Literature Section

9:00am-11:30am C-201 C
Samuel E. Balentine, Baptist Theological Seminary at Richmond, Presiding

9:00
Samuel A. Meier, Ohio State University
The Pre-Exilic Prophet: Not God’s Messenger

9:30
Michael A. Carasik, Brandeis University
When God Hides His Face

10:00
Annemarieke van der Woude, Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen
The Figure of the Called One in Isaiah

10:30
Donald C. Polaski, Duke University
Reflections on a Mosaic Covenant: The Eternal Covenant, the Isaiah Apocalypse and Intertextuality

11:00
Seth Sykes, Union Theological Seminary in Virginia
Redaction, Genre, and Chronotope: A Bakhtinian Analysis of Haggai-Zechariah 1-8
A86 Issues in the Thought of Paul Tillich Group

9:00am-11:30am   M-304

Frederick J. Farrella, Santa Clara University, Presiding

Theme: Critical Issues in Defining Religion

A. Arnold Wettstein, Rollins College
Ultimate Concern in the Politics of Defining Religion

Adina Davidovich, Hanover, NH
Religion and Culture in Tillich’s Thought

Robison B. James, University of Richmond
Tillich on the Absoluteness of Christianity

Business Meeting

Sharon Peebles Burch, Boston University, Presiding

A87 Japanese Religions Group and Buddhism Section

9:00am-11:30am   C-104A

John C. Maraldo, University of North Florida, Presiding

Theme: Identity in a Sea of Change: Zen Buddhism from Tokugawa to Meiji

T. Griffith Foulk, Sarah Lawrence College
Erased by Meiji: The Forgotten History of a Tokugawa Period Rinzai Monastery

Michel Mohr, Hanazono University, Kyoto
Japanese Zen Buddhism and the Transition to Modernity: Sectarian Awareness in the Nineteenth Century

Dennis Lishka, University of Wisconsin, Oshkosh
Natsume Soske and the Secular Appropriation of Zen in the Meiji Period

Janine Anderson Sawada, University of Iowa
Political Waves in the Zen Sea: Imakita Kosen and the Engokuji Circle

Respondent:
Martin Collcutt, Princeton University

A88 Lesbian-Feminist Issues in Religion Group

9:00am-11:30am   C-203B

Emily E. Culpepper, University of Redlands, Presiding

Theme: The Question of Boundaries in Spiritual Journeys

Carter Heyward, Episcopal Divinity School
Fear Raging among Us: Boundaries, Vulnerabilities, and Psychotherapy

Joanne S. Martindale, Trenton, NJ
Sisterhood among Lesbian Women: Psychiatric Patients: Spirituality with the Triply Marginalized

Mary L. Foulke, Union Theological Seminary and Columbia University
Coming Out as White: Racial Identity Development as a Spiritual Journey

Respondents:
Lorraine M. Getz, University of North Carolina, Charlotte
Diane Weddington, Walnut Creek, CA

A89 Mysticism Group

9:00am-11:30am   C-103A

Janet Ruffing, Fordham University, Presiding
Theme: Mysticism and Social Transformation

Carole Slade, Columbia University
St. Teresa as Social Reformer

Amy M. Hollywood, Dartmouth College
Writing as Social Practice in Meister Eckhart

Joy R. Bostic, Union Theological Seminary, New York
Mystical Encounter, Radical Subjectivity and Activism in the Religious Traditions of African American Women

Roger S. Gottlieb, Worcester Polytechnic Institute
Deep Ecology, Mysticism, and Social Transformation

Juan A. Herrero-Brasas, California State University, Northridge
Mystical Revelation as a Source of Social Transformation in Nineteenth-Century America: Walt Whitman’s Church of Comradeship

Business Meeting

Alan Godlas, University of Georgia, Presiding
The Annual Meeting's recognition of the 50th Anniversary of the Discovery of the Nag Hammadi Library includes 3 sessions of the Nag Hammadi and Gnosticism Section, a joint session with the Thomas Christianity Consultation, a plenary address by James M. Robinson, a reception hosted by E. J. Brill, and two pre-Annual Meeting seminars held at Haverford College on Friday, Nov. 17 (contact Prof. Anne McGuire [amcguire@haverford.edu] for details).
The abstracts for the pre-meeting seminars are listed as S215 and S216 in the Book of Abstracts.
A90  Native Traditions in the Americas Group
9:00am-11:30am  C-202B
Inés Hernández-Avila, University of California, Davis, Presiding
Theme: Native Struggles for Freedom under the Law
Eric Mazur, University of California, Santa Barbara
Native American Religious Freedom and the Nature of Constitutional Authority
Lee Irwin, College of Charleston
Freedom, Law and Native Religions: Sweating It Out with AIM, WARN, and SPIRIT
Huston Smith, University of California, Berkeley
Ordeal and Triumph: The Native American Church’s Response to the Smith Decision
Respondent:
John Mohawk, State University of New York, Buffalo

A91  New Religious Movements Group
9:00am-11:30am  C-103C
Catherine Wessinger, Loyola University, New Orleans, Presiding
Theme: New Religious Movements and Issues of Persecution and Violence
Mary McCormick Maaga, University of Stirling
Loyalty and Freedom, a Deadly Potion: A Consideration of the Jonestown Suicides
Massimo Introvigne, Center for Studies on New Religions, Torino
Ordeal by Fire: The Solar Temple Remembered
James A. Beverley, Ontario Theological Seminary
Horror at Island Pond? A Study of Conflict in the Case of the Northeast Kingdom Community Church
Richard C. Salter, University of Chicago
Shooting Dreads on Sight: Persecution, the Dread Act and the Rastafarian Movement in Dominica
Respondent:
J. Gordon Melton, University of California, Santa Barbara

A92  Roman Catholic Studies Group
9:00am-11:30am  M-305
Phyllis Zagano, Boston University, Presiding
Theme: Questions of Identity and Authority
Karen Trimble Alliaume, Duke University
Re(as)sembling the Body of Christ: Reading the Eucharist and Seduction
Joseph A. Favazza, Rhodes College
Ambiguous Action: Ritual Efficacy as Sacrament of Authority and Identity
Thomas A. Tweed, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Identity and Authority in Cuban American Catholicism: Santeria, Catholicism, and Lay-Clergy Struggles
Respondent:
Patricia O’Connell Killen, Pacific Lutheran University
Robert A. Orsi, Indiana University, Bloomington
Business Meeting
Phyllis Zagano, Boston University, and John F. Kane, Regis University, Presiding

A93  Systematic Theology Group
9:00am-11:30am  C-201B
Kevin J. Vanhoozer, University of Edinburgh, Presiding
Theme: Toward a Contemporary Christology: Historical Contributions
Robin Collins, Messiah College
Understanding Atonement: A New and Orthodox Theory
Deanna A. Thompson, Vanderbilt University
Theological Proximity to the Cross: A Conversation between Lutheran and Feminist Theologians
Mark S. Burrows, Andover Newton Theological School
An Erotic Christology and the Question of Gender: Bernard of Clairvaux on Christ as “Tender Lover”
Lucas Lamadrid, Duke University
Encountering the Other Within: John Henry Newman on Artus and Heresy
National Association of Professors of Hebrew
9:00am-10:30am  M-306
J. Gordon Harris, North American Baptist Seminary, Presiding
Meeting of Officers and Advisory Council

Pentateuch Section
9:00am-11:30am  M-Salon J
Tikva Frymer-Kensky, University of Chicago Divinity School, Presiding
9:00  Sara Mandell, University of South Florida
5:00  Christopher R. Seitz, Yale University
30  Joseph Blenkinsopp, University of Notre Dame
0:00  Benjamin D. Sommer, Northwestern University
0:30  Stephen B. Chapman, Yale University
0:30  Stephen B. Chapman, Yale University
1:30  Tikva Frymer-Kensky, University of Chicago Divinity School, Presiding
1:30  Tikva Frymer-Kensky, University of Chicago Divinity School, Presiding
1:30  Tikva Frymer-Kensky, University of Chicago Divinity School, Presiding
1:30  Tikva Frymer-Kensky, University of Chicago Divinity School, Presiding
1:30  Tikva Frymer-Kensky, University of Chicago Divinity School, Presiding

Rhetoric and the New Testament Section
9:00am-12:00 noon  M-411
Sharyn Dowd, Lexington Theological Seminary, Presiding
9:00  Ian H. Henderson, McGill University
9:30  W. Gregory Carey, Rhodes College
10:00  Abraham Smith, Boston University School of Theology
10:30  Caroline F. Whelan-Donaghey, University of St. Michael's College
11:00  Sharyn Dowd, Lexington Theological Seminary, Presiding
11:30  Tikva Frymer-Kensky, University of Chicago Divinity School, Presiding
11:30  Tikva Frymer-Kensky, University of Chicago Divinity School, Presiding
11:30  Tikva Frymer-Kensky, University of Chicago Divinity School, Presiding
11:30  Tikva Frymer-Kensky, University of Chicago Divinity School, Presiding
11:30  Tikva Frymer-Kensky, University of Chicago Divinity School, Presiding

Social History of Formative Christianity and Judaism Section; Archaeology of the New Testament World Group
9:00am-11:30am  M-Salon K
Theme: Herod the Great: Archaeological and Historical Perspectives
9:00  Peter Richardson, University of Toronto
9:30  Harold W. Hoehner, Dallas Theological Seminary
10:00  Tessa Rajak, University of Reading
10:30  Recess
10:40  Respondent: Eric Meyers, Duke University
11:00  Open discussion

Matthew S. Collins, Vanderbilt University
A Hymn to the God(s)? New Testament Hymns and Greco-Roman Hymnic Conventions
Theme: Rhetorical Analysis of Romans
11:30  Marty L. Reid, Charlotte, NC
Paul's Rhetoric of Mutuality: A Rhetorical Reading of Romans
11:45  Douglas A. Campbell, University of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand
A Rhetorical Suggestion Concerning Romans 2
The papers by Marty L. Reid and Douglas A. Campbell are included in the SBL 1995 Seminar Papers and will only be summarized during the session.
A94 Womanist Approaches to Religion and Society Group
9:00am-11:30am  C-105B
Emilie M. Townes, Saint Paul School of Theology, Presiding
Theme: The Vortex of Womanist Power and Knowledge
Marcia Y. Riggs, Columbia Theological Seminary
Asking Unanswerable Questions in Our “Surrogate” World: Womanist Reflections on Sexual/Gender Ethics in the Black Church
C. Michelle Venable, Temple University
Slave Narratives as an Apocalyptic Genre
Linda E. Thomas, Iliff School of Theology
Womanist Ministry in the Multiple Contexts of South Africa: Mother Christina Nhul
Marsha Foster Boyd, United Theological Seminary
Womanist Care: Transformation for African American Women
Teresa L. Fry, Emory University
Avoiding Asphyxiation: A Womanist Approach to Intra- and Interpersonal Transformation
Respondent:
Jacqueline Grant, Interdenominational Theological Center
Business Meeting
Katie Geneva Cannon, Temple University, Presiding

A95 Asian American Religions, Culture and Society Consultation
9:00am-11:30am  M-Salon D
Jung Ha Kim, Georgia State University, and Tim Tseng, Denver Seminary, Presiding
Theme: Anthologizing Asian American Religions
Panelists:
Rudy V. Busto, Stanford University
Young Mi Angela Pak, Graduate Theological Union
Jane Naomi Iwamura, University of California, Berkeley

Russell Mark Jeung, University of California, Berkeley
Penny Schoyer, Graduate Theological Union
Respondent:
Mark McClain Taylor, Princeton Theological Seminary
Dwight N. Hopkins, Santa Clara University
Business meeting
Tim Tseng, Denver Seminary, Presiding

A96 AAR/SBL Critical Review Editorial Board
11:45am-12:45pm  C-104B
Charles S. Prebish, Pennsylvania State University, Presiding

A97 AAR Student Session: Planning
11:45am-12:45pm  M-304
John John, Boston University, Presiding
This session is devoted to exploring ways the AAR might better serve its student members. All students are invited to participate.

A98 Experimental Session
11:45am-12:45pm  C-103A
Theme: The Politics of Memory: The Enola Gay Controversy at the National Air and Space Museum
Edward T. Linenthal, University of Wisconsin, Oshkosh
Martin E. Marty, University of Chicago

A99 Experimental Session
11:45am-12:45pm  C-201A
Susan L. Schwartz, Muhlenberg College, Presiding
Theme: Star Trek and the Study of Religion
Panelists:
William Cassidy, Alfred University
Ross Shepard Krämer, University of Pennsylvania
Social Sciences and the Interpretation of Hebrew Scriptures Section

9:00am-11:30am M-412

Theme: Official and Popular Religion

Victor H. Matthews, Southwest Missouri State University, Presiding

Stephen L. Cook, Union Theological Seminary, New York

The “Elders of the Land” and Deuteronomism’s Southern Roots

9:30
Respondent: Frank S. Frick, Albion College

Jacques Berlinerblau, New School for Social Research

Israelite “Official Religion”: Some Preliminary Sociological Observations

10:15
Respondent: Ronald A. Simkins, Creighton University

Don C. Benjamin, Rice University

The Stories of Cain and Abel (Gen 4:3-5:32)

11:15
Respondent: Beverly J. Stratton, Augsburg College

Synoptic Gospels Section

9:00am-11:30am M-Salon I

Theme: Studies in the Gospel of Matthew

Mary Ann Tolbert, Pacific School of Religion, Presiding

Emily Cheney, Belmont University

Like Father, Like Son: The Son of David in Matthew 1-2

9:30
Ernest J. Bursey, Walla Walla College

Matthew 5:16 versus Matthew 6:1

10:00
Elaine M. Wainwright, Brisbane College of Theology

Sophia, Sage, Seer, Cynic or Second Moses: “Reading” the Matthean Jesus in The Sermon on the Mount

10:30
Sheila E. McGinn, John Carroll University

“Not Counting [the] Women...”: A Feminist Reading of Matthew 26:28

11:00
Celia M. Deutsch, Barnard College/Columbia University

The Transfiguration: Vision and Social Setting in Matthew’s Gospel (Matt 17:1-9)

Ugaritic Studies and Northwest Semitic Epigraphy Group

9:00am-12:00 noon M-303

J. Glen Taylor, Wycliffe College, University of Toronto, Presiding

I. Ugaritic Studies

9:00
Eleanor B. Amico, Cincinnatus, N.Y.

Females in the Role of Go‘el at Ugarit

9:25
David P. Wright, Brandeis University

Ritual Conflict in the ‘Aqhat and Kirta Narratives

9:50
Edward L. Greenstein, Jewish Theological Seminary of America

New Readings in the Kirta Epic

10:15
Gene McAfee, Harvard Divinity School

On Dying and Rising Gods: The Transformation of the Epic of Dan’el into the Myth of Aqhat

10:40
Richard S. Hess, Glasgow Bible College

Recent Studies in Personal Names from Ugarit

II. Northwest Semitic Epigraphy

11:05
Stuart Creason, University of Chicago

The Interaction of Syntax, Verb Form and Discourse Structure in the Karatepe Inscription

11:30
K. Lawson Younger, Jr., LeToumeau University

The Phoenician Inscription of Azatiwada. Two Selected Problems

11:55
Business Meeting

AAR/SBL Critical Review Editorial Board (=A96)

11:45am-12:45am C-104 B

Charles S. Prebish, Pennsylvania State University, Presiding
**A100** Experimental Session

**11:45am-12:45pm** M-Salon K

**Theme:** Revealing and Concealing: The Performance of Visual Rhetoric in Female Religious Iconography

Ann Pearson, University of Ottawa  
*Goddess Rhetoric in Medieval Iconography: Black Virgins, Mermaids and Sheela-na-gigs*

Janet H. Tulloch, University of Ottawa  
*The Virgin's Womb and the Three Miraculous Mothers of Christianity*

---

**A101** Experimental Session

**11:45am-12:45pm** M-Salon L

**Theme:** Zoroastrian Universality

Pallan R. Ichaporia, Womelsdorf, PA  
*The Universal Message of Zarathustra*

Jehan Bagli, Princeton, NJ  
*Dualism—The Doctrine of the Gathas*

Kaikhosrov D. Irani, City College of New York  
*Zarathustra's Religion of Individual Responsibility*

---

**A102** Special Topics Forum  
**Sponsored by the Committee on Teaching and Learning**

**1:00pm-3:30pm** C-203A

W. Lee Humphreys, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Presiding

**Theme:** The Evaluation of Teaching: Preparing for Tenure and Post-Tenure Reviews

Panelists:

William Scott Green, University of Rochester  
*R. Eugene Rice, American Association for Higher Education*

Marjorie Suchocki, School of Theology at Claremont  
*Raymond B. Williams, Wabash College*

See page 6 for a description.

---

**A103** Buddhism Section

**1:00pm-3:30pm** C-201B

Gregory Schopen, University of Texas, Austin, Presiding

**Theme:** What Do Buddhist Transmission Rituals Transmit, and How?

Panelists:

Ryuichi Abe, Columbia University  
Steven Collins, University of Chicago  
Phyllis Granoff, McMaster University  
Janet Gyatso, Amherst College  
Charles Hallisey, Harvard University  
Robert H. Sharf, McMaster University  
Koichi Shinohara, McMaster University

---

**A104** History of Christianity Section

**1:00pm-3:30pm** C-201C

John C. Cavadini, University of Notre Dame, Presiding

**Theme:** History of Suffering

Rebecca Krawiec, Yale University  
*I Weep Until I Can No Longer*: Suffering and Salvation in Female Egyptian Monasticism

W. Trent Foley, Davidson College  
*The Rhetoric of Suffering in Bede’s Two Lives of St. Cuthbert*

Conrad Leyser, University of Manchester  
*The Rhetoric of Vulnerability: A Late Antique Discourse and Its Early Medieval Uses*

Celia Chazelle, Trenton State College  
*The Suffering and Dying Christ in Carolingian Art*

Steffen Lösel, University of Tübingen  
*Women's Wounds and Apostolic Authority: Thérèse of Lisieux and Elisabeth of Dijon Revisited*

---

**A105** North American Religions Section and Religion in Latin America and the Caribbean Group

**1:00pm-3:30pm** M-Salon L

Thomas A. Tweed, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, Presiding

**Theme:** Toward a Comparative Study of Religion in the Hemisphere

Anna L. Peterson, University of Florida  
*Religion and Politics in Latin America and the U.S.: Toward a Comparative Framework*
AAR/ASOR/SBL Constructs of the Social and Cultural Worlds of Antiquity Group (=A113, =ASOR9)
1:00pm-3:30pm C-204 B
Theme: Constructs of Historical and Ethnic Identities
James W. Flanagan, Case Western Reserve University, Presiding

1:00 Presenters:
Keith W. Whitelam, University of Stirling
Invenitia Ancient Israel: The Construction of Identity
Willa Mathis Johnson, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
Ethnicity in Persian Yehud: Between Anthropological Analyses and Ideological Criticism

1:30 Respondents:
Randall C. Bailey, Interdenominational Theological Center
Claudia V. Camp, Texas Christian University
Charles E. Carter, Seton Hall University
Kenneth G. Hoglund, Wake Forest University
Paula M. McNutt, Canisius College

2:20 General Discussion
James W. Flanagan and Paula M. McNutt, Presiding

S85 Ancient Fiction and Early Christian and Jewish Narrative Group
1:00pm-3:30pm M-412
Theme: The Life of Aesop and Early Christian and Jewish Narrative
Ronald F. Hock, University of Southern California, Presiding

1:00 Richard L. Pervo, Seabury-Western Theological Seminary
A Nihilist Fabula: The Life of Aesop

1:30 Edgar W. Smith, Jr., Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company
The Provocative Life of Aesop and New Testament Study

2:00 Recess

2:10 Lawrence M. Wills, Episcopal Divinity School
The Prophetic Protagonist in Aesop, Peregrinus, and Mark

2:40 Whitney Shiner, George Mason University
Creating Plot in Episodic Narrative: Life of Aesop and Mark as Case Studies

3:10 General Discussion

S86 Aramaic Studies Section
1:00pm-3:30pm M-405
Theme: The Targumim and Later Jewish Aramaic
Moshe J. Bernstein, Yeshiva University, Presiding

1:00 Harry Fox, University of Toronto
Anthropomorphisms in Targumic Literature

1:30 Josep Ribera-Florit, University of Barcelona
Some Doctrinal Aspects of Targum Ezechiel

2:00 David M. Golomb, Reconstructionist Rabbinical College
"Giving Time for Business:" Genesis 26 and Leviticus 20 in Targum Pseudo-Jonathan

2:30 Christian M. M. Brady, University of Oxford
The Exegetical Intent of Targum Lamentations

3:00 Michael Sokoloff, Bar Ilan University
New Akkadian Loanwords in Jewish Babylonian Aramaic

S87 Archaeology of the New Testament World Group; Social History of Formative Christianity and Judaism Section
1:00pm-3:30pm C-204 A
Theme: Herod the Great: Archaeological and Historical Perspectives
J. Andrew Overman, Macalester College, Presiding

1:00 Ehud Nezer, Hebrew University
Method and Meaning in Herod’s Building Projects

1:30 Seth Schwartz, Jewish Theological Seminary
Herod As Patron of Palestinian Elites

2:00 Recess

2:10 Respondent: Shaye Cohen, Brown University

2:30 Panel discussion by participants from both joint sessions.

3:00 Open Discussion
Luis León, University of California, Santa Barbara  
Constructing and Translating the Sacred: Politics and Identity in Chicano and Mexican Religious Expressions  
Max Harris, Madison, WI  
"Whom They Await as the Jews Await the Messiah": Dancing the Return of Moctezuma in Mexico and New Mexico  
Respondent:  
David W. Wills, Amherst College  

A108 Study of Judaism  
1:00pm-3:30pm M-409  
Alan Berger, Syracuse University, Presiding  
Theme: Judaism and the Emotions  
Solomon Schimmel, Hebrew College  
Conflict between Benevolent and Punitive Emotions in Bible, Midrash and Halakha  
Pinchas Giller, Washington University  
The Upheavals of Love: Death, Divorce, Levirate Marriage and Childlessness in the Zohar’s Sabba de-Mishpatim  
Hava Tirosh-Rothschild, Indiana University, Bloomington  
The Emotions and the Love of God in Sixteenth-Century Jewish Aristotelianism  
Leora Batnitzsky, Princeton University  
Unfulfilled Longing and Its Discontents: Toward a Jewish Theory of Emotion  
Respondent:  
Yudit Kornberg Greenberg, Rollins College  

A109 Theology and Religious Reflection  
1:00pm-3:30pm M-Salon J  
Anselm Kyongsuk Min, Claremont Graduate School, Presiding  
Theme: Comparative Theology  
Newman Robert Glass, Alfred University  
Constructing a Buddhist Theology of Desire  
Paul Rigby, St. Paul University, Ottawa  
Primo Levi and the Limits of the Tragic Response to Evil and Suffering  
Thomas W. Selover, University of Saskatchewan  
Theological Warrants and Nontheistic Traditions  
José Ignacio Cabezon, Iliff School of Theology  
Buddhist Theology in the Academy  

A107 Study of Islam Section  
1:00pm-3:30pm M-402  
Tazim R. Kassam, Middlebury College, Presiding  
Theme: Study of Shi'ism  
Liyakatali Takim, Toronto, ON  
The Origins of Shi'i Biographical Works  
Shahzad Bashir, Yale University  
Messianic Guidance in a Turbulent Age: Muhammad Nurbakhsh’s Mahdist Vision in Risalat al-huda  
Zayn Kassam-Hann, Pomona College  
Philosophical Shi'ism: Test and the Transformation of the Soul}

Linda Walbridge, Indiana University, Bloomington  
A Worldwide Iraqi Religious Coup?  
David Pinault, Loyola University, Chicago  
Notes on Muslim Liturgical Rituals among the Shi'a Himalayan Communities of Northern India  
Respondent:  
Devin J. Stewart, Emory University
Composition of the Book of Jeremiah

1:00pm-3:30pm  C-103 C

Theme: New Readings of Jeremiah
Kathleen M. O'Connor, Columbia Theological Seminary, Presiding

1:00  William R. Domeris, Witwatersrand University, A Socio-Linguistic Reading of Jeremiah
1:19  General Discussion
1:29  Raymond F. Person, Jr., Ohio Northern University A Rolling Corpus and Oral Tradition
1:48  General Discussion
1:58  Recess
2:03  Marvin A. Sweeney, School of Theology at Claremont Jeremiah 30-31 and King Josiah's Program of National Restoration
2:22  General Discussion
2:32  Louis Stulman, Winebrenner Theological Seminary A Contextual Reading of the Prose Sermons in Jeremiah 1-25
2:51  General Discussion
3:01  Roy D. Wells, Jr., Birmingham Southern College The Amplification of the Expectations of the Exiles in the MT Revision of Jeremiah
3:20  General Discussion

Early Jewish/Christian Relations Group

1:00pm-3:30pm  C-202 B

(Minneapolis: Augsburg Fortress, 1995)
Jeffrey S. Siker, Loyola Marymount University, Presiding

1:00  Panelists:
Paola Fredriksen, Boston University
Alan Segal, Barnard College, Columbia University
Graham N. Stanton, Kings College, University of London
Stephen Wilson, Carleton University, Ottawa

2:00  Panel: Second-Century Sources
James R. Mueller, University of Florida
Jewish-Christian Relations in the Second Century: The Evidence of Early Christian Apocryphal Texts
John W. Marshall, Princeton University
The Objects of Ignatius' Wrath and the Breadth of Jewish Christianity
Lawrence M. Stewart, III, University of Missouri, Kansas City
The Jews in the Apology of Aristides

Sundown Afternoon
November 19

The first 45 minutes will be devoted to panel presentations, followed by 15 minutes for discussion. This session will be followed by a brief business meeting.

Hebrew Scriptures and Cognate Literature Section

1:00pm-3:30pm  M-303

Peggy L. Day, University of Winnipeg, Presiding

1:00  Robin J. DeWitt, Harvard University

1:25  Diane M. Sharon, Jewish Theological Seminary of America
The Doom of Paradise: Literary Patterns in Accounts of Paradise and Mortality in the Bible and the Ancient Near East

1:50  Martti Nissinen, University of Helsinki
Prophecy in Neo-Assyrian Letters

2:15  Herbert B. Huffman, Drew University
God(s) as Brother or Sister

2:40  Al Wolters, Redeemer College
Thirty Shekels as a Shepherd's Wage

3:05  Dexter Callender, Jr., University of Miami
The Significance of the Primal Man in the Garden of Eden

Hebrews, General and Pastoral Epistles, and the Apocalypse Section

1:00pm-3:30pm  C-102 A

Theme: A Comparative Methodological Approach to Revelation 18
Robert W. Wall, Seattle Pacific University, Presiding

Panelists:
Iain W. Provan, University of Edinburgh
Barbara Rossing, Lutheran School of Theology, Chicago
Allen Callahan, Harvard Divinity School

1:00  Recess
1:25  Respondent: Greg K. Beale, Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary

1:50  Panel Discussion
A110  Women and Religion Section and Academic Teaching and the Study of Religion Section  
1:00pm-3:30pm  M-Salon G  
Ashli Cartwright-Peak, Hanover College, Presiding  
Theme: The Politics of Power in the Feminist/ Womanist Classroom  
Panelists:  
Rita Nakashima Brock, Hamline University  
Katie Geneva Cannon, Temple University  
Laura Donaldson, University of Iowa  
Kwok Pui-lan, Episcopal Divinity School  
Respondent:  
Emily E. Culpepper, University of Redlands

A111  Black Theology Group  
1:00pm-3:30pm  C-105B  
Reo N. Leslie, Jr., University of Denver and Iliff School of Theology, Presiding  
Theme: Black Theology and the Black Body  
The Mismeasure of God  
Robert Beckford, The Queens College, Birmingham  
Does Jesus Have a Penis?: Black Male Sexuality and Black Theology  
James Perkinson, University of Chicago  
Black as Body: A Theology of God's Bones  
Michael Dwayne Blackwell, Southwest Missouri State University  
African American Assimilation and Somaphobia

A112  Bonhoeffer: Christianity, Church and State Group  
1:00pm-3:30pm  C-202A  
Charles R. Marsh, Jr., Loyola College, Presiding  
Theme: Theology and Social Analysis  
Christopher Morse, Union Theological Seminary, New York  
Bonhoeffer's Dialogue with America: 1939-1995  
Respondent:  
Willie James Jennings, Duke University  
Luca D'Isanto, University of California, Berkeley  
Theology, Narrative, and the Political: Revisiting Hannah Arendt and Dietrich Bonhoeffer  
Respondents:  
Jean Bethke Elshtain, University of Chicago  
Serene Jones, Yale University

A113  Constructs of the Social and Cultural Worlds of Antiquity Group  
1:00pm-3:30pm  C-204B  
James W. Flanagan, Case Western Reserve University, Presiding  
Theme: Constructs of Historical and Ethnic Identities  
Keith W. Whitelam, University of Stirling  
Inventing Ancient Israel: The Construction of Identity  
Willa Mathis Johnson, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign  
Ethnicity in Persian Yehud: Between Anthropological Analyses and Ideological Criticism  
Respondents:  
Randall C. Bailey, Interdenominational Theological Center  
Claudia V. Camp, Texas Christian University  
Charles E. Carter, Seton Hall University  
Kenneth G. Hoglund, Wake Forest University  
Paula M. McNutt, Canisius College  
Business Meeting  
James W. Flanagan, Case Western Reserve University and Paula M. McNutt, Canisius College, Presiding
Hellenistic Judaism Section
1:00pm-3:00pm M-Salon C
Theme: Conversion in Hellenistic Judaism
Benjamin G. Wright, Lehigh University, Presiding
Panelists:
Steve Mason, Pennsylvania State University
Josephus the Missionary?
Erich Gruen, University of California, Berkeley
Jews, Greeks, and Romans in the Third Sibylline Oracle
Scot McKnight, North Park College
Review of Martin Goodman, Mission and Conversion with written response from Goodman
The first hour will consist of presentations by the panelists, followed by a short recess. The second hour will be devoted to general discussion.

Historical Jesus Section
1:00pm-3:30pm M-401
John Dominic Crossan, DePaul University, Presiding
1:00 Introduction
1:05 David W. Beyer, San Diego, CA.
Josephus Reexamined; Unraveling the Twenty-Second Year of Tiberius
1:35 Kathleen E. Corley, University of Wisconsin, Oshkosh
The Resurrection Appearances to Mary Magdalene: Early Christian Tradition and Conflict
2:05 Clive Marsh, University of Sheffield
Ideological Features of Contemporary Jesus Research
2:35 Recess
2:40 John J. Rousseau, University of California, Berkeley
The Impact of the Bethsaida Excavations on Our Knowledge of Jesus

How Our Minds Have Changed or Remained the Same
1:00pm-3:30pm M-Salon F
Theme: The Effects of Women’s Studies on Biblical Studies
Phyllis Trible, Union Theological Seminary, Presiding
Panelists:
Rosemary R. Ruether, Garrett-Evangelical Theological Seminary
Letty M. Russell, Yale Divinity School
Katharine Doob Sakenfeld, Princeton Theological Seminary
Elisabeth Schüssler Fiorenza, Harvard Divinity School

Linguistics and Biblical Hebrew Section
1:00pm-3:20pm M-310
Theme: The Hebrew Verb: Tense, Aspect and Modality
Cynthia L. Miller, North Carolina State University, Presiding
1:00 E. Talstra, Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam
Tense, Aspect and Clause Connections
1:25 Vincent J. DeCaen, University of Toronto
On the Standard Biblical Hebrew Verbal System: Reconsidering Aspect
1:50 Susan Rattray, Oakland, CA
Is the Prefix Form Imperfective?
2:15 General Discussion
2:25 Recess
2:30 Agustino Gianto, Pontifical Biblical Institute
Mood and Modality in Classical Hebrew
A Modal Analysis of the Paragogic nun
Evangelical Theology Group
1:00pm-3:30pm   C-103A
Priscilla Pope-Levison, Duke University, Presiding
Theme: Postmodernity and Evangelical Theology
Panelists:
Stanley J. Grenz, Carey/Regent College
Nancey Murphy, Fuller Seminary
Thomas C. Oden, Drew University
Steven J. Land, Church of God Seminary
Business Meeting
Douglas Jacobsen, Messiah College, Presiding

Hispanic American Religion, Culture and Society Group
1:00pm-3:30pm   M-403
Edwin David Aponte, North Park College and Seminary, Presiding
Theme: The Future of Hispanic Graduate Theological Education
Panelists:
Efrain Agosto, Hartford Seminary
Kenneth Davis, Oblate School of Theology
Edwin I. Hernández, Andrews University
Business Meeting
Edwin David Aponte, North Park College and Seminary, Presiding

Lesbian-Feminist Issues in Religion Group
1:00pm-3:30pm   M-413
Carol S. Anderson, Kalamazoo College, Presiding
Theme: Lesbian In/visibility and Religious Identity
Angela L. Cotten, Emory University
Teaching to Transgress
Rebecca Alpert, Temple University
Emerging from the Closet: The Story of Charlotte Wolff

Mysticism Group
1:00pm-3:30pm   M-Salon H
Donald Rothberg, Saybrook Institute, Presiding
Theme: A Critical Examination of the Work of Transpersonal Psychologist Ken Wilber
Panelists:
Donald Blakely, California State University, Fresno
G. William Barnard, Southern Methodist University
Peggy Wright, Lesley College
Sean Kelly, University of Ottawa
Huston Smith, University of California, Berkeley
Business Meeting
Alan Godlas, University of Georgia, Presiding

Nineteenth-Century Theology Group
1:00pm-3:30pm   M-306
Francis Schüssler Fiorenza, Harvard University, Presiding
Theme: Faith and the Affirmation of Life in Nietzsche
Thomas K. Carr, Oxford University
Zarathustra or Zossima? Amor fati and the Affirmation of Life in Nietzsche and Dostoevsky
Jeffrey L. Kosky, University of Chicago
Nietzsche and the Overcoming of Nihilism
Tyler T. Roberts, Harvard University
Dionysian Faith, Nietzsche’s Affirmation
Gilya Gerda Schmidt, University of Tennessee, Knoxville
Nietzsche’s Zarathustra and Martin Buber’s Conception of the Jewish Renaissance
Merold Westphal, Fordham University
Nietzsche as a Theological Resource

Pragmatism and Empiricism in American Religious Thought Group
1:00pm-3:30pm   M-407
Jerome A. Stone, William Rainey Harper College, Presiding
Theme: The Relational Pragmatism of George Herbert Mead
**S96** Pauline Epistles Section  
1:00pm-3:30pm  
M-Salon D  
Antoinette Wire, San Francisco Theological Seminary, Presiding  
1:00  
C. R. A. Morray-Jones, University of California, Berkeley  
*By Means of a Firstborn: Colossians 1:15-20 in the Light of Jewish Esoteric Traditions*  
1:30  
David M. Freedholm, Princeton Theological Seminary  
*Wide Awake in Thessalonica: Theology, Imagination, and the Play of Metaphor in 1 Thessalonians 4:13-5:11*  
2:00  
James L. Jaquette, Africa University  
*Election, Adiaphora, and Pauline Theologizing*  
2:30  
Will Deming, The University of Portland  
*The Unity of 1 Corinthians 5-6*  
3:00  
Markus Müller, Friedrich Alexander Universität, Erlangen-Nürnberg  
*Who Wrote Paul’s Letters?—The So-Called Literary Plural Style Reconsidered*  
---  
**S97** Prayer in the Greco-Roman World Group  
1:00pm-3:30pm  
C-107 B  
Theme: *Analysis of Drafts for Prayer from Alexander to Constantine, Forthcoming from Routledge of London.*  
Mark Kiley, St. John’s University, New York, Presiding  
1:00  
Toni Craven, Brite Divinity School, Texas Christian University  
*Judith 9: Strength and Deceit*  
1:20  
Discussion  
1:30  
Robert F. Hull, Jr., Emmanuel School of Religion  
*A Prayer to Sarapis in P. Oxy 1070*  
1:50  
Discussion  
2:00  
Larry J. Alderink, Concordia College  
*Orphic Hymn 13: To Kronos*  
2:20  
Discussion  
2:30  
Jean-Pierre Ruiz, St. John's University, New York  
*Revelation 4:8-11; 5:9-14 Hymns of the Heavenly Liturgy*  
2:50  
Discussion  
3:00  
Barbara E. Bowe, Catholic Theological Union, Chicago, IL  
*1 Clement 59:3-61:3 Epistolary Prayer in Clement of Rome*  
3:20  
Discussion  
These papers will be available in the 1995 SBL Seminar Papers and will only be summarized at the session.

---  
**S98** Rabbinic and Patristic Exegesis  
1:00pm-3:30pm  
M-408  
Theme: *Resurrection and World to Come*  
Lawrence E. Frizzell, Seton Hall University, Presiding  
1:00  
Asher Finkel, Seton Hall University  
*The Early Rabbinic and Christian Teachings of Resurrection: A Comparative Study*  
1:30  
Jonathan Draper, University of Natal  
*Resurrection and the Cult of Martyrdom in the Didache Apocalypse*  
2:00  
Grant Sperry-White, St. Paul School of Theology  
2:30  
Reuven Kimelman, Brandeis University  
*Arguments for Resurrection in Rabbinic Liturgy and Patristic Literature.*  
3:00  
Lawrence E. Frizzell, Seton Hall University  
*Jerome on Dry Bones (Ez 37) and Resurrection*  
---  
**S99** Reading the Apocalypse: The Intersection of Literary and Social Methods Seminar  
1:00pm-3:30pm  
C-204 C  
Theme: *Issues in Apocalypse Studies*  
David L. Barr, Wright State University, Presiding  
1:00  
Discussion of Issues Raised by the Seminar’s Agenda  
2:30  
Recess  
2:40  
Plans for the Coming End: Issues To Be Addressed  
While everyone is welcome, this session will be primarily a free discussion of the issues raised by this Seminar and planning for its orderly culmination.
Robert Gibbs, Princeton University
*Why Me?: Levinas and Mead and Pragmatics*

Lucinda Joy Peach, Indiana University, Bloomington
*Feminist and Postmodern Reflections on Mead's Role-Based Morality*

William C. Spohn, Santa Clara University
*George Herbert Mead and Self-as-Experience*

Participants are encouraged to read the papers for this session ahead of time. They are available for the cost of reproduction and postage. Send six dollars to Michael Raposa, Department of Religious Studies, Lehigh University, Bethlehem, PA 18015.

### A120 Religion and Ethics in Health Care Group

1:00pm-3:30pm  M-Salon A

Marie J. Giblin, Xavier University, Presiding
*Theme: Voices That Have Not Been Heard*

Selena Fox, University of Wisconsin, Madison
*When Goddess is God: Pagans, Recovery, and Alcoholic Anonymous*

David E. Armstrong, University of Southern California
*Intersubjectivity: Male and Female He Created Them*

Kathleen J. Greider, School of Theology at Claremont
*A Danger to Themselves, Others, or the Mental Health System?: "Psychiatric Survivors" Evaluate and Envision Psychological and Religious Care*

Respondent:
Mary Ellen Wojtasiewicz, Emory University

### A121 Theology and Science Group

1:00pm-3:30pm  C-103B

Nancy R. Howell, Pacific Lutheran University, Presiding
*Theme: Science, Theology, and the Valuation of Nature: Theological Anthropology and the Human Genome Project*

Ted Peters, Pacific Lutheran Theological Seminary and Graduate Theological Union
*Genes, Theology, and Social Ethics: Are We Playing God?*

Karen Lebacqz, McGill University
*Genetic Diversity: Scientific Reality, Ethical Quandary*

Paul A. Lewis, College of Wooster
*Rethinking Theological Anthropology in Light of the Human Genome Initiative/Rethinking the Human Genome Initiative in Light of Theological Anthropology*

Business Meeting
Nancy R. Howell, Pacific Lutheran University, and Ernest L. Simmons, Concordia College, Moorehead, Presiding

To obtain papers for both sessions, send twelve dollars to Nancy R. Howell, Department of Religion, Pacific Lutheran University, Tacoma, WA 98447. Make checks payable to Pacific Lutheran University. Requests must be mailed by November 1, 1995.

### A122 Roman Catholic Modernism Seminar

1:00pm-3:30pm  C-104B

Darrell Jodock, Muhlenberg College, Presiding
*Theme: Contexts of Roman Catholic Modernism*

George H. Tavard, Marquette University
*Blondel's L'Action and the Problem of the University*

Respondent:
Loretta M. Devoy, Saint John's University

Phyllis H. Kaminski, Saint Mary's College
*Maurice Blondel: The Logic of Action and the Trace of the Other*

Respondent:
Brian J. Kelty, Australian Catholic University, Everton Park

Harvey Hill, Emory University
*Between Church and State: Alfred Loisy's Modernism in Context*

Respondent:
Kenneth L. Parker, St. Louis University

Charles J. T. Talar, Alvernia College
*Innovation and Biblical Interpretation: Loisy and La Question Biblique*

Respondent:
Nadia M. Lahutsky, Texas Christian University

Ellen M. Leonard, University of Saint Michael's College
*English Catholicism as Context for Understanding Friedrich von Hügel and Maude Petre*

Respondent:
John A. McGrath, University of Dayton

Preprinted papers can be obtained from George Gilmore, Spring Hill College, Mobile, AL 36608 for seven dollars.
S100 Semiotics and Exegesis Section
1:00pm-3:30pm  M-Salon I

Theme: Autobiography and Exegesis
Fred W. Burnett, Anderson University, Presiding
1:00
Tina Pippin, Agnes Scott College
The Necessity for Watchfulness: Crossing the Apocalyptic Borders of Mark 13
1:20
Perry L. Stepp, Baylor University
Elegy (An Autobiographical Response to John 11)
1:40
Nicole Wilkinson, Vanderbilt University
Beloved Disciple, Intrusive Reader: John’s Narration and the Ethics of Reading
2:00
Karen Sue Hybertsen, Presbytery of Newark
Do With Her/Them What You Will: Discourse Beyond the Bounds
2:20
Carey C. Newman, Southern Baptist Theological Seminary
Abducting Paul: Some Semiotic and Postmodern Reflections
2:40
Respondent: Elizabeth A. Castelli, Barnard College
General Discussion and Business Meeting

S101 Theology of Hebrew Scriptures
1:00pm-3:30pm  M-411

Alice Ogden Bellis, Howard University Divinity School, Presiding
1:00
Mark S. Smith, St. Joseph’s University
Psalm 8 and the Politics of Creation
1:30
Christoph Schroeder, Princeton Theological Seminary
“Standing in the Breach:” Divine Wrath and the Human Representative According to a Biblical Metaphor
2:00
Paul L. Redditt, Georgetown College
The God Who Loves and Hates
2:30
G. Tom Milazzo, The University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Reconciling the Silence: וְחִזָּהוּ and the Paradox of Faith in Qoheleth
3:00
Sok-chung Chang, Claremont Graduate School
The Sins of Jeroboam and the Fall of Israel

S102 Wisdom in Biblical and Cognate Traditions
1:00pm-3:30pm  M-304

E. Elizabeth Johnson, New Brunswick Theological Seminary, Presiding
1:00
Richard J. Clifford, Weston School of Theology
Wisdom and Folly in the Book of Proverbs

S103 SBL Writings from the Ancient World Editorial Board
1:00pm-3:30pm  M-Conference Suite II
Simon B. Parker, Boston University, Presiding

2:00pm-4:30pm  M-Salon E

Three Year Theme: Ancient Voices, Modern Meanings: The Prophetic Tradition
Lance Carden, Endowment for Biblical Research, Boston, Presiding
2:10
Walter Brueggemann, Columbia Theological Seminary, SBL
Texts that Linger: Words that Explode
Respondents:
Rebecca Chopp, Emory University, AAR
Walter E. Rast, Valparaiso University, ASOR
3:30
Break
3:40
Question and Answer Session for the General Public
A123 Indigenous Religious Traditions Consultation
1:00pm-3:30pm  C-104A

Ines M. Talamantez, University of California, Santa Barbara, Presiding
Chris Jocks, Dartmouth College
The Iroquois “Great Law”: Power, Translation, and Indigenous Theory
Mei Mei Sanford, Drew University
How Yoruba Images Become Alive: An Example of the Yoruba Concept of Pada (Transformation)
Allen J. Frank, University of Wisconsin, Madison
The Veneration of Muslim Saints among the “Unbaptized” Maris of Russia
Joseph E. Bush, Jr., Pacific Theological College, Suva
Implications of Indigenous Fijian Ritual for Decolonization in Multicultural Fiji
Respondent:
Julian Kunnie, Kalamazoo College

A124 Millennialism Studies Consultation
1:00pm-3:30pm  C-201A

Rosalind I. J. Hackett, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Presiding
Theme: What Is the State of the Art of Millennialism Studies?
Panelists:
Helen Lee Turner, Furman University
David Chidester, University of Cape Town, Rondebosch
Richard Landes, Boston University
Grant Underwood, Brigham Young University, Laie
Richard W. Cogley, Southern Methodist University Business Meeting
Phillip C. Lucas, Stetson University, Presiding

A125 Religion, Holocaust and Genocide Consultation
1:00pm-3:30pm  M-Salon B

Rochelle L. Millen, Wittenberg University, Presiding
Theme: Holocaust, Genocide and Ethnic Conflict: The Problem of the Former Yugoslavia
Joseph E. O’Connor, Wittenberg University
The Tragedy of the Former Yugoslavia
Paul Mojzes, Rosemont College
The Role of Religion in the Genocide in the Ex-Yugoslavia
John P. Dowley, Carleton University
The Genocidal Imperative: The Shadow of Religious-Political Bonding
Richard L. Rubenstein, University of Bridgeport
Bosnia and the Holocaust as Holy Wars

A126 AAR Continuum Arts Series Film: Daughters of the Dust
1:00pm-3:30pm  M-410

Rubina Ramji, University of Ottawa, will introduce the film and lead a discussion following the screening.
See page 9 for a description of the film.

A127 Special Topics Forum Frontiers in Biblical Scholarship: The Endowment for Biblical Research Lecture Series (AAR, ASOR, SBL)
2:00pm-4:30pm  M-Salon E

Lance Carden, Endowment for Biblical Research, Presiding
Theme: Ancient Voices, Modern Meanings: The Prophetic Tradition
Walter Brueggemann, Columbia Theological Seminary
Texts That Linger, Words That Explode
Respondents:
Rebecca Chopp, Emory University
Walter E. Rast, Valparaiso University
See page 7 for a description.
African-American Theology and Biblical Hermeneutics Group; Biblical Criticism and Literary Criticism Section

3:45pm-6:15pm  C-103 B

Theme: Afrocentric Biblical Readings and Poststructuralist Literary Theories

Elizabeth Struthers Malbon, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, and Abraham Smith, Boston University School of Theology, Presiding

Shawn Kelley, Daemen College

Poststructuralism and/or Afrocentrism

Obery M. Hendricks, Jr., Drew University

Ioudaios and Galilaios: Foucault, Discourse Analysis, and the Gospel of John

Gerald O. West, University of Natal

Reading with Rizpah: Reading 2 Samuel 14:1-14 with Marginalized Communities in South Africa

Respondents:

Carol Wayne White, Bucknell University

Fernando F. Segovia, Vanderbilt University

Divinity School

5:45 General Discussion

The Bible in Ancient and Modern Media

3:45pm-6:15pm  M-Salon C

Theme: Comparative Perspectives on Oral Tradition and Written Texts

Joanna Dewey, Episcopal Divinity School, Presiding

Margaret A. Mills, University of Pennsylvania

Orality, Literacy, and Authority: Gendered Texts

3:45 Discussion

Dan Ben-Amos, University of Pennsylvania

The Perils of Orality

4:25 Discussion

Werner H. Kelber, Rice University

The Implications of Folklore for Gospel Studies

4:55 Discussion

5:05 General Discussion

Book of Psalms Group

3:45pm-6:15pm  C-103 C

Theme: Contemporary Perspectives on the Psalms

Irene Nowell, Mount Saint Scholastica, Atchison, KS, Presiding

James Limburg, Luther Northwestern Theological Seminary

Quoth the Raven: Psalm 147 and the Environment

3:45 Murray J. Haar, Augustana College, Sioux Falls, SD

The Psalms of Lament After Auschwitz: A Post-Holocaust Perspective

4:15 Beth LaNeel Tanner, Princeton Theological Seminary

New Ears for Seeing—A Feminist Interpretation of the Psalter

5:15 Stephen Breck Reid, Austin Presbyterian Theological Seminary

The Hermeneutics of Cornell West’s Prophetic Pragmatism and Seeing the Shape of the Psalter

J. David Pleins, Santa Clara University

Wealth, Poverty, and Death: The Literary Structure and Theology of Psalm 49
Special Topics Forum
Sponsored by the Committee on the Status of Women in the Profession
3:45pm-5:45pm  M-Salon G
Heather Murray Elkins, Drew University, Presiding
Theme: The New Inquisition: Academic Freedom and Women’s Religion
Panelists:
Rita Nakashima Brock, Hamline University
Molly Marshall, Louisville, KY
Susan Brooks Thistlethwaite, Chicago Theological Seminary
Delores S. Williams, Union Theological Seminary, New York
See page 7 for a description.

Academic Teaching and the Study of Religion Section
3:45pm-6:15pm  C-102A
Rosemary Radford Ruether, Garrett-Evangelical Theological Seminary, Presiding
Theme: Reconceiving American Historical Studies through Women’s Religious Experience
Panelists:
Ann Braude, Macalester College
Rosemary Gooden, DePaul University
Rosemary Keller, Garrett-Evangelical Theological Seminary
Respondent:
Charles H. Lippy, University of Tennessee, Chattanooga
Business Meeting
Ira H. Peak, Jr., University of Louisville, and Alfred Benney, Fairfield University, Presiding

Arts, Literature and Religion Section
3:45pm-6:15pm  C-204B
Theme: Images of Sacrifice and Suffering
Mara E. Donaldson, Dickinson College, Presiding
Clark M. Brittain, Greenville Technical College
Jeanne Matthews, Warren Wilson College
Rita Nakashima Brock, Hamline University
Molly Marshall, Louisville, KY
Susan Brooks Thistlethwaite, Chicago Theological Seminary
Delores S. Williams, Union Theological Seminary, New York
See page 7 for a description.

Buddhism Section
3:45pm-6:15pm  C-204A
Collett Cox, University of Washington, Presiding
Theme: Making Buddhism One’s Own in East Asia
Raoul Birnbaum, University of California, Santa Cruz
Indigenous Text/Indigenous Image/Indigenous Rite: Weituo, Protector of Practice
Charles B. Jones, University of Virginia
Relations between the Nationalist Government and the Buddhist Association of the Republic of China (BAROC) since 1945
Brian D. Ruppert, Princeton University
Debts and Politics: The Rainmaking Careers of Dragon Kings and Japanese Buddhist Monks
Elizabeth G. Harrison, University of Arizona
Making a Women’s Buddhism: Nikō-sama and Kihōkyō Soshin’en
Business Meeting
Steven Collins, University of Chicago, and Janet Gyi, Amherst College, Presiding
Deuteronomistic History Section

3:45pm-6:15pm C-202 A
Panel: Brides, Benjaminites and Biblical Studies: A Conversation on Judges 21
Steven McKenzie, Rhodes College, Presiding
Pauline Viviano, Loyola University of Chicago
Ann Compositional Approach to Judges 21
Alice Bach, Stanford University
A Synchronic Approach to Judges 21
4:55 Recess
5:05 Linda S. Schearing, Gonzaga University
A History of Interpretation Approach to Judges 21
5:40 Renita J. Weems, Vanderbilt University Divinity School
An Ideological Approach to Judges 21

Gnosticicism and Later Platonism Seminar

3:45pm-6:15pm M-307
Theme: The Existence, Life, Mind Triad in Gnosticism and Platonism
John Peter Kenney, Reed College, Presiding
3:45 Kevin Corrigan, St. Thomas More College, University of Saskatchewan
The Problem of the Existence, Life, Mind Triad in Platonism and Gnosticism
Respondents:
John D. Turner, University of Nebraska
Ruth Majercik, University of California, Santa Barbara
4:15 General Discussion
5:45 Business Meeting
Kevin Corrigan's paper will be summarized. To obtain a copy, please send $5.00 to Ruth Majercik, Department of Religious Studies, University of California, Santa Barbara, CA 93106-3130.

History and Literature of Early Rabbinic Judaism Section; ASOR Rethinking Roman-Period Judaism Consultation (=AS13)

3:45pm-6:15pm C-201 A
Panel Title: Using Architectural Space
Eric M. Meyers, Duke University, and Leonard V. Rutgers, University of Utrecht, Presiding
3:45 Eric M. Meyers, Duke University, and Leonard V. Rutgers, University of Utrecht
Introduction
3:55 Richard Alston, Royal Holloway, University of London
Alexandria in the First Century C.E.: Space and Ethnicity
4:15 Annabel Wharton, Duke University
Religious Differences and Architectural Otherness
4:35 Joan R. Branham, École Pratique des Hautes Études, Paris
Blood in Flux, Sanctity at Issue: (Dis)Placing Menstruation and Sacrifice in Sacred Space
A132 Comparative Studies in Religion Section  
3:45pm-6:15pm  M-305  
Steven Wasserstrom, Reed College, Presiding  
Theme: Monotheisms and Their Others  
Corinne Dempsey, Syracuse University  
Rivalry, Reliance and Resemblance: Siblings as Metaphor for Hindu-Christian Relations in Kerala State  
Patrice Brodeur, Harvard University  
Contextualizing "Religious Others" in the Contemporary Arab World  
Vera B. Moreen, Swarthmore College  
"Isq-i haqiqya vs. isq-i majaz: Real or Metaphoric Love: Iranian Jewish Attitudes toward Sufism  
Michael J. McClymond, Westmont College  
The Rhetoric of Idolatry and the Politics of Resistance: A Case Study Approach  
Business Meeting  
Miriam Levering, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, and Steven Wasserstrom, Reed College, Presiding

A133 Ethics Section  
3:45pm-6:15pm  C-203B  
George W. Pickering, University of Detroit Mercy, Presiding  
Theme: Covenants in Collision  
James E. Will, Garrett-Evangelical Theological Seminary  
A Theological Perspective on Ethnoreligious Conflict  
Fred Glennon, Le Moyne College  
"Contract with America" or "New Covenant?" Seeking a Moral Foundation for America’s Welfare State  
Christine E. Gudorf, Florida International University  
Weighing Race and Economics in Contemporary U. S. Electoral Politics  
Business Meeting  
George W. Pickering, University of Detroit Mercy, and Emilie M. Townes, Saint Paul School of Theology, Presiding

A134 History of Christianity Section  
3:45pm-6:15pm  M-306  
Lawrence Hundersmarck, Pace University, Presiding  
Theme: The Use of Money  
Michael B. Lukens, St. Norbert College  
Thomas Aquinas’ Letter on Usurious Jews  
Jesse D. Mann, Montclair State University  
Juan de Segovia, the Council of Basel and the Census Question  
Mark Ellingsen, Interdenominational Theological Center  
Luther on Usury and the Use of Money: A Product of Feudalism or the Christian Economic Theory of America’s Founders?  
William C. Graham, Caldwell College  
Winston Churchill (Not That One!) and the Social Gospel  
Business Meeting  
Rosemary Drage Hale, Concordia University, Montreal, and Blake Leyerle, University of Notre Dame, Presiding

A135 North American Religions Section and Religion and Popular Culture Consultation  
3:45pm-6:15pm  C-107B  
James M. Wall, Chicago, IL, Presiding  
Theme: Screening the Sacred: American Religion Revealed in Popular Film  
Panelists:  
Ted L. Estess, University of Houston  
Matthew Glass, South Dakota State University  
Irena S. M. Makarushka, Bowdoin College  
Joel W. Martin, Franklin and Marshall College  
Conrad Ostwalt, Appalachian State University  
Peter W. Williams, Miami University  
Business Meeting  
David G. Hackett, University of Florida, Presiding

Room Locator Code: M-Marriott, C-Convention Center. Floor plans and room charts are on pages 342-347.
**SUNDAY AFTERNOON**  
**NOVEMBER 19**

### $S113$ History of Interpretation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 3:45pm-6:15pm | M-413

Theodore P. Letis, University of Edinburgh, Presiding  
Mark A. Granquist, St. Olaf College  
Aseticism and Scriptural Interpretation in 19th Century American Communal Movements  
Recess  
Gregory A. Banazak, Saints Cyril and Methodius Seminary; and Luis Reyes, Universidad del Valle de Atenahac  
The Fathers of the Latin American Church on Exodus  
Recess  
Maureen A. Tilley, Florida State University, Presiding  
Business Meeting

### $S114$ Ideological Criticism Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 3:45pm-6:15pm | M-303

Theme: The Bible and the Ideologies of Globalization  
Randall C. Bailey, Interdenominational Theological Center, Presiding  
Christopher Lind, St. Andrew's College, Saskatoon, SK  
Who Will Bless Globalization?  
David Jobling, St. Andrew's College, Saskatoon, SK  
Deglobalizing Biblical Studies  
Roland Boer, United Theological College, Sydney, Australia  
Globalization and Disintegration, or, Postcolonial Biblical Studies  
R. S. Sugirtharajah, Selby Oak Colleges, Birmingham, England  
Orientalism, Globalization and Biblical Interpretation  
General Discussion  
Business Meeting  
Papers are available in advance by sending seven dollars to Tina Pippin, Dept. of Religious Studies, Agnes Scott College, 141 E. College Ave., Decatur, GA 30030-3797


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 3:45pm-6:15pm | C-106 A & B

Theme: God (Theos) in Luke-Acts II  
Donald Juell, Princeton Theological Seminary, Presiding  
S. Scott Bartchy, University of California, Los Angeles  
Agnostos Theos: Luke's Message to the "Nations" about Israel's God  
Marilyn Salmon, United Theological Seminary of the Twin Cities  
C. H. Talbert and J. H. Hayes, Wake Forest University  
Richard I. Pervo, Seabury-Western Theological Seminary  
Respondent to the Papers by Bartchy, Talbert and Hayes: Howard Clark Kee, University of Pennsylvania  
Recess  
Panel Discussion by Presenters and Respondents  
Discussion by the Seminar

### $S116$ National Association of Professors of Hebrew

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 3:45pm-6:45pm | M-403

Theme: The Binding of Isaac and Oral Tradition  
Michaël Caspi, University of California, Santa Cruz, Presiding  
Kenneth P. Kramer, San Jose State University  
Forgotten Meanings: Dialogized Hermeneutics and the Akedah Narrative  
Reuven Firestone, Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion, Los Angeles  
Isaac or Ishmael, Jerusalem or Mecca? Shi'ite Exegesis on the Binding of Abraham's Son  
Carol Delaney, Stanford University  
Is the Akedah a Model of Faith?  
Recess
A136 Philosophy of Religion Section
3:45pm-6:15pm  M-402
Thomas J. Dean, Temple University, Presiding
Theme: Contemporary Paradigms in Philosophy of Religion
Patrick M. Foster, University of California, Santa Barbara
The Crisis in Philosophy and the Birth of a New Philosophy of Religion
Charles L. Creggan, North Carolina Wesleyan College
Kierkegaard’s “Ditch,” Wittgenstein’s “Cage,” and Philosophy of Religion
Robert S. Gall, Sinclair College
Kami and Daimon: A Cross-Cultural Reflection on What Is Divine
Respondent:
C. Peter Slater, University of Toronto
Business Meeting
Thomas J. Dean, Temple University, Presiding

A137 Religion and the Social Sciences Section
3:45pm-6:15pm  C-202B
Glen Stassen, University of Kentucky, Presiding
Theme: The Religious and Political Rights—Competing for the Public Sphere
Susan Dolan-Henderson, Episcopal Theological Seminary of the Southwest
Meeting the Challenge of the Religious and Political Rights: Protecting Difference in the Public Sphere
Ira H. Peak, Jr., University of Louisville
Acknowledging Pluralism’s Limits: A Constructive Response to the Political/Religious Right
Jeannette Baust, Iliff School of Theology, University of Denver
A Former Conservative Analyzes the Emergence of the Christian Right in the Public Sphere
Ann Burlein, Duke University
A Theocratic Minority or Majoritarian Family Values?: Competing Strategies for the Ownership of Public Culture

A138 Religion in South Asia Section
3:45pm-6:15pm  C-203A
Theme: Secularism and Religion in India: Two New Books and a New Film
Gerald James Larson, Indiana University, Bloomington, Presiding
Panelists:
Mark Juergensmeyer, University of California, Santa Barbara
Brian K. Smith, University of California, Riverside
Robert D. Baird, University of Iowa
Linda Hess, University of California, Davis
Business Meeting
Ann G. Gold, Syracuse University, and Kathleen K. Erndl, Florida State University, Presiding

A139 Study of Islam Section
3:45pm-6:15pm  M-304
Wayne R. Husted, Pennsylvania State University, Presiding
Theme: Contemporary Islamic Movements
Edward Curtis, Washington University
Kathleen Malone O’Connor, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
Islamic Numerology in Philadelphia: Esoteric Exegesis of the Helpers of God in the Tents of Kedar
Abdin Chande, Gettysburg College
Two Modes of Islamic Activism in Montreal: The Case of Jamaat Tabligh and ISNA (Islamic Society of North America)
William Shepard, University of Canterbury
Gender Relations in the Thought of Sayyid Qutb
Respondent:
Ghuilam-Ider Aasi, American Islamic College
Business Meeting
Marcia K. Herrmannsen, San Diego State University, and Tazim R. Kassam, Middlebury College, Presiding

For copies of the papers, send a check for six dollars to Elizabeth Bounds, Religious Studies, Patton 310, Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA 24061-0135.
Business Meeting
Naomi R. Goldenberg, University of Ottawa, and James W. Jones, Rutgers University, Presiding
Deborah J. Gordon Friedrich, University of Chicago
Dialogical Hermeneutics and the Akedah as a Liturgy for Rebirth and Renewal

James F. Moore, Valparaiso University
The Akedah in Dialogue: Reading Scripture Together After the Shoah

Zev Garber, Los Angeles Valley College
Akedah and Educating from Shoah: Making Sense Through Dialogue

Sunday Afternoon
November 19

S118 Pseudepigrapha Section
3:45pm-6:15pm M-401
James R. Mueller, University of Florida, Presiding
Teodoro A. Bergren, University of Richmond
The Provenance and Sitz im Leben of 6 Ezra
Kenneth E. Pomykala, Calvin College
The Social Setting of the Book of the Watchers
Cana Werman, Hebrew University, Jerusalem
Levi the Priest in Second Temple Writings
John J. Collins, University of Chicago
The Prayer of Nabonidus

S119 Q Section
3:45pm-6:15pm M-Salon J
John S. Kloppenborg, University of St. Michael's College, Presiding
Sterling G. Bjorndahl, Augustana University College, Camrose, AB
An Honor Map of Q
William E. Arnal, University of Toronto—Centre for the Study of Religion
Gendered Couplets in Q and Legal Formulations: From Rhetoric to Social History
Alicia Batten, Toronto School of Theology
Patience Breeds Wisdom: Q 6:40 in Context
Antoinette Clark Wire, San Francisco Theological Seminary
"All Wisdom's Children Do Her Proud": A Theology of Rejected and Vindicated Wisdom for a Plural World

Philo of Alexandria Seminar
3:45pm-6:15pm C-104 B
Theme: The Influence of Philo's Mysticism on Christianity and Judaism
Gregory E. Sterling, University of Notre Dame, Presiding
David Winston, Graduate Theological Union
Philo's Mysticism
Brian E. Daley
The Ecstasy of Participation: Philo, Origen and Gregory of Nyssa on the Dynamics of Mystical Union
Elliot R. Wolfson, New York University
Traces of Philonic Doctrine in Medieval Jewish Mysticism
Ithamar Gruenwald, Tel Aviv University
Goodenough: Good Enough
Respondent: Bernard McGinn, University of Chicago Divinity School
Recess
Panel Discussion
Seminar Discussion
General Discussion
Each presenter will offer a ten minute précis of the full paper. The full paper will be available either in the SBL 1995 Seminar Papers or from the chair for the cost of reduplication and mailing.

Room Locator Code: M=Marriott, C=Convention Center. Floor plans and room charts are on pages 342-347.
A140 Study of Judaism Section
3:45pm-6:15pm  M-412
Laurie Zoloth-Dorfman, Graduate Theological Union, Presiding
Theme: Gender and Jewish Identity
David J. Zucker, Iliff School of Theology
Sacred and Female: Women Rabbis in American Jewish Fiction
Susannah Heschel, Case Western Reserve University
Gender Theory as a Tool for Analyzing Jewish-Christian Relations
Nehemia Polen, Boston Hebrew College
Coming of Age in Kozienice: Malka Shapiro’s Memoir of Youth in the Sacred Space of a Hasidic Zaddik
Respondent:
Bonja Devora Haberman, University of Ottawa
Business Meeting

A141 Theology and Religious Reflection Section
3:45pm-6:15pm  C-201C
Peter C. Hodgson, Vanderbilt University, Presiding
Theme: Constructive Theological Proposals
Richard Grigg, Sacred Heart University
Historical Jessuses and Symbolic Christs
Joy Ann McDougall, University of Chicago
Re-presenting the Cross from the “Far Side of the Resurrection”: The Feminist and Womanist Challenge to a Contemporary Theology of the Cross
Kevin J. Vanhoozer, University of Edinburgh
Pluralistic Systematics: Reconstructive Theology in a Deconstructive Situation
Mark I. Wallace, Swarthmore College
Spirit and Earth: Toward an Ecological Pneumatology
Business Meeting
Sheila Greeve Davaney, Iliff School of Theology, Presiding

A142 Women and Religion Section
3:45pm-6:15pm  C-105B
Stephanie M. Penn, University of California, Santa Barbara, Presiding
Theme: Living in the Round: Theorizing from the Experience and Thought of American Indian Women
Mary C. Churchill, University of Colorado, Boulder
Shaping Theoretical Spheres: Implications from the Writing of American Indian Women
Inés M. Talamantez, University of California, Santa Barbara
Native American Women’s Theory: The Challenge of a New Perspective
Inés Hernández-Avila, University of California, Davis
On Our Own Terms: Critical/Creative Representations by Native American Women
Michelene E. Pesantubbee, University of Colorado, Boulder
Restoring the Circle: Beloved Women and the Cycle of Revitalization
Respondents:
Cheryl Townsend Gilkes, Colby College
Ada Maria Isasi-Díaz, Drew University
Business Meeting
M. Shawn Copeland, Marquette University, and Joan M. Martin, Episcopal Divinity School, Presiding

A143 Reception for AAR Retired Members
5:30pm-6:30pm  M-Suite 2147
All members of the AAR who are retired from full-time employment are cordially invited to an open house in their honor hosted by Peter J. Paris, president, and Barbara DeConcini, executive director.
**S120 Reading, Rhetoric, and Hebrew Bible Section; Semiotics and Exegesis Section**

**3:45pm-6:15pm  M-Salon I**

**Theme: The Bible and the Ethics of Reading**

Mary E. Shields, Drury College, Presiding

3:45 Richard G. Bowman and Richard W. Swanson, Augustana College

Samsen and the Son of God or Dead Heroes and Dead Gods: Ethical Readings of Narrative Violence in Judges and Matthew

Gerrie Snyman, University of South Africa

"Tis a vice to know him. Readers' responsibility and response-ability in 2 Chronicles 14-16

4:15 Stuart Lasine, Wichita State University

Inventing David's Privacy: Power, Gossip, and the Private-Public Distinction in the Story of David

5:15 John Hovea, Southern Methodist University

Reading for what is lurking at the door: Wa(o)ndering through Genesis 4:1-16

5:45 Francis Landy, University of Alberta

Ethics and Interpretation

---

**S121 Social Sciences and New Testament Interpretation Section**

**3:45pm-5:45pm  M-Salon B**

Richard L. Rohrbaugh, Lewis and Clark College, Presiding

Rita H. Williams, University of Ottawa

The Mother of Jesus at Cana—A Social Science Interpretation of John 2:1-12

3:45 Jerome H. Neyrey, University of Notre Dame

The Trials (Forensic) and Tribulations (Honor Challenges) of Jesus: John 7 in Social Science Perspective

Bruce J. Malina, Creighton University

Mediterranean Temple Sacrifice: A Key Dimension of Political Religion

Discussion.

---

**S122 Wisdom, Apocalyptic, and Early Christianity Consultation**

**3:45pm-6:15pm  C-204 C**

Theme: Some Previous Studies of Wisdom and Apocalyptic

George W. E. Nickelsburg, University of Iowa, Presiding

3:45 Randal A. Argall, Iowa City, Iowa

Reflections on 1 Enoch and Sirach: A Comparative and Conceptual Analysis of the Themes of Revelation, Creation, and Judgment (Atlanta, GA: Scholars Press, forthcoming)

---

**S123 Women in the Biblical World Section**

**3:45pm-6:15pm  M-Salon D**

Theme: Rethinking the Woman's Bible Panel: The State of the Art

Jane Schaberg, University of Detroit Mercy, Presiding

Panelists:

Daniel Boyarin, University of California, Berkeley

Athalya Brenner, Catholic University of Nijmegen/Technion, Haifa

Hisako Kinukawa, Tokyo Women's Christian University

Alicia Ostriker, Rutgers University, New Brunswick

Vincent L. Wimbush, Union Theological Seminary, New York

4:00 Respondent: Patrick A. Tiller, Harvard Divinity School

4:15 Discussion

4:45 Recess

4:50 E. Elizabeth Johnson, New Brunswick Theological Seminary

The Function of Apocalyptic and Wisdom Traditions in Romans 9-11: Rethinking the Questions (Atlanta, GA Scholars Press, 1989)

5:05 Respondent: Robert Jewett, Garrett-Evangelical Theological Seminary

5:20 Discussion

5:50 General Discussion

Papers appear in the SBL 1995 Seminar Papers and will be summarized at the session.

---

Room Locator Code: Marriott, C-Convention Center. Floor plans and room charts are on pages 342-347.
The Women's Caucus: Religious Studies Business Meeting, Part 1
6:15pm-7:00pm  C-104A
Presiding:
Kathlyn A. Breazeale, Claremont Graduate School
Marilyn Gottschall, University of Southern California
Lynne F. Lorenzen, Augsburg College
Linda A. Moody, Mills College

The HarperCollins Dictionary of Religion Reception
6:15pm-7:00pm  C-Grand Hall
The AAR and HarperSanFrancisco invite you to a reception celebrating the release of their collaborative work The HarperCollins Dictionary of Religion. Jonathan Z. Smith, editor, and William Scott Green, associate editor, as well as area editors and contributors, will be honored.

Plenary Address
7:30pm-8:30pm  M-Grand Ballroom
Peter J. Paris, Princeton Theological Seminary, Presiding
Toni Morrison, Princeton University
Problems with Paradise

Lilly Teaching Fellows Reception
8:45pm-10:00pm  M-Suite 2147 (21st floor)
Faculty and participants in all five AAR Lilly Teaching Workshops are invited.

AAR Continuum Arts Series Film: Silver Lake Life
9:00pm-11:00pm  M-410
Peggy Schmeiser, University of Ottawa, will introduce the film and lead a discussion following the screening.
See page 9 for a description of the film.

JAAR Editorial Board Reception
9:00pm-11:00pm  M-405
JAAR Editorial Board members are invited to a reception in their honor.

Women's Caucus: Religious Studies Reception
9:00pm-11:00pm  M-304, 305, & 306
Committee on the Status of Women in the Profession, Graduate Student Reception 6:00pm-7:00pm  M-310
Gay L. Byron, Union Theological Seminary, New York, Convener

Women's Caucus: Religious Studies Business Meeting (=A145)
6:15pm-7:00pm  C-104 A
Presiding:
Kathlyn A. Breazeale, Claremont Graduate School
Marilyn Gottschall, University of Southern California
Lynne F. Lorenzen, Augsburg College
Linda A. Moody, Mills College

ASOR/SBL Hebrew Bible, History and Archaeology (=ASOR 17)
7:30pm-10:00pm  C-108 B
J. Andrew Dearman, Austin Presbyterian Theological Seminary
Rudolph H. Dornemann, American Schools of Oriental Research, Baltimore
An Update on the Aramaean States of North Syria
7:30
Paul E. Dion, University of Toronto
Aramaeans of the Iron Age II
8:00
Anson F. Rainey, Tel Aviv University
The Aramaic Inscription from Tel Dan in the Context of 9th Century Political History
9:00
Kurt L. Noll, Union Theological Seminary in Virginia
Tel Dan in the Ninth Century B.C.E.
9:30
Jeffrey K. Kuan, Pacific School of Religion / Graduate Theological Union
The Impact of Samsi-llu, the Assyrian Turtanu, on Israelite-Aramaean Political and Commercial Relations in the Eighth Century B.C.E.

Nag Hammadi and Gnosticism Section
7:30pm-9:00pm  C-201 B
Nag Hammadi Anniversary Lecture
John D. Turner, University of Nebraska, Presiding
James M. Robinson, Claremont Graduate School
Nag Hammadi: The First 50 Years

Biblical Scholarship in the 21st Century
8:00pm-10:30pm  C-103 B
Theme: The Effects of Women's Studies on Biblical Studies
Sharon H. Ringe, Wesley Theological Seminary, Presiding
Participants:
Howard Eilberg-Schwartz, San Francisco State University
Deirdre Good, General Theological Seminary
Carol Meyers, Duke University
Adele Reinhartz, McMaster University
Jane D. Schaberg, University of Detroit Mercy
Renita J. Weems, Vanderbilt University Divinity School

Women's Caucus: Religious Studies Reception (=A150)
9:00pm-11:00pm  M-304, 305, & 306
Kathlyn A. Breazeale, Presiding
### A151 Program Unit Chairs with Program Committee (continental breakfast)

7:30am-8:45am  M-Salon H
Barbara DeConcini, AAR, Emory University, Presiding

### A152 Special Topics Forum
**American Lectures in the History of Religions**

*Sponsored by the Committee on the American Lectureship in the History of Religions*

9:00am-11:00am  C-103A
Frank Reynolds, University of Chicago, Presiding
Lawrence E. Sullivan, Harvard University
Pilgrim’s Chapel and the Shopper’s Mall: Spaces That Shape Religious Experience

See page 7 for a description.

### A153 Special Topics Forum
**Sponsored by the Committee on the Public Understanding of Religion**

9:00am-11:30am  C201B
Peter J. Paris, Princeton Theological Seminary, Presiding
Theme: **Communicating with the Public: Responsibilities, Possibilities, and Perils**
William Dean, Gustavus Adolphus College
*Professionalism and Popularization*
Deborah E. Lipstadt, Emory University
*There Are Not Two Sides to Every Issue: Understanding the Meaning of Truth*
Mark Silk, Atlanta, GA
*The Unsecular Biases of the Newsmedia*
Walter H. Capps, University of California, Santa Barbara
*The Electorate’s View of Religion*

See page 7 for a description.

### A154 Arts, Literature and Religion Section

9:00am-11:30am  C-203B

Wilson Yates, United Theological Seminary, Presiding
Theme: **Prospects for Arts, Literature and Religion Programs in Colleges, Universities and Seminaries**
Panelists:
- Wesley A. Kort, Duke University
- T. R. Wright, University of Newcastle-upon-Tyne
- Margaret R. Miles, Harvard University
- Frank Burch Brown, Christian Theological Seminary
- Robin M. Jensen, Andover Newton Theological School
- Doug Adams, Pacific School of Religion
- Deborah J. Haynes, Washington State University, Pullman

### A155 Ethics Section and Buddhism Section

9:00am-11:30am  M-410

Charles S. Prebisch, Pennsylvania State University, Presiding
Theme: **Revisioning Buddhist Ethics: Prospects for an Ongoing Dialogue**
Reginald A. Ray, University of Colorado, Boulder
*Ethics in Vajrayana Buddhism*
Damien Keown, University of London
*On the Use of the Pali Canon in Buddhist Ethics*
Charles Hallisey, Harvard University
*Ethical Particularism in Theravada Buddhism*
David W. Chappel, University of Hawaii, Honolulu
*Are There Seventeen Different Mahayana Ethics?*

---

108 Room Locator Code: M-Marriott, C-Convention Center. Floor plans and room charts are on pages 342-347.
Monday Morning
November 19

S130
Committee on the Status of Women in the Profession
7:00am-9:00am M-Salon E
Theme: Cross-Institutional Networking
Peggy L. Day, University of Winnipeg, Presiding
Gathering: Continental breakfast provided. All women in the SBL are invited.
7:20 Announcements
7:30 Networking groups

S131
Journal of Biblical Literature Editorial Board Breakfast
7:00am-8:45am M-402
Jouette M. Bassler, Perkins School of Theology, Southern Methodist University, Presiding

S132
SBL Monographs Editorial Board Breakfast
7:00am-8:45am M-401
David L. Petersen, Iliff School of Theology, Presiding

S133
Academic Teaching and Biblical Studies Consultation
9:00am-11:30am M-408
Theme: Feminist Perspectives in the Biblical Studies Classroom
J. Bradley Chance, William Jewell College, Presiding
9:00
Christopher D. Stanley, McKendree College
Student Reactions to Feminist Perspectives: Teaching the "Women in the Biblical Tradition" Course
9:30
Amy-Jill Levine, Vanderbilt University Divinity School
"Does this Offend You?" Stereotypes and Monolithic Constructions in Text and Context
10:00
Richard A. Freund, University of Nebraska, Omaha
"There is Neither Feminist nor Chauvinist": Engendering the Teaching of the Bible
10:30 Recess
10:35 Panel Review: The Women's Bible Commentary
Panelists:
David C. Hopkins, Wesley Theological Seminary
Denise Dombkowski Hopkins, Wesley Theological Seminary

S134
Biblical Criticism and Literary Criticism Section
9:00am-11:30am C-102 A
Mikeal C. Parsons, Baylor University, Presiding
9:00
Barbara G. Green, Dominican School of Philosophy and Theology, Graduate Theological Union
"Pharaoh in the Joseph Story: Intersection of Plotting and Characterization"
9:30
David J. A. Clines, University of Sheffield
The Book of Psalms, Where Men are Men . . . : On the Gender of Hebrew Piety
10:00
Stephen Fowl, Loyola College, Baltimore
The Simeons of Acts 15:14: A Comparison between Reader and Author Oriented Criticisms
10:30
George Aichele, Adrian College, MI
Rewriting Superman: "Lois & Clark," the Monomyth, and the Messianic Secret
11:00
Gregory W. Dawes, University of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand
Derrida among the Teachers of the Law

S135
Biblical Hebrew Poetry Section
9:00am-11:00am C-203 A
Theme: Current Trends in Biblical Hebrew Poetry
Chris A. Franke, College of St. Catherine, Presiding
Panelists:
M. O'Connor, Union Theological Seminary
Lawrence Boadt, St. Paul's College, Washington, DC
David Noel Freedman, The University of California, San Diego
10:10 Respondents:
Paul R. Raabe, Concordia Seminary, St. Louis, MO
Adele Berlin, University of Maryland, College Park
10:30 General Discussion
A156 Religion in South Asia Section
9:00am-11:30am  C-107B

Linda Hess, University of California, Davis, Presiding
Theme: Cross-Dressing in the Hindu Religious Tradition
A. Whitney Sanford, University of Pennsylvania
Real Men, Ideal Women: The Construction of Gender Roles in Sacred Time and Space through Literal and Emotional Cross-Dressing
Nancy Martin-Kershaw, University of California, Berkeley
To Become the Beloved: Female Devotees Who Take up the Flute and the Peacock Crown
Jeffrey J. Kripal, Westminster College
Dressing the Handmaid: Contextualizing Ramakrishna's Cross-Dressing Habits
Allan Keislar, University of California, Berkeley
When Shall I Forsake This Male Body and Become Female?
Sarah Caldwell, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
Men in Breasts: Power Dressing in Kerala Ritual Arts
Respondent: Lawrence Cohen, University of California, Berkeley

A157 Study of Islam Section
9:00am-11:30am  M-405

Mehdi Aminrazavi, Mary Washington College, Presiding
Theme: Islamic Mysticism
Valerie J. Hoffman, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
Al-Farabi's "True King" and the Spiritual Guide in Islamic Esoteric Traditions
Alan Godlas, University of Georgia
Razibih al-Baqi's Sufi Worldviews and Hermeneutics in His Mystical Quranic Commentary: A Religiological Approach
Arthur F. Buehler, Colgate University
Naqshbandi Response to Deniers of Sufism in British India
Abraham H. Khan, University of Toronto
A Hint of Divine Rahmah in Iqbal's Ishq
Laleh Bakhtiar, Chicago, IL
The Psychological Impact of Sufism on Islamic Millennialism
Respondent: T. Emil Homerin, University of Rochester

A158 Study of Judaism Section
9:00am-11:30am  M-412

Ellen M. Umansky, Fairfield University, Presiding
Theme: The Body in Judaism
Cynthia M. Baker, Duke University
The Sex of the Streetwalker: Romans, Rabbis, and a Market in Bodies
Charlotte Fonrobert, University of Washington
Neither Male nor Female: The Tumtum and Androginos as Third Gender in Rabbinic Literature
Rebecca Lesses, Harvard University
Adjurations in the Hekhalot Literature: The Role of the Senses in Ritual Performance
Sharon Koren, Yale University
The Idea of Impurity in Kabbalah

Room Locator Code: M=Mariott, C=Convention Center. Floor plans and room charts are on pages 342-347.
Computer Assisted Research Group

9:00am-10:30am C-Exhibit Hall D

Theme: New Tools for Teachers of Religion
Raymond G. Harder, Chair Computer Assisted Research Group, Presiding

9:00
Edith Wyschogrod, Rice University
Mary Ann Clark, Rice University
Elizabeth S. Burr, Rice University

Integrating the Net into the Religion Classroom: Some Notes from the Field

9:30
Alan D. Bulley, Saint Paul University, Ottawa

Evaluating Scholarly Use of the World Wide Web: Promises and Problems

10:00
W. R. Brockman, University of Minnesota, North Central Bible College

Using Technology in the Classroom for Better Teaching
A159 Theology and Religious Reflection Section
9:00am-11:30am  C-103C
Kathryn Tanner, University of Chicago, Presiding
Theme: Contemporary Interpretations of Evil and Sin: The Work of Marjorie Suchocki and Kathleen Sands
Kathleen Sands, University of Massachusetts, Boston
A World of Color: The Theological Promise of a Tragic Heuristic
Marjorie Suchocki, School of Theology at Claremont
The Fall to Violence: Original Sin in Relational Theology
Respondents:
M. Shawn Copeland, Marquette University
Wendy Farley, Emory University

A160 Women and Religion Section
9:00am-11:30am  C-202A
Joan M. Martin, Episcopal Divinity School, Presiding
Theme: Latina Women: Religion, Culture and Society
Panelists:
Leticia Guardiola-Saenz, Vanderbilt University
A Mexican American Politics of Location: Reading from the Bridge
Ada Maria Isasi-Diaz, Drew University
Doing Mujerista Theology: A Liberative Praxis
Teresa Chavez Saucedo, Graduate Theological Union
Community, Mestizaje, and Liberation: Foundations for Racial Justice
Respondent:
Katie Geneva Cannon, Temple University

A161 Chinese Religions Group
9:00am-11:30am  M-307
Vivian-Lee Nyitray, University of California, Riverside, Presiding
Theme: Food and Sacrifice in Chinese Religions
Constance A. Cook, Lehigh University
Food as a Contractual Medium through Time and Space in Ancient China
Terry F. Kleeman, University of Pennsylvania
Taoist Kitchens and the Chinese Sacrificial Tradition
Charles D. Orzech, University of North Carolina, Greensboro
Theories of Sacrifice and the Rite of Releasing the Burning Mouths
Respondent:
Jordan Paper, York University
Business Meeting
Vivian-Lee Nyitray, University of California, Riverside, and Thomas W. Selover, University of Saskatchewan, Presiding

A162 Critical Theory and Discourses on Religion Group
9:00am-11:30am  M-Salon 1
Robert H. Sharf, McMaster University, Presiding
Theme: Border Crossings II: Ritual Transgressions and Transgressive Rituals
Gustavo Benavides, Villanova University
On Ranters, Fools, and Antinomians, or When Does Transgression Transgress?
Gary L. Ebersole, University of Chicago
Telling Tears: A Comparative Inquiry into Ritual Tears and Moral Discourse
Jane Blocker, Wayne State University
Burning History, Branding Ritual
Respondents:
Nancy Caciola, Rhodes College
Daniel R. Gold, Cornell University
Business Meeting
Jay Geller, Vanderbilt University, and Gustavo Benavides, Villanova University, Presiding
**S140 Greco-Roman Religions Section**

9:00am-11:30am  M-Salon C

Larry J. Alderink, Concordia College, Moorhead, MN, Presiding

9:00 Sarah Iles Johnston, Ohio State University
Dionysus in Toledo: A New Apulian Underworld Vase

9:25 Arthur J. Droege, University of Chicago
From Midwife to Magician: The Socratic Touch in ps.-Plato, Theages

9:50 Recess

9:55 Steven C. Muir, University of Ottawa
Touched by a God: Aelius Aristides, Religious Healing, and the Asclepius Cult

10:20 R. Jackson Painter, Southern Baptist Theological Seminary
Caesarea Maritima and the Origins of Mithraism

10:45 Recess

10:50 Respondent:
Gregory D. Alles, Western Maryland College

11:05 General Discussion

---

**S141 History and Literature of Early Rabbinic Judaism Section**

9:00am-11:30am  M-Salon L

Theme: Issues in Rabbinic Magic, Midrash, and Mysticism

Tzvee Zahavy, University of Minnesota, Presiding

9:00 C.R.A. Morray-Jones, University of California, Berkeley
Yohanan ben Zakkai, Eliezer ben Hyrcanus, and the "Charismatic Speech" Tradition

9:35 James R. Davila, Central College
The Hodayot Hymnist and the Four Who Entered Paradise

10:10 Sandra R. Shimoff, University of Maryland, Baltimore County
The Geography of Eden: Rabbinic Comments

10:45 Jonathan Seidel, University of California, Berkeley
Assessing the Amorites: "Perek Emori" Between Folklore and Magic

11:20 General Discussion

---

**S142 Intertextuality in Christian Apocrypha Seminar**

9:00am-11:30am  M-Salon A

Theme: Intertextuality in the Apocryphal Acts.

Robert Stoops, Western Washington University, Presiding

9:00 Dennis R. MacDonald, Iliff School of Theology
The Intertextual Location of the Acts of Andrew among the Apocryphal Acts

9:25 Respondent
Stevan Davies, College Misericordia

9:35 Harold W. Attridge, University of Notre Dame
Intertextuality and the Acts of Thomas

10:00 Respondent
Christopher R. Matthews, Weston School of Theology

10:10 Recess

10:15 Richard Valantasis, Saint Louis University
The Nuptial Chamber Revisited: The Acts of Thomas and Cultural Intertextuality

10:45 Frederick Weidmann, Yale Divinity School
Intertextuality and Intent: John and the Apostolic Mission in the Harris Fragments of Polycarp

11:15 Business Meeting

The papers by Dennis R. MacDonald, Harold W. Attridge, Richard Valantasis and Frederick Weidmann are included in the SBL 1995 Seminar Papers and will be summarized briefly.
A163 Eastern Orthodox Studies Group
9:00am-11:30am  M-303

Michael A. Fahey, University of St. Michael's College, Presiding
Theme: Eastern and Western Theological Method
Anna Williams, University of Puget Sound
Logic, Genre, and Rhetoric in Eastern Orthodox Theology
Theme: Ecclesiology in Contemporary Orthodox Theology and Its Ecumenical Implications
Panelists:
John H. Erickson, St. Vladimir's Orthodox Theological Seminary
Jaroslav Z. Skira, University of St. Michael's College
Lucian Turcescu, University of St. Michael's College

A164 Gay Men's Issues in Religion Group
9:00am-11:30am  M-Salon B

Elias Farajaje' Jones, Howard University, Presiding
Theme: Fighting the Right: Coloring the Coalition
Panelists:
Robin H. Gorsline, Union Theological Seminary, New York
John Selders, St. Louis, MO
Angela Valles, Union Theological Seminary, New York

This session will include small group workshops with facilitators.

A165 Kierkegaard, Religion, and Culture Group
9:00am-11:30am  M-310

M. Jamie Ferreira, University of Virginia, Presiding
Theme: Purity of Heart in Context
Charles K. Bellinger, University of Virginia
"Doublemindedness" in Kierkegaard's Purity of Heart and Rene Girard's Psychology of Mimetic Desire
Robert L. Perkins, Stetson University
Purity of Heart in Context: The Dialectic of Individuality and Sociality in Kierkegaard's Purity of Heart and Two Ages
Respondent:
Gordon D. Marino, St. Olaf College
Business Meeting
M. Jamie Ferreira, University of Virginia, Presiding

A166 Korean Religions Group
9:00am-11:30am  M-411

Bockja Kim, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, Kowloon, Presiding
Theme: The Role of Religion in Conflict and Reconciliation on the Korean Peninsula
Wi Jo Kang, Wartburg Theological Seminary
The Year of Jubilee for the Reunification of Korea
Sang Yil Kim, Hanshin University
Overcoming Dualism and Unifying Korea
Charles King Armstrong, Princeton University
Religion and Revolution in North Korea, 1945-1950: Communism, Christianity, and Ch'ondoyo
Young-ho Kim, Inha University, Inchon
The Religious Movements for the North-South Rapprochement and Reunification of Korea in Review and in Upayas
Woon San Sohn, Ewha Women's University, Seoul
A Ministry of Healing to Separated Korean Families
Respondents:
Kang-nam Oh, University of Regina
Mark C. K. Setton, State University of New York, Stony Brook
Business Meeting
Young-chan Ro, George Mason University, Presiding
Monday Morning
November 20

Manichaeism Group
9:00am-11:30am M-306
Hans-Joachim Klimkeit, University of Bonn, Germany, Presiding
9:00 Jason David BeDuhn, Indiana University, Bloomington
The Manichaean Body in Ascesis and Ritual
9:30 David Frankfurter, Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton
Apocalypses Real and Alleged in the Mani Codex
10:00 Discussion of papers
10:15 Paul Mirecki, University of Kansas
Another Manichaean Letter from Kellis (Dakhleh Oasis, Egypt)
10:45 John C. Reeves, Winthrop University
Manichaica Aramaica: Adam, Seth, and Magical Praxis
11:15 Discussion of papers

Matthew Group
9:00am-11:30am C-204 C
Theme: Parables in Matthew
Mark Allan Powell, Trinity Lutheran Seminary, Presiding
9:00 Warren Carter, St. Paul School of Theology
Challenging by Confirming, Renewing by Repeating: The Parables of “The Reign of the Heavens” in Matthew 13 as Embedded Narratives
9:10 Respondent:
Howard Clark Kee, University of Pennsylvania
9:30 General Discussion
10:10 Recess
10:20 J. Andrew Overman, Macalester College
Matthew’s Parables and Roman Politics
10:30 Respondent:
Klyne Snodgrass, North Park Theological Seminary
10:50 General Discussion
Papers for this session appear in SBL 1995 Seminar Papers and will be summarized only.
A167 Native Traditions in the Americas Group

9:00am-11:30am    M-Salon D

Mark McClain Taylor, Princeton Theological Seminary, Presiding
Theme: Native Struggles for Freedom in the Land
Philip P. Arnold, University of Missouri, Columbia
Wampum, the Land, and the Abolition of Grief
Patrick N. Minges, Union Theological Seminary, New York
“I am Keetoowah’s Son”: Cherokee Nationalism and the Civil War
Mariana Jaimes-Guerrero, Arizona State University
Native Womanism: The Organic Female Archetype—Kinship and Gender Identity within Sacred Indigenous Traditions
Respondent:
Mary C. Churchill, University of Colorado, Boulder
Inés Talamantez, University of California, Santa Barbara, Presiding

A168 Pragmatism and Empiricism in American Religious Thought Group

9:00am-11:30am    M-413

Thomas A. Byrnes, Illinois Benedictine College, Presiding
Theme: Reconsidering Wieman
Panelists:
Charley D. Hardwick, The American University
Nancy R. Howell, Pacific Lutheran University
Marvin C. Shaw, Montana State University
Business Meeting
Thomas A. Byrnes, Illinois Benedictine College, and Michael L. Raposa, Lehigh University, Presiding

A169 Religion, Peace and War Group

9:00am-11:30am    M-Salon K

Gregory J. Walters, Saint Paul University, Presiding
Theme: Hermeneutics and the Remembrance of Peace and War
Oren Baruch Stier, University of California, Santa Barbara
Holocaust Memory and Contemporary Jewish Hermeneutics
Darrell J. Fasching, University of South Florida
The Ethical Challenge of Auschwitz and Hiroshima
Flora A. Keshgegian, Brown University
Defining Testimonies: Narrative Remembrances by Armenian Survivors of Genocide
Business Meeting
Gregory J. Walters, Saint Paul University, Presiding

A170 Roman Catholic Studies Group

9:00am-11:30am    M-403

John F. Kane, Regis University, Presiding
Theme: Theological Groundings for Catholic Identity
William Joseph Buckley, Mount Saint Mary’s College
How Sex and Euthanasia Saved Catholic Identity: Authority and Human Experience
Nancy A. Dallavalle, Fairfield University
Feminism, Christology and Catholic Identity
Vincent J. Miller, University of Notre Dame
Identity with the Past and the Question of the Genuinely New
The Authority of Traditions and Experience in the Theology of Edward Schillebeeckx
Respondent:
William E. McConville, Siena College
Theme: Catholicism in Public Life
Brian J. Kelty, Australian Catholic University, Everton Park
Catholic Education: The Heart of Catholic Identity
David Seljak, McGill University
Episcopal Authority and National Identity in Quebec: Exercising Teaching Authority on Public Issues in a Secular Nation
Nag Hammadi and Gnosticism Section
9:00am-12:00 noon  C-201 A

Theme: 50th Anniversary of the Discovery of the Nag Hammadi Library: The Valentinian School; Gnostic Use of Biblical Tradition

Anne McGuire, Haverford College, Presiding

9:00

Valentinian Gnosis: Toward the Anatomy of a Theological School
Louis Painchaud, Laval University and Sainte-Foy College, Quebec; and Timothy Janz, University of Paris IV-Sorbonne

Gnostic Polemics: The Kingless Generation and the Valentinian Oikonomia

10:00

Elaine H. Pagels, Princeton University

Ritual in the Gospel of Philip

10:30

Discussion on the Valentinian School

10:45

Break

10:50

Gerard P. Luttikhuizen, University of Groningen

The Thought Pattern of Gnostic Mythologizers and Their Use of Biblical Traditions

11:20

Anne Pasquier, Laval University, Quebec

Interpretation of the First Chapters of Genesis and the Prologue to John's Gospel in some Gnostic and Patristic Writings: A Common Tradition

11:50

Concluding Discussion

The Annual Meeting's recognition of the 50th Anniversary of the Discovery of the Nag Hammadi Library includes 3 sessions of the Nag Hammadi and Gnosticism Section, a joint session with the Thomas Christianity Consultation, a plenary address by James M. Robinson, a reception hosted by E.J. Brill, and two pre-Annual Meeting seminars held at Haverford College on Friday, Nov. 17 (contact Prof. Anne McGuire [amcguire@haverford.edu] for details).

The abstracts for the pre-meeting seminars are listed as S215 and S216 in the Book of Abstracts.
A171 Theology and Science Group
9:00am-11:30am C-105B
Ernest L. Simmons, Concordia College, Moorehead, Presiding
Theme: Postmodern Perspectives on Methodology for Theology and Science: Critical Reflection upon Philip Hefner’s The Human Factor
Steven D. Crain, University of Notre Dame
On Going Public: Methodological Reflections on Philip Hefner’s The Human Factor
Solomon H. Katz, University of Pennsylvania
Reflections from the Social Sciences on The Human Factor
Ann Pederson, Augustana College, and Mary Solberg, Union Theological Seminary, New York
The Location of Human Life: A Response and Critique to Philip Hefner
Philip Clayton, California State University, Sonoma
Toward a Genuine Pluralism. Philip Hefner and the Constraints on Postmodern Play
Respondent:
Philip Hefner, Lutheran School of Theology, Chicago
To obtain papers for both sessions, please send twelve dollars to Nancy R. Howell, Department of Religion, Pacific Lutheran University, Tacoma, WA 98447. Make checks payable to Pacific Lutheran University. Requests must be mailed by November 1, 1995.

A172 Tibetan and Himalayan Religions Group
9:00am-11:30am M-304
Ann C. Klein, Rice University, Presiding
Theme: Vision and Revelation in Early Tibetan Buddhism
Ronald M. Davidson, Fairfield University
Conflicted Lineage and the Sa-skya Short Transmission
David Germano, University of Virginia
The sNying Thig Traditions of Vimalamitra
Matthew Kapstein, Columbia University
Inverting the Empire: The Reinvention of Tibet’s Past in Early Gter-ma Literature
Janet Gyatso, Amherst College
The Heart Sphere of the Dakinis: The Place of the Female in Tibetan Myth

A173 Wesleyan Studies Group and Afro-American Religious History Group
9:00am-11:30am C-204A
Louis Baldwin, Vanderbilt University, Presiding
Theme: African American Methodism
Ann Taves, School of Theology at Claremont
Organizing Trance States in Early American Methodism
Ian B. Straker, Princeton University
Black and White and Gray All Over: Freeborn Garrettson and African Methodism
Pamela E. Klassen, Drew University
African American Methodist Women and the Arts of Adornment
Michael G. Cartwright, Allegheny College
Solidarity in Salvation: The Grammar of Conversion in “Wrestling Jacob” and “Wrestlin’ Jacob”
Respondents:
Dennis C. Dickerson, Williams College
Katharine L. Dvorak, Wright State University

A174 Comparative Studies in “Hinduisms” and “Judaisms” Consultation
9:00am-11:30am C-103B
Barbara A. Holdrege, University of California, Santa Barbara, and Nathan Katz, Florida International University, Presiding
Theme: Purity, Hierarchies, and Boundaries
Mary Douglas, London
Fig Leaves and Other Coverings in the Bible
### S149 Reading, Rhetoric, and Hebrew Bible Section

**Monday Morning**

9:00am-11:30am M-Salon J

**Theme:** The Subject of Reading

Mark K. George, Princeton Theological Seminary, Presiding

9:00 José Sanders, Tilburg University, The Netherlands

Solomon's Judgment or Mother's Justice? A Text-Analytical and Experimental Approach to Biblical Narrative

9:30 C. Gilbert Romero, Seminario San Carlos, Trujillo, Peru

Symbolic Interpretation in Hosea: Toward a Cultural Hermeneutic

10:00 Yvonne M Sherwood, The Oxford Centre for Hebrew and Jewish Studies

Derrida among the Prophets: A Deconstructive Reading of Hosea 1-3

10:30 Jacqueline E. Lapsley, Emory University

The Voice of Rachel: Resistance and Polyphony in Genesis 31

11:00 David Penchansky, University of St. Thomas, St. Paul

Nadab and Abihu: God's Martyrs

All who are interested in the future of the section are invited to stay for an informal business meeting after the program.

### S150 Scripture in Early Judaism and Christianity Section

9:00am-11:30am M-409

Lee Martin McDonald, First Baptist Church, Alhambra, CA, Presiding

9:00 George Wesley Buchanan, Wesley Theological Seminary

An Introduction to Intertextual Text and Commentary

9:30 Will Soll, Aquinas Institute of Theology

The Family as Scriptural and Social Construct in Tobit

10:00 Louis H. Feldman, Yeshiva University

Isaiah as Viewed by Josephus

10:30 Elaine A. Phillips, Gordon College

The Singular Prophet and Ideals of Torah: Miriam, Aaron and Moses in Post-Biblical Texts

11:00 Jeffrey S. Rogers, Furman University

Scripture is as Scripturalists do: Scripture as a Human Activity in the Qumran Scrolls

### S151 Wisdom, Apocalyptic, and Early Christianity Consultation

9:00am-11:30am C-106 A & B

**Theme:** Reassessing Categories in Light of a Jewish Sapiential Text

George W. E. Nickelsburg, University of Iowa, Presiding

9:00 Torleif Elgvin, Norwegian Lutheran School of Theology

Wisdom and Eschatology in an Early Essene Writing (4Q416-418)

9:15 Respondent:

Daniel J. Harrington, Weston School of Theology

9:30 Discussion

10:30 Recess

10:35 Business Meeting

The purpose of this meeting is to develop a plan and schedule of annual sessions to be implemented when the consultation's request for Group status is approved.

Paper appears in the *SBL 1995 Book of Seminar Papers* and will be summarized in the session.

### S152 Computer Assisted Research Group

10:30am-11:30am C-Exhibit Hall D

**Theme:** Standards, Tools, and Methods for the Electronic Publication and Distribution of Ancient Texts

Raymond G. Harder, Chair Computer Assisted Research Group, Presiding

10:30 Patrick Durusau, Scholars Press

TEI Tags for Hebrew Manuscripts

11:00 Kirk E. Lowery, Hungarian Baptist Theological Seminary, Budapest

The Computer as Oracle: Methodological Standards for Computer-Assisted Research
AAR
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Robert Goldenberg, State University of New York, Stony Brook
Purity and Boundaries in Ancient Judaism

Bonna Devora Haberman, University of Ottawa
Ritual Impurity in Mishnaic Tractate Kelim: A Feminist Textual Analysis

Gloria Goodwin Raheja, University of Minnesota
Problematising “Purity”: Contending Hierarchies in North India

Christopher Key Chapple, Loyola Marymount University
Purity, Vows, and Boundaries in Jaina Traditions

Respondents:
Richard H. Davis, Yale University
Paul Morris, Victoria University of Wellington

A175
Religion in Eastern Europe and Former USSR Consultation
9:00am-11:30am M-407

Paul Mojzes, Rosemont College, Presiding
Theme: Problems of Theological Education

Valdas Ausra, Lutheran School of Theology at Chicago
Problems of Theological Education in Lithuania and Other Baltic Countries
Theme: Ecumenical and Interreligious Cooperation

Panelists:
Krystyna Gorniak-Kociokowska, Southern Connecticut State University
Peter Kuzmič, Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary
Leslie A. Muray, Lansing Community College
Martin Rumscheidt, Atlantic School of Theology
Mikhail Sergeev, Temple University
Business Meeting

A176
Roundtable Sessions
11:45am-12:45pm M-Salon II

Please make reservations in advance. See the forms on page 303. Papers may be picked up at the Information Desk near Annual Meeting registration.

Participation is limited to nine at each table.

David H. Aaron, Wellesley College
The Anti-Mysticism Polemic in Genesis Rabbah

Scott C. Alexander, Indiana University, Bloomington
Enscripting Knowledge: Revisiting an Old (?) Controversy

John E. Benson, Augsburg College
Using the “Kinaesthetic Image Schemas” of Linguistic Cognitivists George Lakoff and Mark Johnson in the Teaching of Religion

Lorilai Bernacki, University of Pennsylvania
The God of Truth in the Land of Plenty: The Creation of Indian Immigrant Self-Identity through the Ritual of the Satya Nārāyana Vrat Kathā

Marcus C. Bruce, Bates College

Barbara E. Galli, McGill University
Facing Hermann Cohen, Rosenzweig Considers Faith and Knowledge

P. Pratap Kumar, University of Durban-Westville
Hinduism in South Africa: Problems and Issues in Cross-Cultural Understanding

Harriet Lutzky, University of Paris
The Significance of the Sacred as "Set Apart"

Mark W. MacWilliams, Bethany College
Seeing Kannon Temples: Story, Image, and Sacred Space in the Chichibu Kannon Pilgrimage

Shaul Magid, Rice University
Modernity as Heresy: The Introvertive Piety of Faith in R. Aaron Roth's (Rab Arelah) Shomer Eminim

Douglas K. Mikkelsen, University of Hawaii, Hilo
Pedagogy and Silver Screen Gospels

G. Tom Milazzo, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Rabbi Akiba and the Silence of God

Malcolm Nazareth, Temple University
Mehta's Movie on Reverend Tilah: Postcolonial Construct or Hindutavavadi Distortion?

Lillian Sigal, Kendall College of Art and Design
Thanksgiving: A Sacred or Profane Feast?

Gene Paul Strayer, Lancaster Theological Seminary
Christ-Mysticism in Beethoven's Missa Solemnis: The Relevance of Music for the Study of Mysticism
Committee on Underrepresented Racial and Ethnic Minorities in the Profession, Luncheon and Discussion
11:30am-1:00pm M-Salon E

Topic: Agenda Issues for the Next Four Years
Gale A. Yee, University of St. Thomas, St. Paul, Presiding

Participants:
Randall C. Bailey, Interdenominational Theological Center
Fernando T. Segovia, Vanderbilt University Divinity School
Henry T.C. Sun, Lexington, Kentucky
Vincent L. Wimbush, Union Theological Seminary, New York

SBL members who belong to Underrepresented Racial and Ethnic Groups are invited to attend.
Please send RSVP by October 15 to: V.L. Wimbush, Union Theological Seminary, 3041 Broadway NY, NY 10027; e-mail: vw7@columbia.edu; fax: 212-280-1318.

Please look on page 17 and in the September issue of Religious Studies News for the announcement regarding the Racial and Ethnic Recruitment Conference to be held at Union Theological Seminary in New York on October 11-13, 1996.

Archaeology of the New Testament World Group
1:00pm-3:30pm M-Salon K

Title: Palestine as a Roman Province
Holland Hendrix, Union Theological Seminary, New York, Presiding

1:00 Jodi Magness, Tufts University
1:25 Khirbet Shema' and the Earthquake Revisited
1:35 Hanan Eshel, Bar Ilan University
Recent Discoveries Relative to the Bar Kochba Revolt
1:55 Discussion
2:05 Break
2:10 Dennis E. Groh, Garrett-Evangelical Theological Seminary and the Graduate School of Northwestern University
The Clash Between Literary and Archaeological Models of Provincial Palestine
2:45 Discussion
2:55 Respondent: Mordechai Aviam, Israel Antiquities Authority/University of Rochester

Asetic Impulse in Religious Life and Culture Group (=A191)
1:00pm-3:00pm M-408

Theme: Traveling, Mobility, and Wandering
Richard Valantasis, Saint Louis University, Presiding
1:00 Emily R. Cheney, Belmont University
Traveling and Teaching to Reproduce Disciples
1:30 Simon Moon, University of Toronto
The Journey of Detachment. Vow of Stability and Unsus Haenggak
2:00 Respondent: Dianne M. Bazell, Syracuse University
2:30 General discussion
A177 Women's Caucus: Religious Studies Business Meeting, Part 2
11:45am-12:45pm  M-Salon K
Kathlyn A. Breazeale, Claremont Graduate School
Marilyn Gottschall, University of Southern California
Lynne F. Lorenzen, Augsburg College
Linda A. Moody, Mills College

A178 Special Topics Forum
Sponsored by the North American Religions Section
1:00pm-3:30pm  Gather in M-308
Theme: Walking Tour of Religious Sites
Peter W. Williams, Miami University, David L. Holmes, College of William and Mary, and Dewey D. Wallace, George Washington University, Presiding
See page 7 for a description.

A179 Special Topics Forum
Sponsored by the Committee on Research and Scholarship
1:00pm-3:30pm  C-107B
Ann Taves, School of Theology at Claremont, Presiding
Theme: From the Dissertation to the Book
Panelists:
Catherine L. Albanese, University of California, Santa Barbara
Frederick M. Denny, University of Colorado, Boulder
Barbara A. Holdrege, University of California, Santa Barbara
Alan Thomas, Chicago, IL
See page 8 for a description.

A180 Academic Teaching and the Study of Religion Section
1:00pm-3:30pm  M-403
Martha J. Reineke, University of Northern Iowa, Presiding
Theme: The "Other" in Religious Studies Classrooms
Frances M. Leap, Seton Hill College, and Abdul Mawgoud Al-Dardery, Pittsburgh, PA
Guests in an Alien Culture: When the "Other" Becomes the Host
David H. Nikkel, Hastings College
Dealing with Religious Relativism in the Classroom
John E. Thiel, Fairfield University, Presiding
Theme: Liberatory and Praxis-Oriented Teaching
Manuel A. Vasquez, University of Florida
Paulo Freire and the Crisis of Modernity
Mary C. Boys, Union Theological Seminary, New York and Kathleen Talvacchia, Union Theological Seminary, New York
Liberating Pedagogies for Liberating Theologies
Lawanda F. Smith, Indiana University Southeast
A Spirituality-Centered Model of Conscientization for Teaching Undergraduate Religion Courses
Respondent: Tod D. Swanson, Arizona State University

A181 Buddhism Section and Chinese Religions Group
1:00pm-3:30pm  C-204A
William Bodiford, University of California, Los Angeles, Presiding
Theme: The Importance of Sung Ch'an for the Origin and Transmission of Ch'an Identity
Albert Welter, North Central College
Ch'an Slogans and the Formation of Ch'an Ideology
Shūdō Ishii, Komazawa University, Tokyo
The Zongmen tongyaoji and the Characteristics of Song Chan Buddhism
Morten Schlüter, Victoria University, Wellington
Caodong Chan Identity and Ideology in Twelfth-Century China
Miriam Levering, University of Tennessee, Knoxville
Ta-hui Tsung-hao's Ch'an Awakening and His Telling of It: Forming the Discourse of Hua-t'ou (K'aoan) Ch'an
**Bible in Africa, Asia, and Latin America Group**

1:00pm-6:15pm  M-Salon F

Theme: *Reading the Bible as Women in Africa, Asia, and Latin America*

Phyllis A. Bird, Garrett-Evangelical Theological Seminary, Presiding

1:00

Introduction

1:05

Althea Spencer-Miller, Claremont Graduate School

*Reading the Bible in the Caribbean: The Case of Jamaica*

1:25

Musa W. Dube, Vanderbilt University

*Towards a Postcolonial Feminist Interpretation of the Bible: A Motswana Perspective*

1:45

Response and Discussion

Respondent: Antoinette C. Wire, San Francisco Theological Seminary

2:00

Ranjini Rebera, Bergenfield, NJ

*Polarity or Partnership? Retelling the Story of Martha and Mary from Asian Women’s Perspective*

2:20

Malika Sibeko and Beverley Haddad, Institute for the Study of the Bible, University of Natal

*Reading the Bible “with” African Women in Poor and Marginalised Communities in South Africa*

2:40

Violeta Rocha, Areas Interchurch Center for Theological and Social Studies-Managua, Nicaragua

*Two Women at a Cross Road: A Gender-Focused Interpretation of Mark 5:21-43*

3:00

Response and Discussion

Sharon H. Ringe, Wesley Theological Seminary, Respondent

3:15

Recess

3:25

Jean K. Kim, Vanderbilt University

*A Korean Feminist Reading of John 4:1-42*

3:50

Seung Ai Yang, Jesuit School of Theology at Berkeley

*Jesus’ Sayings on “Divorce”: A Search for Meaning through a Cross-Cultural Dialogue*

4:15

Leticia Guardiola-Saenz, Vanderbilt University

*Breaking the Bread Together: A Mexican-American Reading of Matthew 15:21-28*

4:40

Madipoane J. Masenya, University of the North, South Africa

*Proverbs 31:10-31 in a South African Context: A Black (Northern Sotho) Woman’s Reading*

5:05

Dora Rudo Mbuwayesango, Emory University

*Childlessness and Woman-to-Woman Relationships in Genesis and in African Patriarchal Society: Sarah and Hagar from a Zimbabwean Woman’s Perspective*

5:30

Mary Getui, Kenyatta University, Kenya

*Zelophehad’s Daughters: A Challenge for the African Woman*

5:55

Response and Discussion

Respondent: Katharine Doob Sakenfeld, Princeton Theological Seminary

---
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**S157**

**Bible in Africa, Asia, and Latin America Group**

1:00pm-6:15pm  M-Salon F

Theme: *Reading the Bible as Women in Africa, Asia, and Latin America*

Phyllis A. Bird, Garrett-Evangelical Theological Seminary, Presiding

1:00

Introduction

1:05

Althea Spencer-Miller, Claremont Graduate School

*Reading the Bible in the Caribbean: The Case of Jamaica*

1:25

Musa W. Dube, Vanderbilt University

*Towards a Postcolonial Feminist Interpretation of the Bible: A Motswana Perspective*

1:45

Response and Discussion

Respondent: Antoinette C. Wire, San Francisco Theological Seminary

2:00

Ranjini Rebera, Bergenfield, NJ

*Polarity or Partnership? Retelling the Story of Martha and Mary from Asian Women’s Perspective*

2:20

Malika Sibeko and Beverley Haddad, Institute for the Study of the Bible, University of Natal

*Reading the Bible “with” African Women in Poor and Marginalised Communities in South Africa*

2:40

Violeta Rocha, Areas Interchurch Center for Theological and Social Studies-Managua, Nicaragua

*Two Women at a Cross Road: A Gender-Focused Interpretation of Mark 5:21-43*

3:00

Response and Discussion

Sharon H. Ringe, Wesley Theological Seminary, Respondent

3:15

Recess

3:25

Jean K. Kim, Vanderbilt University

*A Korean Feminist Reading of John 4:1-42*

3:50

Seung Ai Yang, Jesuit School of Theology at Berkeley

*Jesus’ Sayings on “Divorce”: A Search for Meaning through a Cross-Cultural Dialogue*

4:15

Leticia Guardiola-Saenz, Vanderbilt University

*Breaking the Bread Together: A Mexican-American Reading of Matthew 15:21-28*

4:40

Madipoane J. Masenya, University of the North, South Africa

*Proverbs 31:10-31 in a South African Context: A Black (Northern Sotho) Woman’s Reading*

5:05

Dora Rudo Mbuwayesango, Emory University

*Childlessness and Woman-to-Woman Relationships in Genesis and in African Patriarchal Society: Sarah and Hagar from a Zimbabwean Woman’s Perspective*

5:30

Mary Getui, Kenyatta University, Kenya

*Zelophehad’s Daughters: A Challenge for the African Woman*

5:55

Response and Discussion

Respondent: Katharine Doob Sakenfeld, Princeton Theological Seminary

---

**S158**

**Biblical Hebrew Poetry Section**

1:00pm-3:30pm  M-305

Theme: *Poetry as Stylistics, Poetry as Rhetoric*

Robert H. O’Connell, Colorado Christian University, Presiding

1:00

Andrew H. Bartlett, Concordia Seminary, St. Louis, MO

*Prose Lists or Poetic Lines?*

1:30

Rodney K. Duke, Appalachian State University

*The Rhetorical Function of Chiasm in Psalm 56: The Complementation of Form and Content*

2:00

Scott Noegel, Cornell University

*“So You Choose Crafty Language:” The Literary Significance of Wordplay in the Book of Job*

2:30

Hendrik Jan Bosman, Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam

*Syntactic Constraints on the Prosodic Structure of Job 26-31*

3:00

Yehoshua Gitay, University of Cape Town

*Rhetorical Criticism or Stylistic Criticism?*

---

**S159**

**Biblical Lexicography Consultation**

1:00pm-3:30pm  C-203 B

Theme: *Biblical Lexicography Methods and Reports*

Richard E. Whitaker, Princeton Theological Seminary, Presiding

1:00

John Kaltner, Upsala College

*Playing “Pictionary”: On Choosing the Proper Arabic Resources for Biblical Hebrew Lexicography*

1:25

Bernard M. Levinson, Indiana University, Bloomington

*The Correct Meaning of בָּאָמֶר נְעֶלֶת (Deut. 13:9)*

1:50

Recess

Panel: *Current Lexicographical Projects: Issues, Problems and Solutions*

1:55

Greek:

Erik Eynikel, Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen

*A Greek-English Lexicon of the LXX, compiled by J. Lust, E. Eynikel and K. Hauspie (Stuttgart: Deutscher Bibelgesellschaft, 1992-)*

Frederick W. Danker, Lutheran School of Theology, Chicago
### A182 Ethics Section

1:00pm-3:30pm  M-Salon D

**Frida Kerner Furman,** DePaul University, Presiding  
Theme: *Ethics and Technology*

**Francisco J. Benzoni,** University of Chicago  
*Environmental Degradation and Sin: A Niebuhrian Analysis*

**Dena S. Davis,** Cleveland-Marshall College of Law  
*The Human Genome Project, Procreative Liberty, and the Child’s Right to an Open Future*

**Suzanne Holland,** Graduate Theological Union, and  
**Donna McKenzie**, Graduate Theological Union  
*Bacon, Eggs and News: How the American Public Digests the Human Genome Project*

**James Buchanan,** Pawley’s Island, SC  
**Owning Nature: Intellectual Property Rights and Religious Ethics**

### A183 History of Christianity Section

1:00pm-3:30pm  M-Salon J

**Blake Leyerle,** University of Notre Dame, Presiding  
Theme: *Theory and Realia*

**Andrew McGowan,** University of Notre Dame  
*Bread and Water: Deciphering an Early Christian Meal*

**Melissa Aubin,** Duke University  
*More Apparent than Real?: Questioning the Difference in Marital Age between Christian and Non-Christian Women of Rome during the Third and Fourth Centuries*

**Stephen J. Shoemaker,** Duke University  
“All alike can have her, just as the other animals show”: The Carpocratians and the Question of Early Christian “Libertines”

**Rosemary Drage Hale,** Concordia University, Montreal  
*Habitus: Everyday Life in a Fourteenth-Century Convent*

**Jane Shaw,** Oxford University  
*Cultivating Piety in an Age of Rationality: Questions in History and Theory*

### A184 Philosophy of Religion Section

1:00pm-3:30pm  C-202B

**William Dean,** Gustavus Adolphus College, Presiding  
Theme: *American Pragmatism and Continental Postmodernism*

**M. Gail Hamner,** Duke University  
The Sign of God in the Burning Bush: Pietistic Pragmatism and Continental Postmodernism

**Robert S. Corrington,** Drew University  
*Neo-pragmatism, Paleo-pragmatism, and Postmodernism*

**Mark D. Wood,** Syracuse University  
*American Pragmatism and Continental Postmodernism in the Work of Cornel West: A Reading of Prophetic Pragmatism*

**Respondent:**  
Martin Srajek, Illinois Wesleyan University

### A185 Religion and the Social Sciences Section

1:00pm-3:30pm  C-201C

**Howard Eilberg-Schwartz,** San Francisco State University, Presiding  
Theme: *Queer Bodies in Motion*

**Elias Farajaje’-Jones,** Howard University  
*Piercing Analysis or In-to Body Travel*

**Robin H. Gorsline,** Union Theological Seminary, New York  
The Rituals of Public Sex: Coming (Together) to Our Senses

**Robert Kaplan,** City University of New York  
The Heterogenizing of the Queer Male Jewish Body

**Claudia Schippert,** Temple University  
*Embodied Power, Queer Sex*

**Janet R. Jakobsen,** University of Arizona  
*Family Values: Social Movements and Sexual Regulation*

### A186 Religion in South Asia Section

1:00pm-3:30pm  C-102A

**Theme:** Losing One’s Head: Sacrifice, Substitution, and the Hindu Goddess

**Kay K. Jordan,** Radford University, Presiding  
**Cynthia Ann Humes,** Claremont McKenna College  
Blood Relations: Human Sacrifice and Dhyanu Bhagat’s Descendants

**Kathleen M. Erndl,** Florida State University  
*A Coconut for a Head: The Goddess and Sacrificial Substitution*

**David Kinsley,** McMaster University  
The Goddess Who Cuts Her Head Off
John A.L. Lee, University of Sydney
Aramaic & Hebrew:
David J. A. Clines, University of Sheffield
Philo and Power
Stephen A. Kaufman, Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion, Cincinnati
Richard E. Whitaker, Princeton Theological Seminary
Peter R. Burton, Alephbet & Company, Minneapolis
Flexicography: Building a Flexible Lexicon
Kirk E. Lowery, Hungarian Baptist Theological Seminary, Budapest
Developing Standards for Biblical Lexicography

Divine Mediator Figures in Antiquity Group

1:00pm-3:30pm M-Salon A
Theme: The Angelic Spirit in Early Judaism and Christianity
L. W. Hurtado, University of Manitoba, Presiding

1:00 John R. Levison, Duke University Divinity School
The Angelic Spirit in Early Judaism

1:15 Marianne Meye Thompson, Fuller Theological Seminary
The Angelic Spirit and the Fourth Gospel

1:35 Charles Gieschen, University of Michigan
The Angelic Spirit and the Shepherd of Hermas

1:55 Robert G. Hall, Hampden-Sydney College
The Angelic Spirit and the Ascension of Isaiah

2:15 Recess

2:20 General Discussion

The paper by John R. Levison, which is included in the SBL 1995 Seminar Papers, will be summarized in this session.
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S161 Egyptology and the History and Culture of Ancient Israel

1:00pm-3:30pm M-Salon B

James Hoffmeier, Wheaton College, Presiding

1:00 Sharon R. Keller, Hebrew Union College, Jewish Institute of Religion, New York
The Priestly Blessing (Numbers 6:24-26) and an Egyptian Parallel

1:25 Peter Feinman, Columbia University
Sons of Ra, Daughters of Cain

1:50 Chris A. Rollston, Johns Hopkins University
Ben Sira 33:84-39:11 and Egyptian Parallels: A Reconsideration

2:15 Cyrus H. Gordon, New York University
Unrecognized Linguistic and Other Cultural Features Common to Egyptian and West Semitic

2:40 Meir Lubetski, Baruch College, CUNY
Side by Side, Egyptian Hebrew History as Revealed by Language (Part 1)

3:05 Claire Gottlieb, Warren, NJ
Side by Side, Egyptian Hebrew History as Revealed by Language (Part 2)

S162 Ezekiel Consultation

1:00pm-3:30pm C-104 A

Theme: Ezekiel and Zion Theology
Katheryn Pfisterer Darr, Boston University School of Theology, Presiding

1:00 Panel Discussion: Ezekiel and Zion Theology
Panelists:
Ralph W. Klein, Lutheran School of Theology, Chicago
Daniel I. Block, Southern Baptist Theological Seminary
Kenneth D. Hutchens, Emory University
Steven S. Tuell, Randolph-Macon College
Julie Galambush, College of William and Mary

2:30 Recess

2:40 Discussion among Panelists

2:55 General Discussion
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A187 Study of Islam Section
1:00pm-3:30pm M-402
Kathryn Kueny, Lawrence University, Presiding
Theme: Postcolonial Theory and the Study of Islam
David M. Buyze, Syracuse University
The Scripting of Islam in Media and Academic Discourse
Hina Azam, Duke University
The Nation(s) of Islam: Pakistan and its Opponents
Judith F. Clark, Syracuse University
Barren Mothers/Independent Wives: A Feminist Re-view of "the Prophet’s Wives"
F. Rachel Magdelene, Iliff School of Theology
Modern Islamic Women and the Colonized Mind: History, Law, and Theology at Work
Respondent:
Juan E. Campo, University of California, Santa Barbara

A188 Theology and Religious Reflection Section
1:00pm-3:30pm C-201A
Dwight N. Hopkins, Santa Clara University, Presiding
Theme: Theologies without God
Ellen T. Armour, Rhodes College
The (Im)possible Possibility of Theology without God
Maria Antonaccio, Bucknell University
“Above the God”: Iris Murdoch on Religion, God, and Good
Alexander Irwin, Harvard University
Toward a Godless Theology (with or without a Head)
Thomas J. J. Altizer, State University of New York, Stony Brook
Kingdom of God and Death of God

A189 Women and Religion Section and Study of Judaism Section
1:00pm-3:30pm C-202A
Vanessa Ochs, Drew University, Presiding
Theme: Can Ritual Be Reclaimed by Theory? Getting into Hot Water or the Practice of Mikveh as Feminist Ritual
Panelists:
Laurie Zoloth-Dorfman, Graduate Theological Union
Mary Pinkerson, California State University, Long Beach
Rachel Adler, University of California, Los Angeles
Ellen M. Umansky, Fairleigh Dickinson University

A190 African Religions Group
1:00pm-3:30pm M-306
Teresia Hinga, DePaul University, Presiding
Theme: Oral Tradition and Religion in Africa
Mario I. Aguilar, University of St. Andrews
‘Goat, We Ask You to Rescue Us’ from the Somali: Ritual Preparations for Warfare in Waso Boorna
Lillian Ashcroft-Eason, Bowling Green State University
Roles and Ethics of West African Women in the Atlantic Slave Trade
Yushau Sodiq, Texas Christian University
The Influence of Yoruba Traditional Religions on Islam in Yorubaland
Kathleen O’Brien Wicker, Scripps College
Mami Water: The Hospitality of African Spirituality
Respondent:
Simeon O. Ilesanmi, Wake Forest University
Business Meeting
Joseph M. Murphy, Georgetown University, Presiding

A191 Ascetic Impulse in Religious Life and Culture Group
1:00pm-3:30pm M-408
Richard Valantasis, St. Louis University, Presiding
Theme: Traveling, Mobility, and Wandering
Emily R. Cheney, Belmont University
Traveling and Teaching to Reproduce Disciples
Simon Moon, University of Toronto
The Journey of Detachment: Vow of Stability and Unsu Haenggak
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**S163**

**Greco-Roman Religions Section**

1:00pm-3:30pm  M-310

William Cassidy, Alfred University, Presiding

C. Robert Phillips III, Lehigh University  On Ritual and Theodicy in Roman Paganism

1:30  Paul B. Duff, George Washington University  High Gods in Low Places: 'Evil-Eyed' Deities from Zeus to Jesus

2:00  Recess

2:05  James C. Hanges, University of Chicago  The Greek Foundation-Legend: Its Form and Relation to History

2:35  Richard S. Ascough, Toronto School of Theology  The Formation and Propagation of Greco-Roman Associations

3:05  Recess

3:10  Business Meeting

**S164**

**Hebrew Scriptures and Cognate Literature Section**

1:00pm-3:00pm  C-105 B

Theme: Hermann Gunkel's Schöpfung und Chaos (1896). Reflections on an Anniversary

Peter Machinist, Harvard University, Presiding

1:00  Peter Machinist, Harvard University  Hermann Gunkel's Schöpfung und Chaos. Reflections on an Anniversary

1:25  Responses (15 minutes each):

Tikva Frymer-Kensky, University of Chicago  Divinity School

Paul D. Hanson, Harvard University

Douglas A. Knight, Vanderbilt University Divinity School

S. Dean McBride, Union Theological Seminary in Virginia

2:25  Break

2:30  Discussion among Speaker and Respondents

2:45  Discussion with Audience

**S165**

**Johannine Literature Section**

1:00pm-3:30pm  C-203 A

Theme: Readers and Readings of the Fourth Gospel

Fernando F. Segovia, Vanderbilt University Divinity School, Presiding

1:00  Jan A. Du Rand, Rand Afrikaans University  Chords and Canticles: Experiencing the Power of the Gospel of John as a Literary Symphony

1:30  Discussion

1:40  Francis J. Moloney, Australian Catholic University, Oakleigh  The Function of John 13-17 within the Johannine Narrative

2:10  Recess

2:20  Discussion

2:30  Luise Schottroff, Kassel University  Sexuality in the Gospel of John

3:00  Discussion

3:10  General Discussion

**S166**

**Literature and History of the Persian Period Group**

1:00pm-3:30pm  M-307

Theme: The Relation Between Text and Social Reality: Interdisciplinary Perspectives on the Achaemenid Period

1:00  Tamara C. Eskenazi, Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion, Los Angeles, Presiding

1:00  David B. Small, Lehigh University  Texts and Contexts: the Contribution of Classical Greek Archaeology and Anthropology

1:30  Sheila Murnaghan, University of Pennsylvania  The Contribution of Gender Studies of Classical Greek Literature

2:00  Linda B. Bregstein, University of Pennsylvania  The Relation between Text and Social Reality: The Contributions of the Murashia Archive from Achaemenid Nippur (Babylonia)

2:30  Eleanor Ferris Beach, Gustavus Adolphus College  Cultural Relations in the Shephelah and the Northern Negev in the Persian Period: Preliminary Observations from the Tell Halaf Figurines

3:00  Carl S. Ehrlich, Hochschule für Judische Studien, Heidelberg  Ezra, Nehemiah, and the Politics of Differentiation

Room Locator Code: M=Marriott, C=Convention Center. Floor plans and room charts are on pages 342-347.
### A192 History of the Study of Religion Group and Critical Theory and Discourses on Religion Group

**Respondent:**
Dianne M. Bazell, Syracuse University

**A192**

**History of the Study of Religion Group**

1:00pm-3:30pm   C-201B

Tomoko Masuzawa, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, Presiding

Theme: *Religion, Culture and Anomic: A Multidisciplinary Evaluation of Christopher Herbert's Culture and Anomic*

Panelists:
- Henry Abelove, Wesleyan University
- James Boon, Princeton University
- Norman Girardot, Lehigh University
- Kathryn Tanner, University of Chicago

**Respondent:**
Christopher Herbert, Northwestern University

### A193 Platonism and Neoplatonism Group

**A193**

**Platonism and Neoplatonism Group**

1:00pm-3:30pm   C-103C

Willemin Otten, Boston College, Presiding

Theme: *Aphatic Theology and Contemporary Thought*

Louis Dupré, Yale University
*Negative Theology and the Image of God: Tensions and Resolutions in Neoplatonic Philosophy from Platonus to Pseudo-Dionysius*

Adriaan Peperzak, Loyola University, Chicago
*Bonaventure’s Contribution to the Twentieth-Century Debate on Aphatic Theology*

**Respondent:**
David Tracy, University of Chicago

### A194 Religion and Ecology Group

**A194**

**Religion and Ecology Group**

1:00pm-3:30pm   M-401

Donald M. Braxton, Capital University, Presiding

Theme: *Defending Livelihoods: Religious Movements toward Ecological Justice*

Panelists:
- Vikram K. Akula, Osmania University, Hyderabad
- Bob Edwards, Ohio State University
- Heidi Hadsell, McCormick Theological Seminary
- Lois Ann Lorentzen, University of San Francisco
- Bron Raymond Taylor, University of Wisconsin, Oshkosh
- Dan Deudney, University of Pennsylvania

Respondents:
- Anna L. Peterson, University of Florida
- Roger S. Gottlieb, Worster Polytechnic Institute

### A195 Religion and Ethics in Health Care Group

**A195**

**Religion and Ethics in Health Care Group**

1:00pm-3:30pm   M-Salon I

Anita Manuel, Emory University, Presiding

Theme: *The Deserving Us versus the Undeserving Them*

Panelists:
- Richard Gelwick, University of New England
- Charlene A. Galante, Harvard University
- Thomas A. Shannon, Worcester Polytechnic Institute

Business Meeting

Marie J. Giblin, Xavier University, and Anita Manuel, Emory University, Presiding

### A196 Religion in Latin America and the Caribbean Group

**A196**

**Religion in Latin America and the Caribbean Group**

1:00pm-3:30pm   M-410

David Traverzo-Galarza, Baruch College, City University of New York, Presiding

Theme: *Whatever Happened to Liberation Theology*

Panelists:
- Ada Maria Isasi-Díaz, Drew University
- Carmen Julia Bagán, Inter-American University
- Phillip Berryman, Philadelphia, PA
- Lee Cormie, St. Michael’s College

Respondent:
Otto Maduro, Drew University

---

Room Locator Code: Marriott, C = Convention Center. Floor plans and room charts are on pages 342-347.
Narrative Research on the Hebrew Bible Group

1:00pm-3:30pm  M-411

Theme: The "Other"
Ilona N. Rashkow, State University of New York, Stony Brook, Presiding

1:00
Randall C. Bailey, Interdenominational Theological Center
The Women in Samuel: Better Men Than Their Men

1:25
Lillian R. Klein, American University
Introduction, Development and Variations of the Other in Genesis

1:50
David W. Cotter, St. John's University, New York
Outsiders: The Use of Location, Movement and Concentric Structure to Highlight the Autonomy of Female Characters in the Hebrew Bible

2:15
F. V. Greifenhagen, Luther College, University of Regina
"That You May Know That the Lord Makes a Distinction Between Egypt and Israel"—The Plagues and Israelite Identity in the Pentateuch

2:40
W.R. Brookman, University of Minnesota, North Central Bible College
Genesis 24: A Recapitulative Narrative by Abraham's Servant

3:05
Respondent:
Robert Goldenberg, State University of New York, Stony Brook

Pauline Theology Group

1:00pm-2:30pm  M-Salon G

Theme: Retrospective on Romans
Jouette M. Bassler, Perkins School of Theology, Southern Methodist University, Presiding

1:00
Paul J. Achtemeier, Union Theological Seminary in Virginia
A Retrospective on Romans
Response: Leander E. Keck, Yale Divinity School

1:30
Reply: Paul J. Achtemeier
1:40
General Discussion

2:25
Summary of Issues: Jouette M. Bassler
Paul J. Achtemeier's paper is included in SBL 1995 Seminar Papers. It will not be read at the meeting.

Philo of Alexandria Seminar

1:00pm-3:30pm  C-104 B

Theme: Philo and Judaism
David T. Runia, Leiden University, Presiding

1:00
Ellen Birnbaum, Harvard University
What Does Philo Mean by "Seeing God"? Some Methodological Considerations

1:30
James M. Scott, Trinity Western University
Philo and the Restoration of Israel

2:00
Katherine G. Evans, University of Pennsylvania
Alexander the Alabarch: Roman and Jew

2:30
Gregory E. Sterling, University of Notre Dame
Recluse or Representative? Philo and Greek-Speaking Judaism Beyond Alexandria

3:00
Recess

3:05
Business Meeting
Each presenter will offer a five-ten minute précis of her or his paper; the remaining time for each paper will be devoted to discussion. The papers are included in the SBL 1995 Seminar Papers or available from the chair for the cost of reduplication and mailing.
A197 Ritual Studies Group
1:00pm-3:30pm  M-405
Mary McGee, Vassar College, Presiding
Theme: Teaching Ritual: Resources, Methods, and Strategies—An Interactive Panel
Panelists:
Madeline Duntley, College of Wooster
Ronald Grimes, Wilfrid Laurier University
Lawrence A. Hoffman, Hebrew Union College
Janet Walton, Union Theological Seminary, New York

A198 Womanist Approaches to Religion and Society
1:00pm-3:30pm  C-103B
Cheryl Townsend Gilkes, Colby College, Presiding
Theme: The Coded Language and Purposeful Restrictions in Toni Morrison’s Novels and Plenary Address
Cheryl A. Kirk-Duggan, Meredith College
Different Strokes For Different Folks: The Living Texts of Sorors and Sister Gang Members via Morrison’s The Bluest Eye
Colleen Carpenter Cullinan, University of Chicago
This Is Not A Story to Pass On!: The Redemptive Work of Storytelling in Toni Morrison’s Beloved
Diana L. Hayes, Georgetown University
Baby Suggs as a “God-Touched” Woman in Toni Morrison’s Beloved
M. Shawn Copeland, Marquette University
Child’s Play as Empowering Discourse in Song of Solomon
Katie Geneva Cannon, Temple University
The Social Dialect in Toni Morrison’s Jazz
Respondent:
James H. Cone, Union Theological Seminary, New York

A199 Buddhist Relic Veneration Seminar
1:00pm-3:30pm  C-204C
David Germano, University of Virginia, and Kevin Trainor, University of Vermont, Presiding
Theme: Ritual Practices Associated with Relics

A200 Autobiography and Religious Studies Consultation
1:00pm-3:30pm  M-409
John D. Barbour, St. Olaf College, Presiding
Theme: Uses of Autobiography in Religious Studies
Kimberly Rae Connor, Charlottesville, VA
Just My Imagination: The Slave Narrative Tradition and Liberation Theology
Sandra Lee Dixon, University of Denver
Literary Considerations in the Psychological Interpretation of Autobiography: The “Case” of Augustine’s Confessions
Jay Geller, Vanderbilt University
Circumcision and Jewish Women’s Identity: Rahel Varnhagen’s Failed Assimilation
Susan E. Hill, University of Northern Iowa
Trips to the Moon: Imprints of Alienation and Emancipation in Contemporary Autobiographical Writing
Respondent:
Lynn Poland, Davidson College

A201 Reformed Theology and History Consultation
1:00pm-3:30pm  C-103A
William Placher, Wabash College, Presiding
Theme: Do Reformed Understandings of the Atonement Promote Violence and Abuse?
Panelists:
Johanna W.H. van Wijk-Bos, Louisville Presbyterian Theological Seminary
Richard J. Mouw, Fuller Theological Seminary
Douglas Ottati, Union Theological Seminary, Richmond
Kathryn Greene-McCreight, Yale University
### S171 Qumran Section

**1:00pm-3:30pm  C-204 B**

- **1:00** Robert Kugler, Gonzaga University, Presiding
- **1:00** Martin G. Abegg, Jr., Trinity Western University
  - 1QMT 10-19 and 4QBerakhot: Let Us Be Speechless in the Day of Strife
- **1:30** Anders Aschim, The Norwegian Lutheran School of Theology
  - 11QMelch and the “Pesher on the Periods” (4Q180, 4Q181?)
- **2:00** Peter W. Flint, Dead Sea Scrolls Institute, Langley, BC
  - The Prophet Daniel at Qumran
- **2:30** Hannah Harrington, Patten College
  - Purity and Power in the Laws of 4QMMT
- **3:00** Lawrence H. Schiffman, New York University
  - The House of the Laver in the Temple Scroll

### S173 Synoptic Gospels Section

**1:00pm-3:30pm  M-Salon L**

- **1:00** Matti Myllykoski, University of Helsinki
  - Mark 1:14-15—Whose Mission?
- **1:30** Joel Marcus, University of Glasgow
  - Blanks and Gaps in the Markan Parable of the Sower
- **2:00** Steven Cory, University of Chicago
  - “He Meant to Pass Them By” (Mk 6:48): The Aloofness of Jesus in Mark
- **2:30** Kenneth L. Cuikrowski, Bangor Theological Seminary
  - “Blessed is the King”: The Roman Triumph and Jesus’ Triumphal Entry in Luke 19:37-40
- **3:00** Shawn Kelley, Daemen College
  - The First Lukan Convert: The Ethiopian Eunuch or Cornelius?

### S172 Scripture in Early Judaism and Christianity Section

**1:00pm-3:30pm  M-407**

- **1:00** James A. Sanders, School of Theology at Claremont, Presiding
  - The Genealogy of Jesus in Matthew: A Case of Intertextual Rhetoric
- **1:30** Michael R. Greenwald, St. Lawrence University
  - What does Ruth have to do with Rahab? Midrash Ruth Rabba and the Matthean Genealogy of Jesus
- **2:00** Charlotte Fonrobert, University of Washington
  - The Woman with a Blood-Flow (Mark 5:24-34) Revisited: Menstrual Polemics in Christian Feminist Hermeneutics
- **2:30** Deborah Krause, Eden Theological Seminary
  - The One Who Comes Unbinding the Blessing of Judah: Mark 11:1-10 as a Midrash on Zechariah 9:9, Genesis 49:11, and Psalm 118:25
- **3:00** J. Ross Wagner, Duke University

### S174 Ascetic Impulse in Religious Life and Culture Group (=A212)

**3:45pm-6:15pm  M-401**

- **3:45** George Weckman, Ohio State University
- **4:15** Linda Bennett-Elder, Valdosta State University
- **4:45** Daniel R. Gold, Cornell University
- **5:15** Lorine M. Getz, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
- **5:45** General discussion
- **6:00** Break
- **6:05** Business Meeting
A202 Religion and Disability Studies Consultation
1:00pm-3:30pm M-303

Nancy L. Eiesland, Emory University, Presiding

Theme: People with Disabilities and Religious Constructions of Theodicy and Tragedy

Hector Avalos, Iowa State University
"Disability" in Ancient Religions and Societies

A. Vereene Parnell, Drew University
The Body of God at Risk: Ecclesiology and AIDS

Sharon V. Betcher, Drew University
Abject Authority: Traversing the Tears in a Tragic Nature

Respondent:
Adele McCollum, Montclair State University
Business meeting

Nancy L. Eiesland, Emory University, Presiding

A203 AAR Continuum Arts Series
Film: Eat Drink Man Woman
Sponsored by the Committee on International Connections

1:00pm-3:30pm M-304

Jann Cather Weaver, Yale University, will introduce the film and lead a discussion following the screening.

See page 10 for a description of the film.

A204 Special Topics Forum
Sponsored by the Committee on the Status of Racial and Ethnic Minorities in the Profession

3:45pm-6:15pm M-Salon E

Carolyn M. Jones, Louisiana State University, Presiding

Theme: The Curriculum of Diversity

Charles H. Long, University of California, Santa Barbara
What Is "Religion" in "Religious Studies"?

Inés M. Talamantez, University of California, Santa Barbara
The Development of a Multicultural Curriculum: Four Critical Elements

David Carrasco, Princeton University
The Republic of Dreams: The History of Religions and a Diverse Curriculum

Delores S. Williams, Union Theological Seminary, New York
Power and Curriculum Design: The Challenge of Black Women

Respondent:
Rita Nakashima Brock, Hamline University
See page 8 for a description.

A205 Arts, Literature and Religion Section
3:45pm-6:15pm M-Salon D

Julia M. Hardy, Hobart and William Smith Colleges, Presiding

Theme: Performance, Liberation, and Religion

Alan D. Hodder, Hampshire College
A Theatre of the Word: Catharsis and Conversion in the New England Sermon

Paul A. H. Babits, Yale University
Divine Happenings: Special Revelation as Aesthetic Phenomenon

Lisa M. Ebert, Emory University
God Needs One More Victim: Christian Theology in the Music of Tori Amos

Maria Tattu Bowen, Graduate Theological Union
The Body Alive with Desire: Suffering and Love in the Poems of Mirabai

Roger A. Badham, Drew University
The Religious Symbolism of Benjamin Britten's War Requiem

Respondent:
Bjorn Krondorfer, St. Mary's College of Maryland

A206 Buddhism Section
3:45pm-6:15pm C-204A

Mathieu Boisvert, Université du Québec, Montréal, Presiding

Theme: Institutions of Learning: Learning Institutions

Kate Blackstone, McMaster University
Darning the Dharma: Opposition to the Feminine in Early Buddhist Self-Identity

Mavis L. Finn, McMaster University
Protecting the Body of the Buddha: A Study in Holiness/Wholeness

James Mullens, University of Saskatchewan
Embodying the Paradoxes: Role-Types in the Bodhisattvabhumi and Its Use at Nalanda Mahavihara
S175  Biblical Law Group
3:45pm-6:15pm   C-106 A & B

Dale Patrick, Drake University, Presiding

3:45  Christine E. Hayes, Princeton University
      The Impurity of Gentiles in Biblical Law and Late Antique Judaism

4:10  Richard E. Averbeck, Trinity Evangelical Divinity School
      The Form-Critical, Literary, and Ritual Unity of Exodus 19:3-24:11

4:35  F. Rachel Magdalene, University of Denver/Iliff School of Theology
      The Phenomenology of Contract Law in Ancient Israel: On Contracts and Covenants

5:00  Recess

5:10  Baruch J. Schwartz, Tel Aviv University
      Profane Slaughter and the Integrity of the Priestly Code

5:35  Michael O. Wise, The Oriental Institute, University of Chicago
      A Study of the Aramaic Chronograph 4Q559

6:00  Business Meeting

Each presenter will summarize his or her paper at this session in order to maximize the time available for discussion. Accordingly, those interested should order the papers in advance by sending $7.50 for one set or $10 for both sets ($10/$15 for overseas mailing), covering the Group's two sessions, to the Secretary: Prof. Victor H. Matthews, Department of Religious Studies, Southwest Missouri State University, Springfield, MO 65804.

S176  Christian Theology and the Bible Consultation
3:45pm-6:15pm   C-103 A

Theme: Justification and Justice

3:45  Introduction

Co-Chairs: Ulrich W. Mauser, Princeton Theological Seminary, Presiding
Klyne Snodgrass, North Park Theological Seminary, Presiding

3:55  Kathryn Tanner, University of Chicago Divinity School
        Justification and Justice in a Theology of Grace

4:25  Donald E. Gowan, Pittsburgh Theological Seminary
        Justice and the Helpless

4:55  Recess

5:05  John Reumann, Lutheran Theological Seminary, Philadelphia
        Justification and Justice in the New Testament

5:35  Discussion

S177  Chronicles-Ezra-Nehemiah Section
3:45pm-6:15pm   C-204 B

Theme: Sara Japhet's I & II Chronicles: Assessments and Response

M. Patrick Graham, Emory University, Presiding

3:45  Ralph W. Klein, Lutheran School of Theology, Chicago
        Review of Japhet's I & II Chronicles

4:15  Gary N. Knoppers, Pennsylvania State University
        Review of Japhet's I & II Chronicles

4:45  Tamara C. Eskenzai, Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion, Los Angeles
        The Impact of Japhet's Work on Ezra-Nehemiah Scholarship

5:15  Recess

5:25  Response: Sara Japhet, The Hebrew University, Jerusalem

5:55  General Discussion
AAR MONDAY AFTERNOON NOVEMBER 20

Eric Reinders, University of California, Santa Barbara
Embodying the Institution: the Discipline of Newly Ordained Monks in Medieval China
Respondent:
Richard P. Hayes, McGill University

A207 History of Christianity Section
3:45pm-6:15pm C-201C
Teresa M. Shaw, Claremont Graduate School, Presiding
Theme: Piety and Self-Definition in Late Antiquity
Amanda Berry Wylie, Elizabeth, NJ
They've Gone Country: Popular Music and Christian Piety in Late Antiquity
Georgia Frank, Colgate University
Seeing the Scriptures: Vision and Memory in Late Antique Pilgrims' Writings
Derek Krueger, University of North Carolina, Greensboro
The Composing of Hagiography as a Devotional Exercise in Late Antiquity
Douglas Burton-Christie, Loyola Marymount University
Oral Culture and Popular Piety in Early Egyptian Monasticism
James A. Francis, University of Kentucky
Piety and Personification in the Second through Fourth Centuries
Respondent:
Richard Valantasis, St. Louis University

A208 North American Religions Section
3:45pm-6:15pm C-105B
David G. Hackett, University of Florida, Presiding
Theme: The Author's Voice and the Study of North American Religions
Panelists:
Mark A. Noll, Wheaton College
Robert A. Orsi, Indiana University, Bloomington
Albert J. Raboteau, Princeton University
Karen McCarthy Brown, Drew University

A209 Religion in South Asia Section
3:45pm-6:15pm C-102A
Theme: Portraits of Gender in Early India: Women, Ritual, and Vedic Authority
Timothy Lubin, Harvard University, Presiding
Mary McGee, Vassar College
Ritual Rights: The Gender Implications of Adhikara in Hindu Traditions
Stephanie Jamison, Harvard University
Autonomy, Gift-Giving, and Women's Religious Roles in Ancient India
Ellison Banks Findly, Trinity College
Women and the Practice of Giving: The Housemistress oven Door as a Vedic and Buddhist Paradigm
Laurie L. Patton, Bard College
Mantras and Miscarriage: Controlling Birth in the Late Vedic Period
Respondent:
Katherine K. Young, McGill University

A210 Study of Judaism Section
3:45pm-6:15pm C-201A
L. Gregory Jones, Loyola College, Presiding
Theme: Trinitarian Thinking and Its Implications for Jewish and Christian Theology
Robert Cathey, Monmouth College
From the Tri-Logic of God-Talk to Trinitarian Doctrine in Opening for Jewish-Christian Dialogue
Steven J. McMichael, St. Louis University
"The Jew Strives to Prove That the Gospel Law Is Not from God Because It Posits a Trinity of Divine Persons": Alfarabi Espina's Rebutil to the Jews in his Foraltitum Fidel
Elliot R. Wolfson, New York University
Trinitarian Structures in Kabbalistic Symbolism
Peter Ochs, Drew University
Tri-logicality in Jewish and Christian Philosophic Theology

A211 Afro-American Religious History Group
Reception and Tour, 5:00pm - 7:00pm
The Director of the Library Company of Philadelphia invites members of the Afro-American Religious History Group to attend a reception and tour of the Library Company of Philadelphia located at 1314 Locust Street (four short blocks from the Marriott). A Tour of the Library Company is of special interest since it contains an extensive collection of materials relating to Afro-American Religious History.
**Early Jewish/Christian Relations Group**

3:45pm-6:15pm   M-Salon I

Claudia Setzer, Manhattan College, Presiding
Gary Gilbert, Association of Theological Schools

Dietmar Neufeld, University of British Columbia
The Role of the Synagogue in Jewish/Christian Conflict in the First Century CE

Ruth Clements, Harvard Divinity School
Origen the Exegete and the Development of Jewish-Christian Disputation in Third Century Cæsarea

Naomi Koltun-Fromm, Tulane University
Marriage or Celibacy, Which Does God Prefer? A Jewish-Christian Conversation in Fourth Century Persian Mesopotamia

Shoshana S. Brown-Gutoff, Jewish Theological Seminary of America
Haggling over the Covenant

**Folklore and the Hebrew Bible Consultation**

3:45pm-6:15pm   M-Salon L

Susan Niditch, Amherst College, Presiding
Dan Ben-Amos, University of Pennsylvania
Ethnographic Experience as a Biblical Interpreter

Respondents:
Gary A. Anderson, University of Virginia
Robert R. Wilson, Yale University
Peter Machinist, Harvard University
Robert C. Culley, McGill University

General Discussion

**Hellenistic Judaism**

3:45pm-6:15pm   M-Salon J

Theme: Boundaries and Cultural Conflict
Benjamin G. Wright, Presiding
David A. deSilva, Emory University
The Wisdom of Ben Sira: Honor, Shame and the Maintenance of Minority Cultural Values

W. Edward Glenny, Central Seminary, Minneapolis
Aristaeas to Philocrates: A Polemic for a Universal Patidaea

Shelly A. Matthews, Harvard Divinity School
Poppaea Sabina and Other Imperial Women Benefactors in the Antiquities

**MONDAY AFTERNOON NOVEMBER 20**

4:30   Christopher A. Stanley, McKendree College
Ethnic Conflict Between “Jews” and “Greeks” in the Greco-Roman Era

4:45   Discussion

5:25   Business Meeting

**Intertextuality in Christian Apocrypha Seminar**

3:45pm-6:15pm   M-Salon C

Theme: Intertextuality in the Development of the Kerygma
Christine M. Thomas, Harvard University, Society of Fellows, Presiding

3:45   Helmut Koester, Harvard Divinity School
The Development of the Passion Narrative

4:05   Respondent: Susan Schaeffer, Episcopal Diocese of New York

4:15   John Dominic Crossan, Chicago, Illinois

4:35   Respondent: Ellen Bradshaw Attkin, Harvard Divinity School

5:45   General Discussion

4:55   Recess

5:00   David R. Cartlidge, Maryville College
The Art of the Passion Narrative, The Gospels of Nicodemus and Peter

5:45   F. Stanley Jones, California State University, Long Beach

The paper by F. Stanley Jones is included in the SBL 1995 Seminar Papers and will be summarized briefly.
A212 Ascetic Impulse in Religious Life and Culture Group

3:45pm-6:15pm  M-401

Gail Corrington Street, Rhodes College, Presiding
Theme: Panel discussion of Asceticism, edited by Richard Valantasis and Vincent L. Wimbush
Panelists:
George Weckman, Ohio University
Linda Bennett-Elder, Valdosta State University
Daniel R. Gold, Cornell University
Lorine M. Getz, University of North Carolina, Charlotte
Break
Business Meeting

A213 Church-State Studies Group

3:45pm-6:15pm  M-407

James McBride, Fordham University, Presiding
Theme: Religious Activities in Public Universities: The University of Virginia Case
Panelists:
Dena S. Davis, Cleveland-Marshall College of Law
David L. Gregory, St. John's University
Mitchell A. Tyner, Silver Spring, MD

A214 Confucian Traditions Group

3:45pm-6:15pm  M-403

Rodney Taylor, University of Colorado, Boulder, Presiding
Theme: The Confucian Body
Edward Y. J. Chung, University of Prince Edward Island
Yi Yulgok on the Neo-Confucian Understanding of Body, Mind, and Good-Evil
Jennifer Oldstone-Moore, Augustana College
To Create and Save the Nation: Cultivation and Control of the Body in the New Life Movement

A215 Feminist Theory and Religious Reflection Group

3:45pm-6:15pm  C-203A

Susan St. Ville, St. Lawrence University, Presiding
Theme: Identities and Differences II
Sheila Hassell Hughes, Emory University
Bridging Bodies of Work: A Critical Reflection on Poetry in and Feminist Theology
Gail Stearns Moody, Washington State University
Challenges of Anti-Essentialism for Feminist Ethical Theory
Kathy Rudy, Duke University
Queer Theory, Feminism and the Church
Respondent:
Ellen T. Armour, Rhodes College

A216 Hispanic American Religion, Culture, and Society Group

3:45pm-6:15pm  M-405

Luis G. Pedraja, Southern Methodist University, Presiding
Theme: Ecumenism and Ritual as a Beginning for Hispanic Theological Reflection
Panelists:
Luis Leon, University of California, Santa Barbara
David Traverzo-Galarza, Baruch College, City University of New York
Jose D. Rodriguez, Lutheran School of Theology at Chicago
Respondents:
Daisy L. Machado, Texas Christian University
Francisco Garcia-Treto, Trinity University

A217 History of the Study of Religion Group

3:45pm-6:15pm  M-412

Craig A. Phillips, Temple University, Presiding
Theme: Where Has Religion Come from?: Nineteenth-Century Evolutionary Theories of Religion
Arthur McCalla, University of Toronto
Evolution and the Study of Religion in the Early Nineteenth-Century
Israelite and Canaanite Religion Section
3:45pm-6:15pm M-Salon B
Theme: Magic and Divination in Ancient Israel: Five Case Studies
Susan Ackerman, Dartmouth College, Presiding
3:45
Joel Sweek, University of Chicago
The Political Location of Dreams and Dreaming in the Ancient Near East
4:10
Hector Avalos, Iowa State University
Magic, Divination, and the Conflict over Consultation Options in Israelite Health Care
4:35
Hendrik L. Bosman, University of Stellenbosch
Divination, Ancestral Worship and Prophets: Prophecy as Deuteronomic Alternative to Divination in Deut 18:9-22
5:00
Brian B. Schmidt, University of Michigan
On 'Performing' a Sacred Verdict: Numbers 5:11-31
5:25
Timothy J. La Vallée, University of Michigan
The Dead Know Nothing: The Context of Israel's Response to Necromantic Divination
5:50
Respondent: Frederick H. Cryer, University of Copenhagen
6:05
General Discussion

Linguistics and Biblical Hebrew Section
3:45pm-5:45  M-305
Douglas M. Gropp, Catholic University of America, Presiding
3:45
Saul Levin, State University of New York, Binghamton
The Hebrew 'Converted Perfect' in a Past Setting, and the Perfect in a Present Setting
4:10
Randall Buth, United Bible Societies, N’djamena, Chad
The Verbless Clause in Biblical Hebrew
4:35
Recess
4:40
Cynthia L. Miller, North Carolina State University
Waw as a Discourse Marker in Biblical Hebrew Dialogue
5:05
Jan H. Kroeze, Potchefstroom University for Christian Higher Education
Semantic Relations in Construct Phrases of Biblical Hebrew:
A Functional Approach
5:30
Business Meeting

Nag Hammadi and Gnosticism Section
3:45pm-6:45pm C-202 B
Theme: 50th Anniversary of the Discovery of the Nag Hammadi Library: Past and Present Research on the Nag Hammadi Texts
Michael A. Williams, University of Washington, Presiding
3:45
Edwin M. Yamauchi, Miami University
The Issue of Pre-Christian Gnosticism Reviewed in the Light of the Nag Hammadi Texts
4:10
Discussion
4:15
Douglas M. Parrott, University of California, Riverside
Early Gnostic Sethian Spirituality
4:40
Discussion
4:45
Stephen Emmel, Yale University
Religious Tradition, Textual Transmission, and the Nag Hammadi Codices
5:10
Discussion
5:15
Birger A. Pearson, University of California, Santa Barbara
The Coptic Gnostic Library Edition of Nag Hammadi Codex VII
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S184 Literary Aspects of the Gospels and Acts Group
3:45pm-6:15pm C-104 B
Theme: Teaching Feminist Literary Criticism
Janice Capel Anderson, University of Idaho, Presiding
3:45
Panelists:
Joanna Dewey, Episcopal Divinity School
Carol Schersten LaHurd, University of St. Thomas, St. Paul
Elizabeth Struthers Malbon, Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University
Stephen D. Moore, Wichita State University
4:45
Recess
4:50
Discussion by Members of the Group
5:20
General Discussion
5:50
Business Meeting

Room Locator Code: M-Marriott, CoConvention Center. Floor plans and room charts are on pages 342-347.
Tim Murphy, University of California, Santa Cruz
The Concept Entwicklun in German
Religionswissenschaft: Before and after Darwin
John P. Burris, Jr., University of California, Santa Barbara
Darwin’s Great Cultural Exhibition: Scientific Revolution or Cultural Mythos?
Carol E. B. Choksy, Indianapolis, IN
Darwin’s Theory of Religion
Respondent: Winston Davis, Washington and Lee University

A218 Religion and Ecology Group
3:45pm-6:15pm M-304
Rachel Fell McDermott, Barnard College, and Anthony B. Pinn, Macalester College, Presiding
Theme: Ecological Challenges: The Problem of Evil in Comparative Perspective
Panelists:
Michael Berenbaum, Washington, DC
William R. Jones, Florida State University
Jay McDaniel, Hendrix College
Terrence Tilley, University of Dayton
David R. Kinsley, McMaster University
Irene T. Bloom, Barnard College
Cheryl A. Kirk-Duggan, Meredith College
Business Meeting
Carol J. Adams, Richardson, Texas, and David Landis Barnhill, Guilford College, Presiding

A219 Schleiermacher Group
3:45pm-6:15pm C-202A
Paul E. Capetz, United Theological Seminary, Presiding
Theme: Theological Contributions as a Reformed Theologian
E. Quinn Fox, Vanderbilt University
Continuity in the Reformed Tradition: Brian Gerrish’s Work on Schleiermacher

A220 Systematic Theology Group
3:45pm-6:15pm C-103C
Philip Clayton, California State University, Sonoma, Presiding
Theme: Toward a Contemporary Christology: Constructive Proposals
Mark A. McIntosh, Loyola University, Chicago
The Darkness That Illumines: Mystical Theology and the Incarnation
Stephen L. Stell, Austin College
A Spirit Christology
Cynthia L. Rigby, Austin Presbyterian Theological Seminary
“The Real Word Really Became Real Flesh”: Toward a Feminist Incarnational Christology
Alister McGrath, Oxford University and Regent College
Christology and the Reconstruction of Christian Systematic Theology

A221 Religion and Film Consultation
3:45pm-6:15pm C-107B
Leonard Norman Primiano, Cabrini College, Presiding
Theme: Doubling Up or Doubling Over?: Mimesis and Border Crossings in Popular Film
Erin Addison, Hollins College
Passing for Nothing: Cultural Borders in The Sheltering Sky
Discussion

Hans-Martin Schenke, Humboldt University, Berlin
The Work of the Berliner Arbeitskreis: Past, Present, and Future

Discussion

Andrew L. Molinar, Marquette University
The Acts of Peter and the Twelve Apostles: A Reconsideration of the Source Question

Discussion

The Annual Meeting’s recognition of the 50th Anniversary of the Discovery of the Nag Hammadi Library includes 3 sessions of the Nag Hammadi and Gnosticism Section, a joint session with the Thomas Christianity Consultation, a plenary address by James M. Robinson, a reception hosted by E.J. Brill, and two pre-Annual Meeting seminars held at Haverford College on Friday, Nov. 17 (contact Prof. Anne McGuire [amcguire@haverford.edu] for details).

The abstracts for the pre-meeting seminars are listed as S215 and S216 in the Book of Abstracts.

S186 National Association of Professors of Hebrew

3:45pm-6:45pm M-Salon K

Theme: Teaching the Dead Sea Scrolls to Intermediate Hebrew Students

Panelists:
- Pamela J. Scalise, Fuller Theological Seminary, Seattle, Presiding
- Donald W. Perry, Brigham Young University
- Keith N. Shoville, University of Wisconsin, Madison
- James C. Vanderkam, University of Notre Dame
- Tamar Zewi, Haifa University

Similar Syntactical Roles of inuma in El-Amarna and Hineh, Ve-Hineh, and Hen in Biblical Hebrew

J. Gordon Harris, North American Baptist Seminary, Presiding

Post-Session Meeting of Officers and Advisory Council

S187 Psychology and Biblical Studies Group

3:45pm-6:15pm C-104 A

Theme: Psychological Models for Biblical Interpretation

Wayne G. Rollins, Assumption College, Presiding

Martin J. Buss, Emory University
The Social Psychology of Prophecy

S188 Qumran Section

3:45pm-6:15pm C-203 B

3:45
- Russell Fuller, University of San Diego, Presiding
- John Kampen, Payne Theological Seminary
  A Prolegomenon to a Social History of the Essene Movement

4:15
- Lester L. Grabbe, University of Hull
  4QMMT and First-Century Jewish Society

4:45
- Paul Garret, Concordia University
  Cave 4 Manuscript Parallels to 1QS 5.1-7
-- Robert A. Kugler, Gonzaga University
  The Place of the Priesthood at Qumran: A Proposal for a New Approach to the Question
-- Gregory L. Doudna, Marylhurst College
  Radiocarbon Testing and Dating of Dead Sea Manuscripts

S189 Redaction Criticism and the Two Gospel Hypothesis Group

3:45pm-6:45pm M-Salon A

Philip L. Shuler, McMurry University, Presiding

Allan James McNicol, Institute for Christian Studies, Austin, TX

4:00
- Respondent: J. Bradley Chance, William Jewell College
  General Seminar Discussion

4:15
- David L. Dungan, University of Tennessee, Knoxville

4:45
- Respondent: Darrell L. Bock, Dallas Theological Seminary

Room Locator Code: M-Marriott, G-Convention Center. Floor plans and room charts are on pages 342-347.
A222 Tantric Studies Seminar
3:45pm-6:15pm  C-204C
Charles D. Orzech, University of North Carolina, Greensboro, Presiding
Theme: Studying Tantric Traditions: Indigenous Terminology and Scholarly Categories
D. Dennis Hudson, Smith College
Five Categories of Bhagavatas
Donald S. Lopez, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
Tantra: the Definition Problem
William Bodiford, University of California, Los Angeles
Zen as Esoteric Buddhism
Respondents:
William K. Mahony, Davidson College
David Gardiner, Simpson College

A223 AAR Annual Business Meeting
6:30pm-7:00pm  M-310
Peter J. Paris, Princeton Theological Seminary, Presiding

A224 Plenary Address
The Association of Theological Schools in the United States and Canada Lecture Series
7:00pm-8:00pm  M-Salon G & H
James L. Waits, Executive Director, Association of Theological Schools in the United States and Canada, Presiding
Martin E. Marty, University of Chicago
The Modes of Being, Doing, Teaching, and Discovering: The Contexts of Theological Schools and Religious Studies Departments
The AAR gratefully acknowledges the Association of Theological Schools in the United States and Canada, whose support makes this address possible.

A225 AAR Continuum Arts Series
Film: Daughters of the Dust
8:30pm-10:30pm  M-304
Greta Edwards-Anthony, Cambridge, MA, will introduce the film and lead a discussion following the screening.
See page 9 for a description of the film.

A226 Reception for Program Unit Chairs and Steering Committee Members
9:00pm-11:00pm  M-Suite 2147 (21st floor)
AAR program unit chairs and steering committee members are invited to a reception in their honor hosted by the Program Committee.
Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible Section

3:45pm-5:45pm M-310

Theme: The Biblical Manuscripts from Cave 4, Qumran

Sidnie White Crawford, Albright College, Presiding


Panelists:
Frank Moore Cross, Harvard University
Emanuel Tov, Hebrew University, Jerusalem
James Sanders, The Ancient Biblical Manuscript Center, Claremont

4:45 Respondent: Eugene C. Ulrich, University of Notre Dame

5:05 General Discussion

Bible in Africa, Asia, and Latin America Series

8:00pm-10:00pm C-103 A

David J. Lull, Atlanta, GA, Presiding

Kwok Pui-lan, Episcopal Divinity School
Discovering the Bible in the Non-Biblical World: The Journey Continues
A227 Academic Teaching and the Study of Religion Section
9:00am-11:30am  M-408
Christine M. Bochen, Nazareth College, Presiding
Theme: Thinking, Writing and Imagining: How the Mind Works in the Study of Religion
Marsha Mihok, New York University
Teaching the Introductory Course with a Focus on Critical Thinking and Critical Writing
Richard Penaskovic, Auburn University
The Use of Problem-Solving in Religious Studies
Laurie McRobert, Thomas More Institute
Cyberspace vs. the Iconic Imagination
Halina Grzymala-Moszczynska, Jagiellonian University, Krakow
Cross-Cultural Psychology of Religion
Margaret Craddock Huff, Northeastern University
Broke, Tired and Overextended

A228 Buddhism Section
9:00am-11:30am  M-Salon K
Charles Hallisey, Harvard University, Presiding
Theme: Conventional Reality in Mahāyāna Buddhism
Elena F. Hansen, Harvard University
Mapping Reality: The Two Truths and Three Natures in Early Yogācāra Thought
Sara L. McClintock, Harvard University
Knowing the Unreal: Mahāyāna Approaches to the Buddha's Omniscience
John D. Dunne, Harvard University
Obsessions and Holy Truths: The Ultimate as Conventional in Dharmakirti
Stephen L. Jenkins, Harvard University
Compassion and Emptiness in Indian Buddhist Literature
Respondent:
John J. Makransky, Boston College

A229 Comparative Studies in Religion Section
9:00am-11:30am  M-Salon D
Kimberly C. Patton, Harvard University, Presiding
Theme: The Comparative Study of Religion: Contemporary Challenges and Responses
Panelists:
Malcolm David Eckel, Boston University
Jonathan R. Herman, St. Lawrence University
William E. Paden, University of Vermont
Lawrence E. Sullivan, Harvard University
David G. White, University of Virginia
Respondent:
Benjamin C. Ray, University of Virginia

A230 Ethics Section
9:00am-11:30am  M-407
Fred Glennon, Le Moyne College, Presiding
Theme: Ethics of State Sovereignty in the Global Context
Stephen B. Scharper, University of Notre Dame, and Hilary Cunningham, University of Notre Dame
The Global Economy as a Moral Economy: Locating Religious Voices in the Globalization Discourse
William F. Felice, Rhodes College
Moral Obligation, Law and the U.N.'s Right to Development
David W. Haddorff, St. John's University
The Market-as-State and the Subversive Power of Democracy: Restorative Business and Our Ecological Future
Jerome P. Soneson, University of Northern Iowa
The Need for Public Theology: Beyond Merely Moral Justification for the State in Our New Global Culture
**SBL Program Unit Chairs' Breakfast**
7:00am-8:45am  M-Salon H
Carol A. Newsom, Candler School of Theology, Emory University, Presiding

---
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**S195** Bible Translation Group
9:00am-11:30am  M-409
Theme: Ideology and Bible Translation
Harold P. Scanlin, United Bible Societies, Presiding
9:00 James A. Sanders, Ancient Biblical Manuscript Center, Claremont
The Hermeneutics of Translation
9:30 Roger Bullard, Wilson, NC
Recognizing and Translating Biblical Humor
10:00 Jan de Waard, United Bible Societies
Ideological Aspects in the Renderings of the LXX of Proverbs
10:30 Julian Sheffield, Union Theological Seminary, New York
Amos 3: A Translation After the Principles of Martin Buber and Franz Rosenzweig
11:00 General Discussion
11:15 Business Meeting

---

**S196** Chronicles-Ezra-Nehemiah Section
9:00am-11:30am  M-310
William M. Schniedewind, University of California, Los Angeles, Presiding
9:00 Joachim L. W. Schaper, Clare College, University of Cambridge
The Administrative Function of the Jerusalem Temple in the Times of Ezra and Nehemiah
9:30 Peter Ross Bedford, Edith Cowan University
Identity Through History in Ezra-Nehemiah
10:00 Rolf Rendtorff, University of Heidelberg
Nehemiah 9—An Important Witness of Theological Reflection
10:30 Howard R. Macy, George Fox College
Scolding at the Prophets: The Significance of Heeding the Prophets in Chronicles
11:00 David A. Glatt, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev
The Role of Huldah's Prophecy in the Chronicler's Portrayal of Josiah's Reform

---

**S197** Ezekiel Consultation
9:00am-11:00am  M-306
Margaret S. Odell, St. Olaf College, Presiding
9:00 Julie Galambush, College of William & Mary
The Elusive Identity of Gog
9:24 John T. Strong, Southwest Missouri State University
The Theological Foundation of Ezekiel's Prophecies
9:48 Marijtte Odendaal, Princeton Theological Seminary
YHWH as King in Ezekiel
10:12 Beth A. Bidlack, Boston University
The Use of Figurative Language in Ezekiel 32:1-16
10:36 Steven S. Tuell, Randolph-Macon College
"The Rod Has Blossomed": The Condemnation of the Jerusalem Priesthood in Ezekiel 7:10

---

**S198** Feminist Theological Hermeneutics of the Bible Group
9:00am-11:30am  C-203 B
Theme: The Centennial of The Woman's Bible: Feminist Perspectives on Bible Translating
Richard D. Weis, New Brunswick Theological Seminary, Presiding
9:00 Adrien J. Bledstein, Chicago, IL
A Royal Priestess: Implications of a Costume for Feminist Hermeneutics
9:30 Panel: Feminist Perspectives on Bible Translating
Panelists:
Marcia L. Falk, University of California, Berkeley
Cheryl Townsend Gilkes, Colby College
Tina Pippin, Agnes Scott College
Burton Throckmorton, Bangor Theological Seminary
10:30 General Discussion
11:00 Break
11:05 Business Meeting: Discussion of Future Directions

---

Room Locator Code: McMarriott, C-Convention Center. Floor plans and room charts are on pages 342-347.
A233 Religion and the Social Sciences Section and Feminist Theory and Religious Reflection Group
9:00am-11:30am  C-201C
Susan E. Shapiro, Columbia University, Presiding
Theme: Disciplining Jewishness: Identity/Identification/Difference
Panelists:
Sara R. Horowitz, University of Delaware
Elizabeth Wiesen, Columbia University
Miriam Peskowitz, University of Florida
Ann Pellegrini, Barnard College
Daniel Boyarin, University of California, Berkeley
Naomi Scheman, University of Minnesota
Respondents:
Natalie Boymel Kampen, Barnard College
Laura Levitt, Temple University

A234 Study of Judaism Section and Study of Islam Section
9:00am-11:30am  M-307
Fred Astren, University of North Carolina, Wilmington, Presiding
Theme: Facing the Other: Judaism and Islam in Conflict and Dialogue
Mahmud Ayoub, Temple University
Holy War in Judaism and Islam
Jeremy Milgrom, Jerusalem
Holy War in Judaism and Islam
Jeffrey T. Kenney, Indiana University-Purdue University, Indianapolis
Exceeding the Proper Limits: Jews and Kharijites in Islamist Interpretations of Religious Extremism
Mehnaz M. Afridi, Syracuse University
A Meeting in Paris?: Exile and Exchange in the Writings of Naquib Mahfouz and Edmond Jabès
Folklore and the Hebrew Bible Consultation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker/Subject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:00am</td>
<td>Peggy Lynne Day, University of Winnipeg, Presiding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30am</td>
<td>Michael D. Coogan, Stonehill College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00am</td>
<td>Ronald S. Hendel, Southern Methodist University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00am</td>
<td>Susan Niditch, Amherst College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30am</td>
<td>Athalya Brenner, Catholic University of Nijmegen/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Technion, Haifa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00am</td>
<td>Respondent: Margaret A. Mills, University of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ASOR/SBL Hebrew Bible, History and Archaeology Section (=ASOR28)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker/Subject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:00am</td>
<td>Diana Edelman, James Madison University, Presiding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00am</td>
<td>Nili Sacher Fox, University of Pennsylvania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30am</td>
<td>Paul S. Ash, Emory University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00am</td>
<td>Norma Franklin, Tel Aviv University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00am</td>
<td>Carey Ellen Walsh, Harvard University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00am</td>
<td>Itzhaq Beit-Arieh, Tel Aviv University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hellenistic Moral Philosophy and Early Christianity Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker/Subject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:00am</td>
<td>Stanley K. Stowers, Brown University, Presiding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00am</td>
<td>David L. Balch, Brite Divinity School, Texas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Christian University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00am</td>
<td>Diskin Clay, Duke University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00am</td>
<td>Kate Cooper, University of Manchester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00am</td>
<td>Troels Engberg-Pedersen, Copenhagen University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00am</td>
<td>Benjamin Fiore, Canisius College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00am</td>
<td>John T. Fitzgerald, University of Miami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00am</td>
<td>David E. Fredrickson, Luther Northwestern Theological Seminary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00am</td>
<td>Clarence E. Glad, University of Iceland, Reykjavik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00am</td>
<td>Pamela Gordon, University of Kansas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00am</td>
<td>Glenn S. Holland, Allegheny College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00am</td>
<td>David Konstan, Brown University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00am</td>
<td>Alan C. Mitchell, Georgetown University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00am</td>
<td>David Sider, Fordham University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00am</td>
<td>Gregory E. Sterling, University of Notre Dame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00am</td>
<td>Johan C. Thom, University of Stellenbosch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00am</td>
<td>Fika J. van Rensburg, Potchefstroom University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00am</td>
<td>South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00am</td>
<td>James Ware, University of Evansville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00am</td>
<td>L. Michael White, Oberlin College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00am</td>
<td>Richard A. Wright, Philadelphia, PA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**A235** Women and Religion Section  
9:00am-11:30am  M-Salon I  
Flora A. Keshgogian, Brown University, Presiding  
Theme: The Feminist Politics of Discourse  
Laura H. Hobgood, Saint Louis University  
Michelle Lelwica, Harvard University  
From Superstition to Enlightenment to the Race for Pure Consciousness: Anti-Religious Currents in Academic and Popular Feminist Discourse  
Janet L. Jacobs, University of Colorado, Boulder  
Secrecy and Resistance: The Role of Latina Women in Crypto-Jewish Culture

**A236** History of the Study of Religion Group  
9:00am-11:30am  M-404  
Randall Styers, Duke University, Presiding  
Theme: Where is Religion Going? Twentieth-Century Evolutionary Theories of Religion  
Mark A. Hadley, Brown University  
The Evolutionary Fitness of Religious Consciousness  
Elizabeth McKeown, Georgetown University  
Was Adam a Primitive Man?  
Robert Segal, Lancaster University  
Bellah’s Revival of Evolutionary Theory  
Respondent:  
Michael H. Barnes, University of Dayton  
Business Meeting  
Thomas Ryba, University of Notre Dame and Purdue University, Presiding

**A237** Kierkegaard, Religion, and Culture Group  
9:00am-11:30am  M-304  
Sylvia Walsh, Stetson University, Presiding  
Theme: Communication: Indirection and Misdirection  
Helene Tallon Russell, Claremont Graduate School  
Kierkegaard the Film Maker  
Laura Lyn Inglis, Buena Vista College, and Peter K. Steinfeld, Buena Vista College  
A Dialectical Trick by Which Kierkegaard Might Become a Feminist  
David Kangas, Yale University  
Indirect Communication, Postmodernism and Apophatic Theology  
Respondent:  
Charles L. Cregan, North Carolina Wesleyan College

**A238** Korean Religions Group and Theology and Religious Reflection Section  
9:00am-11:30am  M-305  
Rita Nakashima Brock, Hamline University, Presiding  
Theme: Responses to Jung Young Lee’s Marginality: The Key to Multicultural Theology  
Panelists:  
Mark McClain Taylor, Princeton Theological Seminary  
Will Coleman, Columbia Theological Seminary  
Anselm Kyongsuk Min, Claremont Graduate School  
Otto A. Maduro, Drew University  
Jung Ha Kim, Georgia State University  
Hearn Chun, McCormick Theological Seminary  
Respondent:  
Jung Young Lee, Drew University
Johannine Literature Section
9:00am-11:30am M-Salon L
Adele Reinhartz, McMaster University, Presiding
9:00
Kyoshin Ahn, Vanderbilt University
The Johannine Passion Narrative and the Genre of Exitus Illustrum Vlorum
9:25
Catherine Cory, University of St. Thomas, St. Paul
The Characterization of Mary in John's Story of the Anointing of Jesus: A Literary and Sociological Approach
9:50
Walter B. Crouch, Baylor University
Ending the Go(d)spel(O) of John: Narrative Mortality as the Relationship Between Death and Closure in the Fourth Gospel
10:15
Craig R. Koester, Luther Northwestern Theological Seminary
Symbolism and Discipleship in John's Gospel
10:40
Holly Joan Toensing, College of Wooster
The Pericope of the Adulterous Woman: Politics of Insertion
11:05
Caroline Vander Stichele, University of Amsterdam
The Role of Women in the Empty Tomb Stories: A Comparative Reading of the Gospel of Peter and the Gospel of John

Thomas Christianity Consultation; Nag Hammadi and Gnosticism Section
9:00am-11:30am M-Salon A
Theme: Johannine Christianity and Thomas Christianity
Karen L. King, Occidental College, Presiding
9:00
Harold W. Attridge, University of Notre Dame
Thomas and John Revisited
11:00
April D. De Conick, University of Michigan
"Blessed Are Those Who Have not seen" (Jn 20:29): Johannine Polemic Against the Mystical Thomas Tradition
11:10
Ismo Dunderberg, University of Helsinki
11:50
Recess

Pauline Theology Group
9:00am-12:00 noon M-Salon G
Theme: Retrospective on Pauline Theology
Robert Jewett, Garrett-Evangelical Theological Seminary, Presiding
9:00
Paul W. Meyer, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Pauline Theology: Some Thoughts for a Pause in its Pursuit
9:25
Reply: Paul W. Meyer
9:35
Summary of Issues: Robert Jewett
10:20
Recess
10:30
James D. G. Dunn, University of Durham
Pauline Theology: A Retrospective
10:35
Response: Steven J. Krafchick, Candler School of Theology, Emory University
11:00
Reply: James D. G. Dunn
11:10
Summary of Issues: Calvin J. Roetzel
11:50
The papers by Paul W. Meyer and James D. G. Dunn are included in SBL 1995 Seminar Papers. They will not be read at the meeting.
A239  Men's Studies in Religion Group
9:00am-11:30am  M-Salon C
Bruce Allen Heggen, McGill University, Presiding
Theme: African American Masculinities, Spirituality and Reconciliation
Reo N. Leslie, Jr., University of Denver and Iliff School of Theology
Spirituality and Social Engagement in the Men's Movement: Current Attempts at Redefinition and Redirection
Ronald E. Peters, Pittsburgh Theological Seminary
Urban Gang Ministry among African American Males: Some Observations in Pittsburgh
Respondent:
Timothy Nonn, Graduate Theological Union
Robert W. Blaney, University of the Pacific, Presiding

10:15  Theme: Male Sexuality and Masculine Spirituality: Reflections on Howard Eilberg-Schwartz's God's Phallus and Other Problems for Men and Monotheism
Panelists:
Seth Mirsky, Pittsboro, NC
Peter S. Zaas, Siena College
Christine E. Gudorf, Florida International University
Respondent:
Howard Eilberg-Schwartz, San Francisco State University

A240  Native Traditions in the Americas Group and Religion and Ecology Group
9:00am-11:30am  C-202A
Richard A. Grounds, University of Tulsa, Presiding
Theme: Beginning the Dialogue: Native Voices and Environmental Concerns
Catherine McHale, Harvard University
Women, Representation and Repatriation: What's Land Got to Do with It?
Jenny James, Western Carolina University
The "Earth Insight" of Eastern Cherokee Spirituality
Jace Weaver, Union Theological Seminary, New York
“Creation as Beloved of God”: An Interim Report on the North American Indian Workshop on Environmental Justice
Respondents:
Inés Talamantez, University of California, Santa Barbara
Bron Raymond Taylor, University of Wisconsin, Oshkosh

A241  New Religious Movements Group
9:00am-11:30am  M-Salon B
Dennis D. Carpenter, Mt. Horeb, WI, Presiding
Theme: Postmodern and Postcolonial Perspectives on New Religious Movements
Daniel C. Noel, Vermont College of Norwich University
Shamanthropology: Assessing Neoshamanism as a New Ethnographic Movement
Sarah M. Pike, Indiana University, Bloomington
Blood That Matters: Cultural Purity, Neo-pagan Borrowers and Native American Others
Siobhán Houston, Harvard University
Chaos Magic: Postmodern Shamanism and the Legacy of Austin Osman Spare
Chriissie Steyn, University of South Africa, Pretoria
Healing of the Spirit: A Comparison between New Age Groups and African-Initiated Churches in South Africa
Respondent:
Rosalind I. J. Hackett, University of Tennessee, Knoxville
Business Meeting
### Prayer in the Greco-Roman World Group

9:00am-11:30am  C-204 A

Theme: Discussion of all drafts for Prayer from Alexander to Constantine, forthcoming from Routledge of London

Mark Kiley, St. John’s University, New York, Presiding

9:00 Discussion by Members of the Judaica Section
9:45 Recess
9:50 Discussion by Members of the Non-Judeo-Christian Section
10:35 Recess
10:40 Discussion by Members of the Early Christian Section
11:25 (business comments)

These papers will have been circulated among members of each section prior to the meeting.

### Pseudepigrapha Group

9:00am-11:30am  M-Salon E

Theme: The Jewish Pseudepigrapha in Egyptian Christianity

Theodore A. Bergren, University of Richmond, Presiding

9:00 Panelists:
- William Adler, North Carolina State University
- David Brakke, Indiana University
- David Frankfurter, Institute for Advanced Study
- James E. Goehring, Mary Washington College

10:20 Recess
10:25 General Discussion
11:00 Business Meeting

### Qumran Section; Wisdom in Biblical and Cognate Traditions Section

9:00am-11:30am  C-204 B

Theme: Biblical Wisdom and Qumran Wisdom: Interrelationships and Differences

Sarah Tanzer, McCormick Theological Seminary, Presiding

9:00 Daniel J. Harrington, Weston School of Theology

Qumran Wisdom: Its Contributions

9:30 Raymond C. Van Leeuwen, Eastern College

Scribal Wisdom and Anthropology at Qumran

10:00 Sidnie White Crawford, Albright College

Lady Wisdom and Dame Folly at Qumran

10:30 John J. Collins, University of Chicago

Ben Sira and Qumran

11:00 Discussion

### Semiotics and Exegesis Section; Reading, Rhetoric and Hebrew Bible Section

9:00am-11:30am  M-Salon J

Theme: The Bible and the Ethics of Reading

Timothy K. Beal, Eckerd College, Presiding

9:00 Tania Oldenhage, Temple University

New Testament Hermeneutics and the Legacy of the Holocaust

9:20 R. Christopher Heard, Southern Methodist University

Who is my Other?: A Performance of Obligation

9:40 Julia M. O’Brien, Meredith College

On Saying “No” to a Prophet

10:00 Ken Stone, University of the South

Biblical Interpretation as a Technology of the Self: Gay Men and the Ethics of Reading

10:20 Danna Nolan Fewell, Perkins School of Theology, Southern Methodist University

Gary A. Phillips, College of the Holy Cross

Fleshing Out the Word: Reading for Other Women at John’s Well

10:40 General Discussion
Tuesday Morning
November 21

A242 Person, Culture, and Religion Group
9:00am-11:30am  M-403

Lee Butler, Middletown, PA, Presiding
Theme: Religion in the Public Arena and the Compartmentalization of Life and Self
Judith Van Herik, Pennsylvania State University
Thoughts on How Religion Has Become an Object of Study Instead of the Way to Live
Chris R. Schlauch, Boston University and Carrie Doehring, Boston University
Examining Some Implications of Contemporary Psychoanalytic Theory for the Theoretical and Empirical Study of Religion
Margaret H. Benefiel, Earlham School of Religion
The Virtue of Interdependence: Religion and Institutional Life
Robert J. Baird, Atlanta, GA
Post-Enlightenment Constructions of Religion: Two Case Studies

A243 Theology and Continental Philosophy Group
9:00am-11:30am  M-410

Cleo McNelly Kearns, Rutgers University, Presiding
Theme: Interpretation, Particularity, and Common Discourse
John Hoffmeyer, Fairfield, CA
Love and the Simultaneous Strengthening of Particularity and Community
Paul Lakeland, Fairfield University
What Is Theological Interpretation? Hegel, Habermas, and de Certeau
Mark R. J. G. Walker, Trinity College, Dublin
Can We Talk?: Particular Traditions in Dialogue
Business Meeting
Merold Westphal, Fordham University, Presiding
Scripture in Early Judaism and Christianity Section
9:00am-11:30am  M-402
Craig A. Evans, Trinity Western University, Presiding
9:00  Diana M. Swancutt, Duke University
Eating Good Things: Hearing Isaiah 55 in John 6:22-71
9:30  William L. Schutter, Arcadia Reformed Church
Acts 7:55-57 and the Scriptural Antecedents to "Standing at the Right Hand of God"
10:00  Pamela Eisenbaum, Iliff School of Theology
Heroes and History in Hebrews 11
10:30  Ellen Robbins, Johns Hopkins University
Rabbinic Interpretations of the Flood
11:00  Stephen S. Taylor, University of Pennsylvania
Paul and the Persian Sage: Some Observations on Aphrahat's Use of the Pauline Corpus

Social Sciences and the Interpretation of Hebrew Scriptures Section
9:00am-11:30am  M-405
Theme: Gender
Don C. Benjamin, Rice University, Presiding
9:00  Ronald A. Simkins, Creighton University
Gender and Cosmology in Ancient Israel
9:30  Respondent: K.C. Hanson, Creighton University
9:45  Gary Stansell, St. Olaf College
Mother and Sons in Ancient Israel
10:15  Respondent: Stephen L. Cook, Union Theological Seminary, New York
10:30  Heather A. McKay, Edge Hill College
The Sexual Politics of Display in the Hebrew Bible
11:15  Respondent: Victor H. Matthews, Southwest Missouri State University

Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible Section
9:00am-11:30am  M-406
Melvin K. H. Peters, Duke University, Presiding
9:00  Samuel Iwry, Johns Hopkins University
Some Contested Textual Readings in the Hebrew Bible—Long Overdue!
9:20  Discussion
9:30  Sok-Chung Chang, Claremont Graduate School
The Identity of the People in 2 Kgs 17.34-41
9:50  Discussion

TUESDAY MORNING/AFTERNOON
NOVEMBER 21

10:00  Johann Cook, University of Stellenbosch
The Greek Translator of Proverbs
10:20  Discussion
10:30  Gregory Vall, Notre Dame Seminary
The Textual Crux of Psalm 22.17b
11:50  Discussion
11:00  Russell Fuller, University of San Diego
The Goal(s) of Textual Criticism after Qumran
11:20  Discussion

Women in the Biblical World Section
9:00am-11:30am  C-202 B
Pamela J. Milne, University of Windsor, Presiding
9:00  Beth Alpert Nakhai, University of Arizona
Mother-and-Child Figureins in the Ancient Near East
9:30  Ann L. Fritschel, Emory University
Another Look at Amos 4:1
10:00  Marc Z. Brettler, Brandeis University
Women in the Psalms
10:30  Lucille C. Thibodeau, Rivier College
Dinah and Judith: Comparative Reading and the Hermeneutics of Gender
11:00  Leila Leah Bronner, Institute of Jewish Studies, Los Angeles
Sarah bat Asher: The Transformative Power of Aggadic Invention

SBL Program Committee
12:00 noon-3:00pm  M-Salon F
Carol A. Newsom, Candler School of Theology, Emory University, Presiding
Outreach Education Section

9:30am-3:00pm University of Pennsylvania

Theme: Archaeology and Interdisciplinary Curriculum: A Workshop for Teachers. This session being held at the University of Pennsylvania Museum at 33rd and Spruce Streets.

Carolyn Draper, Archbishop Ryan High School, Presiding

9:00 Registration and Coffee
9:30 Welcome
9:40 Joan Arno and Gloria Barnes, Social Studies Teachers, School District of Philadelphia
   The Philadelphia World History Project
10:10 Neal Bierling, Ada Christian School
   Teaching Archaeology in the Interdisciplinary Classroom
10:40 Recess
10:50 Christine Nelson, Director of Education, Ontario Archaeological Society (London Chapter)
   Hands-on Archaeology in the Classroom
11:10 H. Katherine Sheeler, National Cathedral School
   Pedagogy and Professional Development: The Benefits of an Archaeological Experience
11:45 Lunch and Archaeology Marketplace
1:15 Hands-On Workshops—Choice of one
   Oystein S. LaBianca, Andrews University
   Using Archaeology to Teach the Seven "Big Ideas" of Science
   Joan Arno and Gloria Barnes, Philadelphia School District
   The City is the Place to be: Urbanization in Ancient History
   Christine Nelson, Ontario Archaeological Society
   Simulating an Excavation in the Classroom
   Neil Goldberg, William Waldman and Mary K. Brown, The Dalton School
   Kar Shalmaneser on the Upper Euphrates: A Computerized Excavation Simulation Called 'Archaeotype'
   Neal Bierling, Ada Christian School
   The "How To's" of Archaeology in the Interdisciplinary Classroom
   Maria-Louise Sidoroff, Art Teacher, Ramsey, New Jersey Public Schools
   Pots and Students: A Ceramic Replication Project
   Alan Mann and Janet Monge, University of Pennsylvania
   Stories in the Bones: A Workshop in Skeletal Biology
3:00 Closing

Pottery Analysis and Interpretation Seminar

1:00pm-5:00pm University of Pennsylvania

Theme: Ceramic Technology. A special session at the University Museum of the University of Pennsylvania at 33rd and Spruce Streets which includes, in addition to the presentations below, a series of poster sessions and a reception for participants.

Gloria London, University of Washington, Presiding

1.00 Special presentation by Robert Johnston honoring Frederick Matson
1.12 Reuben G. Bullard, Cincinnati Bible Seminary & University of Cincinnati
   Petrographic Analysis of Pottery
1.24 William P. Anderson, University of Pennsylvania
   Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology
   Ceramic Technology and the Phoenician Potters of Sarepta
1.36 Virginia R. Badler, University of Toronto
   Evidence for the Manufacture of Foreign Style Pottery by Local Potters at Fourth Millennium Godin Tepe
1.48 Leigh-Ann Bedal, University of Pennsylvania, and Ronald G. V. Hancock, University of Toronto
   Ceramic Workshop Organization at Hasanlu Tepe
2.00 William D. Glanzman, University of British Columbia
   "The Ceramic Province," Revisited: The Implications of Cooking Wares from South Arabia
2.12 Recess & Reception
3.00 Ann Killebrew, Hebrew University of Jerusalem
   The Early Philistine Potters' Craft: Technology of Mycenaean IIIC: 1B Pottery and Related Assemblages
3.12 Monique Vilders, University of Leiden
   A Technological Approach to Ceramic Typology: The Later Bronze and Iron Age Pottery from Tell es-Sa'idiyeh (Jordan)
3.27 Jane Cahill and Joseph Yellin, Hebrew University of Jerusalem
   Rosette Stamped Storage Jars: The Neutron Activation Analysis
3.40 Bryant G. Wood, Associates for Biblical Research
   Two Hellenistic Pottery Kilns at Khirbet Nisya, Israel
3.50 Susan Ellis-Lopez, Hermitage College
   Replication of Ramesside Pottery Styles by a Modern Potter
4.02 Discussant, Patrick E. McGovern, MASCA, University of Pennsylvania Museum
4.30 General Discussion
12-5:00 Poster Session

Theme: Ceramic Technology

David Merling, Andrews University, and Barry Wilkens, Arizona State University
   The PIXE Analysis of Black Ware Pottery from Tell el-'Umeiri and Tell Jallil
ASOR3

Ancient Anatolia Section

3:45pm-6:15pm C-108 B

Theme: The Archaeology of Society in Ancient Anatolia

Ron Gorny, University of Chicago, Presiding

3:45 Thomas E. Levy, University of California at San Diego
Social Archaeology, Research Design, and Anatolia

4:00 Sharon Steadman, Cornell University
Architecture, Family, and Society in Prehistoric Anatolia

4:15 Bruce Verhaaren, University of Chicago
Looking for Spatial Patterning in the Domestic Assemblages of EB Kurban Hoyuk

4:30 Timothy Matney, University of Pennsylvania
Excavations at Titris Hoyuk and Their Contribution to the Archaeology of Society in EBA Southeastern Anatolia

5:00 Mary Voight, College of William and Mary
Domestic and Public Spaces at Gordion, ca. 650 B.C.-A.D. 250

5:15 Elizabeth McIntosh, University of Michigan
Persianising Sardis?

5:30 Nicholas Cahill, University of Wisconsin
Lydian Houses and Domestic Assemblages at Sardis

5:45 Christopher Ratte, New York University
The Archaeology of Urbanism at Aphrodisias in Caria

6:00 Brian Rose, University of Cincinnati
The Archaeology of Society at Roman Troy

6:15 Bonnie Magness-Gardiner, National Endowment for the Humanities
The State of the State in Anatolian Archaeology

ASOR4

Individual Submissions

3:45pm-6:15pm C-Lecture Hall

3:45 Caroline Stewart Steele, Presiding
Wayne T. Pitard, University of Illinois
Deification of the Dead in Mesopotamia

4:05 Pierre Bikai, American Center of Oriental Research, Amman
The Petra Papyri

4:25 Brian Hesse and Paula Wapnish, University of Alabama
New Perspectives and Evidence on Ethnicity and the Pig in the Levant

4:45 Samuel M. Paley, State University of New York, Buffalo, and Dorothea Arnold, Metropolitan Museum of Art
Middle Kingdom Egyptian Pottery at Tell el-Lfshar, Israel

5:05 Boguslaw Dabrowski, Jagiellonian University, Krakow, Poland
Terracotta Objects from Tell el’ Umeiri, Jordan

5:15 Noor Mulder-Hymans, Maastricht, Netherlands
Ethnoarchaeology on Tannurs, Tabuns, Sages, and Tawabeens

5:35 Gary L. Christopherson and D. Phillip Geurtin, University of Arizona
Soil Erosion, Agricultural Intensification and Iron Age Settlement in the Region of Tell el-Umeiri, Jordan

5:55 Jennifer C. Ross, University of California, Berkeley
Gold Manufacture and Distribution in the Ubaid and Uruk Periods

ASOR Plenary

6:30pm-8:00pm C-108B

Eric M. Meyers, Presiding
Richard Cleave, Nicosia, Cyprus
ASOR Reports on Current Excavations and Surveys: ASOR-Affiliated

9:30am-12:00noon  C-108 B
R. Thomas Schaub, Indiana University of Pennsylvania, Presiding
9:30  David W. Rupp, Brock University
The Western Cyprus Project—Agios Savas tis Koronis Monastery (Paphos District, Cyprus)
9:50  Rudolph H. Dornemann, ASOR
The 1995 ASOR Excavations at Tell Qurqur, Syria
10:10  Gerald L. Mattingly, Johnson Bible College
The Utilization of Natural Resources at Selected Sites on the Kerak Plateau
10:25  Randall W. Younker, Andrews University
Tell Jalul, 1995
10:40  Recess
10:50  Jennifer L. Groves, Gary L. Christopherson, and Karen A. Borstad, University of Arizona
Using Geographic Information Systems in the Study of Ceramic Distribution at Tell Jalul, Jordan
11:10  Larry Herr, Canadian Union College
The Iron Age at Tell el-Umeiri
11:30  Thomas E. Levy, University of California, San Diego
The 1995 Nahal Tillah Expedition: New Light on Early Egyptian-Canaanite Interaction
11:50  James H. Pace, Elon College
Water Management on the Kerak Plateau

ASOR6 Paleographic Studies in the Ancient Near East Section

9:30am-12:00noon  C-110 A & B
Jonathan Rosenbaum, University of Hartford, Presiding
9:30  Walter Bodine, Yale University
Mesopotamian Cuneiform Paleography: A Survey and Proposed Program of Study
10:00  Robert Deutsch, Archaeological Center, Jaffa
New Epigraphic Evidence from the Biblical Period
10:30  Andrew G. Vaughn, Princeton Theological Seminary
Methodological Issues in the Paleographical Dating of Hebrew Seals
11:00  David J. Johnson, Brigham Young University
Nabatean Ostraca from the Temple of the Winged Lions at Petra
11:30  Susan Ackerman, Dartmouth College
The Philistine Forgeries

ASOR7 Workshop on Caesarea Maritima

9:30am-12:30  C-109 B
Kenneth G. Holm, University of Maryland, Presiding
9:30  Yosef Porath, Israel Antiquities Authority
The Amphitheaters of Caesarea Maritima
9:50  Elizabeth Robinson, University of Pennsylvania
The Promontory Palace: A Study of the Rock-Cut Channels
10:05  Jane DeRose Evans, Temple University
Assessment of the Joint Expedition Excavation Coins in the Light of Comparable Sites
10:20  Avner Raban, Haifa University
The First Destructive Paroxysm of Sebastos
10:40  Brian Yule, London, U.K.
Caesarea's Inner Harbor: The Potential of the Harbor Sediments
10:55  Claudia Christian and Brian Hesse, University of Alabama at Birmingham
On Fauna and Flows: Spatial Distributions of Animal Remains in Area CV, Vault 2
11:10  Yael Arnon, Haifa University
Caesarea and Egypt during the Early Islamic 2 Period (750-936 C.E.)
11:25  Joseph Patrik, Haifa University
The Urban Setting and Function of Field KK at Caesarea
11:45  Critique and Discussion: Kenneth G. Holm, University of Maryland.
ASOR Reports on Current Excavations and Surveys: ASOR-Affiliated

1:00pm-3:30pm C-108 B

Bert de Vries, Calvin College, Presiding

Robert L. Hohlfelder, University of Colorado

Ancient Wreckage Around the Paphos Promontory

Chang-jo C. Ji, La Sierra University

The 1961 and 1962 Excavations at Iraq el-Amir: A Reappraisal

Martha Sharp Joukowsky, Brown University

Petra: The Southern Temple Project, 1995

Kathryn L. Gleason and Barbara Burrell, University of Pennsylvania

Recent Finds at the Promontory Place, Caesarea, 1995

Jeffrey A. Blakely, Archaeological Assessments, Inc.

Caesarea Maritima Vault Project, 1995

Kenneth G. Holm, University of Maryland

Caesarea Maritima: The 1995 Season of the Combined Caesarea Expeditions

Michele Daviau, Wilfred Laurier University


Paul J. Ray, Jr. and Oystein S. LaBianca, Andrews University

Sedentarization and Nomadization in Transjordan in the Early Islamic Period: The Khirbet Rufeis Cave Complex and Wusum


2:00pm-4:30pm M-Salon E

Three-Year Theme: Ancient Voices Modern Meanings: The Prophetic Tradition

Lance Carden, Endowment for Biblical Research, Boston, Presiding

2:10

Walter Brueggemann, Columbia Theological Seminary

Texts that Linger, Words that Explode

Respondents:

Rebecca Chop, Emory University (AAR)

Walter E. Rast, Valparaiso University (ASOR)

Break

3:30

3:40 Question and Answer Session for the General Public

Constructs of the Social and Cultural Worlds of Antiquity Group (=S84)

1:00pm-3:30pm C-204 B

Theme: Constructs of Historical and Ethnic Identities

James W. Flanagan, Case Western Reserve University, Presiding

1:00

Keith W. Whitelam, University of Stirling

Inventing Ancient Israel: The Construction of Identity

1:15

Willa Mathis Johnson, University of Illinois

Ethnicity in Persian Yehud: Between Anthropological Analyses and Ideological Criticism

1:30

Respondents:

Randall C. Bailey, Interdenominational Theological Center

Claudia V. Camp, Texas Christian University

Charles E. Carter, Seton Hall University

Kenneth G. Hoglund, Wake Forest University

Paula M. McNutt, Canisius College

2:30

General Discussion

3:10

Business Meeting: Constructs of the Social and Cultural Worlds of Antiquity Group, James W. Flanagan and Paula M. McNutt, Presiding
### ASOR11 Special Session on the Archaeology of Megiddo

3:45pm-6:15pm  
C-108 B  
Israel Finkelstein and David Ussishkin, Tel Aviv University, Presiding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Presenter/Institution</th>
<th>Title/Abstract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3:45</td>
<td>Israel Finkelstein and David Ussishkin, Tel Aviv University</td>
<td>Methodological Problems in Excavations of 'Old Mounds'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00</td>
<td>Baruch Halpern, Pennsylvania State University</td>
<td>The Results of 1994: Some Historical Aspects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15</td>
<td>David Ussishkin, Tel Aviv University</td>
<td>The Results of 1994: The Early Bronze Celtic Compound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30</td>
<td>David Ilan, Hebrew Union College, Jerusalem</td>
<td>The Results of 1994: The Lower City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45</td>
<td>Israel Finkelstein, Tel Aviv University</td>
<td>The Results of 1994: The Assyrian Palaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00</td>
<td>Recess</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:15</td>
<td>Alexander Joffe, Pennsylvania State University</td>
<td>The Results of 1994: The Early Bronze Age Pottery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30</td>
<td>Benjamin Sass, Haifa University</td>
<td>The Results of 1994: Seals and Seal Impressions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:45</td>
<td>Paula Wapnish, University of Alabama</td>
<td>Faunal Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:00</td>
<td>Israel Finkelstein, Tel Aviv University and Baruch Halpern, Pennsylvania State University</td>
<td>The 1995 Survey of the Megiddo Countryside</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ASOR12 Individual Submissions

3:45pm-6:15pm  
C-109 B  
Victor H. Matthews, Southwest Missouri State University, Presiding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Presenter/Institution</th>
<th>Title/Abstract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3:45</td>
<td>Duane W. Roller, Ohio State University</td>
<td>New Insights into the Building Program of Herod the Great</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:05</td>
<td>James A. Sauer, Harvard Semitic Museum</td>
<td>A New Climatic and Archaeological View of the Early Biblical Traditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45</td>
<td>Recess</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ASOR13 Rethinking Roman-Period Judaism Consultation (=5112)

3:45pm-6:15pm  
C-201 A  
Theme: Using Architectural Space.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Presenter/Institution</th>
<th>Title/Abstract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3:55</td>
<td>Richard Alston, University of London</td>
<td>Alexandria in the First Century C.E.: Space and Ethnicity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15</td>
<td>Annabel J. Wharton, Duke University</td>
<td>Religious Difference and Architectural Otherness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:35</td>
<td>Joan R. Branham, Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes, Paris</td>
<td>Blood in Flux, Sanctity at Issue: (Dis)Placing Menstruation and Sacrifice in Sacred Space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:55</td>
<td>Lee I. Levine, Hebrew University, Jerusalem</td>
<td>The Ancient Synagogue: Architecture, Function and Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:15</td>
<td>Respondent: Richard Brilliant, Columbia University</td>
<td>Discussion among presenters, followed by Open Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:55</td>
<td>Business Meeting, Miriam Peskowitz, University of Florida, Presiding</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Room Locator Code: M-Marriott, C=Convention Center. Floor plans and room charts are on pages 342-347.
Roman Aqaba Project Staff Workshop
3:45pm-6:15pm C-110 A & B
S. Thomas Parker, North Carolina State University, Presiding
3:45
S. Thomas Parker, North Carolina State University
Introduction to the Roman Aqaba Project
PART I: The Region: Natural Environment and Human Settlement Patterns
4:00
Tina Niemi, San Francisco State University
Natural Environment
4:10
Andrew Smith, North Carolina State University
Survey of Southeastern Wadi Araba
4:20
Michelle Stevens, University of Arizona
Evidence of the Prehistoric Periods in Southeastern Wadi Araba
4:30
Discussion
PART II: Excavations of Roman Aila.
4:45
Joanne Ryan, Coastal Environments
Areas B and M: The Nabataean Settlement
4:55
Mary Louise Mussell, Carleton University
Area J: The Byzantine City Wall and Vaulted Mudbrick Structure
5:05
Discussion
5:20
Peter Warnock, University of Missouri-Columbia
The Archaeobotanical Remains
5:30
Michael R. Toplyn, Harvard University
The Zooarchaeological Remains
5:40
John Wilson Betlyon, University of North Florida
The Numismatic Evidence
5:50
Janet Jones, Bucknell University
The Glass
6:00
Discussion
Archaeology and the Religion of Israel Section
7:30pm-10:00pm C-103 A
Theme: The Mythology of Temple Space: Structure and Symbolism
Barry M. Gittlen, Baltimore Hebrew University, Presiding
7:30
Opening Remarks, followed by Ziony Zevit, University of Judaism (Facilitator)
Preamble: Sacred Space and Holy Space
7:45
Elizabeth Bloch-Smith, Ashkelon Excavations
The Jerusalem Temple: Political Symbolism in Ritual Space

SUNDAY AFTERNOON/ EVENING
NOVEMBER 19

8:15
Seymour Gitin, W. F. Albright Institute of Archaeological Research
The Altar: Form and Function
8:45
Baruch A. Levine, New York University
Ritual as Symbol: Modes of Sacrifice in Israelite Religion
9:15
Dialogue and Discussion

Dissemination of Archaeological Information Section
7:30pm-10:00pm C-109 B
Jeffrey A. Blakely, University of Wisconsin-Madison, Presiding
7:30
Caesarea Maritima Vault Project: Progress Report—a 15-minute video presentation updating last year's session
7:45
Going Public: How "Gatekeepers" Present Your Scholarship to a General Audience—a 2.25-hour Panel Discussion, moderated by Mitchell Allen
Panelists:
Hershel Shanks, editor, BiblicalArchaeologyReview
Anne Saraon Arenstein, Cincinnati Museum of Natural History
Peter R. Young, editor, Archaeology
John W. Noble, New York Times
Thomas Naughton
Respondents:
James Eisenbraun, Eisenbrauns
Thomas R. W. Longstaff, Colby College
Harrison Eiteljorg II, Center for the Study of Architecture, Bryn Mawr College
ASOR SUNDAY/MONDAY NOVEMBER 19-20

ASOR17 ASOR/SBL Hebrew Bible, History and Archaeology Section (=S126)
7:30pm-10:00pm C-108 B
J. Andrew Dearman, Austin Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Presiding
7:30 Rudolph H. Dornemann, American Schools of Oriental Research, Baltimore
An Update on the Aramaic States of North Syria
8:00 Paul E. Dion, University of Toronto
Aramaean Armies of Iron Age II
8:30 Anson F. Rainey, Tel Aviv University
The Aramaic Inscription from Tel Dan in the Context of 9th Century Political History
9:00 Kurt L. Noll, Union Theological Seminary in Virginia
Tel Dan in the Ninth Century B.C.E.
9:30 Jeffrey K. Kuan, Pacific School of Religion / Graduate Theological Union
The Impact ofSamshi-ili, the Assyrian Turtanu, on Israelite-Aramaean Political and Commercial Relations in the Eighth Century B.C.E.

ASOR18 Archaeology of Jordan Forum Section
9:30am-12:00noon C-111 A & B
Theme: Ancient Life and Society Below Sea Level
Joseph A. Greene, Semitic Museum, Harvard University, Presiding
9:30 Introduction, Joseph A. Greene, Semitic Museum, Harvard University, Middle Bronze to Iron Age:
Discussants:
Graham Phillips, University of Durham (Early Bronze Age)
S. Falconer and S. Savage, Arizona State University (Middle Bronze Age)
Jonathan Tubb, British Museum (Late Bronze Age)
Moawiyeh Ibrahim, Sultan Qaboos University, Oman (Iron Age).
10:30 Recess

10:45 Respondents:
Timothy Harrison, Oriental Institute, University of Chicago (Early Bronze Age)
Carol Redmount, University of California-Berkeley (Middle Bronze Age)
Pat McGovern, University of Pennsylvania (Late Bronze Age)
Khair Yassine, University of Jordan (Iron Age)
General Discussion

ASOR19 ASOR Reports on Current Excavations and Surveys: ASOR-Affiliated
9:30am-12:00noon C-108 B
Bert de Vries, Calvin College, Presiding
9:30 Eric M. Meyers, Duke University
The Sepphoris Regional Project: Overview of the Late Hellenistic / Early Roman Strata
9:50 Jonathan L. Reed, University of La Verne
An Early Roman Jewish Domicile at Sepphoris
10:10 Kenneth G. Hoglund, Wake Forest University
A Late Roman Domicile and the Destruction of Sepphoris in 363 C.E.
10:50 Recess
11:10 Alysia Fischer, University of Arizona
A Preliminary Report on the Technology of the Glass Industry at Sepphoris
11:30 J. P. Dessel, Bryn Mawr College
The First Two Seasons of Excavation at Tell 'Ein Zippori: A Canaanite Village in the Galilee
11:45 John Jurgens, Duke University
The Pottery of Tell 'Ein Zippori

Room Locator Code: M=Marriott, C=Convention Center. Floor plans and room charts are on pages 342-347.
ASOR Reports on Current Excavations and Surveys:

1:00 pm-3:30 pm  C-108 B

Jonathan Tubb, British Museum, Presiding
Samuel Wolff, Israel Antiquities Authority
Tel Megiddim in the Bronze Age

1:15
Glenn M. Schwartz, Johns Hopkins University
Excavations at Umm el-Marra, a Bronze Age Urban Center of Western Syria

1:30
Carol Redmount, University of California, Berkeley
The Tell el-Muqdam Project, Egypt: 1995 Season

1:55
Bruce Routledge, University of Toronto
Settlement and Production at Khirbet Medinehet'Alia, Jordan

Mondays Afternoon
November 20
ASOR

field-specific session for Islamic art and archaeology from all time periods. One goal is to bring scholars together in a spirit of cooperation to present their research in a common field.

Beatrice St. Laurent, W. F. Albright Institute and Institute for Islamic Archaeology, Jerusalem, Presiding

1:00
Ghazi Bisheh, Director, Department of Antiquities of Jordan
Vestiges of Madaba in the Late Byzantine and Early Islamic Periods

1:15
Rebecca Foote, Harvard University
Expanding the Market, Sums and Industrial Complexes of Early Islamic Bilad-i Sham

1:30
Rachel Milstein, Hebrew University, Jerusalem
Khatam Suleyman: Cross Cultural Evolution of a Symbol from Late Antiquity to Early Islam

1:45
Marie Alamen, University of California, Los Angeles
Domesticating the Monumental: Reviving Jerash in the Umayyad Period

2:00
Abd al-Razzaq Moaz, Institut Francais d'Etudes Arabes de Damas
Seljuk Madrasas of Damascus

2:15
Michael Fuller and Neathery Fuller, St. Louis Community College
Function and Economics of an Ayyubid Period Market at Tell Tunninir, Syria

2:30
Alison McQuitty, British Institute at Amman for Archaeology and History
The Vernacular Architecture of the Kerak Plateau from the 14th-20th Centuries

2:45
Ed Keall, Royal Ontario Museum
Ottomans Beyond their Limits: What Trace Did They Leave of Their Imperial Presence in Yemen?

3:00
Gunnar Lehmann, German Protestant Institute of Archaeology, Jerusalem
The Muristan Quarter of Jerusalem during the Late Ottoman Period: German Religious and Political Presence in the Holy Land

3:15
Beatrice St. Laurent, American Center of Oriental Research
Late Ottoman Pasha Residences in Jordan

ASOR21

Ancient Mediterranean Trade Section

1:00pm-3:30pm  C-109 B

Albert Leonard, Jr., University of Arizona, Presiding

1:00
Peter Warnock, University of Missouri-Columbia
The Commercial Exchange of Olive Oil in the Late Bronze Age Mediterranean

1:30
R. Angus K. Smith, Bryn Mawr College
Ma-a-Palaokastro and the Collapse of the Late Bronze Age Eastern Mediterranean Economy

2:00
Questions

2:15
Albert Leonard, Jr., University of Arizona and Eric H. Cline, Xavier University
A Reexamination of the Mycenaean Greek Pottery from Megiddo

2:45
Michael Sugerman, Harvard University
The Production and Distribution of the Canaanite Jar

3:15
Questions

ASOR22

Islamic Art and Archaeology Section

1:00pm-3:30pm  C-110 A & B

Theme: The session's goal is to present new directions of research and scholarly re-evaluation of earlier work in the field. The American Schools of Oriental Research Annual Meeting program does not include a

159

Room Locator Code: Marriott, Grand Convention Center. Floor plans and room charts are on pages 342-347.
ASOR Reports on Current Excavations and Surveys: Non-Affiliated

7:30pm-10:00pm C-108 B

Jonathan Tubb, British Museum, Presiding

W. Harold Mare, Covenant Theological Seminary
Ahila of the Decapolis: City of Aqueducts

7:50 Michael Fuller and Neathery Fuller, St. Louis Community College
Excavations at Tell Tuneinir, Syria; 1995

8:10 Vassilios Tzaferis, Israel Antiquities Authority and Pepperdine University
The 1993-95 Seasons at Banias (Caesarea Philippi)

8:30 John F. Wilson, Pepperdine University
Herodian Banias (Caesarea Philippi)

8:50 Recess

9:00 Bastiaan Van Elderen and Scott Carroll, Calvin Theological Seminary
The Excavation of an Early Christian Monastery in Egypt

9:20 Douglas R. Edwards, University of Puget Sound

9:40 Rami Arav, University of Nebraska at Omaha
A First Century Cross (?) at Bethsaida

Preservation of Archaeological Resources

7:30pm-10:00pm C-109 B

Theme: No Archaeologist is an Island: Communicating with our Diverse Publics

Ellen C. Herscher, Washington, D.C., Presiding

7:30 Introduction. Ellen Herscher, Washington, D.C.

7:35 David C. Hopkins, Biblical Archaeologist
Archaeology's Passive Voice

7:45 Questions

7:50 Pamela Hearne, University of Pennsylvania Museum
War of the Words: Translating Scholarship for Museum Audiences

8:05 Questions

8:10 Mary Ellen Lane, Council for American Overseas Research Centers
Communicating with the Funders

8:20 Questions

8:25 Chang-ho C. Ji, La Sierra University
Syro-Palestinian Archaeology in American Colleges

8:40 Questions

8:45 Michael K. Toumazou, Davidson College
Archaeological Community Work at Athienou, Cyprus

ASOR/SBL Hebrew Bible, History, and Archaeology Section (=S201)

9:00am-11:30am C-201 A

Diana Edelman, James Madison University, Presiding

9:00 Nili Sacher Fox, University of Pennsylvania
Royal Officials and Court Families: A New Look at 1 Kings 12

9:30 Paul S. Ash, Emory University
Sennacherib's Battle Reliefs of Lachish and Tell ed-Duweir: "Apples and Oranges"

10:00 Norma Franklin, Tel Aviv University
A Room with a View: Samaria's Last Stand, Nixing the Nubians and Annexing Ashdod—An Historical and Geographical Trip around Sargon II's Palace

10:30 Carey Ellen Walsh, Harvard University
Viticultural Practice in Isaiah's Song of the Vineyard

11:00 Itzhaq Beit-Arieh, Tel Aviv University
Further Evidence of an Edomite Presence in the Judean Desert

Room Locator Code: M=Marriott, C=Convention Center. Floor plans and room charts are on pages 342-347.
ADDITIONAL MEETINGS
THURSDAY/FRIDAY
NOVEMBER 16-17

Additional Meeting groups have been invited to post information about their functions on a board in the Registration Area in the Grand Hall of the Pennsylvania Convention Center. Please check this board for postings.

Thursday, November 16

AM1  Believers Church Bible Commentary Editorial Church
1:00pm-8:45pm  M-305

AM2  Adventist Society for Religious Studies
7:00pm-10:00pm  M-Salon D
Jon Dybdahl, Andrews University, Presiding
7:00  Registration and Reception
8:00  Presidential Address
Roy Branson, The Washington Institute and Spectrum
Golden Crown and radiant faces: Adventism's passionate imagination
9:00  Business Session
Roy Branson, Presiding

Friday, November 17

AM3  Kosher Sabbath Meals
A Sephardic Shabbat Experience
Kosher Sabbath meals are being arranged at Congregation Mikveh Israel for dinner on November 17 and lunch on November 18. The synagogue is within walking distance of the main conference hotels. The menu will include both meat and vegetarian options. The cost is $20 per meal. Please preregister no later than November 3 by sending a check or money order to Meir Lubetski, Baruch College, 17 Lexington Avenue, New York, NY 10010, Tel: 212-387-1570; E-mail: lubbb@cunyvm.cuny.edu. Directions and further information regarding times for services and meals will be provided upon registration.

AM4  Adventist Society for Religious Studies
8:30am-9:15pm  M-Salon G
8:30  Devotional
Roy Branson, Presiding
Kit Watts, The Adventist Review
9:00  Presentation and Discussion
Roy Branson, Presiding
The Wesleyan Roots of Adventism
David Larson, Loma Linda University
Woodrow Whidden, Andrews University
10:00  Presentation and Discussion
Roy Branson, Presiding
The Reformation Roots of Adventism
Peter van Bemmelen, Andrews University
Smuts van Rooyen, Riverside Seventh-day Adventist Church
11:00  Break
11:15  Business Session
Roy Branson, Presiding
12:00  Lunch
12:00  Black Theology Sub-group
Bertram Melbourne, Columbia Union College, Presiding
2:30  Sectional Meetings
Christian Ethics: David Larson, Loma Linda University, Convener
New Testament: Jon Paulien, Andrews University, Convener
Old Testament: Roy Gane, Andrews University, and Greg King, Pacific Union College, Convener
Pastoral Ministry: Benjamin Schoun, Andrews University, Presenter; Ernest Furness, Anaheim Seventh-day Adventist Church, Convener
Church History and Theology: Paul Landa, La Sierra University, Convener
3:30  Reports from Sectional Meetings and Discussion:
John Brunt, Presiding
4:15  Presentations
John Brunt, Presiding
The Radical Roots of Adventism
Charles Scriven, Columbia Union College
Bert Haloviak, General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists
5:15  Dinner
7:15  Worship, Symposium, and Discussion
Jon Dybdahl, Presiding
Roots and the Task of Adventist Theology Today—a Response
Richard Chot, Andrews University
Walter Douglas, Andrews University and
### ADDITIONAL MEETINGS

**Friday November 17**

**AM5**
**Society for Buddhist-Christian Studies**
8:30am-12:00pm  M-413
Board Meeting
David Chappell, Presiding

**AM6**
**Academy of Catholic Hispanic Theologians of the United States Board Meeting**
9:00am-5:00pm  M-409

**AM7**
**Believers Church Bible Commentary Editorial Council**
9:00am-12:00pm  M-309

**AM8**
**Colloquium on Violence and Religion - Session One**
9:00am-12:15pm  M-408
Theme: *Biblical Interpretation*
9:00  *Reading Commandment: The Prophetic and Genesis 22*
Sandor Goodhart, Cornell University
Charles Mabee, Ecumenical Theological Seminary
Respondent: Richard J. Prystowsky, Irvine Valley College
11:30  *Atonement, Exclusion, and Orthodoxy: 2 Corinthians 6:11-7:4*

**AM9**
**Institute of Mennonite Studies Committee on Biblical Studies and Biblical Peace**
9:00am-4:30pm  M-410

**AM10**
**Lutheran Women in Theological Studies**
9:00am-5:00pm  C-110 A & B

**AM11**
**Quarterly Review Editorial Advisory Board Meeting**
9:00am-3:30pm  M-411

**AM12**
**Institute for Ancient Near Eastern and Afroasiatic Cultural Research**
1:00pm-3:30pm  M-412

**AM13**
**Womanist Approaches to Religion and Society Group**
1:00pm-6:15pm  M-404

**AM14**
**Person, Culture and Religion Group**
1:30pm-6:30pm  M-306

**AM15**
**Colloquium on Violence and Religion - Session Two**
2:00pm-5:00pm  M-408
*Violence Conversion: Towards a Theory and Practice of Benign Force*
Theophus Smith, Emory University
Respondents:
Richard K. Fenn, Princeton Theological Seminary
C. Boyd James, Center for the Study of Violence and Social Change

**AM16**
**North American Paul Tillich Society Annual Meeting**
2:00pm-5:15pm  M-415
2:00  Presiding: Sharon Peebles Burch, Boston University
Loye Ashton, Will Bergmann, Mark Davies, Nick Genevieve-Tweed, John Griswold, and Susan Only, all of Boston University
3:45  Presiding: Kyeong-Seog (Peter) Kwon, Claremont Graduate School
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AM17</td>
<td>Society for Buddhist-Christian Studies</td>
<td>M-Salon L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00pm-5:00pm</td>
<td>Panel: Mission and Dialogue: Buddhist Views</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terry Muck, Moderator</td>
<td>Andrew Olendzki (Theravada)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bokin Kim (Won)</td>
<td>Virginia Strauss (Soka Gakkai International)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian Respondent: Donald Swearer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM18</td>
<td>Workshop of South Asian Religions in Britain, Canada and the United States</td>
<td>M-304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30pm-10:00pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM19</td>
<td>Aberdeen Divinity Alumni Gathering</td>
<td>M-414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:45pm-6:15pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM20</td>
<td>Karl Barth Society of North America</td>
<td>M-413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:45pm-6:15pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM21</td>
<td>North American Association for the Study of Religion Reception</td>
<td>M-Salon A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:45pm-7:30pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM22</td>
<td>North American Paul Tillich Society Reaction and Banquet</td>
<td>C-112A &amp; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30pm-9:00pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banquet Speaker: Tom Driver, Union Theological Seminary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM23</td>
<td>Institute of Holy Land Studies-Board of Directors</td>
<td>M-412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:00pm-10:00pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM24</td>
<td>New Interpreter's Bible Editorial Board</td>
<td>M-308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:00pm-9:00pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM25</td>
<td>Institute for Biblical Research Annual Banquet</td>
<td>M-Salon H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00pm-10:00pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00</td>
<td>Welcome and Dinner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td>Annual IBR Lecture</td>
<td>Keith Schoville, University of Wisconsin, Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Biblical Research: A Glance at the Future Through the Rear-View Mirror</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM26</td>
<td>Mennonite Scholars and Friends Reception</td>
<td>M-Salon I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00pm-9:00pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM27</td>
<td>Society for the Study of Christian Spirituality</td>
<td>M-Salon K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:30pm-10:30pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:30</td>
<td>Presentation and Discussion: Medieval Spirituality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernard McGinn, University of Chicago Divinity School</td>
<td>The Growth of Mysticism: Gregory the Great through the Twelfth Century</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panelists: Joann Wolski Conn, Neumann College, Moderator</td>
<td>Sandra M. Schneiders, Jesuit School of Theology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven L. Chase, Graduate Theological Union</td>
<td>Mark A. McIntosh, Loyola University of Chicago</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>Social Hour</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ADDITIONAL MEETINGS
FRIDAY/SATURDAY
NOVEMBER 17-18

AM28 Association of Theological Booksellers
8:00pm-10:00pm    M-404

AM29 Perspectives in Religious Studies Board Meeting
9:00pm-11:00pm    M-402

Saturday, November 18

AM30 Kosher Sabbath Meals
A Sephardic Shabbat Experience
Kosher Sabbath meals are being arranged at Congregation Mikveh Israel for dinner on November 17 and lunch on November 18. The synagogue is within walking distance of the main conference hotels. The menu will include both meat and vegetarian options. The cost is $20 per meal. Please preregister no later than November 3 by sending a check or money order to Meir Lubetski, Baruch College, 17 Lexington Avenue, New York, NY 10010, tel: 212-387-1570, E-mail: lubbi@sunym.cuny.edu. Directions and further information regarding times for services and meals will be provided upon registration.

AM31 Institute for Biblical Research Breakfast
7:00am-8:30am    M-Salon C

AM32 National Association of Baptist Professors of Religion Executive Committee
7:00am-8:30am    M-302

AM33 Institute of Holy Land Studies-Associated Schools
7:30am-11:30am    M-Salon D

AM34 Biblical Lexicography Consultation
8:00am-11:00am    M-303
Planning Meeting on Standards for Reference and Analysis in Biblical Lexicography

AM35 Schleiermacher Society
8:00am-12:00pm    M-401
Terence N. Tice, University of Michigan, Presiding
Theme: Basic Aspects of Schleiermacher's Theology and Christian Ethics

8:00 Thomas M. Kelly, Andover Newton—Boston College
Karl Rahner and Friedrich Schleiermacher on the Human Experience of the Infinite
Charlotte Joy Martin, Mount Mercy College, Iowa
Schleiermacher's Doctrine of the Church: A Resource for Contemporary Catholic Theology
Hermann Peiter, Universitat Kiel
Schleiermacher's Christian Ethics

10:45 Work in Progress—extemporaneous presentations among all present

11:30 Open planning session, International Schleiermacher Society/American Schleiermacher Association
Presentations will be brief to enable audience participation. A volume of predistributed papers for this session and the two Schleiermacher Group sessions may be obtained for $20 from Terrence N. Tice, 2040 Columbia Avenue, Ann Arbor, MI 48104 (check made out to him).

AM36 Anglican Association of Biblical Scholars
9:00am-11:30am    M-405

9:00 Business Meeting
9:30 Panel discussion on General Ordination Examinations
11:00 Small Groups
Please contact Susan Graham at 416-745-4539 regarding the Friday, November 17 evening Celebration of the Holy Eucharist: A reception and dinner will follow the Celebration.

Room Locator Code: M-Marriott, C-Convention Center. Floor plans and room charts are on pages 342-347.
ADDITIONAL MEETINGS

SATURDAY NOVEMBER 18

AM37 Christian Theological Research Fellowship - Session One
9:00am-11:30am C-107B
Topic: The Scandal of Particularity: Christian Salvation and Religious Pluralism
9:00 Opening: Alan G. Padgett, President
9:15 Panel and Discussion
Convenor: Rebekah Miles, Brite Divinity School, Co-Vice-President
Anselm Min, Claremont Graduate School
The Dialectics of Pluralism
Ken Brewer, Drew University
How to Offend Friends and Spread the Gospel: The Scandal of Christian Salvation
Tim S. Perry, University of Durham
Steffen Lösel, University of Tübingen,
Solut Christus or the Anticipation of Divine Absoluteness: A Critique of Pannenberg
11:30 Conclusion
For further information contact Alan G. Padgett, School of Theology, Azusa Pacific University, Azusa, CA 91702-7000, Tel: 818-815-6000, ext. 3232, Fax: 818-815-3809, Internet: padgett@apu.edu. Papers can be ordered in advance for a $5.00 fee (make checks payable to "Azusa Pacific University").

AM38 Euro-American Studies Seminar
9:00am-11:30am M-406

AM39 Journal of Religious Ethics Editorial Board Meeting
9:00am-11:30am M-410

AM40 Karl Barth Society of North America
9:00am-11:30am M-415

AM41 Lutheran Women in Theological Studies
9:00am-11:30am C-202A

AM42 National Association of Baptist Professors of Religion Annual Meeting
9:00am-11:30am C-103C

AM43 The Polanyi Society
9:00am-11:30am M-308
Walter Gulick, Eastern Montana College, Presiding
9:00 Aaron Milavec, The Athenaeum of Ohio
On Religious Pedagogy
Respondent: John Apczyinski, St. Bonaventure University
10:15 Elizabeth Newman, St. Mary's College
Beyond Objectivism & Relativism
For further information, call David Rutledge at 803-294-3296.

AM44 Religious Studies Review Editors Meeting
9:00am-11:30am M-Salon E

AM45 Society for Asian and Comparative Philosophy
9:00am-11:30am M-412
9:00 Panel: Chinese Women's Voices Today
Chair: Diane B. Obenchain, Peking University
Qin Wenjie, Harvard University
Chinese Women's Religious Voices Today: A Documentary Film
Xu Lanting, Harvard University
Proper Women: Continuity of Self-Image Among Chinese Women Immigrating Today
Wang Raye, New York University
Self-Respect: New Ways and Means of Women in China Today
11:00 Business Meeting
11:30 Adjourn for lunch together
For additional information, please contact D. B. Obenchain 71267.637@Compuserve.com.
### ADDITIONAL MEETINGS  
**Saturday November 18**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td><strong>Society for Hindu-Christian Studies Annual Meeting</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>Panel and Discussion: The Spirituality of Hildegard of Bingen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>Business Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td><strong>North American Association for the Study of Religion Meeting</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>Presiding: Annette Nebbett Evans, Lynchburg College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td>Presiding: Uwe Scharf, University of Virginia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>New Testament Respondent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>Open Discussion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td><strong>Journal of Feminist Studies in Religion Editorial Board Meeting</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td><strong>Mennonite Scholars and Friends Forum</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td><strong>North American Paul Tillich Society</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td><strong>People’s Theology Group</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td><strong>Person, Culture and Religion Group</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Room Locator Code:** M=Marriott, C=Convention Center. Floor plans and room charts are on pages 342-347.
MEETINGS

Saturday
November 18

AM56 Society for Buddhist-Christian Studies
9:00am-12:00pm C-201A
9:00 Panel: Mission and Dialogue: Christian Views
Sallie King, Moderator
William Burrows (Orbis Books)
Eugene Hillman (Catholic)
Terry Muck (Evangelical Protestant)
Buddhist Respondent: Judith Simmer-Brown
11:00 Annual Business Meeting
David Chappell, Presiding

AM57 Nature Religions Scholars Networking Meeting
11:45am-12:45pm M-Salon F

AM58 Association of Theological Booksellers
1:00pm-5:00pm M-308

AM59 Institute of Holy Land Studies-Board of Directors
1:00pm-5:00pm M-406

AM60 Association for Case Teaching: Missiological Case Study on Islam/ Annual Meeting
6:00pm-8:00pm M-308

AM61 Kingswood Books Editorial Board
6:30pm-10:00pm M-309

AM62 Association of Theological Booksellers
6:00pm-7:45pm C-108A

AM63 Louisville Institute Reception
7:00pm-8:30pm M-Salon D

AM64 United Church of Christ Scholars Reception
7:00pm-8:30pm M-Suite 760

AM65 Yale University Reception for Alumni and Friends
7:00pm-8:30pm M-Salon C

AM66 The Catholic University of America Reception
7:15pm-8:45pm M-Salon A

AM67 Aum Shinrikyo: The Inside Story
8:30pm-10:30pm C-202B
Sponsored by the Japanese Religions Group
Steven Heine, Pennsylvania State University, Presiding
A video of current material on Aum Shinrikyo made in Tokyo since the events of last spring will be screened as part of an in-depth analysis of the history and developments inside the cult, including its impact on Japanese society. There will be a one-hour discussion after the presentation.

AM68 Concordia Seminary, Concordia Theological Seminary and Concordia Publishing House Reception
9:00pm-11:00pm M-405

Room Locator Code: M=Marriott, C=Convention Center. Floor plans and room charts are on pages 342-347.
### ADDITIONAL MEETINGS

#### SATURDAY/SUNDAY NOVEMBER 18-19

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AM69</th>
<th>Fortress Press Reception</th>
<th>9:00pm-11:00pm</th>
<th>M-Salon K &amp; L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AM70</td>
<td>Johns Hopkins University-Near Eastern Studies</td>
<td>9:00pm-11:00pm</td>
<td>M-406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM71</td>
<td>Temple University Reception</td>
<td>9:00pm-11:00pm</td>
<td>C-111A &amp; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM72</td>
<td>University of California at Santa Barbara Religious Studies Department Reception</td>
<td>9:00pm-11:00pm</td>
<td>M-Salon B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Sunday, November 19

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AM73</th>
<th>Baylor University Alumni and Friends Breakfast</th>
<th>7:00am-9:00am</th>
<th>M-JW's Steakhouse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AM74</td>
<td>Candler School of Theology / Emory University Breakfast</td>
<td>7:00am-8:30am</td>
<td>C-113A &amp; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM75</td>
<td>The Dead Sea Scrolls Foundation-Board of Directors</td>
<td>7:00am-8:30am</td>
<td>M-308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM76</td>
<td>Dictionary of Feminist Theologies (ed. by Letty M. Russell and Shannon Clarkson) Contributor's Open House Breakfast</td>
<td>7:00am-9:30am</td>
<td>M-Westminster John Knox Press Suite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM77</td>
<td>Disciples of Christ Faculty/Student Breakfast</td>
<td>7:00am-8:30am</td>
<td>C-112A &amp; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM78</td>
<td>Institute for Ecumenical and Cultural Research Breakfast</td>
<td>7:00am-8:30am</td>
<td>M-404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM79</td>
<td>Lutheran Theological Society Breakfast</td>
<td>7:00am-8:30am</td>
<td>C-105B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM80</td>
<td>Meeting of Churches of Christ Professors</td>
<td>7:00am-8:30am</td>
<td>C-102A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM81</td>
<td>Nineteenth-Century Theology Group Business Breakfast Meeting</td>
<td>7:00am-8:30am</td>
<td>M-406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM82</td>
<td>North American Paul Tillich Society</td>
<td>7:00am-8:30am</td>
<td>M-415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM83</td>
<td>PRISM Editorial Board Meeting</td>
<td>7:00am-8:30am</td>
<td>M-309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM84</td>
<td>Religion Editors Annual Board Meeting</td>
<td>7:00am-8:30am</td>
<td>C-104B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SUNDAY
NOVEMBER 19

AM85 Society of John Wesley Scholars Breakfast
7:00am-8:30am  M-302

AM86 Wilhelm Vatke Society Breakfast
7:00am-8:30am  M-414

AM87 Restoration Theology Research Fellowship Annual Meeting
9:00am-11:30am  M-501

AM88 Christian Theological Research Fellowship-Session Two: Book Event
11:45am-12:45pm  C-104A
Opening: Elmer Colyer, University of Dubuque
Convener: Will Coleman, Columbia Theological Seminary
Participants:
S. Mark Heim, Andover Newton Theological School
Clark Pinnock, McMaster Divinity College

AM89 German Feminist Religion-Ethics-Theology Scholars
11:45am-12:45pm  M-413

AM90 Graduate Theological Union Annual Alumni/Faculty/Student Luncheon
11:45am-12:45pm  C-113A & B

AM91 Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion School of Graduate Studies
11:45am-12:45pm  C-112A & B

AM92 Institute for Antiquity and Christianity Luncheon
11:45am-12:45pm  M-JW's Steakhouse

AM93 Plowshares International Advisory Council
11:45am-12:45pm  M-415

AM94 Word Biblical Commentary Author Luncheon
11:45am-12:45pm  M-302

AM95 Association of Theological Booksellers
1:00pm-5:00pm  M-301

AM96 The Schocken Bible: How Close Can One Get to the Biblical Voice?
3:45pm-5:45pm  M-409
Moderator: Phyllis Trible, Union Theological Seminary
Panelists:
Jack Miles, Claremont Graduate School
Jack M. Sasson, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Judith E. Sanderson, Seattle University
Judith Romney Wegner, Connecticut College
Respondent:
Everett Fox, Clark University, Translator of The Schocken Bible
Open discussion to follow panel.

AM97 Vanderbilt University Divinity School Alumni/ae Reception
4:00pm-6:00pm  C-113C
ADDITIONAL MEETINGS  SUNDAY  NOVEMBER 19

AM098 University of Southern California School of Religion Reception  
5:30pm-7:30pm  M-Suite 760

AM099 Princeton University-Department of Religion/Center for Study of American Religion  
6:00pm-7:30pm  C-111A & B

AM100 Astarte Shell Press Book Signing Reception  
7:00pm-8:30pm  M-Suite 2061

AM101 Buddhism Section Reception  
7:00pm-8:30pm  C-204A

AM102 Indiana University Alumni Reception  
7:00pm-8:30pm  M-414

AM103 Alumni Lovaniensis Dinner  
7:00pm-10:00pm  C-108A

AM104 Princeton Theological Seminary Alumni/ae Reception  
7:00pm-8:30pm  C-113C

AM105 Tyndale House Publishers Living Bible Revision Dinner  
7:00pm-8:30pm  C-112A & B

AM106 University of Virginia Reception  
7:00pm-8:30pm  M-Suite 790

AM107 University of Iowa Reception  
7:30pm-9:30pm  M-404

AM108 International Greek New Testament Project: Executive Committee  
8:30pm-10:30pm  M-415

AM109 Association of Theological Schools Reception for Administrators and Faculty  
9:00pm-11:00pm  C-113C

AM110 Brown University Reception  
9:00pm-11:00pm  M-406

AM111 Center for Process Studies Reception  
9:00pm-11:00pm  M-302 & 303

AM112 Center of Theological Inquiry Reception  
9:00pm-11:00pm  C-112A & B

AM113 Collegium-Association of Liberal Religious Scholars  
9:00pm-11:00pm  M-Suite 780

AM114 Florida State University Department of Religion: 30th Anniversary Reception  
9:00pm-11:00pm  M-Suite 760

AM115 Harvard University- The Divinity School, Center for the Study of World Religions and Committee on the Study of Religion Reception  
9:00pm-10:30pm  C-Grand Hall

Room Locator Code: M=Marriott, C=Convention Center. Floor plans and room charts are on pages 342-347.
AM116 Postmodern Jewish Philosophy Network
9:00pm-11:00pm  M-307

Discussion Topic: Kabbalah and Postmodern Philosophy: Rereading as Rewriting in Lurianic Scriptural Exegesis

Presenter: Shaul Magid, Rice University

Chairpersons:
Robert Gibbs, Princeton University, and Peter Ochs, Drew University

Participants should pre-order Magid's "Lurianic Exegesis on Adam and Eve and the Garden of Eden", which appears in The Postmodern Jewish Philosophy Network, Vol. 4:2, and the discussion of that essay, which follows in Vol. 4:3. During this session, we plan to reread selected texts in light of both Magid's essay and the ensuing discussion. Archives of the Network issues may be accessed on the World Wide Web: http://www.drew.edu/~pmjp. They may also be ordered by hard copy (c/o Peter Ochs, Drew University, Madison, NJ 07960, include S6 to Drew University). Questions may be addressed to e-mail: pochs@drew.drew.edu.

Business Meeting

Refreshments: New members, visitors welcome.

AM117 Saint Paul University/Universite Saint-Paul (Ottawa) Reception
9:00pm-11:00pm  M-Suite 770

AM118 THETA ALPHA KAPPA, National Honor Society/Religious Studies/Theology Reception
9:00pm-11:00pm  M-Suite 708

To this reception, Theta Alpha Kappa welcomes its members as well as those desiring information concerning the society. TAK has ninety-one chapters in undergraduate and graduate educational institutions and is recognized as a Related Scholarly Organization by AAR. The TAK

national secretary is W. J. Collinge, Mount Saint Mary's College, Emmitsburg, MD 21727; FAX: 301-447-5755; E-MAIL: collinge@msmary.edu.

AM119 University of Pennsylvania Reception
9:00pm-11:00pm  C-111A & B

AM120 Womanist Scholars Reception
9:00pm-11:00pm  M-309

AM121 The University of Chicago Divinity School Alumni Reception
9:00pm-11:00pm  Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts

Following Toni Morrison's talk, join faculty, friends, and fellow alumni/ae from the University of Chicago Divinity School at our annual reception. This year's reception will be held at the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, located just 3 short blocks from the Philadelphia Marriott at 118 North Broad Street (Broad and Cherry Streets). In addition to food, drinks, and conversation, you will be able to view the Academy's fine collection of American art. Directions: Go north on 13th Street, 2 blocks to Cherry Street, and west 1 block to Broad Street.

Monday, November 20

AM122 Boston University School of Theology Alumni Breakfast
7:00am-8:30am  M-406

AM123 The Dead Sea Scrolls Foundation-Board of Advisors
7:00am-8:30am  M-302

AM124 Fuller Theological Seminary Friends and Alumni/ae Breakfast
7:00am-8:30am  C-113C
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AM125</td>
<td>Garrett/Northwestern Alumni/ae Breakfast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM126</td>
<td>Lutheran Professors and Graduate Students Annual Breakfast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM127</td>
<td>Regent College Alumni and Friends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM128</td>
<td>Restoration Quarterly Breakfast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM129</td>
<td>Roman Catholic Modernism Seminar Breakfast Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM130</td>
<td>Trinity Evangelical Divinity School: Alumni/ae and Friends Breakfast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM131</td>
<td>Union Theological Seminary in Virginia Breakfast for Alumni/ae and Friends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM132</td>
<td>Westminster Theological Seminary Alumni/ae Breakfast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM133</td>
<td>E. J. Brill Luncheon-Biblical Interpretation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM134</td>
<td>New Revised Standard Version Translation Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM135</td>
<td>North American Paul Tillich Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM136</td>
<td>Highlands Institute for American Religious Thought</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM137</td>
<td>Council of Societies for the Study of Religion and Religious Studies Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM138</td>
<td>University of Sheffield, Department of Biblical Studies, Alumni/ae Dinner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM139</td>
<td>Abingdon New Testament Commentary Editorial Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM140</td>
<td>Highlands Institute for American Religious Thought</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM141</td>
<td>American Theological Library Association</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ADDITIONAL MEETINGS

MONDAY NOVEMBER 20

AM142 Asbury Theological Seminary
7:00pm-8:30pm M-Salon L

AM143 Celebration of Van Austin Harvey and His Work
7:00pm-8:30pm M-Salon J

AM144 E. J. Brill Reception
7:00pm-8:30pm M-Salon A

AM145 Scottish Universities of St. Andrews, Glasgow and Edinburgh Joint Reception
7:00pm-8:30pm M-Salon B

The three Scottish Universities—of Edinburgh, Glasgow, and St. Andrews—join together to invite their alumni/ae and friends to a united reception at the Philadelphia Marriott.

AM146 Society for Tantric Studies
7:00pm-8:30pm M-409

AM147 Southern Methodist University Perkins School of Theology Reception
7:00pm-8:30pm M-305 & 306

AM148 Westminster John Knox Press Reception
7:30pm-9:30pm M-Salon C & D

AM149 The Claremont Reception
9:00pm-11:00pm M-Salon F


AM150 Drew University Reception for Alumni and Friends
9:00pm-11:00pm M-Salon I

AM151 Duquesne University, Pittsburgh Theological Seminary, University of Pittsburgh Reception
9:00pm-11:00pm M-406

AM152 Emory University Reception
9:00pm-11:00pm M-Salon A

Cosponsored by the Emory University Graduate Division of Religion, the Candler School of Theology, Abingdon Press, and T & T Clark Ltd., to celebrate the publication of Old Testament Interpretation: Past, Present, and Future; Essays in Honor of Gene M. Tucker.

AM153 New Religious Movements Group Reception
9:00pm-11:00pm M-Suite 760

AM154 PRO ECCLESIA Reception, Sponsored by the Center for Catholic and Evangelical Theology
9:00pm-11:00pm M-Salon L

AM155 Sheffield Academic Press Reception
9:00pm-11:00pm M-Salon B

AM156 Syracuse University, Department of Religion Reception
9:00pm-11:00pm M-Salon K

Room Locator Code: M=Marriott, C=Convention Center. Floor plans and room charts are on pages 342-347.
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DIETRICH BONHOEFFER WORKS
The English Translation of the Critical Edition

Ever since some of the writings of Dietrich Bonhoeffer (1906-1945) became available in English after the Second World War, they have been eagerly read by scholars and by a wide general audience. Until now there has been no critical edition of the works in English.


SPECIAL SUBSCRIPTION OFFER AVAILABLE
Visit Booths 307-314 for additional information.

NEW TESTAMENT

A.K.M. ADAM
WHAT IS POSTMODERN BIBLICAL CRITICISM?
Guides to Biblical Scholarship
"Analyzes the differences between the modern and the postmodern while self-consciously advocating a postmodern posture"—DON O. VIA
96pp. $10.00 paper BK1-2879

BRIAN K. BLOUNT
CULTURAL INTERPRETATION
Reorienting New Testament Criticism
Blount's model of interpretation does more than acknowledge the inevitability of multiple interpretations; it fonrums them.
224pp. $18.00 paper BK1-2887

Reissued!
GÜNTHER BORNKAMM
JESUS OF NAZARETH
"Holds a leading position among scholarly presentations of Jesus’ life and teachings."—AMON N. WILDER
256pp. $16.00 paper BK1-2887

Reissued!
GÜNTHER BORNKAMM
PAUL
"A superb and masterful presentation of the mission and theology of Paul."
—KARL PAUL DONFRIED
288pp. $17.00 paper BK1-2898

ALEXANDRA R. BROWN
THE CROSS AND HUMAN TRANSFORMATION
Paul's Apocalyptic Word in 1 Corinthians
"Should appeal to a wide circle of students and scholars."
—J. CHRISTIAAN BEKER
208pp. $16.00 paper BK1-2677

OSCAR CULLMANN
PRAYER IN THE NEW TESTAMENT
The first complete treatment of the New Testament doctrine of prayer.
224pp. $19.00 paper BK1-2944

E. ELIZABETH JOHNSON and DAVID M. HAY, Eds.
PAULINE THEOLOGY, Vol. III Romans
Leading Pauline scholars focus on the theology of Paul as it appears in the apostle's most reflective letter.
520pp. $55.00 cloth BK1-2929

CRAIG R. KOESTER
SYMBOLISM IN THE FOURTH GOSPEL
Meaning, Mystery, Community
"Fills a void in Johannine scholarship in that it offers a readable, sane, and balanced interpretation of Johannine symbolism."
—R. ALAN CULPEPPER
288pp. $19.00 paper BK1-2893

GERHARD A. KRODEL, Ed.
THE GENERAL LETTERS
Hebrews, James, 1-2 Peter, Jude, 1-2-3 John
Revised and Enlarged Edition
Proclamation Commentaries
A lens on the struggles of different churches at the end of the first century and the beginning of the second.
168pp. $10.00 paper BK1-2895

GERD LUEDEMANN
THE RESURRECTION OF JESUS
History, Experience, Theology
A controversial and exhaustive examination of all the New Testament and related texts pertaining to the Resurrection.
224pp. $17.00 paper BK1-2792

BOOThS 307-314
RUSSELL PREGEANT
ENGAGING THE NEW TESTAMENT
An Interdisciplinary Introduction
A highly effective teaching tool. It succeeds brilliantly in its stated purpose of encouraging students to engage the New Testament writings.
—JOHN A. DARR
592pp. $46.00 cloth, BK1-2803

GERARD S. SLOYAN
THE CRUCIFIXION OF JESUS
History, Myth, Faith
The unique historical tour de force tracks the legacy of the cross through two millennia.
256pp. $16.00 paper, BK1-2886
256pp. $32.00 cloth, BK1-2931

GÜNTER STEMBERGER
JEWS CONTEMPORARIES OF JESUS
Pharisees, Sadducees, Essenes
Stemberger has reviewed all the evidence...with immense intelligence and a critical eye. This is a thoroughly trustworthy account.
—ANTHONY J. SALDARI
176pp. $15.00 paper, BK1-2624

L. MICHAEL WHITE and
O. LARRY YARBROUGH, Eds.
THE SOCIAL WORLD OF THE FIRST CHRISTIANS
Essays in Honor of Wayne A. Meeks
A creative contribution to the study of Paul.
416pp. $54.00 cloth, BK1-2585

STEPHEN G. WILSON
RELATED STRANGERS
Jews and Christians, 70-170 C.E.
"An analysis of a crucially important but still neglected period."—PETER RICHARDSON
416pp. $26.00 paper, BK1-2950

JACOB NEUSNER
RABBINIC JUDAISM
Structure and System
An encompassing introduction to Rabbinic Judaism, its principal beliefs, and the theological system that it established.
256pp. $24.00 paper, BK1-2909

MORDECAI PALDIEL
SHELTERING THE JEWS
Stories of Holocaust Rescuers
Highlights the role of non-Jews in extending aid and assistance to Jews inside Nazi-dominated Europe.
200pp. $16.00 paper, BK1-2997
Available December 1995

JON L. BERQUIST
JUDAISM IN PERSIA'S SHADOW
A Social and Historical Approach
"A useful initiation into the political and intellectual history of Judaism during the two centuries of Persian rule..."
—JOSEPH BLENKINNOPP
280pp. $21.00 paper, BK1-2845

WALTER BRUEGEMANN
THE PSALMS AND THE LIFE OF FAITH
"Walter brueggemann has done more to influence the interpretation and "use" of the Psalms than any other American scholar of his generation."—PATRICK D. MILLER
240pp. $18.00 paper BK1-2733

STEPHEN L. COOK
PROPHECY AND APOCALYPTICISM
The Postexilic Social Setting
"Enriches our understanding of the theology of the postexilic Temple cult..."
—ELLEN F. DAVIS
240pp. $21.00 paper BK1-2839

FRANK MOORE CROSS, JR.
THE ANCIENT LIBRARY OF QUMRAN AND MODERN BIBLICAL STUDIES
Revised and Enlarged Edition
An authoritative and up-to-date introduction.
232pp. $18.00 paper, BK1-2807

NORMAN C. HABEL
THE LAND IS MINE
Six Biblical Land Ideologies
Overtures to Biblical Theology
A fascinating account of the variety of biblical approaches to the understanding of land.
160pp. $12.00 paper, BK1-2884

WILLIAM L. HOLLADAY
LONG AGO GOD SPOKE
How Christians May Hear the Old Testament Today
"A dedicated master shares insights from many years of study and teaching..."
—THOMAS H. TRAPP
352pp. $38.00 cloth, BK1-2932
352pp. $20.00 paper, BK1-2884

MOSE WEINFELD
SOCIAL JUSTICE IN ANCIENT ISRAEL
And in the Ancient Near East
Weinfield investigates the ideal of justice in relation to social reforms, the ideal in individual life, and theological implications.
280pp. $34.00 cloth, BK1-2596

GALE A. YEE, Ed.
JUDGES AND METHOD
New Approaches in Biblical Studies
Introduces the student to new interdisciplinary approaches and provides bibliography for further study in each method.
280pp. $17.00 paper, BK1-2745

JAMES M. CHILDS, JR.
ETHICS IN BUSINESS
Faith at Work
"This book will be welcome to the many business people seeking a greater religious relevance in their business lives..."
—DR. LAURA L. NASH
144pp. $12.00 paper, BK1-2908

GARY DORRiEN
SOUL IN SOCIETY
The Making and Renewal of Social Christianity
Addresses the roots of and remedy to the current crisis in American Christian social ethics.
"Brilliant..."—DANIEL C. MAGUIRE
522pp. $24.00 paper, BK1-2801
FORTRESS PRESS

AFRICAN-AMERICAN STUDIES

GARTH KASIMU BAKER-FLETCHER
XODUS
An African-American Male Journey
Xodus aims at a new, positive "reconstruction" of African-American maleness.
224pp. $17.00 paper, BK1-2918
Available November 1995

PETER J. PARIS
THE SPIRITUALITY OF AFRICAN PEOPLES
The Search for a Common Moral Discourse
"A valuable statement on the enduring traditions of Africa in the hostile setting of transplantation, suppression and discrimination and on their positive effects on black political and religious life. I welcome this book."—LAMIN SANNEH
170pp. $14.00 paper, BK1-2854

CHERYL J. SANDERS
EMPOWERMENT ETHICS FOR A LIBERATED PEOPLE
A Path to African-American Social Transformation
A fresh reading of 19th and 20th century black religion and a distinctive approach to African-American social ethics.
144pp. $12.00 paper, BK1-2917

Church History

GERALD BRAY, Ed.
DOCUMENTS OF THE ENGLISH REFORMATION
A major, comprehensive collection from 1526 to 1700.
672pp. $38.00 paper, BK1-2997

TIM DOWLEY, Ed.
INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF CHRISTIANITY
"This fine handbook... with its charts, maps, diagrams, and color illustrations will help readers through the maze of complex Christian history."—New York Times
688pp. $42.00 cloth, BK1-2935

SAMUEL RUBENSON
THE LETTERS OF ST. ANTONY
Monasticism and the Making of a Saint
Studies in Antiquity and Christianity
Examines the distortion of the picture of early Christian monks as unlettered and primitive. Includes the first English translation of the letters.
256pp. $19.00 paper, BK1-2910

MARTIN LUTHER
THE SCHMALKALD ARTICLES
"A pivotal document."—HEIKO A. OBERMAN
64pp. $4.00 paper, BK1-2661

WILLIAM R. RUSSELL
LUTHER'S THEOLOGICAL TESTAMENT
The Schmalkald Articles
The first book-length study in English of the Schmalkald Articles.
224pp. $30.00 cloth, BK1-2660

 Practical Theology

M. KATHRYN ARMISTEAD
GOD-IMAGES
In the Healing Process
Offers practical psychological and theological guidance on how to understand the God-images of one who seeks help.
144pp. $15.00 paper, BK1-2586

JAMES B. ASHBROOK
MINGLING THE SOUL
Pastoral Counseling as Remembering
"An excellent and richly meaningful resource for the practice, learning, and teaching of pastoral counseling."—BONNIE NISWANDER
500pp. $19.00 paper, BK1-2673
Available December 1995

PAMELA COOPER-WHITE
THE CRY OF TAMAR
Violence against Women and the Church's Response
A powerful overview of various forms of violence against women that calls the church to examine its own ethical resources and counseling insights.
320pp. $19.00 paper, BK1-2730

IRIS V. CULLY
THE BIBLE IN CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
Explores the many challenges and opportunities in Christian education today and offers helpful, practical advice to teachers, parents, clergy, small-group leaders, and others.
144pp. $11.00 paper, BK1-2866

JAMES H. HARRIS
PREACHING LIBERATION
Fortress Resources for Preaching
Advocates the salient features of transformational preaching, especially as exemplified in black-church settings.
144pp. $15.00 paper, BK1-2851
Available November 1995

RICHARD L. ESLINGER
NARRATIVE AND IMAGINATION
Preaching the Worlds that Shape Us
"Richard Elsinger has drawn together a diverse literature—and written a must-read book on homiletics. A smart, insightful book!"—DAVID G. BUTTRICK
192pp. $16.00 paper, BK1-2719

MELVIN A. KIMBLE, SUSAN H. MCFAEDDEN, JAMES W. ELLOR and JAMES J. SEEBER, Eds.
AGING, SPIRITUALITY, AND RELIGION
A Handbook
Comprehensively examines the ways religion and spirituality are experienced by aging persons within an aging society.
608pp. Special introductory price $45.00. Regular $65.00. cloth, BK1-2667

MARK ALLAN POWELL
GOD WITH US
A Pastoral Theology of Matthew's Gospel
"Interprets Matthew's Gospel according to a 'pastoral' reading that corresponds in a remarkably satisfying way to the intentions of the Gospel and the situation out of which it was originally addressed."—DAVID R. BAUER
160pp. $12.00 paper, BK1-2881

CHRIS R. SCHLAUCH
FAITHFUL COMPANIONING
How pastoral counseling heals in the contexts of the counseling relationship, process, and theological commitments.
208pp. $14.00 paper, BK1-2651

Booths 307-314
CARL E. BRAATEN and ROBERT W. JENSON, Eds.

A MAP OF TWENTIETH-CENTURY THEOLOGY
Readings from Karl Barth to Radical Pluralism

"Exciting and fruitful in their presentation, Braaten and Jenson bring this period and its questions to life for the benefit of all..."—TED PETERS

400pp. $26.00 paper, BK1-2686

WALTER H. CAPPS

RELIGIOUS STUDIES
The Making of a Discipline
The first full-scale introduction to the history and methods of the study of religion.
400pp. $29.00 paper, BK1-2535

DAVID DAWSON

LITERARY THEORY
Guides to Theological Inquiry
Facilitates a conversation, probing the convergences and divergences between Christian theology and literary theory.
128pp. $11.00 paper, BK1-2695

MARGARET ELETTA GUIDER

DAUGHTERS OF RAHAB
Prostitution and the Church of Liberation in Brazil
Harvard Theological Studies
"This marvelous book documents what happens to pastoral theology when the church, even the liberation church, listens to prostitutes."—SUSAN BROOKS THISTLETHWAITE

256pp. $16.00 paper BK1-7093

DOROTHEE SOELLE

THEOLOGY FOR SKEPTICS
Reflections on God
Soelle invites the reader on a personal quest for a new world-embracing notion of God and a commitment to God's justice.
One of Soelle's most beautiful books.
160pp. $12.00 paper, BK1-2788

DOUGLAS JOHN HALL and ROSEMARY RADFORD RUETHER

GOD AND THE NATIONS
The theme of God's presence among the nations is addressed from different perspectives by two major theologians.

Hein/Fry Lectureship series
112pp. $10.00 paper BK1-2900

EDMUND ARENS

CHRISTOPRAXIS
A Theology of Action
"Presents a compelling theology of action that will both guide and challenge Christian engagement in the world today."—ROBERT SCHREITER

184pp. $17.00 paper, BK1-2746

DARRELL JODEN, Ed.

RITSCHL IN RETROSPECT
History, Community, and Science
Reassesses Ritschl's contributions, especially in light of our present theological context.

224pp. $24.00 paper, BK1-2606

RAIMON PANIKKAR

HARRY JAMES CARGAS, Ed.

INVISIBLE HARMONY
Essays on Contemplation and Responsibility
Gathers some of Panikkar's best writing and functions as a mini-symposium of his chief insights.

208pp. $16.00 paper, BK1-2609

MITRI RAHEB

I AM A PALESTINIAN CHRISTIAN
"Is highly relevant to Western Christians, particularly those wrestling with post-colonial, post-theology and Jewish-Christian relations."—CLIFFORD GREEN

144pp. $12.00 paper, BK1-2653

PAUL RICOEUR

MARK 1. WALLACE, Ed.

FIGURING THE SACRED
Religion, Narrative, and Imagination
The most comprehensive overview of Ricoeur's writings on religion since 1970.
352pp. $23.00 paper, BK1-2894

BERNABE SEGOVIA and MARY ANN TOLBERT, Eds.

READING FROM THIS PLACE
Volume 2: Social Location and Biblical Interpretation in Global Perspective
How one's "location"—social, cultural, ethnic, and gender—affects one's reading of the biblical text and its import.
320pp. $22.00 paper, BK1-2949

MARK WILLIAM WORTHING

GOD, CREATION, AND CONTEMPORARY PHYSICS
"The bringing together of so much material into a critical account is a worthwhile achievement and a useful contribution to scholarly literature."—JOHN POLKINGHORNE

Theology and the Sciences
256pp. $19.00 paper, BK1-2906

Available December 1995

PAMELA DICKER YOUNG

CHRIST IN A POST-CHRISTIAN WORLD
How can we believe in Jesus Christ when those around us believe differently—or not at all?
"...Helps to prepare the ground for a discourse in which, hopefully, we may all more responsibly participate."—DOUGLAS JOHN HALL

160pp. $14.00 paper, BK1-2915

For a complete list of our books, write:
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EROS AND ALLEGORY: Medieval Exegesis of the Song of Songs</td>
<td>Denys Turner</td>
<td>0-87907-756-5</td>
<td>$49.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0-87907-956-8</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HANDMAIDS OF THE LORD:</td>
<td>Joan M. Petersen</td>
<td>0-87907-543-0</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Lives of Holy Women in late Antiquity &amp; the Early</td>
<td></td>
<td>0-87907-743-3</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Ages</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIDDEN SPRINGS: Medieval Religious Women 3 (2 volumes)</td>
<td>Lillian Thomas Shank, OCSO, &amp;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>John A. Nichols, eds.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The story and spirituality of Cistercian nuns from the</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>twelfth century to the present despite often overwhelming</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>odds. A collaborative work of Cistercians and scholars,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>women and men.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set of 2: 0-87907-513-6 &amp; 413-2  he $34.95 Set of 2: 0-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87907-913-4 &amp; 613-5 he $27.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our complete series of books are listed in our catalogue. Books on spirituality, history, monasticism—patristic, desert, Palestinian, Syriac, Coptic, Byzantine, medieval, Latin, modern—and art and architecture. Please stop at booth #751-752 and pick up a catalogue or write us for a copy.

**THE CHALLENGE OF OUR PAST**

**John H. Erickson**

These essays provide historical perspectives on contemporary issues such as marriage, ecclesiological issues and church order. 174 pp.

"...highly recommended to all concerned with Eastern canon law and theology; and with contemporary ecumenical dialogue."

John P. Calvin, *The Jurist*

ISBN 0-88141-086-1

**THE SHAPE OF BIBLICAL LANGUAGE**

**John Breck**

A groundbreaking study on the literary form known as "chiasmus," a form of parallelism used frequently in the Bible as well as in other ancient and modern works. 387 pp.

"A bonanza for exegetes and translators. On the shoulders of Lund, Kugel and Gerhard, Breck has entered further into the structure of chiasm than anyone before him."

Peter Ellis, Professor Emeritus of New Testament, Fordham University

ISBN 0-88141-139-6

**NEW FROM SVS PRESS**

**St Symeon the New Theologian**

**ON THE MYSTICAL LIFE**

**Vol. 1: The Church and the Last Things**

*Alexander Golitzin*, trans.

Volume 1 of the first English translation of St Symeon's Ethical Discourses. 196 pp.

ISBN 0-88141-133-7

**St Cyril of Alexandria**

**ON THE UNITY OF CHRIST**


Essential reading for all those interested in the theology and spirituality of the Fathers. 152 pp.

ISBN 0-88141-137-7
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The Definitive Guide to Understanding Religion Today

The HarperCollins Dictionary of Religion

JONATHAN Z. SMITH, General Editor
WILLIAM SCOTT GREEN, Associate Editor
With the American Academy of Religion

0-06-067515-2 • Hardcover
$39.95 Pre-Publication Introductory Price Through December 31, 1995
$45.00 as of January 1, 1996

In partnership with the American Academy of Religion, Harper San Francisco proudly presents the most comprehensive, easy-to-use one-volume guide to every facet of religion and all the world's religions.

Features include:
• More than 3,200 articles covering a broad range of topic areas.
• 332 contributors, leading experts in all the fields of religion.
• In-depth and unbiased coverage of the major and lesser-known world religions, including ancient religions and new religious movements of the twentieth century.
• Eleven specially designed feature articles on the major religions.
• Maps and pie charts showing the current world distribution of major traditions.
• Time lines for major traditions.
• Bar graphs depicting the history and expansion of Buddhism, Christianity, and Islam.
• "Tree" diagrams clearly indicating the branches of major traditions.
• Two 8-page color inserts.
• Black-and-white photographs and more maps.

Jorunn Jacobsen Buckley: The Religions of Antiquity
Lawrence Cunningham: Christianity
Gary Ebersole: The Religions of China, Japan, and Korea
M. David Eckel: Buddhism
Sam Gill: The Religions of Traditional Peoples
Alfred Hillebittel: Hinduism
Richard C. Martin: Islam
Carole Myeoshiki: New Religions
Jacob Neusner: Judaism
Hans H. Penner: The Study of Religion

Harper San Francisco and the American Academy of Religion invite you to join us for a reception honoring the editors of and contributors to The HarperCollins Dictionary of Religion on Sunday, November 19th from 6:15 to 7:00 P.M. at The Grand Hall, Pennsylvania Convention Center

Available at your local bookstore or call 1-800-331-3761 — code T0951
The Illustrated World's Religions
A Guide to Our Wisdom Traditions
Huston Smith

"The words and images of this book continually remind us that the world's faiths are not stagnant pools of decaying values but dynamic and vibrant waters from which their practitioners daily drink." — Publishers Weekly

0-06-067440-7 • Paperback • $20.00

The World's Wisdom
Sacred Texts of the World's Religions
Philip Novak

Foreword by Huston Smith

Philip Novak has gathered together the most powerful and elegant written expressions of the religious spirit from the great living world traditions to present the perfect companion reader to Huston Smith's The World's Religions.

"Beautifully organized . . . this volume is a major contribution to both the lay and professional studies of religion." — Publishers Weekly

0-06-065342-1 • Paperback • $14.00

Available at your local bookstore or call 1-800-331-3761 — Code T0951
THE SACRED LITERATURE TRUST SERIES

Giving voice to the wisdom that speaks across time and tradition in collaboration with faith communities of the world—HarperCollins is proud to continue the Sacred Literature Trust Series

LAO-TZI'S TREATISE ON THE RESPONSE OF THE TAO TO HUMAN ACTIONS
Li YING-CHANG
Translated by Dr. Eva Wong
0-06-064956-9 • Hardcover • $20.00

WARRIPI DREAMINGS AND OTHER HISTORIES
Napajbarri and Lee Cataldi
0-06-066125-9 • Hardcover • $20.00

THE WORDS OF MY PERFECT TEACHER
Patril Runpooche
Translated by Association Padmakara
0-06-066449-5 • Hardcover • $30.00

GATES OF LIGHT
Rabbi Joseph Gikatilla
Translated by Rabbi Avi Weinstein
0-06-065797-8 • Hardcover • $30.00

THAT WHICH IS
Translated by Dr. Nathmal Tatia
0-06-068985-4 • Hardcover • $30.00

IN THE DARK OF THE HEART
The Songs of Meera
Translated by Shama Futehally
0-06-062881-2 • Hardcover • $20.00

THE NAME OF MY BELOVED
Verses of the Sikh Gurus
Translated by Nikky Guinder Kaur Singh
0-06-067049-5 • Paperback • $15.00

ON THE LIFE OF CHRIST
Kontakia St. Romanos
Translated by Archimandrite Ephrem Lash
0-06-064943-7 • Paperback • $15.00

THE ESSENTIAL KABBALAH
The Heart of Jewish Mysticism
Daniel C. Matt
One of the foremost authorities on Jewish mysticism makes the Kabbalah available to general audiences for the first time in a compact presentation of all its primary texts, elegantly rendered with poetic nuances, exotic imagery, and bold innovation.
0-06-251164-5 • Hardcover • $18.00

THE ESSENTIAL RUMI
Translated by Coleman Barks
From the premier interpreter of Rumi comes the first definitive one-volume collection of the enduringly popular spiritual poetry by the extraordinary thirteenth-century Sufi mystic.
0-06-250958-6 • Hardcover • $18.00

ESSENTIAL ZEN
Kazuaki Tanahashi and Tensho David Schneider
The best new collection of Zen wisdom and wit that captures the mystifying, mind-stopping and scandalous heart of Zen.
0-06-251047-9 • Hardcover • $18.00

ESSENTIAL TIBETAN BUDDHISM
Robert A. F. Thurman
From the foremost Western Tibetan Buddhist scholar—and the first American Tibetan Buddhist monk—comes a comprehensive, essential guide to the incomparable riches of Tibetan Buddhism.
0-06-251048-7 • Hardcover • $18.00

RELIGIOUS TRADITIONS OF THE WORLD
Edited by H. Byron Earhart
0-06-062115-X • Hardcover • $39.00

ESSENTIAL SACRED WRITINGS FROM AROUND THE WORLD
Mircea Eliade
0-06-250304-9 • Paperback • $20.00

THE ELIADE GUIDE TO WORLD RELIGIONS
Mircea Eliade,
Joan P. Couliano,
with Hilary S. Wiesner
0-06-062145-1 • Hardcover • $22.95

THE LIBRARY OF TIBET

THE WAY TO FREEDOM
Core Teachings of Tibetan Buddhism
His Holiness the Dalai Lama
Edited by Donald S. Lopez, Jr.
Based on a fourteenth-century text never before translated for a general audience, this is an enlightening, accessible spiritual guide to the essence of Buddhist teaching that represents the Dalai Lama’s spiritual legacy for all humankind.
0-06-061722-5 • Hardcover • $16.00

AWAKENING THE MIND, LIGHTENING THE HEART
Core Teachings of Tibetan Buddhism
His Holiness the Dalai Lama
Edited by Donald S. Lopez, Jr.
This highly readable book offers techniques for deepening and heightening compassion in our lives and the world around us.
0-06-061688-1 • Hardcover • $17.00
"...Emerges as by far the front-runner—the most complete and up-to-date." —Christian Century

The HarperCollins Study Bible
New Revised Standard Version with the Apocryphal/Deuterocanonical Books
A New Annotated Edition by the Society of Biblical Literature

The HarperCollins Study Bible is a critically acclaimed, in-depth annotated study Bible, using the New Revised Standard Version. It includes introductions to each of the books of the Bible, informative notes based on the most recent research, color maps by Hammond, and more.

Now available in an affordable student edition.
0-06-065526-7 • Hardcover (unjacketed) • $30.00

Praise for The HarperCollins Study Bible
“It is a thoroughly and succinctly annotated Bible in the best sense of the word... an immensely valuable companion for all serious readers of the Holy Scriptures.”—David Noel Freedman, editor-in-chief of the Anchor Bible Project

“The HarperCollins Study Bible places our understanding of the Bible in the broadest possible interpretive framework... Of [recent] study Bibles, HarperCollins emerges as by far the front-runner—the most complete and up-to-date.”—Christian Century

“Ultimately, the breadth and depth of this study Bible, matched with its superior scholarship, make it a volume worth having in any collection.”—Library Journal

General Editor: Wayne A. Meeks • Associate Editors: Jouette M. Bassler, Werner E. Lemke, Susan Niditch, Eileen M. Schuller
0-06-065580-1 • Hardcover (jacketed) • $40.00
Economical Student Edition
0-06-065526-7 • Hardcover (unjacketed) • $30.00

Complete your biblical reference library with these tried-and-true essential guides—the perfect companion volumes to The HarperCollins Study Bible—from the premier organization of biblical scholars, The Society of Biblical Literature.

Harper's Bible Commentary
Edited by James L. Mays with the Society of Biblical Literature
Thumb-indexed • 0-06-065542-9 • Hardcover • $42.50
Regular Edition • 0-06-065541-0 • Hardcover • $40.00

Harper's Bible Dictionary
Edited by Paul J. Achtemeier with the Society of Biblical Literature
Thumb-indexed • 0-06-069863-2 • Hardcover • $42.00
Regular Edition • 0-06-069862-4 • Hardcover • $39.00

HarperSanFrancisco
A Division of HarperCollinsPublishers

Available at your local bookstore or call 1-800-331-3761 — Code T0951
BIBLICAL STUDIES

WHO WROTE THE NEW TESTAMENT? 
The Making of the Christian Myth 
BURTON L. MACK
In his engaging, follow-the-evidence wherever-it-may-lead style, Burton Mack demonstrates that the New Testament books are primarily fictional mythologies created over time by different early Christian communities for different purposes.
0-06-065517-8 • Hardcover • $22.00

WHO KILLED JESUS? 
Exposing the Roots of Anti-Semitism in the Gospel Story of the Death of Jesus 
JOHN DOMINIC CROSSAN
Crossan's radical re-examination shows that the belief that the Jews killed Jesus is an early Church myth (directed against rival Jewish groups) that must be eradicated from authentic Christian faith.
0-06-061479-X • Hardcover • $23.00

THE REAL JESUS 
The Misguided Quest for the Historical Jesus and the Truth of the Traditional Gospels 
LUKE TIMOTHY JOHNSON
"Skewers a lot of half-baked scholarship...challenging [us] to rethink faith's connection to history"—Wayne Meeks, Yale University
0-06-064177-0 • Hardcover • $22.00

THE ESSENTIAL JESUS 
Original Sayings and Earliest Images 
JOHN DOMINIC CROSSAN
An astonishing presentation of the authentic teachings and earliest images of the revolutionary Galilean sage that delivers a fresh vision of who he really was.
0-06-251045-2 • Paperback • $12.00

THE HISTORICAL JESUS 
The Life of a Mediterranean Jewish Peasant 
JOHN DOMINIC CROSSAN
Crossan's magnum opus sets forth the evidence, suppositions, and findings of his life's work on the historical Jesus.
0-06-061629-6 • Paperback • $16.00

MEETING JESUS AGAIN FOR THE FIRST TIME 
The Historical Jesus and the Heart of Contemporary Faith 
MARCUS J. BORG
A prominent scholar takes a unique look at how today's historical Jesus research, far from being destructive, grounds a truly authentic contemporary faith.
0-06-060917-6 • Paperback • $10.00

JESUS A NEW VISION 
Spirit, Culture, and the Life of Discipleship 
MARCUS J. BORG
0-06-060814-5 • Paperback • $13.00

THE GOSPEL OF THOMAS 
The Hidden Sayings of Jesus 
New Translation, with Introduction and Notes, by MARVIN MEYER 
Commentary by Harold Bloom 
The definitive English translation, beautifully presented with the critical edition of the Coptic text.
0-06-065581-X • Hardcover • $16.00

WHEN WOMEN WERE PRIESTS 
Women's Leadership in the Early Church and the Scandal of Their Subordination in the Rise of Christianity 
KAREN JO TORJESSEN
0-06-068661-8 • Paperback • $12.00

THE LOST GOSPEL 
The Book of Q and Christian Origins 
BURTON L. MACK
0-06-065375-2 • Paperback • $12.00

ANCIENT CHRISTIAN MAGIC 
Coptic Texts of Ritual Power 
Edited by MARVIN MEYER and RICHARD SMITH
A collection of texts from ancient Egypt that show the exotic rituals and practices that flowered in early Christianity. Paperback coming in January 1996!
0-06-065584-4 • Paperback • $15.00

NEW TESTAMENT BACKGROUND 
Selected Documents: Revised and Expanded Edition 
C. K. BARRETT
0-06-060553-7 • Paperback • $16.00

THE COMPLETE GOSPELS 
Edited by ROBERT J. MILLER
The only volume that contains all the known gospel records comprised of seventeen complete or partial gospels.
0-06-065587-9 • Paperback • $18.00

THE NAG HAMMADI LIBRARY IN ENGLISH 
Revised Edition 
General editor: JAMES M. ROBINSON
0-06-066935-7 • Paperback • $18.00

AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL BOOKSTORE OR CALL 1-800-331-3781 — CODE T0951
WOMEN & RELIGION

IN OUR OWN VOICES
Four Centuries of American Women's Religious Writing
Edited by Rosemary Radford Ruether and Rosemary Skinner Keller
Documenting the wide-ranging influence of women on religious teaching and tradition, this popular history recovers the voices of dozens of long-silenced spiritual foremothers and affirms the rich diversity of women's voices across the religious spectrum today.
0-06-066843-1 • Hardcover • $30.00

WITCHCRAZE
A New History of the European Witch Hunts
ANNE LLEWELLYN BARSTOW
A brilliant, authoritative feminist history that exposes the unrecognized "ethnic cleansing" of independent women in Reformation Europe—and the residual attitudes that continue to influence our culture.
0-06-251036-3 • Paperback • $13.00

WOMANSPIRIT RISING
A Feminist Reader in Religion
CAROL P. CHRIST and JUDITH PLASKOW
0-06-061377-7 • Paperback • $12.00

REWEAVING THE VISION
New Patterns in Feminist Spirituality
JUDITH PLASKOW and CAROL P. CHRIST
0-06-061383-1 • Paperback • $15.00

THE LANGUAGE OF THE GODDESS
MARIJA GIMBUTAS
"The first authoritative work on the ancient goddess culture."
0-06-251243-9 • Paperback • $22.00

THE CIVILIZATION OF THE GODDESS
The World of Old Europe
MARIJA GIMBUTAS
0-06-250804-0 • Paperback • $30.00

THE ONCE AND FUTURE GODDESS
ELINOR GADON
0-06-250354-5 • Paperback • $26.00

WHEN BOUNDARIES BETRAY US
Beyond Illusions of What Is Ethical in Therapy and Life
CARTER HAYWARD
0-06-063896-6 • Paperback • $10.00

PURE LUST
Elemental Feminist Philosophy
MARY DALY
0-06-250208-5 • Paperback • $16.00

WEBSTERS' FIRST NEW
INTERGALACTIC WICKEDARY OF THE
ENGLISH LANGUAGE
MARY DALY
0-06-251037-1 • Paperback • $17.00

OUTERCOURSE
The Be-Dazzling Voyage Containing Recollections from My Logbook of a Radical Feminist Philosopher (Being an Account of My Time/Space Travels and Ideas—Then, Again, Now, and How)
MARY DALY
0-06-250207-7 • Paperback • $13.00

JUDAICA

THE BOOK OF BLESSINGS
A Feminist Re-Creation of Jewish Prayer for the Weekdays, the Sabbaths, and the New Moon Festival
MARCIA FALK
Revitalizing old traditions and establishing new ones, acclaimed poet Marcia Falk presents a landmark revising of Jewish liturgy, including blessings, poems, meditations, and rituals, in English and Hebrew. "When a new movement arises in Judaism, invariably it publishes a prayer book as its manifesto."—Rachel Adler, feminist theologian and contributing editor to Tikvah
0-06-062340-3 • Hardcover • $32.50

THE WOMEN'S HAGGADAH
E. M. BRONER with NAOMI NIMROD
0-06-061143-X • Paperback • $10.00

JEWISH WOMEN/JEWISH MEN
The Legacy of Patriarchy in Jewish Life
AVIVA CANTOR
A feminist examination of Jewish public and private life within the context of culture and history.
0-06-061376-9 • Hardcover • $32.50

SHE WHO DWELLS WITHIN
A Feminist Vision of a Renewed Judaism
LYNN GOTTLIEB
A high-spirited woman rabbi assesses contemporary Judaism and breathes new life into classic traditions.
0-06-063292-5 • Paperback • $15.00

STANDING AGAIN AT SINAI
Judaism from a Feminist Perspective
JUDITH PLASKOW
0-06-066844-6 • Paperback • $15.00

LIVING JUDAISM
The Complete Guide to Jewish Belief, Tradition, and Practice
RABBI WAYNE DOSICK
The definitive resource for homes, libraries, and classrooms—this peerless volume combines convenient access to the essentials of Jewish belief and tradition.
0-06-062119-2 • Hardcover • $25.00

AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL BOOKSTORE OR CALL 1-800-331-3761 — CODE TO9951
THE JOURNALS OF THOMAS MERTON

When Thomas Merton died in Bangkok in 1968, the beloved Trappist monk’s will specified that his personal diaries not be published for twenty-five years—presumably because they contained his uncensored thoughts and feelings. Now, after twenty-five years, HarperSanFrancisco is proud to present the final literary legacy—appearing in seven volumes over the next several years—by this prolific author and legendary spiritual seeker.

“This is just the right time to renew our appreciation for the eternal in the world by reading the gutsy, thoughtful, passionate journals of Thomas Merton.”
—Thomas Moore

HISTORY/RELIGION & SOCIETY

I HAVE A DREAM
24 Writings and Speeches That Changed the World.
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
Edited by James M. Washington
Foreword by Coretta Scott King
0-06-250552-1 • Paperback • $10.00

A GENERATION OF SEEKERS
The Spiritual Journeys of the Baby Boom Generation
WADE CLARK ROOF
0-06-066964-0 • Paperback • $12.00

CONVERSATIONS WITH GOD
Two Centuries of Prayer by African Americans
JAMES MELVIN WASHINGTON, PH.D.
0-06-092657-0 • Paperback • $12.00

THE STORY OF CHRISTIANITY
Volume 1: The Early Church to the Dawn of the Restoration
JUSTO L. GONZALEZ
0-06-063315-8 • Paperback • $19.00

STAGES OF FAITH
The Psychology of Human Development and the Quest for Meaning
JAMES W. FOWLER
0-06-062896-9 • Paperback • $14.00

IS THE HOMOSEXUAL MY NEIGHBOR?
Revised and Updated
A Positive Christian Response
LETHA DAWSON SCANZONI and VIRGINIA RAMEY MOLLENKOTT
0-06-067078-9 • Paperback • $12.00

ANTICHRIST
Two Thousand Years of the Human Fascination with Evil
BERNARD McGINN
0-06-065282-9 • Hardcover • $18.00

RUN TO THE MOUNTAIN
The Story of a Vocation
Volume I: 1939-1941
THOMAS MERTON
Edited by Patrick Harr, O.C.S.O.
An intimate glimpse at the inner life of a young, premonastic Merton—from a graduate student living in Greenwich Village to the tentative spiritual seeker and brilliant writer—readers will learn the tortuous path by which Merton discovered his true vocation.
0-06-065474-0 • Hardcover • $27.50

ENTERING THE SILENCE
Becoming a Monk and Writer
Volume 2: 1942-1951
THOMAS MERTON
Edited by Jonathan Montaldo
0-06-065476-7 • Hardcover • $30.00

THE SILENCE OF GOD
Meditations on Prayer
JAMES P. CARSE
“A burst of light on the whole subject of prayer . . . A real treasure for the heart, mind, and spirit.”—Dan Wakefield
0-06-251117-8 • Paperback • $11.00

PHILOSOPHY & ETHICS

BREAKFAST AT THE VICTORY
The Mysticism of Ordinary Experience
JAMES P. CARSE
A philosopher’s journey through the idiosyncrasies of life to the mysticism of the ordinary.
0-06-251117-8 • Paperback • $11.00

BASIC WRITINGS
Second, Revised, and Expanded Edition
MARTIN HEIDEGGER
0-06-063763-3 • Paperback • $15.00

WOMEN AS WOMBS
Reproductive Technologies and the Battle Over Women’s Freedom
JANICE G. RAYMOND, PH.D.
0-06-250899-7 • Paperback • $12.00

STATES OF GRACE
Spiritual Grounding in the Postmodern Age
CHARLENE SPRETNAK
0-06-250697-8 • Paperback • $12.00

RELIGION IN AN AGE OF SCIENCE
The Gifford Lectures, Volume I
IAN G. BARBOUR
0-06-060383-6 • Paperback • $18.00

ETHICS IN AN AGE OF TECHNOLOGY
The Gifford Lectures, Volume II
IAN G. BARBOUR
0-06-060935-4 • Paperback • $20.00

AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL BOOKSTORE OR CALL 1-800-331-3761 — CODE T0951
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CATHOLIC STUDIES

Catholicism
New Study Edition
Completely Revised & Expanded
RICHARD P. MCBRIEN
The most complete summary of the Catholic Church's teaching and values—its doctrines, history, biblical origins, theological developments, and recent changes.
0-06-065405-8 • Paperback • $35.00

Sharing Faith
A Comprehensive Approach to Religious Education and Pastoral Ministry
THOMAS H. GROOME
Thomas Groome’s masterwork—the definitive articulation of the way of shared praxis—winner of the 1992 Catholic Press Association Book Award, First Place in Religious Education.
0-06-065397-9 • Paperback • $29.95

The Next Pope
A Behind-the-Scenes Look at the Forces that Will Choose the Successor to John Paul II and Decide the Future of the Catholic Church
PETER HEBBLETHWAITE
As speculation and curiosity mount about who the next pope will be, a respected journalist and Vatican insider reviews the most likely candidates and offers a surprising behind-the-scenes look at one of the world’s most mysterious election processes.
0-06-063752-8 • Hardcover • $20.00

THEOLOGY & CHRISTIAN LIFE

Testament to Freedom
The Essential Writings of Dietrich Bonhoeffer
DIETRICH BONHOEFFER
Edited by GEFFREY B. KELLY and F. BURTON NELSON
All the essential writings of arguably the most important theologian of the twentieth century.
0-06-064214-9 • Paperback • $18.00

Freeing Theology
The Essentials of Theology in Feminist Perspective
Edited by CATHERINE MOWRY LA CUGNA
Ten prominent women provide the first comprehensive feminist articulation of theology for students and lay people alike.
0-06-064935-6 • Paperback • $18.00

God for Us
The Trinity and Christian Life
CATHERINE MOWRY LA CUGNA
0-06-064913-5 • Paperback • $18.00

The Living God
Systematic Theology: Volume One
THOMAS C. ODEN
0-06-066363-4 • Paperback • $20.00

The Word of Life
Systematic Theology: Volume Two
THOMAS C. ODEN
0-06-066364-2 • Paperback • $23.00

Life in the Spirit
Systematic Theology: Volume Three
THOMAS C. ODEN
0-06-066362-6 • Paperback • $22.00

Gaia and God
An Ecofeminist Theology of Earth Healing
ROSEMARY RADFORD RUETHER
0-06-066967-5 • Paperback • $13.00

The HarperCollins Encyclopedia of Catholicism
Edited by RICHARD P. MCBRIEN
In collaboration with an editorial team from the faculty of the University of Notre Dame, Harper San Francisco proudly presents the most comprehensive, easy-to-use guide to the world's largest religious tradition.
• More than 4,500 entries
• 279 contributors
• 30 feature-length entries
• Extensive treatment of Eastern Catholicism, canon law, saints, angels and archangels, religious orders and lay organizations, and Catholicism around the world
• Complete tables of the liturgical calendar, ecumenical councils, and every pope, complete with a brief biography of each
• Two 8-page color inserts
• 300 illustrations
0-06-065338-8 • Hardcover • $45.00

Available at your local bookstore or call 1-800-331-3761—Code T951
Explorations Series
Lynn Davidman, Gillian Lindt, Charles H. Long, John P. Reeder, Ninian Smart, John F. Wilson, and Robert Wuthnow, series editors

Religion and Politics in America
Faith, Culture, and Strategic Choices
Robert Booth Fowler and Allen D. Hertzke
"This book delivers handsomely on its title. ... The authors provide an insightful guide to both contemporary religion and contemporary politics in America. It is essential reading for those who would understand the often confusing cultural churnings that are transforming our public life."
Rev. Richard John Neuhaus, Author of The Naked Public Square

"Religion and Politics in America is an excellent text by two of the leading scholars in the field. The coverage of the role of women, of the black church, and of religious traditions outside of the Judeo-Christian tradition is especially valuable. I recommend it not only for religion and politics courses, but for introductory courses in American government as well."
Clyde Wilcox, Georgetown University

264 pages • $48.50 hc • $18.95 pb

Forthcoming:
Book, Church, and Bishop
Conflict and Authority in Early Latin Christendom
Peter Iver Kaufman

Ancient Israelite Religion
Saul M. Olyan

New Religions as Global Cultures
Karla Pozewe and Irving Hexham

Transformations of the Confucian Way
John H. Berthrong

Models of Religious Pluralism
Richard E. Wentz

Images of Jesus
L. Michael White

Religious Ethos and the Rise of the Latino Movement
Anthony M. Stevens-Arroyo and Ana Maria Díaz-Stevens

Screening the Sacred
Religion, Myth, and Ideology in Popular American Film
edited by Joel W. Martin, Conrad E. Ostwalt, Jr.
199 pages • $55.00 hc • $17.95 pb

Marrying & Burying
Rites of Passage in a Man's Life
Ronald L. Grimes
263 pages • $59.50 hc • $10.95 pb

Faith After Foundationalism
Plantinga-Rorty-Lindebeck-Berger—Critiques and Alternatives
D. Z. Phillips
345 pages • $19.95 pb

Reason and Religious Faith
Terence Penelhum
161 pages • $44.00 hc • $15.95 pb

Ordered Universes
Approaches to the Anthropology of Religion
Morton Klass
177 pages • $49.95 hc • $16.95 pb

A Long Walk to Church
A Contemporary History of Russian Orthodoxy
Nathaniel Davis
301 pages • $75.00 hc • $27.50 pb

The Post-War Generation and Establishment Religion
Cross-Cultural Perspectives
edited by Wade Clark Roof, Jackson W. Carroll, and David A. Roozen
291 pages • $65.00 hc

VISIT US AT BOOTH# 418

WestviewPress
A Division of HarperCollins Publishers
5500 Central Avenue • Boulder, CO • 80301-2877
Phone (303) 444-3541 • Fax (303) 449-3356
1-800-331-3761, orders only please
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WESTMINSTER JOHN KNOX PRESS

NEW TITLES

Klaus Berger
THE TRUTH UNDER LOCK AND KEY?
Jesus and the Dead Sea Scrolls
Paper $12.99

Rebecca S. Chopp
SAVING WORK
Feminist Practices of Theological Education
Paper $12.99

Available in November
Robert Detweiler
BREAKING THE FALL
Religious Readings of Contemporary Fiction
Paper $18.99

Michael Goulder
ST. PAUL VERSUS ST. PETER
A Tale of Two Missions
Paper $15.99

Aloys Grillmeier, S.J.,
with Theresia Hainthaler
CHRIST IN CHRISTIAN TRADITION,
VOLUME TWO:
From the Council of Chalcedon (451)
to Gregory the Great (590-604), Part Four:
The Church of Alexandria with Nubia and
Ethiopia after 451
Cloth $50.00

Stephen R. Haynes
RELENTLESS WITNESSES
Jews and the Christian Imagination
Paper $18.99

John Hick
A CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY
OF RELIGIONS
The Rainbow of Faith
Paper $14.99

Ulrich Körner
THE END OF THE WORLD
A Theological Interpretation
Paper $29.99

Jacob Neusner
THE CLASSICS OF JUDAISM
A Textbook and Reader
Paper $29.99

Now available in paper!
Carol A. Newsom and Sharon H. Ringe, editors
THE WOMEN’S BIBLE COMMENTARY
Cloth $29.00 Paper $19.99

Douglas F. Ottati
REFORMING PROTESTANTISM
Christian Commitment in Today’s World
Paper $19.99

Raimon Panikkar
CULTURAL DISARMAMENT
The Way to Peace
Paper $18.99

T.H.L. Parker
CALVIN
An Introduction to His Thought
Paper $16.99

Daniel Patte
ETHICS OF BIBLICAL INTERPRETATION
A Reevaluation
Paper $16.99

Sally B. Purvis
THE STAINED-GLASS CEILING
Churches and Their Women Pastors
Paper $11.99

Carl A. Raschke and Susan Doughty Raschke
THE ENGENDERING GOD
Male and Female Faces of God
Paper $17.99

Jack Rogers
CLAIMING THE CENTER
Churches and Conflicting Worldviews
Paper $15.99

Rudolf Schnackenburg
JESUS IN THE GOSPELS
A Biblical Christology
Cloth $35.00
VISIT US AT BOOTHS 507, 509, 511, 513

WESTMINSTER JOHN KNOX PRESS

Luisa Schottroff
LYDIA'S IMPATIENT SISTERS
A Feminist Social History of Early Christianity
Foreword by Dorothee Soelle
Cloth $29.00

Marion L. Soards
SCRIPTURE AND HOMOSEXUALITY
Biblical Authority and the Church Today
Paper $9.99

Johanna W. H. van Wijk-Bos
REIMAGINING GOD
The Case for Scriptural Diversity
Paper $12.99

William H. Willimon and Richard Lischer, editors
CONCISE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PREACHING
Cloth $39.00

Ben Witherington, III
JOHN'S WISDOM
A Commentary on the Fourth Gospel
Paper $34.99

ETHICS/SOCIAL ISSUES

Marc H. Ellis
ENDING AUSCHWITZ
The Future of Jewish and Christian Life
Paper $16.99

Karl A. Plank
MOTHER OF THE WIRE FENCE
Inside and Outside the Holocaust
Paper $16.99

Jeffrey S. Siker, editor
HOMOSEXUALITY IN THE CHURCH
Both Sides of the Debate
Paper $14.99

J. Philip Wogaman
CHRISTIAN ETHICS
A Historical Introduction
Paper $19.99

BIBLICAL STUDIES

C.K. Barrett
PAUL
An Introduction to His Thought
Paper $12.99

Jürgen Becker
PAUL
Apostle to the Gentiles
Cloth $30.00

Michael D. Coogan, J. Cheryl Exum, and Lawrence E. Stager, editors
SCRIPTURE AND OTHER ARTIFACTS
Essays on the Bible and Archaeology in Honor of Philip J. King
1995 Biblical Archaeology Society Publication Award for "Best Scholarly Book on Archaeology"
Cloth $25.00

THEOLOGY

Thomas J.J. Altizer
THE GENESIS OF GOD
A Theological Genealogy
Cloth $22.00

Peter C. Hodgson
WINDS OF THE SPIRIT
A Constructive Christian Theology
Paper $24.99

James B. Nelson and Sandra Longfellow, editors
SEXUALITY AND THE SACRED
Sources for Theological Reflection
Paper $24.99

William C. Placher
NARRATIVES OF A VULNERABLE GOD
Christ, Theology, and Scripture
Paper $14.99
William R. Herzog II
**Parables as Subversive Speech**
Jesus as Pedagogue of the Oppressed
Paper $19.99

R. David Kaylor
**Jesus the Prophet**
His Vision of the Kingdom on Earth
Paper $19.99

James L. Mays
**The Lord Reigns**
A Theological Handbook to the Psalms
Paper $16.99

Steven L. McKenzie and Stephen R. Haynes, editors
**To Each Its Own Meaning**
An Introduction to Biblical Criticisms and Their Application
Paper $12.99

Charles H. Talbert
**The Apocalypse**
A Reading of the Revelation of John
Paper $12.99

Claus Westermann
**Roots of Wisdom**
The Oldest Proverbs of Israel and Other Peoples
Paper $19.99

Ben Witherington, III
**Paul's Narrative Thought World**
The Tapestry of Tragedy and Triumph
Paper $24.99

Alice Ogden Bellis
**Helpmates, Harlots, and Heroes**
Women's Stories in the Hebrew Bible
Paper $19.99

Letty M. Russell
**Church in the Round**
Feminist Interpretation of the Church
Paper $14.99

Jacob Neusner, editor
**World Religions in America**
An Introduction
Contributors include: Malcolm David Eckel; Robert S. Ellwood; John L. Esposito; Elizabeth Fox-Genovese; Sam Gill; Justo L. González; Andrew M. Greeley; William Scott Green; Gerald James Larson; Martin E. Marty; Peter J. Paris; and Jaroslav Pelikan.
Paper $12.99
Cloth $22.00

Dean R. Hoge, Benton Johnson, and Donald A. Luidens
**Vanishing Boundaries**
The Religion of Mainline Protestant Baby Boomers
Paper $17.99

Priscilla Pope-Levison and John R. Levison
**Jesus in Global Contexts**
Paper $17.99

Paul D. Hanson
**Isaiah 40—66**
Cloth $23.00

Pheme Perkins
**First and Second Peter, James, and Jude**
Cloth $20.00

Lois K. Daly, editor
**Feminist Theological Ethics**
A Reader
Paper $24.99
F.D. Maurice

**Reconstructing Christian Ethics**
Selected Writings
Edited by Ellen K. Wondra
Paper $18.99

Paul Tillich
**Morality and Beyond**
Foreword by William Schweiker
Paper $10.99
VISIT US AT BOOTHs 507, 509, 511, 513

WESTMINSTER JOHN KNOX PRESS

Introducing a new series—

WESTMINSTER BIBLE COMPANION

First four volumes in the series—

Thomas W. Mann
DEUTERONOMY
Paper $15.99

Sharon H. Ringe
LUKE
Paper $19.99

David L. Bartlett
ROMANS
Paper $14.99

Fred B. Craddock
FIRST AND SECOND PETER AND JUDE
Paper $14.99

NEWEST VOLUMES IN THE COLUMBIA SERIES IN REFORMED THEOLOGY—

Serene Jones
CALVIN AND THE RHETORIC OF PIETY
Cloth $18.00

David L. Puckett
JOHN CALVIN’S EXEGESIS OF THE OLD TESTAMENT
Cloth $17.00

NEWEST VOLUMES IN THE LITERARY CURRENTS IN BIBLICAL INTERPRETATION SERIES—

Kenneth Craig, Jr.
READING ESTHER
A Case for the Literary Carnivalesque
Paper $15.99

Abraham Smith
COMFORT ONE ANOTHER
Reconstructing the Rhetoric and Audience of 1 Thessalonians
Paper $15.99

NEWEST VOLUMES IN THE OLD TESTAMENT LIBRARY—

David L. Petersen
ZECHARIAH 9-14 AND MALACHI, A COMMENTARY
Cloth $28.00

Horst Dietrich Preuss
OLD TESTAMENT THEOLOGY, VOLUME 1
Cloth $34.00

Introducing a new series—

LIBRARY OF ANCIENT ISRAEL

Douglas A. Knight, General Editor
First volume in the series—

Joseph Blenkinsopp
SAGE, PRIEST, PROPHET
Religious and Intellectual Leadership in Ancient Israel
Cloth $19.00

NOW AVAILABLE IN THE PRINCETON THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY DEAD SEA SCROLLS PROJECT—

THE DEAD SEA SCROLLS, VOLUME 2
Damascsus Document, War Scroll, and Related Documents
Cloth $99.00

Also available—

THE DEAD SEA SCROLLS, VOLUME 1
Rule of the Community and Related Documents
1995 Biblical Archaeology Society Publication Award for “Best Scholarly Books on Archaeology”
Cloth $99.00

GRAPHIC CONCORDANCE TO THE DEAD SEA SCROLLS
Cloth $175.00

(For subscription information, call 1-800-227-2872)
Propose your manuscript for publication with us. See our Acquisitions Editors in Booths 222 and 224 at the AAR/SBL or call (716) 754-2266

1. General topic of work proposed for publication:

2. Specific contribution of this work to the field of scholarship:

3. Describe contents of work by noting major parts or chapters:

4. Please give your scholarly/professional background: Attach your academic resume if possible.

5. Present state of manuscript and projected date of completion:

6. Your name, address, and phone number (day and evening):

This proposal form may be used for The Edwin Mellen Press or Mellen Biblical Press. Please return it to our representatives at the AAR/SBL, or mail to:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>To submit manuscripts or proposals to</th>
<th>To submit manuscripts or proposals to</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THE EDWIN MELLEN PRESS</td>
<td>MELLEN BIBLICAL PRESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Rupnow, Acquisitions Editor</td>
<td>Watson E. Mills, Editor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Edwin Mellen Press</td>
<td>Mellen Biblical Press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO Box 450/415 Ridge St.</td>
<td>PO Box 279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lewiston, NY 14092-0450</td>
<td>Sharpsburg, GA 30277</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The Computer-Generated Bible is an open-ended series of computer-generated critical concordances of biblical and related material in the original languages. Now in its 25th year, this international project (under the directorship of David Noel Freedman and the late J. Arthur Baird) has so far produced thirty-six volumes of Old Testament, New Testament, LXX and Aramaic concordances on four levels: a simple keyword-in-context recovery tool, a KWIC concordance structured for morphological/syntactical study, a KWIC concordance for content analysis, and at level four a concordance designed for sophisticated linguistic study. These have been produced by an international team of scholars working in every type of critical discipline in the US, Canada, Great Britain, and Israel, and have been made available as they were generated. The project is the first of its kind, and has followed the state-of-the-art development of computer hard and software until the Hebrew, Greek, and Aramaic script is now of the finest quality.

These volumes are sold worldwide to individual scholars and a substantial subscription list, including many of the finest research libraries.

New:

Vol. 39 - A CRITICAL CONCORDANCE TO THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO MATTHEW 1994

Vol. 40 - A CRITICAL CONCORDANCE TO THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO MARK 1995

Vol. 41 - A CRITICAL CONCORDANCE TO THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO LUKE 1994

Vol. 42 - A CRITICAL CONCORDANCE TO THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO JOHN 1994

The volumes are in 8x11 softcover format. Due to their length (over 1000 pages), for greater ease of use, each volume is in three parts.

Subscription Price: $199.95 for the three-part set
List price for non-subscribers: $269.85 ($89.95 per volume)

Coming in 1995: THE PENTATEUCH:
VOL.35a - PART A 0-935106-32-4
VOL.35b - PART B 0-7734-4096-8
(EACH PART IN THREE BOOKS: TOTAL OF SIX VOLUMES)

To subscribe, see our representatives at Mellen booths 222 and 224, or call (716) 754-2266.
New Titles in Religion from Mellen

ST. GREGORY OF NYSSA AND THE TRADITION OF THE FATHERS by Michael Azkoul

"... we were impressed with the comprehensiveness of Fr. Michael's sources, in his collating of almost everything which had been written about St. Gregory and presenting it so as to be easily accessible and clear. By presenting the whole spectrum of opinion, his assessment of the Saint's theological position...is judicious and convincing, the more so in that it avoids pre-conceived theoretical positions and it analyses the complete opus." -Scholarly Research & Review

$89.95 238pp. 1995

NEW READINGS OF SPIRITUAL NARRATIVE FROM THE 15TH TO THE 20TH CENTURY edited by Phebe Davidson

What all of these essays have in common, aside form the rather broad subject designation of spiritual, is a recognition that spiritual narrative has almost always co-existed with its secular counterpart, often in the same text, and that it has served (and continues to serve) as the paradigm for narrative forms heretofore viewed in other contexts, whether as fiction, autobiography, or political tract. The complexity of vision offered in these readings is compelling and provocative. $69.95 132pp. 1995

THE STATUS OF WOMEN AND Gnosticism in Irenaeus and Tertullian by Daniel L. Hoffman

This study explores each facet of Elaine Pagels' provocative theory regarding a positive correlation between the active female deities of Gnostic cosmologies and the actual status of women in Gnostic groups in the 2nd and early 3rd centuries. The work expands on earlier studies, and refutes the theory that women in early orthodox Christian groups had low status in relation to women in Gnosticism, primarily by considering the writings of Irenaeus and Tertullian. Finally, the study provides a balanced contribution to the contemporary debate about gender imagery for God. $89.95 260pp. 1995

THE SEXUALITY DEBATE IN NORTH AMERICAN CHURCHES, 1988-1995 by John Carey

This book grew out of the author's four years of involvement as chair of the Presbyterian National Committee on Human Sexuality and two subsequent years of traveling and speaking to diverse audiences about these themes. The book, however, indicates how various problems and issues of human sexuality have been impacting on virtually every major denomination, and seeks to interpret the Presbyterian debate in the context of the broader discussions in the Episcopcal Church, The United Church of Canada, the United Methodist Church, and the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America. $99.95 324pp. 1995

APOSTOLIC SEE IN THE NEW EASTERN CODE OF CANON LAW by Johe Abbass

To help explain the origin and spread of the exclusive usage of Apostolic See, this work adopts an inter-disciplinary approach using insights from the sciences of ecclesiology, linguistics and sociology. Applying the sociological concept of reference groups, the study argues that the Eastern churches initially conformed to the Roman usage as the model to imitate. However, a more recent sampling of the use of Apostolic See by the Maronite, Melkite and Coptic Catholic Churches reveals that these Churches have not invariably adopted the Western practice of naming Rome the Apostolic See. $89.95 216pp. 1995

See our representatives at Booths 222 and 224 to propose your work for publication.
Mellen Biblical Press

BIBLIOGRAPHIES FOR BIBLICAL RESEARCH
edited by Watson E. Mills

"NT scholars are indebted to Watson E. Mills for his comprehensive bibliographies, ... [they] will serve a significant role as reference works in college, university, and seminary libraries." -- Edgar V. McKnight, Furman University

"Mills's numerous theological degrees and experience in teaching are evident in this bibliography. He arranges citations not only by subject by also by chapter and verse, which makes it easy to find work on a topic of interest." -- Choice

Subscribe to the entire series and receive each volume for $59.95 instead of the list price of $129.95 per volume.

MELLEN INTERTEXTUAL BIBLICAL COMMENTARY SERIES
edited by George Wesley Buchanan

The Mellen Biblical Commentary Series is a sophisticated research tool for biblical scholars. It will consist of two divisions; the Old Testament and the New Testament. The New Testament series, now underway, is currently planned for 22 volumes.

Available now: The Book of Revelation: Its Introduction and Prophecy by George Wesley Buchanan

"Buchanan challenges many of the assumptions and conclusions about the so-called genre 'apocalyptic' and how, if at all, the Book of Revelation relates to it. He offers so many new insights and so many fresh interpretations, it will gain much attention and should have a major influence on scholarship concerned with the Books of Revelation." -- Craig A. Evans, Chair and Professor of Biblical Studies at Trinity Western University

Coming Soon
MATTHEW by George W. Buchanan  LUKE by Dale Allison  MARK by Michael Goulder
II PETER/ JUDE by Christian Wilson  I CORINTHIANS by Watson E. Mills
Subscribe to the entire series and receive each volume for $59.95 instead of the list price of $129.95 per volume. For information on this or any Mellen series, call (716) 754-2788

an exciting new book from Mellen Biblical Press!

THE MAKING OF MARK
by A. Q. Morton

Destined to become a seminal work in New Testament scholarship, this volume is the culmination of forty years of study by Morton into authorship attribution. During this time his principal aim has been to establish objectively (i.e., by scientific means) exactly what is the nature of the canonical texts which form the basis of the New Testament - the four Gospels, the Epistles, and Revelations - and also to discover how they came into being.

"The Making of Mark makes fascinating reading. It renders redundant all previous speculation based on false assumptions about the Gospels' production. It recalls Lewis Wolpert's remark (in The Unnatural Nature of Science) The importance of a scientific paper can be measured by the number of previous publications it makes superfluous to read." Much guesswork and much learned commentary will be rendered superfluous by this book. theology will go on, and interpretation will go on, but it is clear that we have entered a new era in the field of Christian exegesis." - Michael G. Farringdon
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Oxford University Press

Jerome's Hebrew Questions on Genesis
Saint Jerome. Translated with an introduction and commentary by C. T. R. Hayward
(Oxford Early Christian Studies)
1995 280 pp. $56.00

The School Tradition of the Old Testament
The Bampton Lectures For 1994
E. W. Heaton
1994 224 pp. $55.00

Catholic Devotion in Victorian England
Mary Heimann
(Oxford Historical Monographs)
1995 256 pp.; 14 lgs. $55.00

Gregory of Nyssa's Treatise on the Inscriptions of the Psalms
Gregory of Nyssa. Translated with introduction and notes by Ronald E. Heine
(Oxford Early Christian Studies)
1995 240 pp. $49.95

The Yahwist's Landscape
Nature and Religion in Early Israel
Theodore Hiebert
December 1995 240 pp. $45.00

New in paperback!

Western Plainchant*
A Handbook
David Hiley
1993 (paper 1995) 760 pp.; 206 music examples, 18 plates; 6 maps, 1 fig., paper $29.95

The Oxford Encyclopedia of the Reformation
4 Volume Set
Edited by Hans J. Hillerbrand
December 1995 2112 pp.; 6 maps
$690.00 4-volume set

Women of Fire and Spirit*
History, Faith and Gender in RoHo Religion in Nyanza
Cynthia Hoehler-Fatton
January 1996 288 pp.; 12 half tones, 2 maps paper $19.95 cloth $39.95

German and Scandinavian Protestantism
1700-1918
Nicholas Hope
(Oxford History of the Christian Church)
December 1995 728 pp.; 3 maps $75.00

The Politics of Spirituality
A Study of a Renewal Process in an English Diocese
Michael P. Hornsby-Smith, John Fulton, and Margaret I. Norris,
1995 296 pp.; 7 linecuts, 11 tables $49.95

The Rise and Fall of Merry England
The Ritual Year 1400-1700
Ronald Hutton, University of Bristol
1994 384 pp. $26.00

New in paperback!

First Among Friends*
George Fox and the Creation of Quakerism
H. Larry Ingle
1994 (paper 1995) 424 pp.; 1 half tone, 1 map paper $19.95 cloth $45.00

Sacrificed Wife/Sacrificer's Wife*
Women, Ritual, and Hospitality in Ancient India
Stephanie W. Jamison
1995 356 pp. paper $19.95 cloth $49.95

Priests and Pedophiles
Anatomy of a Contemporary Crisis
Philip Jenkins
January 1996 240 pp. $25.00

Sufism and Islamic Reform in Egypt
The Battle for Islamic Tradition
Julian Johansen
(Oxford Oriental Monographs)
April 1996 200 pp. $40.00

The Evangelical Rhetoric of Ramon Llull
Mark D. Johnston
1995 304 pp. $49.95

The Jews in the History of England, 1485-1850
David S. Katz
1994 472 pp.; 16 plates $65.00

New in paperback!

Religion, the Missing Dimension of Statecraft*
Edited by Douglas Johnstone, and Cynthia Sampson
1994 368 pp.; 9 maps paper $17.95 cloth $35.00

Experiences Near Death
Beyond Medicine and Religion
Allan Kellehear
1995 224 pp. $25.00

The Exultet in Southern Italy
Thomas Forrest Kelly
1995 288 pp.; 15 half tones, 100 lines of music $80.00

Responses to Suffering in Classical Rabbinic Literature
David Kraemer
1994 288 pp. $49.95

New in paperback!

Character*
Joel J. Kupperman
1991 (paper 1995) 208 pp. paper $14.95 cloth $59.95

Riches and Renunciation*
Religion, Economy, and Society Among the Jains
James Laidlaw
(Oxford Studies in Social and Cultural Anthropology)
1995 400 pp.; 21 half tones, 2 diagrams; 4 maps paper $24.95 cloth $65.00

God: Myths of the Male Divine
David Leeming, and Jake Page
1995 208 pp.; 36 illus. $19.95

The Ecclesiology of Karl Rahner
Richard Lennan
1995 304 pp. $55.00

Please visit the Oxford Booths #508, 510, 512, 514, & 516
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ARNOBIOUS OF SICCA
Religious Conflict and
Competition in the Age of
Diocletian
MICHAEL BLAND SIMMONS
(Oxford Early Christian Studies)
1995 400 pp.; $78.00

GAUTAMA BUDDHA
Second Edition
IQBAL SINGH
1994 414 pp.; 7 illus. $23.00

New in paperback!
Winner of the American Academy of
Religion 1994 Award for Excellence
CONJURING CULTURE*
Bibliical Formations of Black
America
THEOPHUS H. SMITH
(Religion in America)
paper $15.95 cloth $39.95

FOREORDAINED FAILURE
The Quest for a Constitutional
Principle of Religious Freedom
STEVEN D. SMITH
1995 192 pp. $35.00

RELIGION IN INDUSTRIAL
SOCIETY
Oldham and Saddleworth,
1740-1865
MARK SMITH
(Oxford Historical Monographs)
1994 328 pp.; 2 figs. $55.00

A SHORT HISTORY OF
PHILOSOPHY
ROBERT C. SOLOMON and
KATHLEEN M. HIGGINS
1995 336 pp. $24.95

THE CITY IN ROMAN
PALESTINE
DANIEL SPERBER
March 1996 224 pp.; 15 linecuts, 20 halftones
$30.95

CALVIN IN CONTEXT*
DAVID STEINMETZ
1995 256 pp. paper $14.95 cloth $35.00

ALEXANDER FORBES OF
BRECHIN
The First Tractarian Bishop
ROWAN STRONG
1995 290 pp. $56.00

THE CHRISTIAN GOD*
RICHARD SWINBURNE
1994 272 pp. paper $22.00 cloth $55.00

ECHOES OF THE CALL
Identity and Ideology Among
American Missionaries in
Ecuador
JEFFREY SWANSON
1995 224 pp.; 9 illus. $45.00

BABURNAMA
Memoirs of Babur, Prince and
Emperor
Edited by WHEELER M. THACKSTON, JR.
1995 472 pp.; 55 photos, 11 linecuts,
14 4-color illus. $39.95

MODERN TRINITARIAN
PERSPECTIVES*
JOHN THOMPSON
1994 176 pp. paper $13.95 cloth $35.00

RELIGION IN AUSTRALIA
A History
ROGER C. THOMPSON
(Australian Retrospectives)
1995 176 pp. paper $29.95

QUEMVRAN C4E
VIII: Parabiblical Texts, Part I
Edited by EMANUEL TOY
(Discoveries in the Judaean Desert XIII)
1995 480 pp.; 12 plates $130.00

QUEMRAN C4E
XIV: Parabiblical Texts, Part 2
Edited by EMANUEL TOY
(Discoveries in the Judaean Desert XIX)
1996 276 pp.; 21 b/w plates $105.00

RELIGION, CIVIL SOCIETY
AND THE STATE
A Study of Sikhism
J. P. S. UBEROI
1995 250 pp.; 4 halftones, 4 line drawings $22.00

QUEMVRAN C4E
VII: Genesis to Numbers
EUGENE ULRICH, FRANK MOORE
CROSS, JAMES R. DAVIDA, NATHAN
JASTRAM, and JUDITH E. SANDERSON
(Discoveries in the Judaean Desert XII)
1995 338 pp.; 48 b/w plates, 1 color illus. $120.00

QUEMVRAN C4E
IX: Deuteronomy, Joshua,
Judges, Kings
Edited by EUGENE ULRICH
(Discoveries in the Judaean Desert XIV)
January 1996 220 pp.; 40 b/w plates $95.00

LAW AND PROVIDENCE
IN JOSEPH BELLAMY’S
NEW ENGLAND
The Origins of the New
Divinity in Revolutionary
America
MARK VALERI
(Religion in America)
1994 224 pp.; 1 map $42.00

SUSANNA WESLEY
The Complete Writings
Edited by CHARLES WALLACE, JR.
April 1990 500 pp.; 10 halftones $65.00

RELIGION AND
REVELATION*
A Theology of Revelation in
the World’s Religions
KEITH WARD
1994 360 pp. paper $19.95 cloth $65.00

RIGHT PRACTICAL
REASON
Aristotle, Action, and
Prudence in Aquinas
DANIEL WESTBERG
(Oxford Theological Monographs)
1994 236 pp. $49.95

HOPKINS*
A Literary Biography
NORMAN WHITE

AMBOSE OF MILAN
AND THE END OF THE
NICENE-ARIAN
CONFLICTS
DANIEL H. WILLIAMS
(Oxford Early Christian Studies)
1995 272 pp. $59.00

THE BOOK CALLED
ISAIAH
Deutero-Isaiah’s Role in
Composition and Reduction
H. G. M. WILLIAMSON
1994 328 pp. $55.00

ASCETICISM
Edited by VINCENT L. WIMBUSH, and
RICHARD VALANTASIS. With the
assistance of Gay L. Byron and William
S. Love
1995 572 pp.; 8 halftones, 1 map $125.00

LEARNING TO CARE
Elementary Kindness in an Age of
Indifference
ROBERT WUTHNOW
1993 336 pp. $25.00

THE HOME OF THE
DANCING SIVAN*
The Traditions of the Hindu
Temple in Citamparam
PAUL YOUNGER
1993 304 pp.; 5 linecuts, 17 halftones, 1 map
paper $19.95 cloth $49.95

Prices and publication dates are subject to change.
 Asterisk indicates the book is available for examination.
 To request an examination copy, write on school letterhead
 giving full author name, title, expected enrollment, and one
 decision date. To College Humanities & Social Sciences
 Marketing Department, Oxford University Press,
 126 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10016.
New from Duke

**Animals and Women**  
Feminist Theoretical Explorations  
Carol J. Adams and Josephine Donovan, editors  
360 pages, paper $16.95,  
library cloth edition $49.95

**Beyond Prejudice**  
The Moral Significance of Human and Nonhuman Animals  
Evelyn B. Pluhar  
With a foreword by Bernard E. Rollin  
416 pages, paper $19.95,  
library cloth edition $49.95

*Now in Paperback*  
**Dispatches from the Front**  
Theological Engagements with the Secular  
Stanley Hauerwas  
248 pages, paper $14.95

**Troubled Bodies**  
Critical Perspectives on Postmodernism, Medical Ethics, and the Body  
Paul A. Komesaroff, editor  
296 pages, paper $16.95,  
library cloth edition $49.95

**The Rhetoric of Church and State**  
A Critical Analysis of Religion Clause Jurisprudence  
Frederick Mark Gedicks  
184 pages, paper $18.95,  
library cloth edition $49.95

**Figures of Conversion**  
"The Jewish Question" and English National Identity  
Michael Ragussis  
352 pages, 20 illustrations,  
paper $16.95,  
library cloth edition $49.95

*Post-Contemporary Interventions*

**The Times Were Strange and Stirring**  
Methodist Preachers and the Crisis of Emancipation  
Reginald F. Hildebrand  
240 pages, paper $17.95,  
library cloth edition $45.95

*Now in Paperback*  
**The Province of Piety**  
Moral History in Hawthorne's Early Tales  
Michael J. Colacurcio  
688 pages, paper $21.95

**Neither Cargo nor Cult**  
Ritual Politics and the Colonial Imagination in Fiji  
Martha Kaplan  
248 pages, paper $15.95,  
library cloth edition $45.95

Please see these and our other titles in the booth #348.

**Duke University Press**  
Box 90660  
Durham, NC 27708-0660
SEPTUAGINT QUOTATIONS IN THE CONTEXT OF THE PETRINE AND PAULINE SPEECHES OF THE ACTA APOSTOLORUM
Contributions to Biblical Exegesis and Theology, 12
Gert J. Steyn
ISBN 0-8028-6199-7 • 269 pages • Paperback • $44.00

NATION, STATE AND THE COEXISTENCE OF DIFFERENT COMMUNITIES
T. van Willigenburg, F. R. Hoeve & W. van der Burg (eds.)
ISBN 0-8028-6200-4 • 192 pages • Paperback • $50.25

HUMANITARIAN INTERVENTION AND THE PURSUIT OF JUSTICE
A Pax Christi Contribution to a Contemporary Debate
B. Wicker & F. van Iersel (eds.)
ISBN 0-8028-6201-2 • 136 pages • Paperback • $31.50

DESPERATELY SEEKING MARY
A Feminist Appropriation of a Traditional Religious Symbol
Elis Moeckelberge
ISBN 0-8028-6108-3 • 195 pages • Paperback • $30.00

(DIS)CONTINUITY AND (DE)CONSTRUCTION
Reflections on the meaning of the past, in crisis situations
J. B. M. Wissink (ed.)
ISBN 0-8028-6106-9 • 256 pages • Paperback • $37.50

SAGE UND SCHEIBE
Inszenierungen religiöser Lesekultur
INNEN UND AUSSEN, 2
Hermann Timm
ISBN 0-8028-6183-0 • 180 pages • Paperback • $22.00

PROBING THE FOUNDATIONS
A Study in Theistic Reconstruction
STUDIES IN PHILOSOPHICAL THEOLOGY, 14
David A. Pailin
ISBN 0-8028-6172-5 • 270 pages • Paperback • $46.50

SCHLEIERMACHERS HERMENEUTISCHE DIALEKTIK
STUDIES IN PHILOSOPHICAL THEOLOGY, 15
Maciej Potepa
ISBN 0-8028-6185-7 • 224 pages • Paperback • $37.50

Wilfrid Laurier University Press
See us at Booth # 547 and receive a 20% Conference Discount

Gender, Genre and Religion
Feminist Reflections
Edited by Morny Joy & Eva K. Neumaier-Dargyay

Ritual and Ethnic Identity
A Comparative Study of the Social Meaning of Liturgical Ritual in Synagogues
Jack N. Lightstone & Frederick B. Bird

The Five Aggregates
Understanding Theravāda Psychology and Soteriology
Mathieu Boisvert

The Promise of Critical Theology
Essays in Honour of Charles Davis
Marc P. Lalonde, Editor

Mysticism and Vocation
James R. Horne

Going by the Moon and the Stars
Stories of Two Russian Mennonite Women
Pamela E. Klassen

Wilfrid Laurier University Press
c/o Humanities Press International
Atlantic Highlands, NJ 07716-1289
Telephone (908)872-1441
Fax (908)872-4717
BibleWorks®
FOR WINDOWS™

“For PC users who want to do serious Bible study, BibleWorks for Windows is tops. If it’s not in BibleWorks, you probably won’t find it.”

- The Best in Productivity, Performance and Value
- Most Comprehensive & Powerful
- Leaps over the Language Barrier
- Hebrew, Greek, English, Latin, Exegetical Bible Research
- Powerful Lexical, Morphological, and Syntactical Concording and Reference Access
- Multi-Text Synchronous Interlinear
- Parallel Study Bible, Synch / Async
- Will also run on any Macintosh equipped to run Windows 3.1+

...let it be perfectly clear: this is a magnificent concordance that will make possible creative and lightning-fast searches for anyone who is even moderately computer literate. The morphological tags and the dictionary helps that are only a mouse click away make this program accessible to pastors with only a modest knowledge of the biblical languages.” Currents in Theology and Mission, Feb. 1994, Ralph W. Klein

HERMENEUTIKA™
Computer Bible Research Software
Dept. SBL-1195 P.O. Box 2200 Big Fork MT 59911-2200

Bible Translations:
- KJV English Bible
- RSV+apocrypha
- NKJV
- Latin Vulgate, USB 2nd
- ASV of 1901
- NASB: New American Standard Bible
- NRSV+apocrypha
- Greek and Hebrew Bible Texts:
  - Complete Morphological Parsing Analysis Tags and Complete Lemmatizations (Lexical/Root Forms)
  - BHS Hebrew OT
  - Westminster BHS
  - VT 1954 Morph BHS
  - Rahlfs’ LXX Greek OT
  - U. Penn. Morph LXX
  - Fribergs’ 1994 ANLEX GNT Analytical Lexicon — similar to BAGD
  - BDB-Geserius’ Hebrew - English Lexicon
  - Thayer’s Greek - English Lexicon
  - Concorded Strong’s - Englishman’s KJV English - Greek - Hebrew Linkage Numbers
  - Englishman’s Greek - Hebrew - English Concordances
  - Wigram’s KJV Varia Tense-Voice-Mood
  - AT Robertson’s NT Word Pictures
  - Metzger - NRSV Bible Outline
  - Marginal Notes, TSK Commentary Notes
  - TSK 590,474 Quality Cross-References
  - Nave’s Topical Bible
  - Easton’s Bible Dictionary
  - Systematic Theology Data

Lexicons and Reference Works:
- Fribergs’ 1994 ANLEX GNT Analytical Lexicon — similar to BAGD
- BDB-Geserius’ Hebrew - English Lexicon
- Thayer’s Greek - English Lexicon
- Concorded Strong’s - Englishman’s KJV English - Greek - Hebrew Linkage Numbers
- Englishman’s Greek - Hebrew - English Concordances
- Wigram’s KJV Varia Tense-Voice-Mood
- AT Robertson’s NT Word Pictures
- Metzger - NRSV Bible Outline
- Marginal Notes, TSK Commentary Notes
- TSK 590,474 Quality Cross-References
- Nave’s Topical Bible
- Easton’s Bible Dictionary
- Systematic Theology Data

Greek & Hebrew Fonts:
- 20 Windows & Mac TrueType and PostScript Fonts for scalable accented Greek and scalable pointed Hebrew.

System Requirements:
Any Computer that can run Microsoft Windows 3.1 or later.
4 MB RAM minimum; any monitor and printer compatible with Windows. We recommend: 68040 66, 8 MB RAM, 16" display, Hard Drive: Minimum of 10 MB to maximum of 120 MB, in increments of 5 MB per biblical text, in any combination.
CD-ROM: Must be compatible with Windows 3.1 or later.
Word Processor: Compatible with any Mac or Windows RTF support recommended.
Macintosh: Must be configured to run MS Windows 3.1 or later.

90 Day Money-Back Guarantee

CD-ROM Edition $299.95
$349.95 Diskette Edition

Plus Air Mail Postage & Handling

(406) 837-2244
FAX: 837-4433

Overseas Outlets Available
New For 1995-96

NOTHING BEYOND THE NECESSARY, Roman Catholicism and the Ecumenical Future, Jon Nilson
Paper $7.95

ONE FAITH, Biblical and Patristic Contributions toward Understanding Unity in Faith, William Henn, O.F.M., Cap.
Paper $22.95

SACRAMENTAL GUIDELINES A Companion to the New Catechism for Religious Educators Kenan B. Osborne, O.F.M.
Paper $12.95

SACRED MYSTERIES Sacramental Principles and Liturgical Practice, Dennis C. Smolarski, S.J.
Paper $12.95

SPIRITUAL EXERCISES BASED ON PAUL'S EPISTLE TO THE ROMANS Joseph A. Fitzmyer, S.J.
Paper $14.95

VINCENT DE PAUL AND LOUISE DE MARILLAC, Rules, Conferences and Writings (Classics of Western Spirituality Series) edited by Frances Ryan, D.C. and John E. Rybolt, C.M.
Cloth $24.94; Paper $18.95

Paper $12.95 (t)

ISAIAH HOROWITZ, The Generations of Adam (Classics of Western Spirituality Series) translated edited and with an introduction by Miles Krassen
Cloth $24.95 (t); Paper $19.95 (t)

REDISCOVERING THE JESUS STORY, A Participatory Guide Joseph A. Grassi
Paper $13.95 (t)

MARK: THE GOOD NEWS PREACHED TO THE ROMANS Phillip J. Cunningham, C.S.P.
Paper $10.95

MARY OF MAGDALA, Apostle and Leader, Mary R. Thompson, S.S.M.N. Paper $12.95

ADULT RELIGIOUS EDUCATION, A Journey of Faith Development, edited by Marie A. Gillen and Maurice C. Taylor
Paper $10.95 (t)

BECOMING GOOD, BECOMING HOLY, On the Relationship of Christian Ethics and Spirituality Mark O'Keefe, O.S.B.
Paper $9.95 (t)

CHRISTIAN FOUNDATIONS An Introduction to Faith in Our Time (Revised Edition) Kathleen Fischer and Thomas Hart
Paper $9.95 (t)

ROMAN CATHOLIC WORSHIP, Trent to Today James F. White. Paper $9.95 (t)

SPIRITUAL DREAMING, A Cross-Cultural and Historical Journey, Kelly Bulkeley
Paper $14.95 (t)
WHAT ARE THEY SAYING ABOUT UNBELIEF?
Michael Paul Gallagher, S.J.
Paper $5.95 (t)

THE JEWS IN THE TIME OF JESUS, An Introduction
Stephen M. Wylen
Paper $14.95


RELIGION AND THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS IN 19TH CENTURY AMERICA, The Contribution of Orestes A. Brownson
Edward J. Power. Paper $14.95 (t)

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION AT A CROSSROADS, Moving on in the Freedom of the Spirit
Francoise Darcy-Berube
Paper $12.95 (t)

SCIENCE AND RELIGION
From Conflict to Conversation
John F. Haught
Paper $14.95 (t)


URGINGS OF THE HEART, A Spirituality of Integration
Willie Au and Norleen Cannon
Paper $12.95 (t)

WHAT ARE THEY SAYING ABOUT SCRIPTURE AND ETHICS? (Fully Revised and Expanded Edition)
William C. Spohn. Paper $8.95 (t)

WHERE DO YOU STAND? Eight Moral Issues Confronting Today's Christians
Gregory C. Higgins
Paper $7.95 (t)

FEBRUARY '96

AND STILL WE RISE, An Introduction to Black Liberation Theology, Diana L. Hayes
Paper $9.95 (t)

THE ARCHETYPE OF PILGRIMAGE, Outer Action with Inner Meaning (Jung and Spirituality Series), Jean Dalby Clift and Wallace B. Clift
Paper $9.95 (t)

EARLY ISLAMIC SPIRITUALITY, Sufi, Qur'an, Mi raj, Poetic and Theological Writings (Classics of Western Spirituality Series), translated, edited and with an introduction by Michael A. Sells
Cloth $29.95 (t); Paper $19.95 (t)

ETHICS IN PASTORAL MINISTRY, Richard M. Gula, S.S.
Paper $9.95 (t)
Jesus Under Fire
Modern Scholarship Reinvents the Historical Jesus
Michael J. Wilkins and J.P. Moreland, General Editors
Modern scholarship appears to have discounted the orthodox understanding of who Jesus was and what He said and did. Jesus Under Fire evaluates the methodology of the Jesus Seminar and recent books about Jesus and presents the case for the orthodox understanding of the historical Jesus.
Hardcover/0-310-67700-8/$16.99

End of the Age Has Come
The Theology of Paul
C. Marvin Pate
Pate argues that the "already/not yet" eschatological tension is at the heart of all Paul's writings. The end has already come with Christ's death, but the end is yet to come with Christ's second appearing. He examines the major aspects of Paul's thought along with their biblical basis: theology, Christology, soteriologies, anthropology, pneumatology, ecclesiology, society, and eschatology.
Softcover/0-310-38301-3/$17.99

Complete Who's Who in the Bible
Paul D. Gardner, General Editor
Based on the NIV, this easy-to-use volume is an exhaustive ready reference of every person named in the Bible, from Aaron to Zurishaddai. Entries range from one-line biblical references for minor characters to full-length articles for over 40 major figures.
Hardcover/0-310-49440-0/$24.99

Moral Choices
An Introduction to Ethics
Scott B. Rae
Designed for use in both seminaries and secular universities, this introductory ethics text presents an open-ended approach while maintaining uncompromisingly Christian values in discussing and modeling the ethical decision-making process on such issues as capital punishment, abortion, war, euthanasia, and medical ethics.
Hardcover/0-310-20013-X/$19.99

The Exhaustive Concordance to the Greek New Testament
John R. Kohlenberger III, Edward W. Goodrick, and James A. Swanson
This index to every Greek word in the New Testament is based on the fourth edition of the United Bible Societies' Greek New Testament (UBS4). Every word in the Goodrick/Kohlenberger numbering system has its own entry; even variants that do not occur in UBS4 are noted as variant readings and are defined.
Hardcover/0-310-41030-4/$49.99

The Gagging of God
Christianity Confronts Pluralism
D.A. Carson
Carson avoids glib answers and brings biblical and exegetical insight to questions raised by the religious pluralism of our society.
Hardcover/0-310-47910-X/$19.99

Greek Grammar Beyond the Basics
An Exegetical Syntax of the New Testament
Daniel B. Wallace
Written with depth and accuracy by a world-class authority on textual criticism, this up-to-date presentation links grammar and exegesis to provide today's second-year Greek student with solid exegetical and linguistic foundations.
Hardcover/0-310-37340-9/$27.99

Biblical Words and their Meaning
An Introduction to Lexical Semantics, Revised and Expanded Edition
Moisés Silva
A comprehensive exposition of biblical lexicology. This new edition also includes a chapter on recent developments in semantics and an appendix illustrating the principles developed by Silva, "Distinguishing the Meaning of Greek Verbs in the Semantic Domain for Worship."
Softcover/0-310-47681-9/$18.99
Expositor's Bible Commentary
New Testament Edition
Frank Gaebelein, General Editor
Scholarly excellence, thoroughness, and accessibility have earned The Expositor's Bible Commentary its reputation as a leading evangelical commentary. Now in affordable softcover.

Volume 1: Softcover/0-310-49961-5/$12.99
Volume 2: Softcover/0-310-49971-2/$12.99

More than One Way:
Four Views on Salvation in a Pluralistic World
Dennis L. Okholm and Timothy R. Phillips, Editors
This book is written by leading scholars representing the four main views on religious pluralism, ranging from the traditional "salvation in Christ only" to the view that all ethical religions lead to God.
Softcover/0-310-20116-0/$14.99

Introduction to Old Testament Theology
A Canonical Approach
John H. Sailhamer
Exploring the task and nature of theology with a view to developing a distinctive approach to a theology of the Old Testament, Sailhamer examines a number of vital questions and offers answers in the form of a "canonical theology."
Hardcover/0-310-49021-9/$19.99

Studies in Old Testament Biblical Theology
Willem VanGemeren and Tremper Longman III, Series Editors
This series acquaints evangelical readers with issues in contemporary Old Testament studies and provides collateral reading for college and seminary courses. Titles include:

GOD IS A WARRIOR Softcover/0-310-49461-3/$16.99
GOD AT SINAI Softcover/0-310-49471-0/$18.99
THE MESSIAH IN THE OLD TESTAMENT Softcover/0-310-20030-X/$17.99
ISRAEL'S DIVINE HEALER Softcover/0-310-20029-6/$19.99
GRACE IN THE END Softcover/0-310-51421-5/$16.99

NIV Application Commentary
The NIV Application Commentary series helps us with both halves of the interpretive task. This new and unique series shows readers how to bring an ancient message into modern context. It explains not only what the Bible meant but also how it can speak powerfully today. Volumes currently available include:

1 CORINTHIANS: Craig Blomberg
Hardcover/0-310-48490-1/$21.99

GALATIANS: Scot McKnight
Hardcover/0-310-48470-7/$21.99

PHILIPPIANS: Frank Thielman
Hardcover/0-310-48300-5/$19.99
20 New Testament volumes will be available!

PROFESSIONAL DISCOUNT AVAILABLE
If you are a professor (college, seminary, or graduate school), you may purchase single copies of any of the above books for your personal use at 40% off the retail price.

REVIEW COPIES
You may also request a free examination copy for use as a text. Some restrictions apply, so please visit our booth or call for further details.

PLEASE CALL
To receive your professional discount, review copy, or a free academic catalog, please call 1-800-727-3480.
New and Forthcoming Titles


Memories of God: Theological Reflections on a Life, by Roberta C. Bondi. Draws readers into theological reflection on the stories of one woman only to discover their own stories stored in God's memory. 0-687-03892-8. 368 pages. Hardcover. $14.95


The Trinity in Asian Perspective, by Jung Young Lee. Establishes the necessity of a contextual approach to the Trinity. 0-687-42637-5. 256 pages. Paper. $19.95


Theology Without Foundations: Religious Practice and the Future of Theological Truth, edited by Stanley Hauerwas, Nancy Murphy, and Mark Nows. Locates theological and ethical claims as emerging naturally out of specific worship communities rather than founded on universally accepted categories. 0-687-00280-X. 320 pages. Paper. $18.95

Contact your Abingdon Press Sales Representative:
Call toll free: 1-800-251-3320
Fax anytime: 1-800-836-7802
Clendon, $24.95

Stephen W. Sykes. "[Anglicans']...own tradition can be an astonishing joy and liberation. In that sense I have come unashamedly to love the Anglican inheritance of faith." —Rebecca S. Chopp. 0-687-01461-1. 448 pages. Paper. $26.95

Unashamed Anglicanism, by Stephen W. Sykes. "[Anglicans'] own tradition can be an astonishing joy and liberation. In that sense I have come unashamedly to love the Anglican inheritance of faith." —from the Introduction. 0-687-01460-3. 233 pages. Paper. $16.95

The Early Church, by E. Glenn Hinson. Balances the traditional stories of notable figures, councils, and controversies with the stories of "ordinary Christians" from this era. 0-687-00603-1. 296 pages. Paper. $15.95

In Her Words: Women's Writings in the History of Christian Thought, edited by Amy Oden. Texts from a broad array of confessional traditions illustrate the rich diversity of women's contributions. 0-687-45972-9. 432 pages. Paper. $18.95

Christian Ethics and the Global Economy, by Max Stackhouse and Peter Berger. How changes in international politics and economics have influenced Christian ethics. 0-687-00335-0. 176 pages. Paper. $14.95

The Character of Our Communities: Toward a Liberatory Communitarian Ethic, by Gloria Albrecht. Questions whether the communities that Hauerwas and others envision are liberatory for those who have been marginalized by the rest of society. 0-687-00283-4. 192 pages. Paper. $16.95

In a Blaze of Glory: Womanist Spirituality as Social Witness, by Emilie M. Tournes. Explores the interplay between African American womanist spirituality and social witness within the contemporary Black Church. 0-687-16757-5. 144 pages. Paper. $13.95


Praying with Our Eyes Open: Engendering Feminist Liturgical Prayer, by Marjorie Proctor-Smith. Provides a new language with which to speak with God in a post-modern liturgical context. 0-687-39122-9. 256 pages. Paper. $16.95

Worship Come to Its Senses, by Don E. Samels. How to maintain the integrity of worship through the rediscovery of its five essential "senses." 0-687-01458-1. 96 pages. Paper. $11.95

Grace & Responsibility: A Wesleyan Theology for Today, by John B. Cobb, Jr. The first significant effort at constructive Wesleyan theology since the denomination's 1968 formation. 0-687-00769-0. 192 pages. Paper. $14.95


The Handbook of Denominations in the United States, 10th Edition, by Frank S. Mead; revised by Samuel S. Hill. The most accurate, objective, and reliable source of information about America's denominations. 0-687-01478-6. 400 pages. Paper. $15.95

Come see our latest titles in person!
You'll find us at Booth Number 607-615
The New Interpreter’s™ Bible: Achieving a Higher Measure of Biblical Understanding

A critical Commentary provides an exegetical close-reading of the Biblical text, informed by various interpretive methods, pointing out the critical problems as well as larger interpretive issues. The Commentary not only summarizes recent scholarship, but also adds to that body of knowledge.

KEY FEATURES
- The entire Bible in 12 volumes
- The Apocryphal/Deuterocanonical Books
- Top scholars and new voices
- Contributors draw upon a variety of approaches
- Numerous visual aids (maps, charts, timelines, illustrations)
- Introductions to each biblical book covering essential sociocultural, historical, literary, and theological issues
- General articles that are comprehensive, yet concise, up-to-date, and balanced

Volume One: General & Old Testament Articles; Genesis; Exodus; Leviticus. Writers: Terence E. Fretheim (Genesis); Walter Brueggemann (Exodus); and Walter C. Kaiser, Jr., (Leviticus).
- ISBN 0-687-27814-7, hardcover, $65.00

Volume Eight: General Articles on the New Testament; Matthew; Mark. Writers: M. Eugene Boring (Matthew) and Pheme Perkins (Mark).
- ISBN 0-687-27821-X, hardcover, $55.00

Writers: Alan Culpepper, Professor of New Testament, Department of Religion, Baylor University, Waco, Texas (Luke); and Gail R. O’Day, Associate Professor of Biblical Preaching, Candler School of Theology, Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia (John). Available in December, 1995.
- ISBN 0-687-27822-8, hardcover, $55.00

Coming in December!
The Electronic Version of The New Interpreter’s™ Bible on CD-ROM
Disk #1, Volumes 1 & 8
0-687-01968-0
$139.95

For full details about The New Interpreter’s™ Bible, call toll free: 1-800-251-3320
fax toll free: 1-800-836-7802

In Canada: contact R. G. Mitchell Family Books, Inc.
Hans-Ruedi Weber
THE BOOK THAT READS ME
A Handbook for Bible Study Enablers
A new book by one of the world's leading Bible study enablers. The book includes chapters on the Bible as oral tradition, as literary document, as a drama, as a visible word. With suggestions for Bible studies.
Paperback, approx. US$9.95

Gelko Müller-Fahlenholz
GOD'S SPIRIT
Transforming a World in Crisis
With a foreword by Jürgen Moltmann
The author shows how a theological reflection on the Holy Spirit can help to clarify the relations between today's global crises and their spiritual consequences, and to point towards constructive solutions.
Paperback, approx. US$17.50
For the USA: Continuum, New York

Ivon Bria & Dagmar Heller, eds
ECUMENICAL PILGRIMS
Profiles of Pioneers in Christian Reconciliation
The fifty "ecumenical pilgrims" profiled in this book are among 20th-century Christians whose faith, prayer, work and sacrifice have helped to break down the churches' long heritage of division. The focus is not so much on biographical details as on the richness of the spiritual traditions which meet in the ecumenical movement.
Paperback, approx. US$25.50

Eberhard Bethge
FRIENDSHIP AND RESISTANCE
These recent essays, most previously unavailable in English, offer new insights into the life and work of Dietrich Bonhoeffer.
Paperback, US$12.50
For North America: Wm. B. Eerdmans, Grand Rapids

Ofelia Ortega, ed.
WOMEN'S VISIONS
Theological Reflection, Celebration, Action
In this collection, some of the most creative women theologians from different countries, cultures and confessions offer their assessments of the situation of women and the state of women's theology in every part of the world, as well as feminist perspectives on such central theological issues as ecclesiology, hermeneutics and homiletics.
Paperback, US$18.95

Tarek Mitri
RELIGION, LAW AND SOCIETY
A Christian-Muslim Discussion
These essays offer new perspectives on some of the most conflictive issues in the relationship between Christian and Muslim communities in the world today, such as human rights, Islamic revival, legal pluralism, secularization and the role of religious institutions.
Paperback, US$15.50

Ans van der Bent
COMMITTED TO GOD'S WORLD
A Concise Critical Survey of Ecumenical Social Thought
Paperback, approx. US$19.90

Alan Brash
FACING OUR DIFFERENCES
The Churches and Their Gay and Lesbian Members
Few things have caused more painful division in many churches in recent years than homosexuality. In this new book the author encourages and suggests directions for ecumenical discussion of homosexuality. He clarifies the theological and ethical issues, points the way to a respectful understanding of divergent interpretations of scripture, and tries to help Christians distinguish convictions of faith from emotional prejudices and cultural assumptions.
Paperback, approx. US$8.95
A Different Christianity
Early Christian Esotericism and Modern Thought
Robin Amis
388 pages

Death, Ecstasy, and Other Worldly Journeys
John J. Collins and Michael Fishbane, editors
423 pages
$24.95 pb ISBN 0-7914-2346-8

Imaginal Worlds
Ibn al-'Arabi and the Problem of Religious Diversity
William C. Chittick
208 pages

The Korean Neo-Confucianism of Yi T'oegye and Yi Yulgok
A Reappraisal of the “Four-Seven Thesis” and Its Practical Implications for Self-Cultivation
Edward Y. J. Chung
288 pages
$19.95 pb ISBN 0-7914-2276-3

Population, Consumption, and the Environment
Religious and Secular Responses
Harold Coward, editor
352 pages
$18.95 pb ISBN 0-7914-2672-6

Religion and Spirituality
Eliot Deutsch
151 pages
$12.95 pb ISBN 0-7914-2458-8
tent. pub. date 1/96

Kierkegaard and the Concept of Revelation
Steven M. Emmanuel
128 pages

On Losing the Soul
Essays in the Social Psychology of Religion
Richard K. Fenn and Donald Capps, editors
249 pages
$19.95 pb ISBN 0-7914-2494-4

The Meaning of Religious Freedom
Modern Politics and the Democratic Resolution
Franklin I. Gamwell
251 pages

A God's Own Tale
The Book of Transformations of Wenchang, the Divine Lord of Zitong
Terry F. Kleeman
335 pages

India's Agony Over Religion
Gerald James Larson
393 pages

Transgressive Corporeality
The Body, Poststructuralism, and the Theological Imagination
Diane L. Prosser MacDonald
170 pages
$18.95 pb ISBN 0-7914-2488-X

The Brotherhood of the Common Life and Its Influence
Ross Fuller
353 pages, 4 illustrations

America's Alternative Religions
Timothy Miller, editor
474 pages
$24.95 pb ISBN 0-7914-2398-0

See these and other related titles at Booths 518-524
and receive a 20% conference discount
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arguing About Sex</td>
<td>Joseph Monti</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>$19.95 pb</td>
<td>0-7914-2480-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rules and Regulations of Brahmanical Asceticism</td>
<td>Patrick Olivelle</td>
<td>458</td>
<td>$18.95 pb</td>
<td>0-7914-2284-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Spirits are Drunk</td>
<td>Jordan Paper</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>$19.95 pb</td>
<td>0-7914-2316-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before Revelation</td>
<td>A. Kevin Reinhart</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>$19.95 pb</td>
<td>0-7914-2290-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What Number Is God?</td>
<td>Sarah Voss</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>$16.95 pb</td>
<td>0-7914-2418-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Along the Path</td>
<td>Elliot R. Wolfson</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>$18.95 pb</td>
<td>0-7914-2408-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circle in the Square</td>
<td>Elliot R. Wolfson</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>$18.95 pb</td>
<td>0-7914-2406-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Spiritual Writings of Amir ‘Abd al-Kader</td>
<td>Richard King</td>
<td>335</td>
<td>$19.95 pb</td>
<td>0-7914-2514-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buddhadhamma</td>
<td>Pina Prayuth Payutto</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>$19.95 pb</td>
<td>0-7914-2632-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promised Land</td>
<td>Madeleine Cousineau Adriance</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>$19.95 pb</td>
<td>0-7914-2650-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Advaita Vedānta and Buddhism</td>
<td>Richard King</td>
<td>335</td>
<td>$19.95 pb</td>
<td>0-7914-2514-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lost T’ai-chi Classics from the Late Ch‘ing Dynasty</td>
<td>Douglas Wile</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>$16.95 pb</td>
<td>0-7914-2654-8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The philosophy of religions faces a unique moment in its history: while philosophers are paying increased attention to the particularities of religious traditions, historians and anthropologists are becoming aware of the philosophical implications of their ethnographic and textual work. This series seeks to build on this interdisciplinary momentum by encouraging comparative work that combines the strength of both disciplines—the analytical questions of philosophy and the attention to linguistic and historical detail in the study of religion.

### SUNY Press Book Series

**Toward a Comparative Philosophy of Religions**

*edited by Paul J. Griffiths, University of Chicago*

Laurie L. Patton, Bard College

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Failure of Words</td>
<td>Inefability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myth and Philosophy</td>
<td>An Experiment in Comparative Theology</td>
<td>Frank E. Reynolds and David Tracy, editors</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
<td>0-7914-0418-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mencius and Aquinas</td>
<td>A Study of Indo-Tibetan Scholasticism</td>
<td>Lee H. Yearley</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
<td>0-7914-0432-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discourse and Practice</td>
<td>The Classical Doctrine of Buddhahood</td>
<td>Frank E. Reynolds and David Tracy, editors</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
<td>0-7914-1024-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ineffability</td>
<td>New Essays in the Comparative Philosophy of Religions</td>
<td>Ben-Ami Schottstein</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
<td>0-7914-1348-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theology After Vedanta</td>
<td></td>
<td>Francis X. Clooney</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
<td>0-7914-1366-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buddhism and Language</td>
<td></td>
<td>José Ignacio Cabezon</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
<td>0-7914-1900-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On Being Buddha</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion and Practical Reason</td>
<td></td>
<td>Frank E. Reynolds and David Tracy, editors</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
<td>0-7914-2218-6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Manuscripts and book proposals are invited. Inquiries about the series should be sent to:

Lois Patton, Acting Director

SUNY Press • State University Plaza

Albany, NY 12246-0001

---

**New books for a thinking church**

### Setting the Table

**Women in Theological Conversation**

*edited by Rita Nakashima Brock, Claudia Camp, and Serena Jones*

Once upon a time, “woman theologian” was pretty much a contradiction in terms. No more. Today, women are very much a part of mainstream Protestant thought, bringing new and sometimes startling perspectives to age-old discussions.

This collection of essays offers a dynamic look at the emerging consciousness of feminist theology, how it has grown, and how it is creating a new vision for the church. **$19.99**

**The Pastor's Underground Guide to the Revised Common Lectionary: Year A**

*by Shelley E. Cochran*

The lectionary is a valuable tool for preaching, but not an infallible one. In fact, by definition, using a lectionary limits what scriptures are used and the messages they convey.

The stories of women in the Bible, for example, are downplayed, and juxtapositions of Old and New Testament readings may lead in directions the preacher does not want to go.

This unique companion to the *Revised Common Lectionary* helps preachers step outside the recommended readings and use the Bible in new and powerful ways. **$16.99**

**And the Angels Wept**

**From the Pulpits of Oklahoma City After the Bombing**

*edited by Marsha Brock Bishop and David P. Polk*

As grim-faced rescuers plowed through piles of tumbled concrete that had once been the A. P. Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City and frightened families waited for word, people of all faiths turned to places of worship for help and healing.

This book is a collection of sermons, prayers, and addresses that helped the community make some sense of a senseless tragedy. **$15.00**

All royalties will benefit the Interfaith Disaster Recovery of Greater Oklahoma City.

### In Defense of Doubt

**An Invitation to Adventure**

*by Val Webb*

This is not just a book about doubt. It's a celebration of doubt: what it is, what it isn't, and how, if we use it properly, it can lead us to a more mature faith.

Drawing the distinction between “belief” and “faith,” Webb invites readers to drag their doubts from under the rug, dust them off, and recognize them for the gifts they are, confidently expecting that we can resolve them and grow in faith as we do. **$13.99**

Visit booth 617 for your Annual Meeting discount on all titles!
Baptists on the American Frontier
A History of Ten Baptist Churches
edited & introduced by Chester R. Young
This book is a revision of the classic work by John Taylor (1752-1835), a Virginia frontiersman and Baptist preacher.
0-86554-479-4 MUP/H373
$34.95, hardcover

Urgent Advice and Probing Questions
Collected Writings on Old Testament Wisdom
by James L. Crenshaw
The essays in this book illuminate trends of scholarship over the last thirty years. The original essays represent the views of an active participant in that research, with extensive reference to other contributions.
0-86554-483-2 MUP/H379
$60.00, hardcover

Politics and Rhetoric
in the Corinthian Epistles
by Laurence L. Welborn
This book argues that the schisms that appeared in the church at Corinth were manifestations of a power struggle arising from social and economic differences.
0-86554-463-8 MUP/P116$22.00, paperback

Making Sense of New Testament Theology
"Modern" Problems and Prospects
by A. K. M. Adam
Adam views New Testament theology in its cultural context, interacts with postmodern philosophy and literary theory, and provides a coherent rationale for reconsidering the authority of historical criticism.
0-86554-459-X MUP/P114
$18.00, paperback

Annotated Bibliography
of Women in Church History
by Carolyn Blevins
This volume provides a resource to facilitate research on the numerous contributions of women to church history.
0-86554-493-X MUP/H387
$30.00, hardcover

Divine Grace and Human Agency
by Rebecca Weaver
The hundred years after Augustine of Hippo’s death were crucial for the doctrine of grace in the Western church. This book carefully traces the course of the controversy from the last years of Augustine’s life to the Council of Orange in 529.
0-86554-491-3 MUP/H385
$30.00, hardcover

New Books in the International Kierkegaard Series . . .
edited by Robert L. Perkins

Either/Or. Part I
International Kierkegaard Commentary 3
0-86554-470-0 MUP/H360
$24.95, hardcover

Either/Or. Part II
International Kierkegaard Commentary 4
0-86554-485-9 MUP/H380
$24.95, hardcover
Theurgy and the Soul
The Neoplatonism of Iamblichus
GREGORY SHAW
A spirited reappraisal of Iamblichus, the fourth-century Platonist philosopher and teacher of Julian the Apostate.
288 pages  $45.00

Relationship Morality
J. KELLENBERGER
An argument for a new theory of morality that places relationships between people at the foundation of morality.
448 pages  cloth: $57.50 paper: $19.95

Killing and Saving
Abortion, Hunger, and War
JOHN P. REEDER, JR.
A philosophical analysis of the right to live and the right to kill.
224 pages  2 illustrations  cloth: $35.00 paper: $16.95

The Philosophy of Religion and Advaita Vedânta
A Comparative Study in Religion and Reason
ARVIND SHARMA
A cross-cultural examination of the well-known Hindu school of philosophy, Advaita Vedânta.
240 pages  $32.50

Soldiers of Christ
Saints and Saints' Lives from Late Antiquity and the Early Middle Ages
EDITED BY THOMAS F. X. NOBLE and THOMAS HEAD
Soldiers of Christ brings together for the first time in one volume eleven critical writings about the saints from Late Antiquity and the Early Middle Ages.
416 pages  1 map  cloth: $50.00 paper: $18.95
For sale in the U.S. & Canada Only

The Perfection of Solitude
Hermits and Monks in the Crusader States
ANDREW JOTISCHKY
The first comprehensive study of the Latin monastic presence in the Holy Land during the twelfth century.
216 pages  8 illustrations  $35.00

Emily Dickinson's Fascicles
Method & Meaning
DOROTHY HUFF OBERHAUS
A radical new reading of Emily Dickinson's forty manuscript fascicles as an ordered arrangement centered upon the account of a spiritual and poetic pilgrimage.
272 pages  $40.00

Stop by Booth #113 for conference discount.

Villanova University, 1842-1992
American—Catholic—Augustinian
DAVID R. CONTOSTA
With Forewords by Theodore M. Hesburgh, C.S.C., and John Lukacs
An illustrated history of Villanova University.
320 pages  100 illustrations  $35.00

Religion, Ethnicity, and Politics
Ratifying the Constitution in Pennsylvania
OWEN S. IRELAND
A history of the contest over the Federal Constitution in Pennsylvania that argues for the centrality of religion and ethnicity.
288 pages  cloth: $50.00 paper: $18.95
Martyrdom in Rome
G.W. Bowersock

Authority and the Sacred
Aspects of the Christianisation of the Roman World
Peter Brown

Augustine: Confessions
Books I-IV
Gillian Clark, Editor

Wisdom in Ancient Israel
John Day, Robert P. Gordon, Hugh G.M. Williamson, Editors

Religion in Japan
Arrows to Heaven and Earth
P.F. Kornicki and I. J. McMullen, Editors

Evil and Suffering in Jewish Philosophy
Oliver Leaman

Reinhold Niebuhr and Christian Realism
Robin W. Lovin

The Election of Israel
The Idea of the Chosen People
David Novak

Jewish Inscriptions of Western Europe
Volume 2: The City of Rome
David Noy

Tertullian and the Church
David Rankin

Philosophy in Christian Antiquity
Christopher Stead

The Darkness of God
Negativity in Christian Mysticism
Denys Turner

An Introduction to Islam
David Waines
Feasting and Social Rhetoric in Luke 14
Willi Braun

Paul of Marriage and Celibacy
The Hellenistic Background of 1 Corinthians 7
Will Deming

Romans and the Apologetic Tradition
The Purpose, Genre and Audience of Paul's Letter
Anthony J. Guerra

Wrestling with Rationality in Paul
Romans 1-8 in a New Perspective
John D. Moores

Power through Weakness
Paul's Understanding of the Christian Ministry in 2 Corinthians
Timothy B. Savage

The Faith of Jesus Christ in Early Christian Traditions
Ian G. Wells

Now in paperback...

What are the Gospels?
A Comparison with Graeco-Roman Biography
Richard Burridge

Faith as a Theme in Mark's Narrative
Christopher D. Marshall

John as Storyteller
Narrative Criticism and the Fourth Gospel
Mark W.G. Stibbe

The Theology of the Gospel of Luke
Joel B. Green

The Theology of the Gospel of Matthew
Ulrich Luz

Power, Gender and Christian Mysticism
Grace M. Jantzen

Christianity and Democracy
A Theology for a Just World Order
John W. de Gruchy

God's Just Vengeance
Crime, Violence and the Rhetoric of Salvation
Timothy Garringe

Forthcoming...

John Locke and the Ethics of Belief
When Tradition Fractures
Nicholas Wolterstorff

Feuerbach and the Interpretation of Religion
Van Harvey

Visit Cambridge Booths 229, 231 and 233 to see these and other outstanding titles
Available in bookstores or from

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS
40 West 20th Street, New York, NY 10011-4211
Call toll-free 800-872-7423
MasterCard/VISA accepted. Prices subject to change.

Available in bookstores or from

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS
40 West 20th Street, New York, NY 10011-4211
Call toll-free 800-872-7423
MasterCard/VISA accepted. Prices subject to change.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Publication Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Other Peoples' Myths</td>
<td>Wendy Doniger O’Flaherty</td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>$13.95</td>
<td>264 pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healing Powers</td>
<td>Fred M. Frohock</td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td>Morality and Society Series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How “Natives” Think</td>
<td>Marshall Sahlins</td>
<td>Cloth</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesopotamia</td>
<td>Jean Bottéro</td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>$13.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Story of Lynx</td>
<td>Claude Levi-Strauss</td>
<td>Cloth</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ancestral Voices</td>
<td>Conor Cruise O’Brien</td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kali’s Child</td>
<td>Jeffrey J. Kripal</td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medieval Callings</td>
<td>Edited by Jacques Le Goff</td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Dreadful Night</td>
<td>Lee Siegel</td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Poems of St. John of the Cross</td>
<td>St. John of the Cross</td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divine Enterprise</td>
<td>Jacques Le Goff</td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sufi Music of India and Pakistan</td>
<td>Regula Burckhardt Qureshi</td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>388</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Promise of Pragmatism</td>
<td>John Patrick Diggins</td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>528</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Word and the Law</td>
<td>Milner S. Ball</td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It Does Not Die</td>
<td>Maitrey Devi</td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>$10.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bengal Nights</td>
<td>Mircea Eliade</td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It Does Not Die</td>
<td>Maitrey Devi</td>
<td>Cloth</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re-Envisioning Past Musical Cultures</td>
<td>Peter Jeffery</td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>$13.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Poems of St. John of the Cross</td>
<td>Milner S. Ball</td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Poems of St. John of the Cross</td>
<td>St. John of the Cross</td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Poems of St. John of the Cross</td>
<td>Jean Bottéro</td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>$13.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Poems of St. John of the Cross</td>
<td>Conor Cruise O’Brien</td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Poems of St. John of the Cross</td>
<td>阻田 thoughts about Captain Cook</td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Poems of St. John of the Cross</td>
<td>阻田 thoughts about Captain Cook</td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Poems of St. John of the Cross</td>
<td>阻田 thoughts about Captain Cook</td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Poems of St. John of the Cross</td>
<td>阻田 thoughts about Captain Cook</td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Poems of St. John of the Cross</td>
<td>阻田 thoughts about Captain Cook</td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Poems of St. John of the Cross</td>
<td>阻田 thoughts about Captain Cook</td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Poems of St. John of the Cross</td>
<td>阻田 thoughts about Captain Cook</td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dictionary of Deities and Demons in the Bible
Edited by Karel van der Toorn, Pieter W. van der Horst and Bob Becking

The Dictionary of Deities and Demons in the Bible is designed as a major work of reference on the gods, angels, demons, spirits and semi-divine heroes whose names occur in the biblical books.

There are entries on divine names recognized as such by the biblical authors; divine names in theophoric toponyms and anthroponyms; secular terms which occur as divine names in neighbouring civilizations, conjectural divine names, at times based on textual emendation, proposed by modern scholarship; and humans who acquired a semi-divine status in tradition.

DDD is a highly original handbook which will become an indispensable tool for all students of the Bible and the history of Ancient Near Eastern religions.

1995 (approx. 960 pp.)
9004103139 Cloth with dustjacket US$ 145.25

Dictionary of Deities and Demons in the Bible

Companion Volume to the Dead Sea Scrolls on Microfiche Edition

Published originally as part of the much-praised Dead Sea Scrolls facsimile edition on microfiche, this volume is now made available as a separate publication.

'It is beautiful and very useful...the accompanying two books are indispensable — no one working on the scrolls can do without it.'
Magen Broshi, 1993.

'...no research library can afford to be without it, and every scholar working on the scrolls will need to have access to it.'

Second revised edition (1, 187 pp.)
9004102884 Cloth US$ 90.25

The Dead Sea Scrolls on Microfiche

A Comprehensive Facsimile Edition of the Texts from the Judaean Desert Companion Volume, Edited by Emanuel Tov with the Collaboration of Stephen J. Pfann
Inventory List of Photographs, Compiled by Stephen A. Reed and Edited by Marilyn J. Lundberg
Published under the Auspices of the Israel Antiquities Authority

1993. (1, 187, viii, 134 pp., 134 positive silver halide microfiches in binder with printed guide and introduction, approx. 6,500 photos)
9004097333 Binder US$ 1084.00

A co-publication with IDC Microform Publishers.

Publishers since 1683

E. J. Brill

Judaism in Late Antiquity
Edited by Jacob Neusner

In two volumes, leading American, Israeli, and European specialists in the history, literature, theology, and archaeology of Judaism offer factual answers to the two questions that study of any religion in ancient times must raise. The first is, what are the sources that inform us about that religion? The second is, how do we understand those sources in the reconstruction of the history of various Judaic systems in antiquity. The historical relationship of Judaism with nascent Christianity in New Testament times is also treated.

'...an extremely useful introduction to the sources of Judaism in antiquity...'
A.S. van der Woude, Journal for the Study of Judaism, 1995

1. The Literary and Archaeological Sources
1995. (xv, 276 pp., 22 figures)
9004101292 Cloth with dustjacket US$ 90.25

2. Historical Syntheses
1995. (xiv, 318 pp., 3 Illus.)
9004101306 Cloth with dustjacket US$ 129.25

The People of the Dead Sea Scrolls
Their Literature, Writings, Beliefs and Practices

Florentino Garcia Martinez and Julio Trebolle Barrera

This volume offers solid and up-to-date information on the literary heritage, the social organization and the religious beliefs of the Qumran community and its links with Early Christianity. It gives the reader an opportunity to look behind the scenes of the research of the Dead Sea texts and the ongoing scholarly debate on the origins of the Essene movement and the Qumran sect.

1995, (approx. 250 pp.)
9004100857 Paper approx. US$ 47.00

VISIT US AT BOOTHs 521-523
New and forthcoming publications in biblical and religious studies

The Hebrew and Aramaic Text on the Old Testament

Translated and Edited under the direction of M. E. J. Richardson

Ludwig Koehler, Walter Baumgartner and Johann Jakob Summ.

With Assistance from J. Hartmann, Z. Ben-Hayyim, E.Y. Kutscher and P. Reymond

New available:

Vol. 1: 'Aleph - Heich

(v. 1955 pp.)

90040965 Cloth with dustjacket US$ 146.50
For subscribers US$ 110.50

Vol. 2: Teth - 'Ayn

(v. 1955 pp.)

90040971 Cloth with dustjacket US$ 146.50
For subscribers US$ 110.50

Paul and Philodemus

Maturity in Epicurean and Early Christian Psychology

Clarence E. Glad

Novum Testamentum, Supplements, 81

1995 (approx. 416 pp.)

90040975 Cloth with dustjacket US$ 132.50
For subscribers US$ 109.75

The Rhetoric of the Book of Judges

Robert H. O’Connell

Novum Testamentum, Supplements, 52

November 1995 (approx. 300 pp.)

90041007 Cloth with dustjacket approx. US$ 97.00
For subscribers approx. US$ 84.00

Establishment Violence in Philo and Luke

A Study of Non-Conformity to the Torah and Jewish VigiLante Reactions

Tommy Seland

Biblical Interpretation Series, 15

June 1995 (xii, 354 pp.)

90040532 Cloth with dustjacket approx. US$ 113.00

Jesus’ Farewell to the Disciples

John 13:1-17:26 in Narratological Perspective

D.F. Tolmie

Biblical Interpretation Series. 12

1995 (approx. 229 pp.)

9004012701 Cloth with dustjacket US$ 77.50

Bibliography of the Septuagint —


Cécile Dogmiez

Vetus Testamentum, Supplements, 60

June 1995 (approx. 408 pp.)

900401926 Cloth with dustjacket US$ 116.25
Price for subscribers US$ 97.00

Jesus and His Contemporaries

Comparative Studies

Craig A. Evans

Arbeiten zur Geschichte des Antiken Judentums und des Urchristentums, 25

1995 (xii, 332 pp.)

9004012795 Cloth with dustjacket US$ 148.50

Studying the Historical Jesus

Evaluations of the State of Current Research

Edited by Bruce Chilton and Craig A. Evans

New Testament Tools and Studies, 19

1994 (xii, 611 pp.)

9004099824 Cloth with dustjacket US$ 161.50

The Matthean Parables

A Literary and Historical Commentary

Ivor H. Jones

Novum Testamentum, Supplements, 80

1995 (approx. 440 pp.)

9004101810 Cloth with dustjacket approx. US$ 132.50
Price for subscribers approx. US$ 113.00

The Apocryphon of John

Synopsis of Nag Hammadi Codices II, III, IV, and V, with BG 8502, 2

Michael Waldstein and Frederik Wisse

Viziglot Christianae, Supplements, 32

1995 (approx. 275 pp.)

9004103554 Cloth with dustjacket US$ 97.50

Phil of Alexandria and the Church Fathers

A Collection of Papers

David T. Runia

Viziglot Christianae, Supplements, 32

1995 (approx. 275 pp.)

9004103554 Cloth with dustjacket US$ 97.50

Rhetoric and Redaction in Trito-Isaiah

The Structure, Growth and Authorship of Isaiah 56-66

Paul Allan Smith

Vetus Testamentum, Supplements, 62

1995 (xii, 228 pp.)

9004103066 Cloth with dustjacket US$ 80.75
Price for subscribers approx. US$ 71.00

Secrecy and Concealment

Studies in the History of Mediterranean and Near Eastern Religions

Edited by Hans G. Kippenberg and Gedaliah G. Stroumsa

Numen Book Series (Studies in the History of Religions), 65

1995 (approx. 436 pp. [in English & German])

9004103533 Cloth with dustjacket US$ 113.00

Female Stereotypes

in Religious Traditions

Edited by Ria Kloppenburg and Wouter J. Hangegraaff

Numen Book Series (Studies in the History of Religions), 66

1995. (xii, 261 pp.)

9004102906 Cloth with dustjacket US$ 77.50

Call toll-free to order
1-800-962-4406 (ext. 11)
or fax your order to:
(518) 758 1959
or send your order to:
E.J. Brill
24 Hudson Street
Kinderhook, NY 12106
USA
Plan to stock up!

This year, Word Academic Publishing will be selling more stock than ever at our booth. We’ll have the entire Word Biblical Commentary Series — including the newly released Matthew Vol. 2 by Donald Hagner, and Jeremiah Vol. 2 by Gerald Keown, Pamela Scalise, and Thomas G. Smothers, — plus all of our other first-rate products at cash and carry discounts that are anything but average.

Bring Your Checkbook.

So bring your checkbook. Because at Word Academic Publishing, we don’t accept mediocrity... and we don’t accept American Express.

WORD ACADEMIC PUBLISHING

AAR/SBL Booths 214 & 216

50% Cash and Carry Discount.
Visa, MasterCard, Check, and Cash Accepted.
MIRACLES AND PILGRIMS
Popular Beliefs in Medieval England
RONALD C. FINUCANE

The records of "miracles" in the Middle Ages are among the most valuable documents of medieval popular Christianity. Now available for the first time in paperback, Ronald Finucane's highly praised historical work presents a fascinating account of the extent to which beliefs in pilgrimages, miracles, and faith-healing exerted a hold over the medieval imagination.

1995 • 248 pp. • $19.95 pb.

LIVING FAITHS
IN SOUTH AFRICA
EDITED BY MARTIN PROZESKY AND JOHN DE GRUCHY

This volume examines the histories of the various religions found in South Africa. With contributions from scholars with specialist knowledge of these histories, the book is intended for students of religion and any reader who wants a fuller grasp of the complex realities of South Africa.

1995 • 256 pp. • $39.95 cl.

BEYOND LEGITIMATION
DONALD WIEBE

Beyond Legitimation looks at religious knowledge and the relationship of religion to science. In light of the difficulty in creating harmony between faith and reason, Donald Wiebe explores various aspects of both scientific and religious thought with respect to concerns of cogency and consistency.

1994 • 288 pp. • $65.00 cl.

BEYOND DEATH
Theological and Philosophical Reflections on Life After Death
EDITED BY DAN COHN-SHERBOK AND CHRISTOPHER LEWIS

Throughout history, humans have been preoccupied with possibility of life after death. As a consequence, most world religions proclaim that life continues beyond the grave, and they have depicted the hereafter in a variety of forms. These conceptions constitute answers to some of the most perplexing spiritual questions. This collection of essays takes such questions as the basis for constructing a framework for understanding traditional conceptions of the hereafter as well as new perspectives.

1995 • 232 pp. • $39.95 cl. • $18.95 pb.

RELATIVISM AND RELIGION
EDITED BY CHARLES M. LEWIS

In Relativism and Religion, prominent philosophers from divergent perspectives confront fundamental questions about the epistemology and semantics of religious claims. Such questions in the philosophy of religion have become a matter of critical importance for anyone concerned about the status of religious claims to knowledge and truth. Also included is a spirited response by each contributor to the others' treatment of the issues.

1995 • 256 pp. • $45.00 cl.

A HISTORY OF WOMEN'S RELIGIOUS COMMUNITIES, 4TH TO 17TH CENTURY
PATRICIA RANFT

Women have been present in every crucial aspect of Catholic church life: in schools, hospitals, orphanages, missions, social services and monasteries. Most religious orders to which these women belonged carefully preserved the history of their origins and accomplishments, but no one has tried to unite all these individual histories into one comprehensive account. This history synthesizes the most recent research and places these women in the center of the narrative.

1995 • $39.95 cl.

EMOTION AND SPIRIT
Questioning the Claims of Psychoanalysis and Religion
NEVILLE SYMINGTON

Emotion and Spirit makes the case that both traditional religion and psychoanalysis are failing because they exist apart and not together. Neville Symington feels religion needs psychoanalysis so that it can become relevant to people's emotional lives and psychoanalysis needs religion so that it can contain those core spiritual values which give life meaning.

1994 • 224 pp. • $29.95 cl.

TOWARDS GOD
An Anthology of Isma'ili Poetry
COMPILED AND TRANSLATED BY FAQUIR M. HUNZAI

Poetry has always been central to the spiritual life of Islam, particularly among esoteric branches of the faith such as the Sufis and Isma'ilis. Towards God brings the great range and depth of Isma'ili poetry into English for the first time. The book's selection spans a thousand years of Isma'ili history and includes both sophisticated and popular verses from poets in Arabia, Africa, Iran, Afghanistan, Central Asia, China, India, and Pakistan. In addition to the themes of Divine love and the virtues of the Prophet and the Imams, the poems present some of the central ideas of Isma'ilis' beliefs.

1994 • 192 pp. • $39.50 cl.

Published in collaboration with the Institute of Isma'ili Studies, London — I.B. Tauris & Co.
Two Imprints...

The Crossroad Publishing Company proudly announces a new imprint. Crossroad Herder will offer books in theology, religious studies and religious education for an academic and professional audience.

The Crossroad imprint will continue to offer high quality books in spirituality, religion and counseling that speak to a wide diversity of backgrounds and beliefs.

William M. Thompson
The Struggle for Theology’s Soul
Contesting Scripture in Theology
A major study in Christology that shows why a theologian must be a "master of Holy Writ," and why a biblical scholar must be a theologian.
360 pgs., $35.00, hc, February 1996

Regis A. Duffy
An American Emmaus
Faith and Sacrament in the American Culture
"Emmaus" writes the author, "is not only the name of a town in the gospel of Luke. It is also a state of mind." He portrays the American Emmaus as an ongoing conversion walk of 20th Century Christians who attempt to recognize the crucified and risen Christ within the complex and pluralistic cultures of the United States.
204 pgs., $15.95, pb

Bernard J. Lee
The Future Church of 140 B.C.E.
A Hidden Revolution
A fascinating study of the revolutionary Jewish religious community of 140 B.C.E. offers remarkable parallels with the Catholic Christian community of today.
180 pgs., $15.95, pb

Pope John Paul II
Spiritual Pilgrimage
Texts on Jews and Judaism 1979-1995
With Commentary and Introduction by Eugene J. Fisher and Leon Klenicki
The complete writings of the Pope on the importance of Judaism and the Jewish people.
300 pgs., $17.95, pb

Chris Nwaka Egbulem
The Power of Africentric Celebrations
Inspirations from the Zairean Liturgy
The new Zairean rite of the Eucharist is an exciting model for churches everywhere.
180 pgs., $15.95, pb, February 1996

K.R. Sundarajan/Bithika Mukerji
Hindu Spirituality II
Postclassical and Modern
Eminent scholars from around the world bring to light the diverse expressions of Hindu spirituality.
500 pgs., $49.50, hc, February 1996

Wolfgang Beinert/ Francis Schüssler Fiorenza, Editors
Handbook of Catholic Theology
An international publishing event, this English-language edition features new contributions written by major U.S. theologians.
800 pgs., $75.00, hc

Come see us at our booth!
PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION
M.A. AND Ph.D. PROGRAMS

THE PROGRAM seeks to help individual students formulate their role as scholars who, while being uniquely qualified as teachers and writers in the fields of philosophy and religion, will also have the flexibility and understanding to apply their knowledge beyond the confines of that discipline.

FIELDS OF CONCENTRATION include the Hindu religious traditions; the Buddhism of India, Tibet, Southeast Asia, and China; classical and modern Confucian and Taoist texts; Christianity; the various ideologies of religious studies; and Asian health studies. Two new areas of focus are Women's Spirituality and Philosophy, Cosmology & Consciousness.

LANGUAGE STUDIES include Sanskrit, Pali, Chinese, and Tibetan. Language courses are also available to those who wish to study without participating in the degree programs.

FOR MORE INFORMATION contact the Philosophy and Religion program at (415) 753-6100 ext 249

EAST-WEST PSYCHOLOGY
M.A. AND Ph.D. PROGRAMS

A UNIQUE INTERDISCIPLINARY graduate program which engages the historical, cultural, philosophical and spiritual dimensions of psychological theory and practice. The program offers the student an opportunity to study and participate in a variety of spiritual, psychological, and philosophical disciplines.

FIELDS OF CONCENTRATION include Gender Studies, Expressive and Sacred Arts, Transpersonal Psychology, Eastern Psychologies, Body-Mind/Integral Health, and Myths and Symbols.

THIS PROGRAM OFFERS:
- A blend of theoretical, experiential and contemplative study
- Student self-designed concentrations and specializations
- Internationally renowned faculty members
- Preparation for careers as teachers, writers, researchers and multicultural consultants

FOR MORE INFORMATION contact the East-West Psychology program at (415) 753-6100 ext 278
Congregations in Conflict

The Battle over Homosexuality
KEITH HARTMAN
“A fascinating and timely collection of case studies, each of a particular congregation trying to make sense of itself and its beliefs in a changing world. Individually, they reveal the internecine struggles that lie behind all public debates about sexuality and church doctrine. Together, they are a rich landscape of organized religion in contemporary America.”
—James Woods, author of The Corporate Closet
225 pp. 7 b & w illus. Cloth, $24.95

The Nakedness of the Fathers

Biblical Visions and Revisions
ALICIA SUSKIN OSTRIKER
“All of us who are women poets, idol breakers and revisionists... feel a deep kinship to the work of Alicia Ostriker, and a debt as well.”
—Eleanor Wilner, author of Sarah's Gift
225 pp. Cloth, $22.00

The Sixties Spiritual Awakening

ROBERT S. ELLWOOD
“A condensed chronological survey of the formation of postmodernist pluralist countercommunity... From political demonstrations to drug use to the sexual revolution, the reader is taken through important movements that transformed and split the religious.”—Library Journal
350 pp. Cloth, $24.95

Looking for God in the Suburbs

The Religion of the American Dream and Its Critics, 1945-1985
JAMES HUDNUT-BEUMLER
In the '50s, ninety-nine percent of adult Americans said they believed in God. How did this consensus about religion turn into the confrontational debates over religion in the '60s? Hudnut-Beumler argues that post-World War II suburban conformity made church-going so much a part of middle-class life that religion and culture became virtually synonymous.
240 pp. Paper, $16.00; Cloth, $42.00

Creationism in Twentieth-Century America

General Editor Ronald L. Numbers
Offers widely read works in facsimile and reprints three rare journals: the Creationist, the Bulletin of Deluge Geology, and the Forum for the Correlation of Science and the Bible.
10-volume set: $891/or by volume 31801-4

New Paperbacks!

Encyclopedia of Early Christianity
Edited by Everett Ferguson
with Michael McHugh, Fred Norris, and David Scholer
Endorsed by The North American Patristic Society and The American Society of Church History
1,002 pages 7 x 10 illustrated paper 31139-7 $32.50 cloth 03745-7 $95

Encyclopedic Handbook of Cults in America
Revised and Updated Edition
J. Gordon Melton
“Recommended for all libraries.”
—American Reference Books Annual
424 pages paper 31140-0 $18.95 cloth 30502-8 $63

Encyclopedia of African American Religions
Edited by Larry G. Murphy, J. Gordon Melton and Gary L. Ward
“Impressive...comprehensive...highly recommended.”
—Journal of the Canadian Church Historical Society
1,008 pages 8 1/2 x 11 39300-1 $125

Jung and the Jungians on Myth
An Introduction
Steven F. Walker
Both a critical overview and a systematic analysis, the book makes extensive use of recently published little-known material from Jung's seminars and letters.
216 pages $30 03443-0

Sanctity and Motherhood
Essays on Holy Mothers in the Middle Ages
Edited by Anneke B. Mulder-Bakker
Original essays focus on Northern Europe, examining the religious and secular experience of historical holy mothers and saints.
368 pages illustrated 31425-6 $50

Visit the Garland Booth #715 for a free Religion catalog.
GARLAND PUBLISHING
1000A Sherman Avenue, Hamden CT 06514
Tel (203) 281-4487 Fax (203) 230-1186
Toll-free (800) 627-6273
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The Place Is Too Small for Us: The Israelite Prophets in Recent Scholarship
Edited by Robert P. Gordon. Study of the biblical prophets has experienced a paradigm shift in the last twenty years. Professor Gordon gathers here a collection of the more illuminative approaches to the prophets that have been published since 1975, providing a valuable introduction to the major issues and interpreters of prophetic literature. Volume 5 in the well-received series Sources for Biblical and Theological Study. Pp. 550. Indexed. $34.50

Ancient Israel among the Nations: Community, Identity, and Ideology
Social-Scientific Approaches to the Hebrew Bible
Edited by Charles Carter and Carol L. Meyers. This volume collects the best of current research and classic essays on the application of anthropological and social-scientific insights to the Hebrew Bible. Essays of a general nature are included as well as those demonstrating the application of general principles to specific texts. Sources for Biblical and Theological Study, volume 6. Pp. ca. 550. Indexed. $34.50

Timnah: A Biblical Town in the Sorek Valley
By George L. Kelm and Amihai Mazar. Twelve seasons of excavation at Tel Barash, biblical Timnah, have yielded a wealth of information for understanding the history and culture of ancient Palestine. In this highly readable and profusely illustrated book, Professors Kelm and Mazar tell the story of the town and the region. Pp. 192. $29.50

Solving Riddles and Untying Knots
Biblical, Epigraphic, and Semitic Studies in Honor of Jonas C. Greenfield
Edited by Ziony Zevit, Seymour Gitin, and Michael Sokoloff. An impressive list of scholars honor Professor Greenfield with fifty-three essays in several of his areas of expertise: Bible, Qumran, Epigraphy, and Semitics. Pp. 704. Indexed. $49.50

Pomegranates and Golden Bells
Studies in Biblical, Jewish, and Near Eastern Ritual, Law, and Literature in Honor of Jacob Milgrom
Edited by David P. Wright, David Noel Freedman, and Avi Hurvitz. More than fifty colleagues, students, and friends gather to offer this volume in celebration of Professor Milgrom's contribution to biblical and Near Eastern scholarship. Pp. 896. Indexed. $59.50

The Book around Immanuel: Style and Structure in Isaiah 2–12
By Andrew H. Bartelt. In the process of examining rhetorical style in Isaiah 2–12, Professor Bartelt provides a convincing reading of the text that also serves as a model for the study of prophetic writings, applying principles of both poetic and rhetorical analysis. Biblical and Judaic Studies from the University of California, San Diego, volume 4.

Temples, Texts, and Traditions: A Tribute to Menahem Haran
Edited by Michael V. Fox, Víctor Avigdor Hurowitz, Avi Hurvitz, Michael Klein, Baruch Schwartz, and Nili Shupak. Professor Haran is honored here with a collection of forty articles (including eleven in Hebrew) on a variety of topics including source criticism, Israelite cult, and Hebrew language.

Nemrud Dagi
The Hierothesion of Antiochus I of Commagene
Edited by Donald Sanders. The publication of the results of Theresa Goell’s important excavations at Nemrud Dagi conducted during the 1950s. More than 90% of the artifacts published here have never before been published. Volume 1 contains the written reports; volume 2 contains more than 650 illustrations.

Ancient Damascus
A Historical Study of the Syrian City-State from Earliest Times until Its Fall to the Assyrians in 732 B.C.E.

Introduction to the Semitic Languages
Text Specimens and Grammatical Sketches
God Encountered
A Contemporary Catholic Systematic Theology
Frans Jozef van Beek, S.J.
This series presents a theological system in the Catholic tradition. Volume Two is being written and when finished will comprise four books. Two are available. Volume Three will follow.

Volume One:
Understanding the Christian Faith
5517-3 Hardcover, 354 pp., 6 x 9, $27.95

Volume Two/1:
The Revelation of the Glory—Introduction and Part 1: Fundamental Theology
5498-3 Paper, 382 pp., 6 x 9, $19.95

Volume Two/2:
The Revelation of the Glory—Part 2: One God, Creator of All That Is
5499-1 Paper, 224 pp., 6 x 9, $14.95

Commentary on the Catechism of the Catholic Church
Michael J. Walsh, Editor
All teachers of the faith and any reader of the Catechism will find in this Commentary an up-to-date survey of theological opinion in the Catholic Church.
3235-0 Paper, 6 x 9, $24.95
Rights: U.S. and Canada

The College Student’s Introduction to Theology
Thomas P. Keane, S.J., Editor
This book provides an introduction to the study of theology and its methods of investigation.
5841-5 Paper, 216 pp., 6 x 9, $14.95

The Catechism Yesterday and Today
Berard E. Martel, O.S.A., Con.
This book presents a survey of Catholic history that recalls individuals and incidents, some little known, that shaped the Church’s catechetical ministry.
2151-3 Paper, 176 pp., 6 x 9, $15.95
2153-0 Hardcover, $21.95

Sacred Lies and Silences:
A Psychology of Religious Disguise
Kevin Ridel, S.J.
The commentaries and case studies that Father Ridel presents chart the differences in temperament, training, and culture that give each person a unique spirituality.
5847-4 Paper, 168 pp., 6 x 9, $10.95

Problems in Theology
In the study of Christian theology over the centuries there have been a number of problems for which no explanation has yet been given which commands agreement among those whose task it is to explain the faith. This series will focus on topics of this kind.
Rights: U.S. and Canada

The Atonement
Michael Winter
By analyzing the New Testament, the theologians of the early Church, St. Anselm’s theory of satisfaction, and modern thinkers, Winter gives an explanation of the atonement.
5852-9 Paper, 144 pp., 5 1/4 x 8 1/4, $17.95

The Eucharist
Raymond Moloney, S.J.
Traces questions not only of Real Presence but of the whole range of Eucharistic theology. The author draws together the insights of the Eucharist and projects a synthesis of it with the rest of the faith.
5653-9 Paper, 288 pp., 5 1/4 x 8 1/4, $19.95

Spirituality/Mysticism

The Spiritual Espousals
Jan van Ruusbroec
Helen Rothfoss, O.S.F., Translator
This translation of the first-ever critical edition of The Spiritual Espousal will introduce Ruusbroec’s writings to the wider audience they deserve.
5056-2 Paper, 120 pp., 6 x 9, $9.95

Woman to Woman
An Anthology of Women’s Spiritualities
Phyllis Zagano, Editor
Spanning nearly one thousand years in the history of spirituality, these works begin with Hildegard of Bingen in the eleventh century and move to its Ford of our own.
5625-2 Paper, 127 pp., 5 1/4 x 8 1/4, $8.95

Christian Mysticism
The Future of a Tradition
Harvey Egan, S.J.
In this introduction to Christian mysticism, four Christian mystics are examined as paradigms of the classical tradition.
6063-0 Paper, 430 pp., 5 1/2 x 8 1/4, $16.50

An Anthology of Christian Mysticism
Harvey Egan, S.J.
This comprehensive anthology will serve both as a text for various students of mysticism and a reflective collection for those first exploring its thought.
6012-6 Paper, 703 pp., 6 x 9, $34.95
From the Old Testament Message series
Interpreting the Old Testament
A Practical Guide
Daniel Harrington, S.J.
This introduction to Old Testament exegesis responds to the directives of the Second Vatican Council that instructs biblical interpreters to investigate the meaning of the sacred texts intended to express.
5326-0 Paper, 160 pp., 5 1/4 x 8 1/2, $10.95

From the Good News
Studies series
Paul the Letter-Writer
His World, His Options, His Skills
Jerome Murphy-O’Connor, O.P.
This volume brings together a work that, tapping into his knowledge of classical Greek and Latin writings, addresses the physical nature of a first-century letter as well as the actual composition, presentation, and question of authorship—collaborative or otherwise—of the Pauline letters. Father Murphy-O’Connor also investigates the question of how these letters, written to scattered churches, were brought together to form the Pauline canon.
5845-8 Paper, 160 pp., 5 1/4 x 8 1/2, $11.95

 Sacra Pagina
Daniel Harrington, S.J., Editor
Sacra Pagina is a multi-volume commentary on the books of the New Testament. The volumes present basic introductory information and close examination, with each author adopting a specific methodology while maintaining a focus on the issues raised by the New Testament compositions themselves.

First and Second Thessalonians
Earl J. Richard
The letters First and Second Thessalonians are traditionally associated with the Pauline foundation of the Macedonian Church at Thessalonica. The first is seen as representing Paul’s earliest epistolary efforts and the second, written in Paul’s name and at a later date, attempts to calm the apocalyptic fervor of the community by reiterating its traditional eschatological and Chronological teaching.
5813-X Hardcover, 432 pp., 6 x 9, $29.95

Revelation
Wilfrid H. Harrington, O.P.
Father Harrington brings his scholarship to the Book of Revelation and conveys its Christian message. He puts the work in its historical and social setting and explores its social and religious background.
5816-0 Hardcover, 296 pp., 6 x 9, $29.95

The Acts of the Apostles
Luke Timothy Johnson
This commentary treats Luke-Acts as an apologetic history. It takes with equal seriousness both Luke’s literary artistry and his historical interests, fitting his methods comfortably within the ancient standards of historiography.
5907-5 Hardcover, 592 pp., 6 x 9, $29.95

Galatians
Frank J. Matera
This commentary argues that Paul’s doctrine of justification by faith is solid in nature and has important ecclesiological implications for the Church today.
5811-3 Hardcover, 272 pp., 6 x 9, $24.95

The Gospel of Matthew
Daniel Harrington, S.J.
Matthew wrote his gospel from his perspective as a Jew. It is with sensitivity to this perspective that undertakes this commentary on the Gospel of Matthew.
5803-2 Hardcover, 448 pp., 6 x 9, $29.95

The Gospel of Luke
Luke Timothy Johnson
Because it focuses on the Gospel as it appears and not on its source or origins, this commentary explores just what Luke is saying and how he says it.
5805-9 Hardcover, 480 pp., 6 x 9, $29.95

Visit us at our booth (numbers 246, 248, 345, and 347)
Call toll-free to order: 1-800-858-5450 or fax: 1-800-445-5899
The Modern Catholic Encyclopedia
Michael Glazier and Monica K. Neufert, Editors
Includes 1,360 cross-referenced entries, black-and-white maps, drawings, and photographs. With full color dust jacket.
5495-9 Hardcover, 978 pp., 8 1/4 x 11, $65.95
Rights: World except U.K., Australia, New Zealand

The Concise Dictionary of Early Christianity
Joseph F. Kelly
This handy reference tool covers early Christianity, from the first to the sixth century.
5237-0 Hardcover, 224 pp., 6 x 9, $24.95

The Liturgical Dictionary of Eastern Christianity
Peter D. Day
A guide to Eastern Christian liturgical texts.
5848-2 Hardcover, 342 pp., 6 x 9, $29.95
Rights: U.S. and Canada

The New Dictionary of Sacramental Worship
Peter Fink, S.J., Editor
The dictionary is structured as a pastoral resource. The entries include the theological, the liturgical, the pastoral, and the social.
3708-5 Hardcover, 1,352 pp., 6 x 9, $69.50
Rights: North America; The Philippines, Australia

The New Dictionary of Theology
Joseph A. Komonchak, Mary Collins, O.S.B., Denise Lane, Editors
This 1,200 page book includes the expert knowledge of 165 contributors.
5669-9 Hardcover, 1,120 pp., 6 x 9, $69.95
5633-1 Paper, 1,120 pp., 6 x 9, $49.95
Rights: North America and the Philippines

The New Dictionary of Catholic Spirituality
Michael Dowsey, Editor
The New Dictionary of Catholic Spirituality is intended as a companion to The New Dictionary of Theology and The New Dictionary of Sacramental Worship with a parallel aim.
5525-4 Hardcover, 1,120 pp., 6 x 9, $79.50

The Canon Law: Letter and Spirit
Canon Law Society of Great Britain and Ireland
Shows the public what the effects are in the daily life of the Church within the documents of the Second Vatican Council.
5511-5 Hardcover, 1,584 pp., 8 1/4 x 11, $93.95
Rights: U.S. and Canada

The Origins of the Eucharistic Prayer
Enrico Mazza; Ronald E. Luce, Translator
Mazza concentrates on structure as he traces the evolution of the Eucharistic Prayer from its origins in the ancient Jewish rites.
6119-X Paper, 376 pp., 6 x 9, $34.95

The Day Has Come! Easter and Baptism in Zeno of Verona
Giovanni P. Jones
This study explores Zeno's theology, his role of imagery, and how he differs from other writers.
2241-7 Paper, 312 pp., 5 1/2 x 8 1/4, $24.95

Liturgy in Dialogue
Essays in Memory of Ronald Jasper
Paul Bradshaw and Brian Spinks, Editors
Liturgy is not an isolated and self-contained subject; it has a wide range of connections with other academic disciplines. This festschrift in Jasper's honor captures this spirit.
6149-1 Paper, 240 pp., 6 x 9, $19.95
Rights: North America, Central America, Brazil and the Philippines

Augustine and the Catechumenate
William Hamill, S.J.
This early examination of a little-known role of St. Augustine: his work as a seeker of candidates for baptism. It reconstructs the ancient catechumenate for better use today.
6132-7 Paper, 424 pp., 6 x 9, $34.95

Visit us at our booth (numbers 246, 248, 345, and 347)
Call toll-free to order: 1-800-858-5450 or fax: 1-800-445-5899

From Breviary to Liturgy of the Hours
The Structural Reform of the Roman Office, 1964-1971
Stanimir Campbell, F.S.C.
This study offers frames of new form of communal liturgy an understanding of the richness of this prayer.
6133-5 Paper, 400 pp., 6 x 9, $34.95

Easter in the Early Church
An Anthology of Jewish and Early Christian Texts
Rastiero Cantalamessa, O.F.M. Cap.
This anthology of texts presents the Christian traditions about Easter.
2165-1 Paper, 268 pp., 5 1/8 x 8 1/4, $19.95

The Holy Spirit in the Life of Jesus
The Mystery of Christ's Baptism
Rastiero Cantalamessa, O.F.M. Cap.; Alan Neumeister, Translator
Baptism has given an understanding of the Holy Spirit that is both practical and profound.
2128-7 Paper, 63 pp., 5 1/2 x 8 1/4, $4.95

The Eucharist, Our Sanctification
Rastiero Cantalamessa, O.F.M. Cap.; Frances Leneghan Vella, Translator
This set of meditations provide helpful ways to contemplate the Eucharistic mystery.
2075-2 Paper, 96 pp., 5 1/4 x 8 1/4, $9.95

Seeing and Believing
Images of Christian Faith
Frank Baumkohrl, O.S.B., and Paul Philibert, O.P.
Foreword by Gerald S. Mayan
Together symbol and text speak of God's presence in the world.
6126-2 Hardcover, 192 pp., 8 1/4 x 11, $49.95

The Icon
Its Meaning and History
Malcolm Z Dimitri
This book features pages of illustrations and photographs. It relates a wealth of information on iconography.
2264-X Hardcover, 240 pp., 9 1/2 x 11 1/4, $89.95

Eastern Christian Worlds
Malcolm Z Dimitri, Preface by Olivier Clement; Translated by Madeleine Beaumont
English Text edited by Nancy McCarth
Through images and texts, icons of Middle Eastern Churches are shown; many never before seen in print.
2373-1 Hardcover, 272 pp., 9 1/4 x 11 1/4, $99.95
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Topical and timely, adopt a journal as your “textbook” supplement

New Theology Review
New Theology Review discusses theology and its fundamentals. It also examines the most recent interpretations and insights concerning the pastoral concerns that confront us.

Subscription: $25.00 one year, $40.00 two years
Foreign: $29.00 one year, $56.00 two years
Libraries: $40.00 one year; Single copy: $6.50

Journal of Hispanic/Latino Theology
The Journal of Hispanic/Latino Theology (JHLT) continues to serve as the voice of the Latino community in the North American theological dialogue, as well as an important and challenging witness to diversity in Christian tradition.

Subscription: $25.00 one year, $48.00 two years
Foreign: $29.00 one year, $56.00 two years
Libraries: $40.00 one year; Single copy: $6.50

The Bible Today
The Bible Today offers the latest information on Scripture from the most recent and best biblical scholarship. It explores Scripture through illustrated articles and commentary that focus on a particular theme or book of the Bible.

Subscription: $22.00 one year, $45.00 two years
Foreign: $25.00 one year, $51.00 two years
Libraries: $30.00 one year, Single copy: $4.00

Worship
Worship delivers the very best analysis, review, and in-depth comments on relevant topics in liturgy and related Church issues. It is your reference to the newest and most authoritative information on the continuing evolution of liturgy.

Subscription: $26.00 one year, $51.00 two years
Foreign: $28.00 one year, $55.00 two years
Libraries: $36.00 one year; Single copy: $4.50

Bring the best guest lecturers into your class every day

Current and informative
Up-to-date scholarship on today’s topics
Imagine having expert scholars and authors lecture to your class. With a “textbook” journal adoption, you and your students have the means to capture all of the insights and knowledge that these experts have to share.

By using these prestigious journals, you offer students more than just an ordinary “textbook.” With the arrival of each new issue, you are in essence, inviting the very best guest lecturers available to “speak” to your students.

Your “textbook” journal adoption allows you to receive the most up-to-date commentary on today’s topics.

No matter how new your current textbooks are, they can’t beat the immediacy of a bimonthly or quarterly magazine.

Inexpensive
A valuable investment at a reasonable price
Adopt New Theology Review, the Journal of Hispanic/Latino Theology, The Bible Today, and Worship as your “textbooks” for the most up-to-date scholarship and debate on issues that concern you and your students.

These journals are perfect for class study, research papers, or lecture material. In addition, each journal is an enriching resource your students will want to keep long after the school year’s over.

Choose from either a half-year’s subscription or a full-year’s subscription. Either way, you receive a FREE desk copy for the duration of your student’s subscription!

Considering the high cost of books, it’s a valuable investment at a reasonable price.

Easy to order
Simple procedures make it easy to order
A simple order form makes adopting these outstanding “textbooks” quick and hassle-free. It’s as easy as ordering any textbook. Order the appropriate journals in the same way you would normally place a textbook order by following these simple steps.

1. Call or send for a FREE brochure and order form. Once you have received the brochure, fill in the shaded portion of the attached order form and return it to your institution’s bookstore.

2. Once your order is received, a FREE desk copy subscription will be sent to you equaling the length of your students’ subscriptions.

3. Students purchase the first issue of the journal as they would normally purchase a textbook and will be prepared for class without hassle or delay.

4. Subsequent issues of the journal are mailed directly to each student.

Visit us at our booth (numbers 246, 248, 345, and 347)
Call 1-800-858-5450, ext. 2223 for more information or a free brochure
A clear and comprehensive introduction to New Testament textual criticism, this revised edition contains several updates and improvements. F. F. Bruce commented on the first edition, “As an introduction to the textual criticism of the New Testament it has ... no equal in English.”

Paper • $12.95

Lee Martin McDonald examines the formation of the canon of the Old and New Testaments, in particular the history of the canon and the traditions surrounding its formation. His conclusions will surely be controversial, but they will also be difficult to refute.

Paper • $19.95

Warren Carter crafts an exciting approach to understanding Matthew’s Gospel that fully recognizes the interplay of author, text, and audience, and his resulting exposition enlivens the text for modern readers.

Paper • $16.95

Brad H. Young establishes Jesus firmly within the context of first-century Judaism and shows how understanding Jesus’ Jewishness is crucial for interpreting the New Testament. Insights from Jewish literature, archaeology, and tradition place Jesus within his original context.

Paper • $19.95
The first work of its kind for English-speaking students, the Dictionary includes the common meanings of approximately 17,000 Latin terms and will be an invaluable resource for theological students, as well as for those seeking to improve their knowledge of Church Latin.

**Cloth • $24.95**

Camery-Hoggatt responds to the recent call for a closer interaction between the rhetorical movements of the text and the homiletical movements of the sermon and bridges the gap by describing the rhetorical factors of language in terms that make sense to the beginning or traditional exegete.

**Paper • $16.95**

Malina offers a completely new lens for viewing Revelation, seeing John as an “astral prophet” who interprets the sky in accordance with what has taken place in Christ. His vibrant reading is buttressed by innumerable ancient literary and archaeological sources.

**Cloth • $24.95**

The NIBC series offers the best of contemporary scholarship. In Provan’s volume, 1, 2 Kings is examined as narrative literature with a historiographical intent that seeks to teach its readers a number of things about God and the ways of God.

**Paper • $11.95 • Not available through Hendrickson Publishers in the U.K. or geographic Europe**

Taking a studied look at the death of Jesus in biblical and extracanonical accounts, Carroll and Green present a comprehensive survey of the effects and implications of this central tenet of Christianity.

**Cloth • $24.95**

**TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR 50% CONFERENCE DISCOUNT**

Visit us at AAR/SBL Booth #207, 209, 211, 213, or call toll-free 800-358-3111
NEW BOOKS IN RELIGION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GOD AT THE GRASS ROOTS</td>
<td>The Christian Right in the 1994 Elections</td>
<td>0-8476-8097-5/0-8476-8098-3</td>
<td>Cloth/Paper</td>
<td>$22.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JERUSALEM AND ATHENS</td>
<td>Reason and Revelation in the Works of Leo Strauss</td>
<td>0-8476-8010-X/0-8476-8011-8</td>
<td>Cloth/Paper</td>
<td>$23.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE LIBERALISM-COMMUNITARIANISM DEBATE</td>
<td>Edited by C.F. Delaney</td>
<td>0-8476-8006-1/0-8476-8007-X</td>
<td>Cloth/Paper</td>
<td>$22.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;NAGGING&quot; QUESTIONS</td>
<td>Feminist Ethics in Everyday Life</td>
<td>0-8476-8000-2/0-8476-8001-0</td>
<td>Cloth/Paper</td>
<td>$26.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE NEOCONSERVATIVE VISION</td>
<td>From the Cold War to the Culture Wars</td>
<td>0-8476-8030-4/0-8476-8031-2</td>
<td>Cloth/Paper</td>
<td>$22.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW TESTAMENT GREEK</td>
<td>By Gerald L. Stevens</td>
<td>0-848-9600-2/0-848-9601-0</td>
<td>Cloth/Paper</td>
<td>$29.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OVERCOMING RACISM AND SEXISM</td>
<td>Edited by Linda A. Bell and David Blumenfeld</td>
<td>0-8476-8093-2/0-8476-8094-0</td>
<td>Cloth/Paper</td>
<td>$22.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD • UNIVERSITY PRESS OF AMERICA

4720 Boston Way, Lanham MD 20706 • 1-800-482-6420
Books that reveal the cultural and philosophical context of religious worship

Dale W. Cannon
Six Ways of Being Religious
A Framework for Comparative Studies of Religion

"An insightful volume in the comparative study of religion, fully informed by contemporary scholarship, yet accessible to students. The best introduction to comparative religion I've read."
—J.P. Kenney, Reed College

"Rare among texts on the comparative study of religions in the way it combines a phenomenological approach with philosophical explorations that go to the heart of the religions traditions it considers. Cannon skilfully takes us with him in quest of a deep level of empathetic objectivity. I recommend it."
—Eugene Webb, University of Washington

Laurence G. Thompson
Chinese Religion
An Introduction, 5th Edition


Of Related Interest
Gary L. Comstock
Religious Autobiographies

John S. Strong
The Experience of Buddhism
Sources and Interpretations

Denise L. Carmody, John T. Carmody
Christianity: An Introduction, 3rd Ed.

Robert E. Van Voorst
Anthology of World Scriptures

3 easy ways to request a review copy
1. E-mail to review@wadsworth.com
2. Fax to: 1-800-522-4923 (on school letterhead, include course title, # of students, and decision date)
3. Mail to: Attn: Faculty Support at the address below

Wadsworth Publishing Company
Schmidt’s timely and comprehensive study concludes that Buber was successful in creating the German-Jewish symbiosis that emancipation was to have created for the two peoples but that this synthesis came too late for practical application by Jews in Germany. JUDAIC STUDIES SERIES.

**Armed with the Constitution**
Jehovah’s Witnesses in Alabama and the U.S. Supreme Court, 1939–1946
Merlin Owen Newton
A dramatic history of a black man and a white woman whose total commitment to their faith enabled them to carry the Jehovah’s Witnesses’ battle from rural Alabama to the U.S. Supreme Court.
240pp. 1995 cloth, $29.95

**Picturing Cultural Values in Postmodern America**
Edited by William G. Doty
This challenging interdisciplinary collection of essays sets out to find cultural significance and value in America’s postmodern society by analyzing a wide range of contemporary cultural artifacts from different vantage points.
272pp. 1995 $29.95 paper

**Religion and Race**
Southern Presbyterians, 1946–1983
Joel L. Alvis, Jr.
This institutional history of the Presbyterian Church, U.S., describes how the church shaped and was shaped by its regional culture and explores the denomination’s struggle to determine what role racial issues and realities would have in the definition of being “Presbyterian.” A fascinating look at the impact of race on the southern Presbyterian church in post-1945 America. . . . A fresh angle from which to view American society and culture.
—Southern Historian
208pp. 1994 paper, $19.95

**Haim Nahum**
A Sephardic Chief Rabbi in Politics, 1892–1923
Edited and with an Introduction by Esther Benbassa
Translated from the French by Miriam Kochan
This book relates the history of Turkish Jewry during the last decades of the Ottoman Empire. This little-known story is told through the life and work of one of its central figures, Haim Nahum (1872–1960), Chief Rabbi of the Ottoman Empire from 1909 to 1920. JUDAIC STUDIES SERIES.
224pp. 1995 paper, $39.95

**Mythical Trickster Figures**
Contours, Contexts, and Criticisms
Edited by William J. Hynes and William G. Doty
The essays in this volume examine the diverse manifestations and cross cultural use of the trickster phenomena. An excellent introduction for those unfamiliar with scholarship on tricksters.—WESTERN AMERICAN LITERATURE
328pp. 1993 cloth, $41.95

**Mythography**
The Study of Myths and Rituals
William G. Doty
Doty satisfies a real need by reviewing current schools of myth and ritual interpretation, by putting them in a historical context, and by giving an intelligent summary of these interpretations.—CHOICE
352pp. 1986 paper, $19.50

BOX 870380 • TUSCALOOSA, AL 35487–0380
FAX 205–348–9201 • ORDERS 800–825–9980
INTERVARSITY PRESS

THE JESUS QUEST
The Third Search for the Jew of Nazareth Ben Witherington III
280 pages, cloth, 0-8308-1861-8, 819.99 (December 1995)

THE BEAUTY OF GOD'S HOLINESS
Thomas L. Treveau
270 pages, paper, 0-8308-1607-0, 814.99

CHRISTIAN APOLOGETICS IN THE POSTMODERN WORLD
Edited by Timothy R. Phillips & Dennis L. Okholm
With contributions from William Lane Craig, Roger Lundin, Nicole Cressan, James Sire, Philip Kenneson, Brian Walsh, J. Richard Middleton, Ronald Clifton Potter, Dennis Hollinger, Douglas Webster and John Stackhouse
227 pages, paper, 0-8308-1605-5, 815.99

WHAT ABOUT THOSE WHO HAVE NEVER HEARD?
Three Views on the Destiny of the Unchurched
Gabriel Fackre, Ronald H. Nash & John Sanders
186 pages, paper, 0-8308-1606-2, 810.99

STRANGE VIRTUES
Ethics in a Multicultural World
Bernard T. Adeney
286 pages, paper, 0-8308-1555-5, 819.99

BETRAYAL OF TRUST
Sexual Misconduct in the Pastorate
Stanley J. Grenz & Roy D. Bell
192 pages, paper, 0-8308-1557-1, 810.99

STRAIGHT & NARROW?
Compassion & Clarity in the Homosexuality Debate
Thomas E. Schmidt
280 pages, paper, 0-8308-1558-8, 810.99

THE MAKING OF THE NEW TESTAMENT
Origin, Collection, Text & Canon
Arthur G. Patzia
238 pages, paper, 0-8308-1459-5, 814.99

TRUTH IS STRANGER THAN IT USED TO BE
Biblical Faith in a Postmodern Age
J. Richard Middleton & Brian J. Walsh
286 pages, paper, 0-8308-1556-1, 814.99

REASON IN THE BALANCE
The Case Against Naturalism in Science, Law & Education
Phillip E. Johnson
245 pages, cloth, 0-8308-1610-0, 819.99

THE END
What Jesus Really Said About the Last Things
A. J. Coons
160 pages, paper, 0-8308-1617-8, 89.99

GOD THE ALMIGHTY
Power, Wisdom, Holiness, Love
Donald G. Bloesch
340 pages, cloth, 0-8308-1113-2, 824.99

CONCISE DICTIONARY OF CHRISTIANITY IN AMERICA
Edited by Daniel G. Reid, Robert D. Linder, Bruce L. Shelley, Harry S. Stott & Craig A. Noll
450 pages, paper, 0-8308-1440-9, 816.99

BEYOND BUMPER STICKER ETHICS
An Introduction to Theories of Right & Wrong
Steve Wilkens
220 pages, paper, 0-8308-1527-9, 811.99

LEADING FROM THE HEART
Lifetime Reflections on Spiritual Development
Robert Boyd Munger
192 pages, paper, 0-8308-1613-5, 810.99

JESUS FOR A NEW GENERATION
Putting the Gospel in the Language of Xers
Kevin Graham Ford with Jim Denney
266 pages, paper, 0-8308-1615-1, 812.99

SEEING GOD
Twelve Reliable Signs of True Spirituality
Gerald R. McDermott
228 pages, paper, 0-8308-1616-X, 811.99

WOMEN IN THE CHURCH
A Biblical Theology of Ministry
Stanley J. Grenz with Denise Muir Kjesbo
280 pages, paper, 0-8308-1563-6, 815.99

EVANGELISTIC PREACHING THAT CONNECTS
Craig A. Loscalzo
187 pages, paper, 0-8308-1563-4, 811.99

THE MESSAGE OF 2 PETER & JUDE
R. C. Lucas & Christopher Green
IN THE BIBLE SPEAKS TODAY SERIES
286 pages, paper, 0-8308-1238-8, 812.99 (December 1995)

ACTS
William J. Larkin Jr.
An IVP New Testament Commentary
380 pages, cloth, 0-8308-1805-7, 817.99

2 CORINTHIANS
Linda L. Belleslie
An IVP New Testament Commentary
272 pages, cloth, 0-8308-1804-9, 816.99
(December 1995)

WHAT ON EARTH IS THE CHURCH?
An Exploration in New Testament Theology
Kevin Giles
320 pages, paper, 0-8308-1668-5, 816.99
(December 1995)

THE BATTLE OF BEGINNINGS
Why Neither Side Is Winning the Creation-Evolution Debate
Del Ratzsch
272 pages, paper, 0-8308-1529-5, 814.99
(February 1995)

CAN WE BE GOOD WITHOUT GOD?
A Conversation About Truth, Conduct, Culture & a Few Other Things That Matter
Paul Chamberlain
228 pages, paper, 0-8308-1666-0, 812.99
(February 1995)

THE ACT OF BIBLE READING
A Multidisciplinary Approach to Biblical Interpretation
Edited by Elmer Dyck
With contributions from Gordon D. Fee, Craig M. Gay, James Houston, J. I. Packer, Eugene Peterson & Loren Wilkinson
168 pages, paper, 0-8308-1623-2, 812.99
(February 1995)

Save 50% on any titles you order at the IVP Booth:
#215, 217, 219.
Look for our ad on the inside front cover!

INTERVARSITY PRESS
P.O. Box 1400
Downers Grove, IL 60515
(800) 843-9487
New

Vincanne Adams
Tigers of the Snow and Other Virtual Sherpas
An Ethnography of Himalayan Encounters
Paper: $16.95 Cloth: $49.50

The Illuminated Books of William Blake
Edited, with Introductions and notes, by D.W. Dörrebecker
The Continental Prophecies*
Cloth: $65.00
Edited, with Introductions and notes, by David Worrall
The Urizen Books*
Cloth: $65.00
Co-publication with The Tate Gallery and The William Blake Trust
*Previously announced in one volume titled The Lambeth Prophecies

Tone Bringa
Being Muslim the Bosnian Way
Identity and Community In a Central Bosnian Village
Princeton Studies in Muslim Politics
Paper: $17.95 Cloth: $49.50

Jill Dubisch
In a Different Place
Pilgrimage, Gender, and Politics at a Greek Island Shrine
Paper: $17.95 Cloth: $49.50

Ian Hacking
Rewriting the Soul
Multiple Personality and the Sciences of Memory
Cloth: $24.95

Livvia Kohn
Laughing at the Tao
Debates among Buddhists and Taoists in Medieval China
Cloth: $45.00
Edited and translated by Howard V. Hong and Edna H. Hong
Søren Kierkegaard
Works of Love
Kierkegaard's Writings, XVI
Cloth: $65.00

Leigh Eric Schmidt
Consumer Rites
The Buying and Selling of American Holidays
Paper: $16.95

Visit us at Booth #708-710
New Titles from Notre Dame

In Good Company
The Church as Polis
Stanley Hauerwas

Stanley Hauerwas helps Christians to recognize the unifying beliefs and practices that make them a political entity apart from the rest of the world.

$29.95 cloth

The Church as Polis
From Political Theology to Theological Politics
Amy Rasmusson

Rasmusson advances the current discourse in political theology. He refines his argument by filtering Jurgen Moltmann's theology through an exploration of Stanley Hauerwas's theological politics.

$34.95 cloth

In Pursuit of Happiness
Edited by Leroy S. Rouner

$29.95 cloth

Church Teaching Authority
Historical and Theological Studies
John P. Boyle

"... an invaluable contribution to the hotly debated issue of the relationship between hierarchical teaching authority and theological inquiry in contemporary Catholicism."—Charles E. Curran, Southern Methodist University

$38.95 cloth

Richard A. McCormick and the Renewal of Moral Theology
Paulinus Ikechukwu Odozor, C.S.Sp.

"... the book sets some of the apparent impasses in contemporary Catholic ethics in ecclesiastical, historical, and cultural context."—Lisa Sowle Cahill, Boston College

$34.95 cloth

On Evil
Disputed Questions
St. Thomas Aquinas
Translated by John A. Oesterle and Jean T. Oesterle

This long-awaited translation of Aquinas's disputed question On Evil is supplemented by an introductory essay by John Oesterle.

$49.95 cloth

Religious Movements in the Middle Ages
Herbert Grundmann
Translated by Steven Rowan

$44.95 cloth

Revisions: A Series of Books on Ethics, Volume 13
Thomas Aquinas and Karl Barth
Sacred Doctrine and the Natural Knowledge of God
Eugene F. Rogers, Jr.

$34.95 cloth

Forthcoming:
Studies in Spirituality and Theology, Volume 1
The Soul as Virgin Wife
Mechthild of Magdeburg, Marguerite Porete, and Meister Eckhart
Amy Hollywood

$32.95 cloth

Studies in Spirituality and Theology, Volume 2
Angelical Wisdom
The Cherubim and the Grace of Contemplation in Richard of St. Victor
Steven Chase

$32.95 cloth

Now in Paperback:
After MacIntyre
Critical Perspectives on the Work of Alasdair MacIntyre
Edited by John Horton and Susan Mendus

In this collection of original essays, leading moral and political philosophers assess both the merits and limitations of Alasdair MacIntyre's work.

$19.95 paper

See these and other new titles at our booth #416:
UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME PRESS
Notre Dame, Indiana 46556
Religion & American Education
Rethinking a National Dilemma
WARREN A. NORD
502 pp., $49.95 cloth, $19.95 paper
H. Eugene & Lillian Youngs Lehman Series

Religion & the Racist Right
The Origins of the Christian Identity Movement
MICHAEL BARKUN
304 pp., $39.95 cloth, $15.95 paper

Genocide & the Politics of Memory
Studying Death to Preserve Life
HERBERT HIRSCH
254 pp., $29.95 cloth, $14.95 paper

Blasphemy
Verbal Offense against the Sacred, from Moses to Salman Rushdie
LEONARD W. LEVY
700 pp., $18.95 paper

The Establishment Clause
Religion & the First Amendment
LEONARD W. LEVY
Second Edition, Revised
300 pp., $34.95 cloth, $14.95 paper

The Uneasy Center
Reformed Christianity in Antebellum America
PAUL K. CONKIN
346 pp., $39.95 cloth, $16.95 paper

Jonathan Edwards, Religious Tradition, & American Culture
JOSEPH A. CONFORTI
approx. 288 pp., $29.95 cloth, $13.95 paper

Taking Up Serpents
Snake Handlers of Eastern Kentucky
DAVID L. KIMBROUGH
approx. 288 pp., $34.95 cloth, $14.95 paper

The Greening of Protestant Thought
ROBERT BOOTH FOWLER
236 pp., $34.95 cloth, $14.95 paper

Science & Religion in the Era of William James
Volume I, Eclipse of Certainty, 1820–1880
PAUL JEROME CROCE
300 pp., $42.50 cloth, $17.95 paper

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA PRESS
POST OFFICE BOX 2288
CHAPEL HILL, NC 27515-2288
TOLL-FREE ORDERS: 1-800-848-6224
FAX: 1-800-272-6817
HERMENEUTICS

CRACKING OLD TESTAMENT CODES
A Guide to Interpreting Old Testament Literary Forms
D. Brent Sandy and Ronald L. Giese, Jr., Editors
An introduction to genre criticism. For each genre, provides extrabiblical samples of the same or similar genres. Sample biblical text for each genre. Exegesis of each sample with focus on issues related to the interpretation of that genre.
$24.99 • Hardcover • ISBN 0-8054-1093-7

FOUNDATIONS FOR BIBLICAL INTERPRETATION
David S. Dockery, Kenneth A. Mathews and Robert B. Sloan, Editors
"Like so many pillars supporting a pier, the more than two dozen chapters in this book provide a firm launch into the sea of biblical interpretation. Covering both testaments, these specialists articulate the state of scholarship in a wide range of foundational topics. You find here what any interpreter needs to know about traditional topics like revelation, inspiration, text, canon, history, criticism – and onward to newer themes like structuralism and deconstructionism. This volume is a hermeneutical sacristy."
Russell P. Spittler, Fuller Theological Seminary
"... should be a required textbook for every seminarian pursuing biblical studies. It is a gold mine of information in one volume."
Simon J. Kistemaker, Reformed Theological Seminary
$34.99 • Hardcover • ISBN 0-8054-1039-2

CHRISTIAN SCRIPTURE
An Evangelical Perspective on Inspiration, Authority, and Interpretation
David S. Dockery
"The great value of this piece lies in its ability to raise, synthesize and reflect on the breadth of biblical and theological questions surrounding the doctrine of inspiration."
Robert B. Sloan, President, Baylor University

OLD TESTAMENT

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORICAL BOOKS OF THE OLD TESTAMENT
Robert L. Cate

THE PROPHETS AS PREACHERS
An Introduction to the Hebrew Prophets
Gary V. Smith
$27.99 • Hardcover • ISBN 0-8054-1010-2

AN INTRODUCTION TO WISDOM AND POETRY OF THE OLD TESTAMENT
Donald K. Berry

THEOLOGY

THEOLOGY FOR THE COMMUNITY OF GOD
Stanley J. Grenz
$39.99 • Hardcover • 0-8054-2801-1

A BASIC CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY
A. J. Conyers

A FAITH FOR ALL SEASONS
Historic Christian Belief
Ted M. Dorman
$27.99 • Paperback • ISBN 0-8054-1074-0
NEW TESTAMENT GREEK

ESSENTIALS OF NEW TESTAMENT GREEK Revised
Roy Summers and Thomas Sawyer

ESSENTIALS OF NEW TESTAMENT GREEK A Students Guide
Steven L. Cox
$15.95 • Paperback • ISBN 0-8054-1096-1

LEARN TO READ NEW TESTAMENT GREEK Expanded Edition
David Alan Black
$19.99 • Hardcover • ISBN 0-8054-1612-9

USER-FRIENDLY GREEK
A Commonsense Approach to the Greek New Testament
Kendell H. Easley

INTERMEDIATE NEW TESTAMENT GREEK
A Linguistic and Exegetical Approach
Richard A. Young

HISTORIOGRAPHY

HISTORIANS of the CHRISTIAN TRADITION
Their Methodologies and Impact on Western Thought
Michael Bauman and Martin L. Klauber, Editors
$34.99 • Hard Cover • ISBN 0-8054-1160-7

For Examination Copies
Call: 1-800-251-3225 • Fax: 1-615-251-2701
E-mail: steve.bond@bsb.mhs.compuserve.com
Write: Broadman & Holman Academic
127 Ninth Avenue North / MSN 143 • Nashville, TN 37234
HISTORY, CULTURE, AND RELIGION OF THE HELLENISTIC AGE
SECOND EDITION

INTRODUCTION TO THE NEW TESTAMENT

VOLUME 1

History, Culture, and Religion of the Hellenistic Age

By Helmut Koester

3-11-014693-2. Cloth $42.95
3-11-014692-4. Paper $23.95

“This completely revised edition of Helmut Koester's History, Culture, and Religion of the Hellenistic Age provides what is missing from all other introductions to the New Testament: An authoritative, detailed analysis of the whole environment of the New Testament from Alexander the Great to the Roman Empire. This volume should be required reading as a cram course in the multifaceted world into which Christianity entered and had to make its way.”

— James M. Robinson, Director, The Institute for Antiquity and Christianity, The Claremont Graduate School

“... an indispensable tool for scholars at every level.”

— Hans Dieter Betz, Shailer Mathews Professor of New Testament Studies, University of Chicago

This monumental work has established itself as a classic text in the field of New Testament studies. Written in a readable, non-technical style, it has become an indispensable textbook and reference for teachers, students, clergy, and the educated layperson interested in a scholarly treatment of the New Testament and its background in the Judaic and Greco-Roman world. Volume 1 surveys not only the political and religious history of the Hellenistic and early Roman periods, but also discusses the economy, social world, and literature of both the pagan world and Judaism.


Prices are subject to change.

Visit us at Booth #441-443

Walter de Gruyter
Berlin • New York

For North America:
Walter de Gruyter, Inc.
200 Saw Mill River Road
Hawthorne, NY 10532
(914) 747-0110
Baron d'Holbach

Ecce homo!
An Eighteenth Century Life of Jesus

Critical edition and revision of George Houston's translation from the French
Andrew Hunwick (editor)

1995. xiii + 343 pages
Cloth approx. $106.95. ISBN 3-11-014521-9 - Paper approx. $52.95. ISBN 3-11-014520-0

Ecce homo! is evidently the first published "Life of Jesus." Anonymously printed by the atheist Baron d'Holbach in 1770, the text presents events contained in the gospels from a rationalist, free-thinking point of view. In order to "demystify" the scriptures, d'Holbach depicts Jesus as a normal human being, who had a normal birth, whose miracles were staged, in short who was an unrealistic visionary. It goes without saying that these were vehement attacks on the Bible, Christian dogma and morality, and all aspects of Christian institutions.

In 1799, George Houston translated the banned text from French into English with the result that he was sentenced to two years imprisonment and fined two hundred pounds. The present text is indeed a scientific rarity. Andrew Hunwick (Senior Lecturer at the University of Western Australia) enriches the original text with an introduction which assesses the work in its historical and cultural context and provides us with useful biblical commentaries. Even today, Ecce homo! is a revolutionary text and will seem startling to believers and non-believers alike.

Now available in Paperback!

Jacob K. Olupona and Sulayman S. Nyang (editors)

Religious Plurality in Africa
Essays in Honour of John S. Mbiti

The original articles contained in this volume deal with the nature and scope of religious pluralism in contemporary Africa. The central issues relating to the interaction of Christianity, Islam, and African traditional religions are examined by scholars from the fields of theology, history of religions, and the social sciences. The contributions all pay tribute to John S. Mbiti, and a final selection therefore consists of a critique of his works on religion and theology, philosophy, and ethics. In addition, a selected bibliography of Mbiti's works covering nearly 200 items is included.

1993. xxi + 455 pages. With 1 illustration
Cloth $175.00. 3-11-012220-0 - Paper $34.95. 3-11-014789-0

(Religion and Society 32)

Mouton de Gruyter

Visit Us at Booth #441-443
... and from Sheffield,

**OLD TESTAMENT**

- **Prophecying the Past**
  The Use of Israel's History in the Book of Isaiah
  *Else Kragelund Holt*
  Cloth $20.50*

- **The Opponents of Third Isaiah**
  Reconstructing the Cultic History of the Restoration
  *Brooks Schramm*
  Cloth $22.50*

- **Hosea**
  Readings: A New Commentary Series
  *Francis Landy*
  Cloth $50.00; Paper $19.50

- **The Word of God in Transition**
  From Prophet to Exegete in the Second Temple Period
  *William M. Schniedewind*
  Cloth $20.50*

- **Aramaic Daniel and Greek Daniel**
  A Literary Comparison
  *Tim Meadowcroft*
  Cloth $28.00*

- **Biblical Studies and the Shifting of Paradigms, 1850-1914**
  *Henning Graf Reventlow and William Farmer (eds.)*
  Cloth $22.50*

- **Interested Parties**
  The Ideology of Writers and Readers of the Hebrew Bible
  *David J.A. Clines*
  Cloth $26.25*; Paper $24.95

- **Whose Bible is it Anyway?**
  *Philip R. Davies*
  Cloth $18.75*; Paper $14.95

- **Words Remembered, Texts Renewed**
  Essays in Honour of John F.A. Sawyer
  *Jon Davies, Graham Harvey, Wilfred Watson (eds.)*
  Cloth $31.75*

- **The Bible in Human Society**
  Essays in Honour of John Rogerson
  *M. Daniel Carroll R., David J.A. Clines and Philip R. Davies (eds.)*
  Cloth $33.75*

- **The Pitcher is Broken**
  Memorial Essays for Gosta W. Ahlstrom
  *Steven W. Holloway and Lowell K. Handy (eds.)*
  Cloth $33.75*

- **Corporate Responsibility in the Hebrew Bible**
  *Joel S. Kaminsky*
  Cloth $20.50*

- **William Robertson Smith**
  Essays in Reassessment
  *William Johnstone (ed.)*
  Cloth $31.75*

- **The Religion of the Semites (Second and Third Series)**
  *by William Robertson Smith*
  *John Day (ed.)*
  Cloth $20.50*

- **The Bible and Criticism in Victorian Britain**
  Profiles of F.D. Maurice and William Robertson Smith
  *John Rogerson*
  Cloth $22.50*

**OLD TESTAMENT GUIDES**

- **Isaiah 1-39**
  *John Barton*
  Paper $9.95

**LANGUAGES**

- **The Dictionary of Classical Hebrew**
  Volume 2: Beth-Waw
  *David J.A. Clines (ed.)*
  Cloth $50.00*

---

**Sheffield Academic Press**

Mansion House, 19 Kingfield Road, Sheffield S11 9AS, England.
Tel: +44 (0)114 255 4433 Fax: +44 (0)114 255 4626
e-mail: admin@shef.ac.demon.co.uk World Wide Web - http://www.shef.ac.uk/uni/companies/shop
### New Testament

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Sources and Sitz im Leben of Matthew 23</td>
<td>Kenneth G.C. Newport</td>
<td>Cloth $26.25*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Old Testament in the Book of Revelation</td>
<td>Steve P. Moyise</td>
<td>Cloth $22.50*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discourse Analysis and Other Topics in Biblical Greek</td>
<td>Stanley E. Porter and D.A. Carson (eds.)</td>
<td>Cloth $26.25*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From Death to Life</td>
<td>Conversion in Joseph and Aseneth</td>
<td>Cloth $28.00*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Ladies and the Cities</td>
<td>Transformation and Apocalyptic Identity in</td>
<td>Cloth $20.50*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cosmos, Chaos and the Kosher Mentality</td>
<td>David Bryan</td>
<td>Cloth $20.00*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberating Paul</td>
<td>The Justice of God and the Politics of the</td>
<td>Paper $18.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chiasmus in the Pauline Letters</td>
<td>Ian H. Thomson</td>
<td>Cloth $22.50*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Motivation of the Paroanines</td>
<td>Discovering Argumentation and Theology in 1</td>
<td>Cloth $26.25*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHEFFIELD READERS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Johannine Writings</td>
<td>Stanley E. Porter and Craig A. Evans (eds.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Synoptic Gospels</td>
<td>Craig A. Evans and Stanley E. Porter (eds.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### New Series

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New Testament Guides</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romans</td>
<td>Robert Morgan</td>
<td>Paper $9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dictionary of Christian Feminist Theology</td>
<td>Lisa Isherwood and Dorothea McEwan (eds.)</td>
<td>Paper $19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pentecostal Theology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joel and the Spirit</td>
<td>The Cry of a Prophetic Hermeneutic</td>
<td>Paper $12.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* This price only available to individual scholars. Payment must be made with order; add 10% for postage.
The Corinthian Body
Dale B. Martin

"This book breaks new and important ground, opening up brilliant access to a number of puzzling texts in 1 Corinthians that have vexed interpreters for centuries."—S. Scott Bartchy

Material Christianity
Religion and Popular Culture in America
Colleen McDannell

The Natural History of the Soul in Ancient Mexico
Jill Leslie McKeever Furst

The Quest For Becket's Bones
The Mystery of the Relics of St. Thomas Becket of Canterbury
John Butler

Mourning into Joy
Music, Raphael, and Saint Cecilia
Thomas Connolly

A Jonathan Edwards Reader
Jonathan Edwards
Edited by John E. Smith, Harry S. Stout, and Kenneth P. Minkema

The Postmodern Bible
The Bible and Culture Collective

"A transformative book. It summarizes deftly and accurately the major 'postmodern' interpretive modes and demonstrates how they open up the West's central sacred text to responsible, enriching, and even crucial new readings."—Richard Detweiler

Faust the Theologian
Jaroslav Pelikan

Remembrance and Reconciliation
Encounters between Young Jews and Germans
Bjørn Krondorfer

Jewish Thought and Scientific Discovery in Early Modern Europe
David B. Ruderman

Books and Readers in the Early Church
A History of Early Christian Texts
Harry Y. Gamble

Yale University Press
P.O. Box 209040
New Haven, CT 06520
To order call 1-800-YUP-READ

Passage to Modernity
An Essay in the Hermeneutics of Nature and Conflict
Louis Dupré

New in Paperbound

The Judaeo-Christian Tradition
Second Edition
J. H. Hexter

The Death and Resurrection of the Beloved Son
The Transformation of Child Sacrifice in Judaism and Christianity
Jon D. Levenson

The Origins of Christian Morality
The First Two Centuries
Wayne A. Meeks

Heaven: A History
Colleen McDannell and Bernhard Lang

Cosmos, Chaos, and the World to Come
The Ancient Roots of Apocalyptic Faith
Norma Cohn

Christianity and Classical Culture
The Metamorphosis of Natural theology in the Christian Encounter with Hellenism
Jaroslav Pelikan

Understanding Religious Conversion
Lewis R. Rambo

Disputed Questions in Theology and the Philosophy of Religion
John Hick
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A FIRE IN THE BONES
Reflections on African-American Religious History
ALBERT J. RABOTEAU
$23.00 hardcover

EQUAL VALUE
An Ethical Approach to Economics and Sex
CAROL S. ROBB
$25.00 hardcover

MY SOUL IS A WITNESS
African-American Women’s Spirituality
Edited by GLORIA WADE-GAYLES
$24.00 hardcover

GUIDE MY FEET
Meditations and Prayers on Loving and Working for Children
MARIAN WRIGHT EDELMAN
$17.95 hardcover

QUEER SPIRITS
A Gay Men’s Myth Book
Edited by WILL ROSCOE
$24.00 hardcover

NEW IN PAPERBACK

LIVING IN THE LAP OF THE GODDESS
The Feminist Spirituality Movement in America
CYNTHIA ELLER
$14.00 paperback

DIVING DEEP AND SURFACING
Women Writers on Spiritual Quest
CAROL P. CHRIST
WITH A NEW AFTERWORD
$12.95 paperback

NEW WOMAN, NEW EARTH
Sexist Ideologies and Human Liberation
ROSEMARY RADFORD RUETHER
WITH A NEW PREFACE
$14.00 paperback

GOD’S PHALLUS
And Other Problems for Men and Monotheism
HOWARD EILBERG-SCHWARTZ
$15.00 paperback

BREAD NOT STONE
The Challenge of Feminist Biblical Interpretation
ELISABETH SCHÜSSLER FIORENZA
WITH A NEW PREFACE
$14.00 paperback

APOCALYPSE
On the Psychology of Fundamentalism in America
CHARLES B. STROZIER
$14.00 paperback
BIBLIOGRAPHY


LOUVAIN THEOLOGICAL & PASTORAL MONOGRAPHS


CORPUS Scriptorum Christianorum Orientalium


ORIENTALIA LOVANIENSIA ANALECTA

Documenta Q

Reconstructions of Q
Through Two Centuries of Gospel Research
Excerpted, Sorted and Evaluated

Documenta Q is the Database of the International Q Project presupposed in its reconstruction of the Sayings Gospel Q. It consists of scholarly literature from two centuries, excerpted, sorted and evaluated, and includes practically all the efforts thus far to establish the precise Greek wording of Q, that is, the approximately 235 verses (or parts of verses) in the canonical Gospels of Matthew and Luke that share enough in wording and sequence to indicate a shared written Greek source other than Mark.

Each saying has been subdivided into a series of variation units, modelled after those of textual criticism, where Matthew or Luke diverge in the wording or sequence of Q. Scholarly assessments of these divergences are excerpted in English, German or French (as well as published translations), and these data are sorted into four lists, each in chronological order covering the whole period of Q scholarship down to the present: arguments supporting the view that Luke did (1) or did not (2) preserve the original reading for that variation unit, followed by those holding that Matthew did (3) or did not (4) preserve the Q reading. Each variation unit is furnished by evaluations: first by the scholar who initially compiled, then by one or more respondents, then by the International Q Project at one of its annual meetings, or by a sub-committee at supplemental meetings. Finally the entire text of Q has been reviewed by the General Editors of the editio maior of Q itself. The need for a critical tool for the reconstruction of Q is obvious once it is recognized that the pertinent literature is both vast, and widely scattered in commentary, monograph, Forschungsschriften and periodical literature, in all of the modern research languages. In effect, it is beyond access even for the most conscientious study. The inevitable result has been that scholars refer to a parallel in Matthew and Luke “behind” which lies a Q saying whose wording is not even attempted, or, at best, hypothesized, often on the basis of an arbitrary fraction of scholarly opinion.

The explosion of literature in the field, especially in recent years, proposing reconstructions of the Q wording of individual sayings, makes it apparent that the academic community needs a systematic ordering of relevant opinion. Documenta Q is this tool, a resource made available here to the scholarly public as a by-product of producing the critical text of Q itself. By presenting all arguments bearing on the reconstruction of Q for the past 160 years in a consistent and standardized format, Documenta Q permits easier access to, and a much more thorough grasp of, the entire context of Q-scholarship than most individual study would allow. It is a Q library in nuove.

As research moves forward, the database and evaluations will be updated periodically in machine-readable form, so that a future generation can have comparable access that for them too is up to date.

Documenta Q is thus a resource provided to the scholarly community to facilitate its work in this field. Q has seemed all too difficult to study in the absence of manuscript evidence from which a critical text can be established. It is hoped that this Database will compensate in part for this inherent deficiency in Q studies, and thus provide a solid basis and practical stimulus for ongoing studies of the Sayings Gospel Q.

**Contents of the First Volume**

**Q 11:1-4**

The Lord’s Prayer

- 1995, 4 volumes per year
- c. 120 pp per volume
- BEF 800
  \(\pm 40 \text{ DM} / \pm US\$ 27\)
  per volume

**Peeters**

Bondgenotenlaan 153 – B-3000 Leuven
New Publications in Biblical and Religious Studies from Mohr

**Oscar Cullmann**  
*Das Gebet im Neuen Testament*  
1994, IX, 194 pp. ISBN 3-16-146266-1 p. $38.50

**Die Apostolischen Väter**  
Griechisch-Deutsche Parallelausgabe  
Übersetzt und herausgegeben von A. Lindemann und H. Paulsen  
1992, VIII, 574 pp. ISBN 3-16-145887-7 p. $42.00

**Brian B. Schmidt**  
*Israel’s Beneficent Dead*  

**Dead Sea Scrolls**  
Edited by J. H. Charlesworth  
*Volume I: Rule of the Community and Related Documents*  
1994, XXIII, 185 pp. 26 x 21 cm. ISBN 3-16-145199-1 cl. $120.00  
*Volume II: Damascus Document. War Scroll. and Related Documents*  
1995, 230 pp. (est.). 26 x 21 cm. ISBN 3-16-146305-6 cl. $106.00 (est.) – June

**Burton L. Visotzky**  
*Fathers of the World*  
Essays in Rabbinic and Patristic Literature  

**Anton Fridrichsen**  
*Exegetical Writings*  
A selection. Translated and Edited by Chrys C. Caragounis and Tord Fornberg  
1994, XIII, 314 pp. (WUNT 76). ISBN 3-16-146268-8 cl. $120.00

**Ulrike Wagener**  
*Die Ordnung des ‘Hauses Gottes’*  
Der Ort von Frauen in der Ekklesiologie und Ethik der Pastoralbriefe  

**Rolf Noormann**  
*Irenäus als Paulusinterpret*  
Zur Rezeption und Wirkung der paulinischen und deutero-paulinischen Briefe im Werk des Irenäus von Lyon  

**Loren Stuckenbruck**  
*Angel Veneration and Christology*  
A Study in Early Judaism and in the Christology of the Apocalypse of John  

**Tom Kleffmann**  
*Die Erbstitendlehre im sprachtheologischen Horizont*  
Eine Interpretation Augustins, Luthers und Hamanns  
1994, VIII, 394 pp. (BhTH 86). ISBN 3-16-146335-8 cl. $120.00

**Magische Texte aus der Kairoer Geniza I**  
Herausgegeben von Peter Schäfer und Shaul Shaked.  
1994, IX, 329 pp. (TSAJ 42). ISBN 3-16-146272-6 cl. $120.00

**Martin Hengel**  
*Die Johannesevangelien*  
Zur Herausgabe und Ethik der Johannesevangelien  

**Annelies Kuyt**  
*The ‘Descent’ to the Chariot*  
1994, XI, 201 pp. (TSAJ 47). ISBN 3-16-146292-0 p. $63.00; ISBN 3-16-145836-2 cl. $120.00

**Tal Ilan**  
*Jewish Women in Greco-Roman Palestine*  
An inquiry into Image and Status  
1994, XII, 270 pp. (TSAJ 44). ISBN 3-16-146283-1 cl. $113.00

**Jens Herzer**  
*Die Parallipomena Jeremiae*  
Studien zu Tradition und Redaktion einer Haggada des frühen Judentums  

**Christoph Markschies**  
*Ambrosius von Mailand und die Trinitätsdogmatologie*  
Kirchen- und theologischgeschichtliche Studien zu Antiarianismus und Neuzianismus bei Ambrosius von Mailand in der Frühzeit der Christenheit  
1993, 280 pp. (est.) (BhTH 90). ISBN 3-16-146374-9 cl. $127.00

**Martin Ohst**  
*Pflichtbeichte*  
Untersuchungen zum Bußwesen im Hohen und Späten Mittelalter  
1995, XI, 315 pp. (BhTH 89). ISBN 3-16-146375-7 cl. $120.00
Helmut Zschoch
Reformatoische Existenz und konfessionelle Identität
Urbanus Rhegius als evangelischer Theologe in den Jahren 1520 bis 1530

Udo Sträter
Meditation und Kirchenreform in der lutherischen Kirche des 17. Jahrhunderts

Winrich A. Löhr
Basiliides und seine Schule
Eine Studie zur Theologie- und Kirchengeschichte des zweiten Jahrhunderts

Wilhelm Thüsing
Studien zur neutestamentlichen Theologie
Herausgegeben von Thomas Söding.

Rainer Metzner
Die Rezeption des Matthäusevangelium im 1. Petrusbrief
Studien zum traditionsgeschichtlichen und theologischen Einfluss des 1. Evangeliums auf den 1. Petrusbrief
1995. 350 pp. (est.) (WUNT II/74). ISBN 3-16-146378-1 cl. $ 77.00 - August

Edward P. Meadors
Jesus the Messianic Herald of Salvation
A Study of Mark and Q

Jörg Frey
Eugen Drewermann und die biblische Exegese
Eine methodisch-kritische Analyse

J. Albert Harrill
The Manumission of Slaves in Early Christianity

Synopse zum Talmud Yeruhalimi
IV/1-7
In Zusammenarbeit mit Gottfried Reeg und unter Mitwirkung von Kerstin Iptä, Gerold Necker, Martina Urban und Gert Wildensee, herausgegeben von Peter Schäfer und Hans-Jürgen Becker
1995. XVI, 319 pp. 26.5 x 31.5 cm (TSAJ). ISBN 3-16-146380-3 cl. $ 249.00

Christine Axt-Piscalar
Ohnmächtige Freiheit
Studien zum Verhältnis von Subjektivität und Sünde bei August Tholuck, Julius Müller, Sören Kierkegaard und Friedrich Schil cremacher
1995. 330 pp. (est.) (BITH). ISBN 3-16-146373-0 cl. $ 100.00 (est.) - October

Wolfgang Kraus
Das Volk Gottes
Zur Grundlegung der Ekklesiologie bei Paulus

Rainer Riesner
Die Frühzeit des Apostels Paulus
Studien zur Chronologie, Missionsstrategie und Theologie

James M. Scott
Paul and the Nations
The Old Testament and Jewish Background of Paul’s Mission to the Nations with Special Reference to the Destination of Galatians
1995. 280 pp. (est.) (WUNT 84). ISBN 3-16-146377-3 cl. $ 127.00 - July

Marco Frenschkowski
Offenbarung und Epiphanie
Band I: Grundlagen des spästantiken und frühchristlichen Offenbarungsblabums
Band I: 1995. 440 pp. (est.) (WUNT II). ISBN 3-16-146433-8 p. $ 115.00 (est.) - September
Band II: Die verborgene Epiphanie in Spätantike und frühem Christentum
Band II: 300 pp. (est.) (WUNT II). ISBN 3-16-146456-7 p. $ 70.00 (est.) - November

Nicholas de Lange
Greek Jewish Texts from the Cairo Geniza
1993. 430 pp. (est.) (TSAJ 51). ISBN 3-16-146438-9 cl. $ 191.50 (est.) - September

Joachim Schaper
Eschatology in the Greek Psalter

Matthias Rein
Die Heilung des Blindgeborenen (Joh 9)
Tradition und Redaktion
1995. XI, 401 Seiten (WUNT II/73). ISBN 3-16-146458-3 p. $ 84.50

Rikki Watts
The Influence of the Isianic New Exodus on the Gospel of Mark
1995. 340 pp. (est.) ISBN 3-16-146222-X p. $ 77.00 (est.) - September

Anna Maria Schwemer
Studien zu den frühjüdischen Prophetenlegenden.
Vitae Prophetarum I/II
Einleitung, Übersetzung, Kommentar
Band I: 465 pp. (est.) (TSAJ 49) ISBN 3-16-146439-7 cl. $ 213.00 (est.) - July
Band II: 400 pp. (est.) + Synopsis 75 pp. (est.) (TSAJ 50). ISBN 3-16-146440-0 p. $ 213.00 - September

Übersetzung der Hekhalot Literatur
Band I: §§ 1 – 80
In Zusammenarbeit mit Ulfike Hirschfelder und Gerold Necker, herausgegeben von Peter Schäfer und Klaus Hermann

Prices vary according to exchange rates.

■ Come visit us at booths # 541 and # 543

J.C.B. Mohr
(Paul Siebeck)
Tübingen
NOTORIOUS VOICES
Feminist Biblical Interpretation, 1500-1920
MARLA J. SELVIDGE
Notorious Voices traces the collective project of the women and men living between 1500 and 1920, who looked to the Bible for affirmation of the worth and equality of women.

"What a great resource this book is!"
—SUSAN BROOKS THISTLETHWAITE

"Selvidge's rigorous discipline is evident in this first-of-its-type resource."
—MARY MARGARET PAZDAN
256 pp 1-55778-630-5 $39.95 hbd
1-55778-634-8 $14.95 pbk

CRITICAL THEOLOGY
Questions of Truth and Method
GARETH JONES
"Jones offers new analyses of major figures in twentieth century theology that are often provocative and always full of insight, and his own suggestions for theological reconstructions are original and fertile. A major achievement."
—ROWAN WILLIAMS, Bishop of Monmouth
224 pp 1-55778-729-8 $29.95 cloth
1-55778-730-1 $16.95 paper

ESSAYS ON WORLD RELIGION
HUSTON SMITH
Edited by M. DARROL BRYANT
"Eclectic and rich in scope... All the essays are tightly argued and beautifully written... and necessary reading for anyone interested in religious studies."
—Library Journal

"Marked by clarity, rare philosophical depth and a truly global perspective."
—Publishers Weekly
290pp 1-55778-722-0 $14.95 paper

THE VISION OF ISLAM
SACHIKO MURATA
and WILLIAM C. CHITTICK
"A lucid and compelling account of Islam."
—Choice

"This work is one of the most successful introductions to Islam for a Western audience."
—SEYED HOSEIN NASR, George Washington University
352 pp 1-55778-516-3 $16.95 pbk

THE PUZZLE OF EVIL
PETER VARDY
Why would an omnipotent God let evil exist? "Dr. Vardy's answer is this refreshing, incisive book, which general readers, teachers, and students of philosophy and religion will find clear and readable."
—Catholic Herald

"An excellent undergraduate text..."
—Baptist Times
208 pp 1-55778-527-6 $10.95 paper

MAPS OF HEAVEN
JEWEL SPEARS BROOKER
President, Conference on Christianity and Literature
256 pp 1-55778-638-0 $29.95 cloth
1-55778-728-X $16.95 paper

PARAGON HOUSE
370 Lexington Avenue, New York, NY 10017 1-800-937-5557

NOTES FROM A WAYFAKER
The Autobiography of Helmut Thielicke

"Helmut Thielicke, in his life and in his writings, distinguished between what is at the core and what is at the periphery, where believers must agree and where they may differ. His openness and forthrightness, so important in his other writings, are even more apparent in his autobiography."—HERBERT W. CHILTSTROM, Bishop ELCA

416 pp 1-55778-708-5 $29.95 hbd

MUHAMMAD AND JESUS
A Comparison of the Prophets and Their Teachings
WILLIAM E. PHIPIPS
Setting aside cultural prejudices, Phipps provides a carefully researched and provocative treatment of the lives, prescriptions, and attitudes of Jesus and Muhammad.

"Highly recommend this book as a useful and challenging resource for studying Christianity and Islam."
—THEODORE M. LUDWIG, Valparaiso University, author of The Sacred Paths

256 pp 1-55778-718-2 $18.95 hbd

Booth 241
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELIGION IN THE UNITED STATES</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jill Watts</td>
<td>God, Harlem U.S.A. The Father Divine Story $13.00 paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard Eilberg-Schwartz and Wendy Doniger, Editors</td>
<td>Off with Her Head! The Denial of Women's Identity in Myth, Religion, and Culture $40.00 cloth, $15.95 paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carole Slade</td>
<td>St. Teresa of Avila Author of a Heroic Life $35.00 cloth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Boyarin</td>
<td>Carnal Israel Reading Sex in Talmudic Culture $14.95 paper, The New Historicism</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LIVING RELIGION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Powell</td>
<td>Living Buddhism Foreword by His Holiness the Dalai Lama $24.95 paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derek Krueger</td>
<td>Symeon the Holy Fool Leontius's Life and the Late Antique City $35.00 cloth, Transformation of the Classical Heritage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merou Benvenisti</td>
<td>Intimate Enemies Jews and Arabs in a Shared Land $24.95 cloth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence Graver</td>
<td>An Obsession with Anne Frank Meyer Levin and the Diary $28.00 cloth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EARLY CHRISTIANITY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gerhart B. Ladner</td>
<td>God, Cosmos, and Humankind The World of Early Christian Symbolism Translated by Thomas Dunlap $45.00 cloth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia Burrus</td>
<td>The Making of a Heretic Gender, Authority, and the Priscillianist Controversy $45.00 cloth, Transformation of the Classical Heritage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELIGION IN SOCIETY AND CULTURE</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Charles Villa-Vicencio</td>
<td>The Spirit of Freedom South African Leaders on Religion and Politics Foreword by Thomas G. Karis $40.00 cloth, $14.95 paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merou Benvenisti</td>
<td>Intimate Enemies Jews and Arabs in a Shared Land $24.95 cloth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence Graver</td>
<td>An Obsession with Anne Frank Meyer Levin and the Diary $28.00 cloth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>G.W.F. Hegel</th>
<th>Lectures on the Philosophy of Religion Volume I: Introduction and The Concept of Religion $20.00 paper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neil B. McLynn</td>
<td>Ambrose of Milan Church and Court in a Christian Capital $45.00 cloth, Transformation of the Classical Heritage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Lim</td>
<td>Public Disputation, Power and Social Order in Late Antiquity $48.00 cloth, Transformation of the Classical Heritage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donald Mastronarde</td>
<td>Introduction to Attic Greek $35.00 cloth, $17.00 paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylvie-Anne Goldberg</td>
<td>An Electronic Workbook $29.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Order 1-800-822-6657.
The ultimate source for comprehensive definitions from a Jewish perspective!

Unlike other reference sources for the Bible, the Dictionary of Judaism in the Biblical Period addresses and defines terms concerning Judaism and the Jewish people in biblical times from a uniquely Jewish perspective. Whereas most other dictionaries are written from a Christian point-of-view and focus exclusively on the Old and New Testaments, this two-volume dictionary goes beyond this period, spanning the years 450 BCE to 600 CE, providing complete coverage of Rabbinic Judaism.

Compiled by eminent scholars, the Dictionary has over 3,300 entries, written in a neutral language that avoids theological assertions, assumptions, and disputes. Each entry is concise and articulate, carefully noting a word’s appropriate historical, literary, religious, and archeological backgrounds and settings. Entries that go beyond definitions of biblical terms and phrases describe the political and cultural atmosphere of the time. Such entries include terms explaining the Jewish people’s:

- Beliefs
- Customs
- Taboos
- Laws
- Holidays
- Leaders
- Philosophies
- Architecture
- Myths
- Rabbinic rulings
- Classical writings beyond 1 CE
- Historic sites

It is precisely this extensive coverage that makes the Dictionary the definitive source for Jewish terms and information, and an essential purchase for theologians and those working, studying, or writing in the field of religion.

2 volumes • 850 pages • Over 3,300 entries • ISBN 0-02-897292-9 • $150.00 until 12/31/95; $175.00 thereafter • $5.00 shipping per set

Also.

THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF RELIGION
MIRCEA ELIADE, Editor-In-Chief

No bookshelf should be without the entire classic reference, now available in an unabridged 8-volume set for half the price of the original 16-volume set! The Encyclopedia presents 2,734 original, signed articles by the world’s finest scholars. Truly one of the monumental reference works of our time!

ISBN 0-02-897135-3 • $600.00

Thematic groupings of selected articles from the Encyclopedia are also available in paperback!

DEATH, AFTERLIFE, AND THE SOUL
Edited by Lawrence E. Sullivan
ISBN 0-02-897403-4 • $12.95

NATIVE AMERICAN RELIGIONS
Edited by Lawrence E. Sullivan
ISBN 0-02-897402-6 • $12.95

HIDDEN TRUTHS—MAGIC, ALCHEMY, AND THE OCCULT
Edited by Lawrence E. Sullivan
ISBN 0-02-897404-2 • $12.95

THE RELIGIOUS TRADITIONS OF ASIA
Edited by Joseph M. Kitagawa
ISBN 0-02-897211-2 • $12.95

BUDDHISM AND ASIAN HISTORY
Edited by Joseph M. Kitagawa
ISBN 0-02-897212-0 • $12.95

JUDAISM
Edited by Robert M. Seltzer
ISBN 0-02-897374-7 • $12.95

RELIGIONS OF ANTIQUITY
Edited by Robert M. Seltzer
ISBN 0-02-897373-9 • $12.95
LaserGREEK® for Mac® or WINDOWS® $99.95

γάπησεν ὁ θεός

γάπησεν ὁ θεός Ἡγάπησεν ὁ θεός

LaserHEBREW® for Mac® or WINDOWS® $99.95

בראשית בראשית אלים ברא אלהים

Bethel sample:

AnyText®
BIBLE SEARCH

SCHOLAR'S PACK $299.95

Scholar's Pack includes: AnyText (described below), BHS, UBS 4th Ed. Greek NT, LXX, Grammatically-tagged BHS & LXX with dictionary forms, Grammatically-tagged Greek NT and your choice of one: RSV, NRSV, NIV, KJV, Vulgate, Luther, Segond, Spanish.

AnyText includes HyperCard® Player. Create concordances and do FAST word searches on text files in English, Greek, Hebrew, Aramaic, Russian, and several Semitic and Cyrillic languages. Use it with any single-font text file. Use of Hebrew texts requires WorldScript™ 1 and Hebrew Setting (not included).

Laser Scholar's Pack - $449.95 (Includes LaserGreek & LaserHebrew)

AnyText without texts — $99.95. AnyText provides:

- Make Grammatical Concordances using grammatically tagged NT, BHS, LXX texts (see below).
- Two interactive indexed word lists for fast proximity Boolean AND, OR, and NOT word searches.
- Wild card string searches through the indexed words for finding imbedded strings and roots.
- Book, chapter & verse-reference concordance display ability with key words in context, center aligned.
- Greek, Hebrew, Russian fonts & resources included. Open & search two language files.
- Create text files containing complete concordances and word lists. WYSIWYG. ON LINE HELPS.

$59.95 each BHS, Greek NT, LXX, RSV, NRSV, NIV, KJV, Vulgate

Grammatically Tagged: GkNT $79.95, BHS or LXX + dictionary forms $99.95

$99.95 Semitic TRANSLITERATOR - covers 20 methods א ב ג ה ד ה פ ו

LaserSYRIAC

LaserCOPTIC

LaserHIEROGLYPHICS, AKKADIAN, UGARITIC forthcoming soon, D.v.

$49.95 each Biblical Hebrew GRAMMAR, NTGreek/OTHebrew DICTIONARY

$79.95 each NW Semitic, MacSemitic Coptic, MacHebrew Scriptures Converter (creates 20 formats)

20% OFF these prices at BOOTH 316

© 1984-95 Payne Loving Trust. HyperCard is a registered trademark of Claris® Corporation, Mac® of Apple® Corp.
CELEBRATING MUHAMMAD
Images of the Prophet in Popular Muslim Poetry
by Ali S. Asani and Kamal Abdel-Malek
In collaboration with Annemarie Schimmel
cloth, ISBN 1-57003-050-2, $34.95

FEELING THE SPIRIT
Faith and Hope in an Evangelical Black Storefront Church
Frances Kostarelos
cloth, ISBN 1-57003-051-0, $34.95

DEFENDERS OF GOD
The Fundamentalist Revolt Against the Modern Age
Bruce B. Lawrence
with a new preface by the author
cloth, ISBN 1-57003-091-X, $16.95

SUFISM, MYSTICS, AND SAINTS IN MODERN EGYPT
Valerie J. Hoffman
cloth, ISBN 1-57003-055-3, $49.95

CONTEMPORARY COPTIC NUNS
Pieternella A. van Doorn-Harder
cloth, ISBN 1-57003-034-0, $49.95

MARY
Glimpses of the Mother of Jesus
Beverly R. Gaventa
"Beverly Gaventa brings a significant voice to current conversations about Mary. Her work is as methodologically rigorous as it is theologically significant."—Sharon H. Ringe, Professor of New Testament, Wesley Theological Seminary
cloth, ISBN 1-57003-072-3, $34.95

ENOCH
A Man for All Generations
James C. VanderKam
A comprehensive survey of a Jewish prophet and the legends he inspired.
cloth, ISBN 1-57003-060-X, $34.95
Stop by our booth for a free poster!

**UNSECULAR MEDIA**
Making News of Religion in America
MARK SILK
Changing views of Americans' religious commitment have led to an image of the news media as implacably secularist. But Silk examines contemporary news coverage and concludes that, rather than reflecting a secular bias, media accounts express religion-based values that most Americans share. Those values are embodied in moral formulas that mark out the territory religion occupies in journalistic discourse.

"Mark Silk uncovers the journalistic mind as only a working newspaper reporter can. He ties that mind to America's religious culture as only a trained historian can. Challenges all the standard allegations about the secularity of the media as no one else ever has." — William Dean, author of The Religious Critic in American Culture
Cloth, $19.95

**A COMMUNITY OF MEMORY**
My Days with George and Clara
JEFF GUNDY
Inaugural volume in the series Creative Nonfiction
Illus. Cloth, $14.95

**WRITING OUT MY HEART**
Selections from the Journal of Frances E. Willard, 1855-96
EDITED BY CAROLYN DE SWARTE GIFFORD
Illus. Cloth, $29.95

**THE CHRISTIAN PHILOSOPHER**
COTTON MATHER
Edited, with an Introduction and Notes, by Winson U. Selberg
Cloth, $49.95

**THE SAVING REMNANT**
Religion and the Seeding of New England
CEDRIC B. COWING
Cloth, $39.95; Paper, $19.95

**OF "GOOD LAWS" AND "GOOD MEN"**
Law and Society in the Delaware Valley, 1680-1710
WILLIAM M. OPPRUTT, JR.
Cloth, $42.50

**MARK AS RECOVERY STORY**
Alcoholism and the Rhetoric of Gospel Mystery
JOHN G. MELLON
Cloth, $26.95

**THE SACRED IMAGE EAST AND WEST**
EDITED BY ROBERT OUSTERHOUT AND LEslIE BRUBAKER
Illus. Cloth, $29.95

**NEW SERIES:**
Studies in Anglican History
The Education of Phillps Brooks
JOHN E. WOOLVERTON
Cloth, $22.50

APPALACHIAN MOUNTAIN RELIGION
A History
DEBORAH VANSAU McCauley
Illus. Cloth, $49.95; Paper, $24.95

THE SOUNd OF THE DovE
Singing in Appalachian Primitive Baptist Churches
BEVERLY BUSH PATTerson
Illus. Cloth, $37.50; Cassettes, $10.95; Set, $45.00

THE PRIMITIVE CHURCH IN THE MODERN WORLD
EDITED BY RICHARD T. HUGHES
Cloth, $34.95; Paper, $14.95

THE AMERICAN QUEST FOR THE PRIMITIVE CHURCH
EDITED BY RICHARD T. HUGHES
Paper, $14.95

**BOOTH 737**
20% Convention Discount
New from Hawai'i

Buddhism and Interfaith Dialogue
Masao Abe
Edited by Steven Heine
$27.00, cloth; $14.95, paper

Ethics in Early Buddhism
David J. Kalupahana
$27.00, cloth

Great Fool
Zen Master Ryōkan—Poems, Letters, and Other Writings
Translated and with introductions by Ryūichi Abe and Peter Haskel
$49.00, cloth; $26.95, paper

The Land of Bliss, the Paradise of the Buddha of Measureless Light
Translations of Sanskrit and Chinese Versions of the Sukhāvatīvyūha Shorter and Longer Sutras, Introductions and Free English Translations
Edited, translated, and annotated by Luis O. Gómez
Studies in the Buddhist Traditions, No. 1
Published in association with Higashi Honganji Shinshū Otani-ha, Kyoto
$40.00, cloth; $16.95, paper

The Emptiness of Emptiness
An Introduction to Early Madhyamika
C. W. Huntington, Jr., with Geshe Namgyal Wangchen
$17.00

Entry into the Inconceivable
An Introduction to Hua-yen Buddhism
Thomas Cleary
$13.00

Inquiry into the Origin of Humanity
An Annotated Translation of Tsung-mi’s Yüan jen lün with a Modern Commentary
Peter N. Gregory
Classics in East Asian Buddhism Published in association with the Kuroda Institute
$46.00, cloth; $17.95, paper

Limits to Autocracy
From Sung Neo-Confucianism to a Doctrine of Political Rights
Alan T. Wood
$35.00, cloth

Rude Awakenings
Zen, the Kyoto School, & the Question of Nationalism
Edited by James W. Heisig & John C. Maraldo
$40.00, cloth; $19.95, paper

Unruly Gods
Divinity and Society in China
Meir Shahar and Robert P. Weller
$32.00, cloth

Now in paperback . . .

Definition and Induction
A Historical and Comparative Study
Kisor Kumar Chakrabarti
Monograph No. 13
$16.00, paper

Let the Cow Wander
Modeling the Metaphors in Veda and Vedānta
Michael W. Myers
Monograph No. 14
$15.00, paper

UNIVERSITY OF HAWAI‘I PRESS
2840 Kolowalu St., Honolulu, HI 96822–1888 Phone: (800) 956-2840 FAX: (800) 650-7811

BOOTH 448
CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY
An Introduction
Alister E. McGrath
1993 - 6 1/8 x 9 1/8 - 224 PAGES
0-631-14976-1 - HARDCOVER - $24.95

A SURVEY OF WORLD RELIGIONS
Edited by Ian Marshall
December - 6 x 9 - 600 PAGES
0-631-18232-2 - PAPERBACK - $27.95
0-631-18239-X - HARDCOVER - $54.95

THE BLANCHOT READER
Edited by Michael Holland
August - 6 x 9 - 708 PAGES
0-631-19813-3 - PAPERBACK - $21.95
0-631-19812-5 - HARDCOVER - $54.95

A CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY READER
Edited by Alister E. McGrath
October - 6 1/8 x 9 - 504 PAGES
0-631-19584-X - PAPERBACK - $21.95
0-631-19585-8 - HARDCOVER - $54.95

A NEW DICTIONARY OF RELIGIONS
Second Edition
Edited by John Hinnells
November - 6 x 9 - 672 PAGES
0-631-18119-3 - HARDCOVER - $74.95

THE MAJOR RELIGIONS
An Introduction with Texts
T. Patrick Burke
December - 7 1/8 x 9 - 250 PAGES
1-55786-115-1 - PAPERBACK - $24.95
1-55786-114-3 - HARDCOVER - $64.95

CHRISTIAN FEMINIST THEOLOGY
Denise L. Carmody
December - 6 x 9 - 304 PAGES
0-631-17578-6 - PAPERBACK - $21.95
0-631-17579-4 - HARDCOVER - $59.95

THE THEOLOGY OF MODERN TIMES
As Modern as Modern Thought
Jacqueline Reinsvold
April - 6 1/8 x 9 - 256 PAGES
1-55786-444-8 - PAPERBACK - $19.95
1-55786-443-X - HARDCOVER - $49.95

A DICTIONARY OF EVANGELICAL BIOGRAPHY
Edited by Donald Lewis
December - 6 x 9 - 1201 PAGES
0-631-17584-4 - PAPERBACK - $75.00
0-631-17585-2 - HARDCOVER - $199.95

THE PHILosophY OF RELIGIOUS LANGUAGE
Sign, Symbol and Language
Don Stryker
September - 6 x 9 - 214 PAGES
1-55786-502-5 - PAPERBACK - $29.95
1-55786-501-7 - HARDCOVER - $64.95

JOURNALS
Blackwell Publishes ZYGNON, MODERN THEOLOGY, and THE HEYTHROP JOURNAL as well as many other journals in theology and philosophy.

PLEASE VISIT OUR BOOTH FOR MORE INFORMATION AND A FREE SAMPLE COPY.

Blackwell Publishers
238 Main Street
Cambridge, MA 02142
CALL TOLL-FREE
800 216 2522
Old Wisdom in the New World
AMERICANIZATION IN TWO IMMIGRANT THERAVADA BUDDHIST TEMPLES
Paul David Numrich

Religion and Wine
A CULTURAL HISTORY OF WINE DRINKING IN THE UNITED STATES
Robert C. Fuller
February, 192 est. pages, ISBN -910-6, $30.00 cloth
ISBN -911-4, $14.95 paper

Radical Abolitionism
ANARCHY AND THE GOVERNMENT OF GOD IN ANTI-SLAVERY THOUGHT
WITH A NEW PREFACE
Lewis Perry
392 pages, ISBN -899-1, $18.00 paper

Origins of the Salvation Army
Norman H. Murdoch
256 pages, illustrations, ISBN -858-4, $32.00

Blessed Assurance
BELIEFS, ACTIONS, AND THE EXPERIENCE
OF SALVATION IN A CAROLINA BAPTIST CHURCH
M. Jean Heriot
272 pages, ISBN -850-9, $34.50

"Sometimes in the Wrong,
but Never in Doubt"
GEORGE S. BENSON AND THE EDUCATION OF THE NEW RELIGIOUS RIGHT
L. Edward Hicks
224 pages, ISBN -865-7, $32.00

Healer in Harm’s Way
MARY COLLSON, A CLERGYWOMAN IN CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
Cynthia Grant Tucker
240 pages, ISBN -843-6, $14.00 paper

African-American Religion
in the Twentieth Century
VARIETIES OF PROTEST AND ACCOMMODATION
Hans A. Baer and Merrill Singer

NEW IN PAPERBACK
Conversions and Visions in the Writings
of African-American Women
Kimberly Rae Connor
328 pages, ISBN -908-4, $18.00 paper
NEW TITLES IN RELIGION

E. P. SANDERS
THE HISTORICAL FIGURE OF JESUS
Penguin 0-14-014499-4

DAVID YOUNT
GROWING IN FAITH
A Guide for the Reluctant Christian
Penguin 0-14-024889-7

MALIDOMA PATRICE SOME
OF WATER AND THE SPIRIT
Ritual, Magic, and Initiation
in the Life of an African Shaman
Penguin 0-14-019496-7

GEZA VERMES
THE DEAD SEA SCROLLS IN ENGLISH
Fourth Edition
Penguin 0-14-023730-5

YURI STOYANOV
THE HIDDEN TRADITION IN EUROPE
Penguin 0-14-019319-7

CHRISTOPHER HILL
THE ENGLISH BIBLE
AND THE SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY REVOLUTION
Penguin original 0-14-015990-8

ROAND H. BAINTON
HERE I STAND
A Life of Martin Luther
Meridian 0-452-01146-9

MEL WHITE
STRANGER AT THE GATE
To Be Gay and Christian in America
Plume 0-452-27381-1

MEISTER ECKHART
SELECTED WRITINGS
Translated and Edited with an Introduction by Oliver Davies
Penguin Classic 0-14-043343-0

KYRIACOS C. MARKIDES
RIDING WITH THE LION
In Search of Mystical Christianity
Viking Arkana 0-670-85780-7

JANE BOBKO
VISION
The Life and Music of Hildegard von Bingen
Commentary by Matthew Fox and Barbara Newman
Full-length CD and book package
Viking Studio Books 0-670-86405-6

KEVIN COYNE
DOMERS
A Year at Notre Dame
Viking 0-670-85005-5

GRAHAM SPEAKE, EDITOR
THE PENGUIN DICTIONARY OF ANCIENT HISTORY
Penguin 0-14-051260-8

VISNU SARMA
THE PANCATANTRA
Translated with an Introduction by Chandra Rajan
Penguin 0-14-044596-X

PENGUIN USA
ACADEMIC MARKETING DEPARTMENT • 375 HUDSON STREET • NEW YORK, NY 10014-3657

PICK UP OUR FREE PHILOSOPHY & RELIGION BROCHURE AT BOOTH #117
20% Meeting Discount for AAR/SBL members on all NEW TITLES

BIBLICAL STUDIES

Old Testament

ON EARTH AS IT IS IN HEAVEN
Temple Symbolism in the New Testament
Margaret Barker, author of The Gate of Heaven
A ground-breaking study of the traditions of the Temple which sheds new light upon many passages of the Old and New Testament.
0-567-29299-7, 112 pp., bibliog., index, $14.95 pb

A LATE HARVEST
Reflections on the Old Testament
William McKane, University of St. Andrews
Here a distinguished linguist offers fascinating reflections on a lifetime's study of the Old Testament.
0-567-09757-7, 256 pp., bibliog., index, $39.95 hc

Old Testament

A DIAGRAM OF SYNOPSIS RELATIONSHIPS
With a New Introduction by James Barr, Aberdeen University
Allan Barr
0-567-09755-0, 24 x 407, $39.95 hc

MANUSCRIPTS AND THE TEXT OF THE NEW TESTAMENT
Keith Elliott, University of Leeds, and Ian Moir, University of Edinburgh
An introduction to the original words and meanings of the biblical authors for those with no previous knowledge of the writing of the Greek language.
0-567-09758-5, 144 pp., illus., bibliog., glossary, index, $11.95 pb

THEOLOGY

THE THEOLOGY OF JURGEN MOLTMAND
Richard Bauckham, University of St. Andrews
The character, methods, themes and achievements of one of today's most influential German Protestant theologians.
0-567-09772-7, 354 pp., bibliog., index, $34.95 pb

THE CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE OF GOD: ONE BEING THREE PERSONS
Thomas F. Torrance, University of Edinburgh
With clarity and vision, Torrance examines the most profound article of Christian faith: the doctrine of the Holy Trinity.
November 0-567-09741-2, 400 pp., bibliog., index, $49.95 hc

TRINITARIAN THEOLOGY TODAY
Essays on Divine Being and Act
Christoph Schwobel, ed., Inst. Fur Systematische Theologie und Sozialtheol.
A timely overview offering a rich variety of approaches to the renaissance of trinitarian theology — one of today's most intensely debated theological issues.
0-567-09751-5, 182 pp., bibliog., index, $34.95 hb

SACRAMENT OF SALVATION
An Introduction to Eucharist Ecclesiology
Paul McPartlan, St. Edmund's College, Cambridge
An important collection of Hengel's essays tracing the development of the earliest christological beliefs into the second article of the Church's creed.
0-567-09705-0, 424 pp., bibliog., index, $54.95 hc

GNOSTIC TRUTH AND CHRISTIAN HERESY
Alistair H.B. Logan, University of Exeter
In this provocative study, Logan discours a classic Gnostic myth from Christianity and from Christian initiation rites.
November 0-567-09731-4, 400 pp., bibliog., index, $49.95 hc

LITURGY AND WORSHIP

SACRAMENT OF SALVATION
A BOOKTEXT OF CHRISTIAN ETHICS
New Edition
Robin Gill, University of Kent
A hand-crafted edition of this classic text includes timely new topics of environment, biblical interpretation, feminist theology along with key politics, economics and social justice, war and peace, human life and interpersonal relationships, methodology.
0-567-09784-0, 616 pp., bibliog., index, $24.95 pb

ETHICS

NEW OCCASIONS TEACH NEW DUTIES?
Christian Ethics for Today
Cyril C. Rodd, Editor of The Expository Times
Leading scholars examine the changes in ethical thinking since the time of Jesus and show that basic Christian morality can and must be applied in new ways.
0-567-29300-9, 240 pp., index, $24.95 pb

THE BRIEF THEOLOGY OF REVELATION
Colin E. Gunton, University of London
A reappraisal of important aspects of revelation, illustrating its importance for understanding revealed religious purposes, includes an outline for a modern theology of revelation based on recent discussions of the nature of Christian theology.
0-567-09726-0, 144 pp., bibliog., index, $29.95 hc

GOD AND FREEDOM
Colin E. Gunton, ed., University of London
A fresh and accessible introduction to a subject central to Christian belief and to the problems raised by modern thought and ethics.
0-567-29298-4, 144 pp., bibliog., index, $32.95 hc

THE SHAPE OF SOTEROLOGY
John McIntyre, University of Edinburgh
Now in paperback — this landmark study of the doctrine concerned with salvation through the death of Christ; argues that all biblical models of salvation have a part to play in pastoral counseling.
0-567-09754-5, 144 pp., bibliog., index, $19.95 pb

CHRIST THE FORM OF BEAUTY
A Study in Theology and Literature
Francesca Ann Murphy, St. Martin's College
A significant contribution to the developing field of theological aesthetics, linking the theology of Hans Urs von Balthasar and Jacques Maritain to modern literature.
0-567-09760-X, 272 pp., bibliog., index, $39.95 hc

THE FATHER'S SPIRIT OF SONSHIP
Reconciling the Trinity
Thomas G. Weisnauy, O.F.M. Cap., University of Oxford
Offers a new view of the Trinity that may explain the syllogistic controversy that has divided Eastern and Western churches for more than a thousand years.
0-567-09711-8, 190 pp., bibliog., index, $34.95 hc

CHURCH HISTORY AND DOCTRINE

STUDIES IN EARLY CHRISTOLOGY
Martin Hengel, University of Tubingen
An important collection of Hengel's essays tracing the development of the earliest christological beliefs into the second article of the Church's creed.
0-567-09705-0, 424 pp., bibliog., index, $54.95 hc

JOURNALS

SCOTTISH JOURNAL OF THEOLOGY
The international and ecumenical quarterly for significant debate in systematic and historical theology. Subscription: $99.95 inst., $49.95 sub.

STUDIES IN CHRISTIAN ETHICS
The biannual publication devoted exclusively to Christian ethics and moral theology. Subscription: $99.95 inst., $29.95 sub.

THE ESPOSITORIO TIMES
An international monthly journal on all pastoral matters, practical and theoretical and the latest biblical and theological scholarship. Subscription: $99.95 inst., $29.95 sub.

To subscribe: T & T CLARK, 59 George St., Edinburgh EH2 2WQ
Tel: 011-44-31-225-4703 • Fax: 011-44-31-220-4360

At AAR/SBL drop by our Booth #730
Or Call 1-800-359-7340 or Fax 703-689-0660

T & T CLARK PUBLISHERS
P.O. Box 605, Herndon, Virginia 22070

Since 1821

Edinburgh • Washington, DC

INTERNATIONAL CRITICAL COMMENTARY SERIES

Edited by J.A. Emerton, C.E.B. Cranfield, G.N. Stanton
Long the most respected series on the Bible, with linguistic and textual, archaeological, historical, literary, and theological aids to exegesis and unmatched quality of scholarship.

JEREMIAH
Volume 2: Chapters 26-52
William McKane, University of St. Andrews
Unequaled in scope and detail, this volume completes McKane's monumental work on Jeremiah.
December ISBN 0-567-09723-3, 800 pp., bibliog., index, $69.95 hc

ACTS 1-14: Volume 1
C.K. Barrett, University of Durham
The first volume of Barrett's long-awaited commentary.
0-567-09833-X, 720 pp., bibliog., index, $69.95 hc

SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS
Margaret E. Thrall, University of Wales, Bangor
A masterful commentary on many of Paul's most controversial writings.
0-567-09834-8, 544 pp., bibliog., index, $59.95 hc

T & T CLARK PUBLISHERS
P.O. Box 605, Herndon, Virginia 22070

Since 1821

Edinburgh • Washington, DC
Humanism in Zurich
Sources from the 15th and 16th centuries on microfiche

Editor: Fritz Büsser, Zurich University

This collection offers a representative cross-section of the complex world of European humanism. Whether we are dealing with editions of classical authors, or with the contributions of Renaissance writers, our aim is to show, with the assistance of the original texts from the time in question, what philosophers, philologists, rhetors and poets, jurists, historians, natural scientists and physicians taught and published under the influence of the so-called "studia humanitatis", as well as, in several cases, what they contributed to state, church and society through their participation in public life.

The collection will contain more than 1100 works (opera omnia, individual works, editions of classical works) by 46 authors from various countries.

Available now
165 titles on 837 microfiche

Catalogue available free on request.

IDC Publishers
IDC bv, P.O. Box 11205, 2301 EE Leiden, The Netherlands Fax 31-71-13 17 21
Dealer in the USA:
Norman Ross Publishing Inc., 330 West 58th Street, New York, N.Y. 10019
or call toll-free 800 648-8850
There are no good analytical studies done on holy well tradition, so this book is important in opening up a field of research which has long needed a proper treatment.
—Daithí Ó hOgáin, University College Dublin

[The authors] have given us a lovingly detailed exploration of Ireland’s holy wells, sites of the life-giving syncretism between Celtic and Christian cultures, where Bridget meets Mary, bridge meets cross, and consecrated water meets sacred spring.
—Carol Zaleski, Smith College

There are no good analytical studies done on holy well tradition, so this book is important in opening up a field of research which has long needed a proper treatment.

—Daithí Ó hOgáin, University College Dublin

[The authors] have given us a lovingly detailed exploration of Ireland’s holy wells, sites of the life-giving syncretism between Celtic and Christian cultures, where Bridget meets Mary, bridge meets cross, and consecrated water meets sacred spring.
—Carol Zaleski, Smith College
NEW IN CLOTH

A BRIDGE OF LONGING
The Lost Art of Yiddish Storytelling
DAVID G. ROSKIES
"This brilliant and scholarly work is written with an intensity seldom found these days even in fiction. It is at once a magnificent and heroic effort to keep the light of Jewish history from dimming, a discovery of the truth and a testament of the author's honesty and passion."
— MARK HELPRIN
$39.95
62 color photographs, 43 halftones, 1 line illus. 240 pp.

PILGRIMAGE
Past and Present in the World Religions
SIMON COLEMAN AND JOHN ELSNER
$29.95
12 color photographs, 49 halftones. 1 the blue. 260 pp.

WOMEN ON THE MARGINS
Three Seventeenth-Century Lives
NATALIE ZEMON DAVIS
$24.95
Belknap

THE HUMANIST-SCHOLASTIC DEBATE IN THE RENAISSANCE AND REFORMATION
ERIKA RUMMEL
Harvard Historical Studies $45.00

RELICS, APOCALYPSE, AND THE DECEITS OF HISTORY
Ademar of Chabannes, 989-1034
RICHARD A. LANDES
Harvard Historical Studies, II 7 $55.00

HYPATIA OF ALEXANDRIA
MARIA DZIELSKA
Translated by F. Lyra
Revealing Antiquity, 8 A series edited by G.W. Bowersock
$29.95

THE HISTORY OF PAIN
ROSELYNE REY
Translated by Louise Elliott Wallace and J.A. Cadden and S.W. Cadden
$39.95

NEW IN PAPER

SAPPHO'S IMMORTAL Daughters
MARGARET WILLIAMSON
$24.95

ADULTERY AND DIVORCE IN CALVIN'S GENEVA
ROBERT M. KINGDON
Harvard Historical Studies, I 18 $29.95 cloth $14.95 paper

JEWS AND THE NEW AMERICAN SCENE
SEYMOUR MARTIN LIPSET AND EARL RAAB
"A vital contribution to our understanding of American Jews and, indeed, of contemporary society. An important—and long overdue—study by two outstanding scholars."
— SENATOR DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN
$22.95

BYZANTINE MAGIC
EDITED BY HENRY MAGUIRE
Dumbarton Oaks $30.00
Harvard Center for the Study of World Religions

PAYING THE WORDS EXTRA
Religious Discourse in the Supreme Court of the United States
WINNIFRED FALLERS SULLIVAN
$24.95 cloth $14.95 paper

Winner of the 1993 Jacques Barzun Prize in Cultural History

THE FIRST JESUITS
JOHN W. O'MALLEY
"O'Malley never loses sight of the forest among the myriad trees... In this book three tenacious myths bite the dust. The first is that Ignatius had a detailed blueprint for his companions. A second myth is that the Jesuits were founded to combat the Reformation and to spearhead its Roman Catholic riposte, the Counter-Reformation... The third myth is that the Jesuits were founded as the pope's shock troops."
— PETER HEBBLETHWAITE, New York Times Book Review
"A masterly account."
— ANTHONY GRAFTON, New York Review of Books
$16.95

IN FACE OF MYSTERY
A Constructive Theology
GORDON D. KAUFMAN $17.95

WOMEN IN ANCIENT GREECE
SUE BLUNDELL $19.95

THE ROMAN NEAR EAST
31 BC-AD 337
FERGUS MILLAR $19.95
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The contributors discuss how churches, marriages, dual-career and synagogues may not be marriages. Wade Clark Roof and Nancy Tatom Ammerman explore the reality of partnerships that are at the beginning to make marriages. Perhaps it can rally the energies to change our collective behavior.

—Professor John B. Cobb, Jr., Claremont College

This Sacred Earth is the first comprehensive survey of the critical connections between religion, nature and the environment. It includes selections from sacred texts and a broad spectrum of new ecotheological writings. Historical and contemporary selections from key authors and a multicultural range of sources make This Sacred Earth an invaluable teaching resource and unique introduction to the theory and practice of religious environmentalism.

$50 pp $24.95/Pb

Religion and American Culture
A Reader
Edited by David Hackett

Drawing upon the newest work in the field, Hackett has gathered a chorus of voices that cuts across cultural, ethnic, class and gender boundaries. Incorporating regional, religious stories of the South and the West, Native American religious history, working-class Christianity, popular Catholicism, and urban Santeria, the contributors explore many of the overlooked aspects of the role of religion in American culture and society.

$50 pp $24.95/Pb

This Far by Faith
Readings in African-American Women's Religious Biography
Edited by Judith Weisenfeld and Richard Newman

—Henry Louis Gates, Jr., Harvard University

288 pp $17.95/Pb

Conversion and Modernity
Groundbreaking essays which suggest that conversion to forms of Christianity in the modern period is not only a conversion to modern forms of these religions, but also a religious form of modernity.

256 pp $18.95/Pb

Native and Christian?
Native Voices on Religious Identity in the United States and Canada
Edited by James Treat

These essays represent a new form of literary expression among contemporary Native peoples, and they bring a fresh perspective to the liberation theological movement.

256 pp $16.95/Pb

Work, Family, and Religion in Contemporary Society
Remaking Our Lives
Edited by Nancy Tatom Ammerman and Wade Clark Roof

The contributors discuss how churches and synagogues today are beginning to adapt to the reality of the American family: dual-career marriages, high levels of divorce, interfaith marriages, and partnerships that may not be marriages.

368 pp $17.95/Pb

Visit us at booth #446
Hail Mary!
The Struggle for Ultimate Womanhood in Catholicism
Maurice Hamington
"This fascinating analysis of the many images of Mary illuminates ideological struggles within Catholicism. An important contribution to feminist thought."
Barrie Thorne, University of California, Berkeley
234 pp $16.95/Pb

Creation of History in Ancient Israel
Marc Zvi Brettler
Through in-depth analysis of texts, Brettler shows how the biblical historians were influenced by four key factors: typology, interpretation of earlier texts, satire and ideology.
272 pp $35.00/Hb

Judaism in the New Testament
Practices and Beliefs
Bruce Chilton and Jacob Neusner
Neusner and Chilton read early Christianity as a formation of Judaism—a comprehensive religious system that is nothing short of a Judaic account of Holy Israel.
232 pp $17.95/Pb

The First Christians in Their Social Worlds
Social-Scientific Approaches to New Testament Interpretation
Philip F. Esler
Esler examines how the New Testament documents were influenced by the social realities of the early Christian communities for whom they were written.
176 pp $15.95/Pb

The Suffering Self
Pain and Narrative Representation in the Early Christian Era
Judith Perkins
Drawing on feminist and social theory, Perkins addresses the question of why forms of suffering like martyrdom and self-mutilation were so important to early Christians.
264 pp $18.95/Pb

Modeling Early Christianity
Social-scientific Studies of the New Testament in its Context
Philip Esler
Explores the fascinating and foreign social context of first century Palestine and the Greco-Roman East in which Christian faith was first proclaimed.
352 pp $19.95/Pb

New Testament Readings
2 Thessalonians
Facing the End with Sobriety
Maarten J. J. Menken
176 pp $14.95/Pb

John's Gospel
Mark W. G. Stibbe
168 pp $14.95/Pb

Ephesians
Martin Kitchen
168 pp $14.95/Pb
"A powerful new translation that will reward any reader with appreciation, insights, and comprehension of the original. It is the next best thing to reading and understanding the original itself."
—David Noel Freedman, editor-in-chief, The Anchor Bible

"A splendid achievement. The translation enables readers to experience scripture as an enduring treasure forever new."
—Phyllis Trible,
Union Theological Seminary

"A real breakthrough in the English translation of the Bible; it opens up the Biblical text—its language and thought patterns—in new and refreshing ways."
—Peter Machinist,
Harvard University

"No serious Bible reader—whether Jewish, Christian, or secular—can afford to ignore this volume."
—Jon D. Levenson,
Harvard Divinity School

"Preserves the idiosyncrasies of the unique time and place in which the Hebrew was first spoken. But at the same time, it gives the Hebrew text a straightforward human voice that makes it available to those of us who wish to understand it in the context of other times and places... This is a stunning achievement."
—Wendy Doniger,
University of Chicago

"Will make the Bible available in fresh and poignant ways."
—Walter Brueggemann,
Columbia Theological Seminary

"Fox's translation has the rare virtue of making constantly visible in English the distinctive Hebraic quality of the original, challenging preconceptions of what the Bible is really like."
—Robert Alter,
University of California, Berkeley

"Rather than bring the Bible into contemporary English, as so many have done, Everett Fox invites the English-speaking Bible reader to come with him into ancient Hebrew. It is amazing the extent to which Fox has revealed what those other translations conceal."
—Jack Miles, author of God: A Biography

Integrating the passion of the heart with the scholarship of the mind

For more information on these and other academic titles, visit us at the Victor Books booth and pick up a copy of our latest Academic Resources Catalog. For orders, examination copies, and further information, call 1-800-323-9409.

BridgePoint is the academic imprint of Victor Books, 1825 College Ave., Wheaton, IL 60187

50% Convention Discount at Booth 740 and 742

Cynic Sage or Son of God? Gregory A. Boyd
Provides serious evangelical critique of the Jesus as Cynic thesis, countering the revisionist theories of Crossan and Mack.
ISBN: 1-56476-448-6
Softcover $15.99
416 pages
Available now

The Challenge of Postmodernism: An Evangelical Engagement David S. Dockery, editor
Softcover $14.99
428 pages
Available now

Our Triune God: A Biblical Portrayal of the Trinity Peter Toon
Anglican theologian, Toon, offers biblical analysis of the Trinity, the foundational doctrine of Scripture.
Softcover $16.99
300 pages
March 1996

Soul Care: Deliverance and Renewal through the Christian Life Kenneth J. Collins
“Collins helpfully juxtaposes contemporary understandings of the self with the spirituality of the saints. The result illuminates the nature of both sin and of grace.”—Robert K. Johnston, Fuller Theological Seminary
Softcover $14.99
200 pages
Available now

Created for Community: Connecting Christian Belief with Christian Living Stanley J. Grenz
A refreshingly accessible introduction to systematic theology for college students, written and designed to communicate to Generation X.
Softcover $15.99
312 pages
February 1996

All God’s People: A Theology of the Church David L. Smith
Comprehensive study which develops a historical, biblical, systematic, and practical theology of the doctrine of the church.
Cloth $22.99
440 pages
February 1996
Occasions of Faith

An Anthropology of Irish Catholics

Lawrence J. Taylor

A volume in the Series in Contemporary Ethnography.
1995. 320 pp, 24 illus. Cloth, 3295-X, $39.95; paper, 1520-6, $16.95

Writing Women in Late Medieval and Early Modern Spain

The Mothers of Saint Teresa of Avila

Ronald E. Surtz

A volume in the Middle Ages Series.
1995. 256 pp. Cloth, 3292-5, $32.95

The Book of Sainte Foy

Edited and translated by Pamela Sheingorn

A volume in the Middle Ages Series.
1995. 352 pp, 1 illus. Cloth, 3302-4, $38.95; paper, 1557-5, $16.95

Prophetic Song

The Psalms as Moral Discourse in Late Medieval England

Michael P. Kuczynski

A volume in the Middle Ages Series.
1995. 336 pp, 4 illus. Cloth, 3271-2, $36.95

Media and the Transformation of Religion in South Asia

Edited by Lawrence A. Babb and Susan S. Wadley

1995. 352 pp, 23 illus. Cloth, 3304-2, $36.95; paper, 1547-8, $16.95

The Play of Paradox

Stage and Sermon in Renaissance England

Bryan Crockett

Dec. 1995. 240 pp. Cloth, 3316-6, $32.95

Women in the Presence

Constructing Community and Seeking Spirituality in Mainline Protestantism

Jody Shapiro Davie

Sept 1995. 176 pp. Cloth, 3286-0, $29.95; paper, 1514-1, $14.95

Gender and Heresy

Women and Men in Lollard Communities, 1420-1530

Shannon McSheffrey

A volume in the Middle Ages Series. Dec. 1995. 264 pp, 3 illus. Cloth, 3310-7, $38.95; paper, 1549-4, $18.95

Postmodern Apocalypse

Theory and Cultural Practice at the End

Edited by Richard Dellamora

A volume in New Cultural Studies. Nov. 1995. 312 pp, 7 illus. Cloth, 3320-4, $38.95; paper, 1558-3, $16.95

Margery Kempe and Translations of the Flesh

Karma Lochrie


From Virile Woman to WomanChrist

Studies in Medieval Religion and Literature

Barbara Newman

A volume in the Middle Ages Series. 1995. 424 pp, 8 illus. Cloth, 3273-9, $39.95; paper, 1545-1, $18.95

Aquinas and the Jews

John Y. B. Hood

A volume in the Middle Ages Series.
1995. 168 pp. Cloth, 3305-0, $29.95; paper, 1523-0, $14.95

Christ Church, Philadelphia

The Nation's Church in a Changing City

Deborah Mathias Gough

A Barra Foundation Book.
1995. 372 pp, 59 illus. Cloth, 3272-0, $29.95; paper, 1552-4, $14.95

Stop by our booth or call 1-800-445-9880
The Constructive Theology of Bernard Meland
Postliberal Empirical Realism
Tyron Inbody

This work is a comprehensive introduction to the theology of Bernard Meland, professor of theology at the Divinity School of the University of Chicago from 1946-64, and a contributor to the development of empirical theology, theological epistemology, process theology, and the history of liberal theology in North America. Beginning with a biographical sketch of Meland’s contributions from the 1920s through the 1960s, the author places Meland’s theology within the development of the liberal tradition and as an anticipation of postliberal developments in epistemology, especially in Meland’s view of how experience, language, and culture are related. The extent to which Meland is both representative and critical of process theology is also explored before the work concludes with an assessment of Meland’s contribution to postliberal theology.

Code: 01 00 69
270 pages
Cloth: $28.95 1-55540-990-1
Paper: $19.95 1-55540-989-X

Religion of Reason
Out of the Sources of Judaism
Hermann Cohen

Hermann Cohen’s Religion of Reason, Out of the Sources of Judaism (first pub. 1919) is widely taken to be the greatest work in Jewish philosophy and religious thought since Maimonides’ Guide to the Perplexed. It is at once a Jewish book and a philosophical one. Jewish because it takes its material from the literary tradition that extends from the Bible to the rabbis to the great medieval philosophers; philosophical, because it studies that material in order to construct a worldview that is rational in the broadest sense of the term. This edition is designed for classroom use. It reprints a 1972 introduction by Leo Strauss and includes an essay on the work by Steven Schwartzchild and a new introduction by Kenneth R. Seeskin.

Code: 01 02 07
570 pages
Paper: $34.95 0-7885-0102-X

Faith and Belief
A Philosophical Approach
Ian R. Walker

This work examines the nature of religious faith in the Christian tradition, with particular emphasis on the view of faith recorded in the New Testament. After examining the Biblical evidence for the resurrection of Jesus, the author assesses the work of R. Swinburne and concludes that religious beliefs, if understood as metaphysical claims, face overwhelming difficulties. The author provides an alternative understanding of faith whereby statements of faith and historical beliefs can be harmonized and considers in the process such questions as what it means to believe in God and how one can make sense of miracles.

Code: 01 01 88
309 pages
Cloth: $29.95 0-7885-0040-6
Paper: $19.95 0-7885-0041-4

Members receive a 33% discount on all direct orders
The Spirit and the Vision
The Influence of Christian Romanticism on the Development of 19th-Century American Art
Diane Apostolos-Cappadona

As a mode of American Protestantism in the middle years of the nineteenth century, Christian Romanticism was a response to the social changes within American culture, including women's literacy, spiritual domesticity, and the idealization of childhood. This work examines three artists of the first American landscape tradition—Washington Allston, Thomas Cole, and Frederic Edwin Church—and two clerks of the era—Horace Bushnell and Henry Ward Beecher—in order to assess their understanding of the artist as social and moral teacher, the didactic role of art in society more generally, and a God who acts in history. The art of Allston, Cole, and Church, according to the author, expressed and served the dominant middle-class religious ideology of the time—Christian Romanticism—in a way that distinguished it from the more elitist and regional work of the Transcendentalist writers and Luminist painters.


Code: 01 01 84
246 pages
Cloth: $39.95 1-55540-974-1
Paper: $24.95 1-55540-975-X

Literature and Theology at Century's End
Gregory Salyer, Robert Detwiler, editors

Collected from papers presented at the 1992 Conference on Literature and Theology at the University of Glasgow, these essays emerge from and address the interrelationship between literature and theology. An international array of authors contribute their thoughts on theological aesthetics, theology and the writing of the body, aboriginal visions, and a host of other concerns. Contents include—Sacramental and Eucharistic Interpretation, James Champion; "A New Intimacy": Feminist Theologians, Women Writers, and the Question of Salvation, Judith Lee; Literary Imagination, Theological Thinking, and Christian Proofs, Werner Jeannord; Emerson and Nietzsche on History: Lessons for the Next Millennium, Irena Makarushka; History in the Postmodern Era, Bernard Zelechow; Theology and Textual Timing, Robert Scharlemann; Theology and the Crisis of Representation, Graham Ward; "The Poet's True Commitment": Geoffrey Hill, The Computer, and Original Sin, Avril Horner; Through the Eyes of a Child: Looking for Victims in Toni Morrison's The Bluest Eye, Mark Ledbetter; Trinitarian Rhetoric in Murdoch, Morrison, and Dostoevsky, David Cunningham; "Is There No Balm in Gilead?": Biblical Interests in Margaret Atwood's The Handmaid's Tale, Dorota Filipczak; Australia 2000: Christ, Ned Kelly, and Religious Culture, John Strugnell; Where Is Feminist Criticism Taking Us in Our Reading of Traditional Religious Literature?, Helen Wilcox; From Myth to Plot or The Gospels as Historical Novels, Douglas A. Templeton; Engendering Conflict: Reading the Future of Gender in the Texts of the Hebrew Bible, Jan Tarlin; Index.

Code: 01 00 72
310 pages
Cloth: $39.95 0-7885-0070-8
Paper: $24.95 0-7885-0071-6

Anti-Judaism in Feminist Religious Writings
Katharina von Kellenbach

This work is the first comprehensive study of anti-Judaism in feminist religious writings. It provides a critical evaluation of how Judaism has been depicted in major U.S. American and West German feminist theologies, including the writings of Rosemary Radford Ruether, Carol Christ and Elisabeth Moltmann-Wendel. Applying Foucault's categories regarding discourse practice, the author demonstrates that feminist theologians portray Judaism negatively in comparison to Christianity and paganism (anthropism), identify it as the source of patriarchy (scapegoat), and render it invisible as a religious alternative after the rise of Christianity (prologue). The book calls on feminist theologians to create a teaching of respect to combat the pervasive tradition of Christian anti-Judaism.

Code: 01 07 01
184 pages
Cloth: $29.95 0-7885-0043-0
Paper: $17.95 0-7885-0044-8

SAVE 33%
on all Scholars Press Titles
by becoming a member of AAR, APA, ASOR, ASP, or SBL.

To order call: 1-800-437-6692 or write:
Scholars Press
P.O. Box 6996
Alpharetta, GA 30239-6996
Members receive a 33% discount on all direct orders.
The Siam Edition of the Buddhist Pali Canon

The complete Siam Edition of the Buddhist Pali Canon have been digitally recorded in CD-ROM format. For the 60th birthday of the King of Thailand, the first portion of the Siam Edition was put into a data base. The work was done at Mahidol University in Bangkok with the help of leading monks in Thailand. The Siam Edition contains 72 volumes plus 15 additional texts, a total of 52,000 pages. The search software for this electronic edition was developed by Professor Supachai Tangwongsan of Mahidol University. The CD is available in DOS format and can be used in an Apple environment with SOFT WINDOWS. The text is in romanized Pali.

Code: 01 80 20 a
Price for Individuals: $299.00 (NO MEMBER DISCOUNT)

Code: 01 80 20 b
Price for Institutions: $599.00 (NO MEMBER DISCOUNT)

Multimedia Dictionary of Shinto & Japanese Life

Interactive Introduction to Japanese Culture and Classics
Center for Japan Studies at Berkeley

Using both visual and audio aids, the Multimedia Dictionary of Shinto & Japanese Life is an ideal resource for learning about Japanese history and culture. It includes various levels of explanation, from simple to more complex, and can be used to do sophisticated research on comparative religions and cultures. The Dictionary is an ideal tool for classroom use. This CD-ROM is available for the Macintosh only.

Code: 01 80 01
Price: $100.00 (NO MEMBER DISCOUNT)

Send orders and inquiries to:
Electronic Publications Ordering Department
P.O. Box 15399
Atlanta, GA 30333-0399
or call: 404-727-5198; fax: 404-727-2348

Visit our booths to examine our new and recent titles and to take advantage of our special AAR/SBL Annual Meeting discounts. Visit our web site, TELA, to view our interactive catalog and our specially discounted Spotlight books. Our URL is:
http://scholar.cc.emory.edu
Society of Biblical Literature

Law Collections from Mesopotamia and Asia Minor
Martha T. Roth

The law collections presented in this volume are compilations, varying in legal and literary sophistication, recorded by scribes in the schools and the royal centers of ancient Mesopotamia and Asia Minor from the end of the third millennium through the middle of the first millennium B.C.E. Sumerian, Babylonian, Assyrian, and Hittite texts, with accompanying English translations, are included. In addition to the texts and translations, the volume includes a list of sources, bibliography, glossary, and numerous indexes.

Code: 06 15 06
Cloth: $59.95 0-7885-0104-6
Paper: $39.95 0-7885-0126-7

Texts from the Amarna Period in Egypt
William J. Murnane

In the middle of the fourteenth century B.C.E., Egypt's polytheistic religion was suddenly attacked by its most traditional prophet, the pharaoh. The short-lived revolution which followed continues to be as disturbing and enigmatic as the "heretic king" Akhenaten who set it in motion. Was Akhenaten the first monotheist, as he is widely reputed to be? Or was he an opportunist, possibly even an atheist, who cloaked a political revolution in religious terms? Modern readers will now find it easier to address such questions by using this wide-ranging collection of documents, many of them never before translated into English, in which the full sweep of one of ancient history's most fascinating periods lives anew.

Code: 06 15 05
Cloth: $49.95 1-55540-965-2
Paper: $34.85 1-55540-966-0

You Shall Not Abhor an Edomite for He is Your Brother
Edom and Seir in History and Tradition
Diana Vikander Edelman, editor

The Edomites were neighbors of Israel and Judah. During the last three decades, they have become better known as a result of archaeological surveys and excavations. This volume collects eight essays on a range of topics pertaining to Edom and the Edomites. Essays on the changing political and geographical boundaries of Edom, its relationship to Judah, and Edom's socio-economic history are included. Additional essays examine the religion and language of the Edomites, as well as what can be known about the remains of Edomite culture from a study of the Transjordan and Cisjordan. The essays collected in this volume will be of particular interest to students of ancient Syro-Palestinian history and archaeology, biblical studies, and historical geography.

Code: 06 17 03
Cloth: $39.95 0-7885-0136-4
Paper: $24.95 0-7885-0063-6

The Dead Sea Scrolls Catalogue
Document, Photographs, and Museum Inventory Numbers compiled by Stephen A. Reed revised and edited by Marilyn J. Lundberg, with the collaboration of Michael B. Phelps

This catalogue is a hard copy edition of the computerized database, now accessible via Telnet, that was compiled by The Dead Sea Inventory Project of the Ancient Manuscript Center in Claremont, California. The Catalogue contains information about photographs, documents, and museum inventory numbers of the Dead Sea Scrolls and supersedes preliminary inventories of particular collections or photographs published by the Center. The document sigla and editors have been revised according to updated lists received from Emanuel Tov, Editor-in-chief of the Dead Sea Scrolls. Reflecting the on-going nature of Dead Sea Scrolls research, The Ancient Manuscript Center will revise its on-line database as new information becomes available and periodically issue new editions of this catalogue.

Code: 06 03 32
606 pages

Cloth: $39.95 0-7885-0017-1
Paper: $64.95 0-7885-0018-X

Fragments from Hellenistic Jewish Authors
Volume 3, Aristobulus
Carl R. Holladay

Aristobulus, who flourished in Alexandria in the mid-first century B.C.E., is the earliest known Jewish philosopher. His engagement with Hellenistic culture makes him one of the earliest, and one of the most important, representatives of Hellenistic Judaism. As an exegete who wrote a multi-volume commentary on the Pentateuch using allegorical interpretation, he is an important forerunner to later Jewish and Christian exeges, including Philo of Alexandria, Clement of Alexandria, and Origen. Portions of his extensive exegetical project were preserved by Eusebius.

Code: 06 02 39
Cloth: $44.95 0-7885-0119-4
An Ancient Jewish Christian Source on the History of Christianity
Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 1.27-71
F. Stanley Jones

The Pseudo-Clementines are the corpus of extant witnesses to an ancient Christian novel that recounts Clement of Rome's conversion to Christianity, his travels with Peter, and the romantic recovery of the long-lost members of his family. The Pseudo-Clementines are significant for the study of ancient Christianity because they contain traditions of ancient Syrian Jewish Christianity that have not survived elsewhere. The present study examines a selection that has often been thought to contain very primitive Jewish Christian material and includes the first complete modern translation of the Syriac of R 1.27-71.

Code: 06 02 37
Cloth: $39.95
0-7885-0118-6

Notes on the Greek Text of Deuteronomy
John William Wevers

Students who used with profit John William Wevers's Notes on the Greek Text of Exodus and Notes on the Greek Text of Genesis (also available from Scholars Press) will welcome the publication of his Notes on the Greek Text of Deuteronomy. The work focuses on how the translator accomplished his task and on the vocabulary and syntax of the resulting text, rather than on either scholarly opinions on the text or how interpreters subsequently used the text. The Notes are intended for students who would like to use the Greek text intelligently, but who are not specialists in Hellenistic Greek or LXX studies.

Code 06 04 39
695 pages
Cloth: $74.95
0-7885-0120-8

Semeia 65
Orality and Textuality in Early Christian Literature
Joanna Dewey, editor
Elizabeth Struthers Malbon, board editor


Code: 06 20 66
Paper: $14.95

Family 1739 in Acts
Thomas C. Geer, Jr.

This study examines the relationships among twelve manuscripts in Acts and demonstrates that, while all share a certain number of readings, several of them comprise Family 1739 in Acts. The study utilizes quantitative and profile analyses to demonstrate the family's existence and to describe it in detail. Included in the study are the results of the statistical research and most of the readings in Acts that informed the conclusions.

Code: 06 00 48
158 pages
Cloth: $29.95
0-7885-0036-8
Paper: $18.95
0-7885-0037-6

Semeia 66
Ethics and Politics in the Hebrew Bible
Douglas A. Knight, guest editor
Carol Myers, board editor

The Basis of Ethics in the Hebrew Bible, John Barton; Moral Agency, Community, and the Character of God in the Hebrew Bible, Bruce C. Birch; Ethics of the Hebrew Bible: The Problem of Methodology, Eryl W. Davies; Sources and Methods in the Study of Ancient Israelite Ethics, Robert R. Wilson; Domination, Guilt, and Reconciliation: The Contribution of the Jacob Narrative in Genesis to Political Ethics, Frank Crumeyning; Cui Bono?—History in the Service of Political Nationalism: The Deuteronomistic History as Political Propaganda, Frank S. Frick; Political Rights and Powers in Monarchic Israel, Douglas A. Knight; Kings and Clients: On Loyalty between the Ruler and the Ruled in Ancient 'Israel', Niels Peter Lemche; The End of the Ominride Dynasty: Social-Ethical Observations on the Subject of Power and Violence, Hannes Schulthe; The Quest for Hebrew Bible Ethics: A Jewish Response, Peter J. Haas; Of Aims and Methods in Hebrew Bible Ethics, Eckart Otto; An Ethicist's Concerns about Biblical Ethics, Peter J. Paris.

Code: 06 20 66
Paper: $14.95

The Epidaurian Miracle Inscriptions
Lynn R. LiDonnici

This work is a collection of fourth-century miracle stories from the sanctuary of the god Asklepios. It includes the Greek text, English translation and interpretive notes.

Code 06 02 36
Cloth: $34.95
0-7885-0104-6

Members receive a 33% discount on all direct orders
Wealth and Poverty in the Instruction of Amenemope and the Hebrew Proverbs
A Comparative Case Study in the Social Location and Function of Ancient Near Eastern Wisdom Literature
Harold C. Washington
This work applies a social-historical approach to the teachings about wealth and poverty in the Egyptian Instruction of Amenemope and in the Hebrew Proverbs. It examines the socio-economic standing of the wisdom teachers who produced and transmitted these texts, as well as the social-historical circumstances in which they worked: Ramesside Egypt for Amenemope, Achaemenid Judah for Proverbs. The work advances a cross-cultural comparative interpretation of the Hebrew Proverbs and contributes to an understanding of the development of the ancient Near Eastern sapiental tradition and the place of Hebrew wisdom literature within it.

Code: 06 21 42
252 pages
Cloth: $29.95 0-7885-0072-4
Paper: $19.95 0-7885-0073-2

Discerning What Counts
The Function of the Adiaphora Topos in Paul's Letters
James L. Jaquette
Unlike many topoi (stock treatments of moral topics) employed by both Paul and the Greco-Roman moralists, the distinction between matters of importance and those that may be viewed with indifference (adiaphora) has evoked little interest in discussions of the apostle's moral teachings. This study corrects that academic lacuna. Integrating insights from rhetorical analysis, sociology of knowledge, and the social world of the Pauline churches, the author explores Paul's identification of various items as "indifferent matters." The examination of these references provides insight into how the apostle arrived at his convictions regarding the proper behavior for believers, and what resources he and his community used when deliberating on ethical questions.

Code: 06 21 46
270 pages
Cloth: $39.95 0-7885-0013-9
Paper: $24.95 0-7885-0014-7

Early Christian Epitaphs from Anatolia
Gary J. Johnson
This book is a representative collection of early-Christian funerary inscriptions/epitaphs from Anatolia (modern Turkey). The majority of the epitaphs are from central Anatolia, particularly the ancient regions of Phrygia and Bithynia. Chapter 1, for the purpose of comparison, offers a small sample of more or less typical, non-Christian epitaphs from the same territory. Most of the epitaphs date approximately from C.E. 150-350. The epitaphs are presented in the original language (normally Greek), with translation into English on the facing page.

Code: 06 02 35
180 pages
Cloth: $39.95 0-7885-0120-8

The Asterisked Materials in the Greek Job
Peter John Gentry
This work is a thorough examination of the asterisked materials in the Greek Job. The author delimits the material, exhaustively describes how the revisionist rendered the Hebrew text both lexically and structurally—comparing the Greek and Hebrew noun for noun, verb for verb, and particle for particle—and places the asterisked materials within the history of the textual transmission of the Septuagint. Comparative and contrastable analysis between the material and the Old Greek of Job, the Greek Miner Prophets Scroll, the Greek Psalter, and Aquila is also performed.

Code: 06 04 38
598 pages
Cloth: $49.95 0-7885-0093-7
Paper: $33.95 0-7885-0094-5

The Davidic Dynasty Tradition in Early Judaism
Its History and Significance for Messianism
Kenneth E. Pomykala
This study traces how the biblical tradition about the Davidic dynasty was interpreted in early Jewish literature, in particular, how it was adapted and transformed in Chronicles, Ben Sira, 1 Maccabees, Psalms of Solomon, Qumran literature, 4 Ezra, and Josephus. The author argues that there was no continuous, widespread or uniform expectation for a Davidic messiah in the early Jewish period and such expectations did not emerge until the middle of the first century B.C.E. in response to specific historical and religious forces.

Code: 06 35 07
322 pages
Cloth: $39.95 0-7885-0068-6
Paper: $24.95 0-7885-0069-4

Follow Me!
Disciples in Markan Rhetoric
Whitney Shiner
"The odd story of Jesus' feckless disciples in the Gospel of Mark makes more sense than ever before after Whitney Shiner shows us a new way to read it. His carefully analyzed examples of the ways other ancient biographers depicted teachers and their followers puts Mark's story into sharp relief. And Shiner explains that story with rare sensitivity to its peculiar rhetoric.

—Wayne A. Meeks, Yale University

Code: 06 21 45
352 pages
Cloth: $29.95 1-55540-940-7
Paper: $19.95 1-55540-941-5
Hector petitionary, particular: Three possible functions of research pathological Yahweh to This work pages 490 04 00 54 Code: a healing deity develop its religious features that led Israel to Greece, compares thanksgiving. the temple Temple in role Mesopotamia, Israel and the temples of the Ancients Near East and the temples of Yahweh to explain those socio-religious features that led Israel to develop its own ideas about the role of the temple in health care. Both textual materials and the fruits of paleopathological research are employed. Three possible functions of a temple of a healing deity are examined in particular: petitionary, therapeutic, and thanksgiving.

Code: 04 00 54 490 pages Cloth: $49.95 0-7885-0096-8

Brown University

From Balaam to Jonah Anti-prophetic Satire in the Hebrew Bible David Marcus

This book examines four stories in the Bible which appear to be critical of prophets, and which may be called anti-prophetic satire. The story of Balaam and his donkey (Numbers 22:21-35); the story of the boys and the bald prophet (2 Kings 2:23-25); the story of the lying prophet (1 Kings 13), and the book of Jonah are studied in turn for what they reveal about the use of satire in the Hebrew Bible.

Code: 14 03 01 234 pages Cloth: $44.95 0-7885-0101-0

Sages, Stories, Authors, and Editors in Rabbinic Babylonia Richard Kalmin

This book argues that the Talmud preserves identifiable sources which were not fully homogenized by later editors, and contains usable historical information regarding the centuries prior to its final editing. Divided into two parts, the study examines primarily the Babylonian Talmud, also known as the Bavli, and to a lesser extent the Palestinian Talmud, also known as the Yerushalmi. The main interest of Part One (chapters 1-7) is literary. These chapters are concerned with the identification and description of the Bavli's diverse sources and only secondarily with their possible historicity. The main interest of Part Two, however (chapters 8-11), is historical. Thus, for example, the author argues that Babylonian Amora'im lacked unity and centralization. The work includes numerous appendices, a bibliography, and indexes to Biblical and Rabbinic passages, modern scholars, and a general index.

Code: 14 03 00 Cloth: $59.95 0-7885-0045-7

The History of Sukkot in the Second Temple and Rabbinic Periods Jeffrey L. Rubenstein

This study analyzes the history of the festival of Sukkot during the second temple and rabbinical periods. While the Jerusalem temple stood, Sukkot was the preeminent festival and primary pilgrimage. The cult observed the festival week with sacrifices, processions, fertility rites and other temple rituals. The destruction of the second temple in 70 C.E. left rabbinic Judaism with the question of how to celebrate Sukkot, a temple festival, without a temple. Which elements were retained from the cultic ritual and which were abandoned? What does the rabbinic Sukkot festival share with its antecedent of temple times and in what does it differ? How did Sukkot evolve in the later rabbinic periods as memories of the temple receded? The following study addresses these theoretical and practical issues by tracing the development of the festival over the course of a millennium.

Code: 14 03 02 384 pages Cloth: $49.95 0-7885-0130-5

The Studia Philonica Annual Studies in Hellenistic Judaism, Volume VI David T. Runia, editor

Code: 14 02 99 248 pages Cloth: $44.95 0-7885-0030-9

To order call: 1-800-437-6692 or write: Scholars Press P.O. Box 6996 Alpharetta, GA 30229-6996

Members receive a 33% discount on all direct orders
The Talmud of Babylonia
An American Translation
Jacob Neusner, translator

Now nearing its completion, The Talmud of Babylonia: An American Translation provides a comprehensive reference system with which sentences, paragraphs, and longer passages can be identified and located.

V.A: Yoma
Code: 14 02 94
Cloth: $59.95 0-7885-0007-4

V.B: Yoma
Code: 14 02 95
Cloth: $59.95 0-7885-0008-2

V.C: Yoma
Code: 14 02 96
Cloth: $59.95 0-7885-0009-0

XXII.D: Baba Batra
Code: 14 02 97
Cloth: $64.95 0-7885-0021-4

XXII.E: Baba Batra
Code: 14 02 98
Cloth: $64.95 0-7885-0022-8

McGill University

Reinhold Niebuhr (1892-1971)
A Centenary Appraisal
Gary A. Gaudin and Douglas John Hall, editors

In observance of the 100th birthday of Reinhold Niebuhr, a group of German, U.S. and Canadian scholars, many of whom are his former students, gathered in September of 1992 to assess the continuing impact and relevance of Niebuhr’s work. The resulting essays reflect a diversity of perspectives, and include contributions on the relationship between Niebuhr’s thought and feminism, Judaism, Germany, politics, and culture. Originally prepared for oral presentation, the essays are particularly accessible for nonspecialists, clergy, and students.

Code: 65 00 03
199 pages
Paper: $39.95 0-7885-0042-2

The Three Loves
Philosophy, Theology and World Religions
Robert C. Culley & William Klemper, editors

The essays collected in this volume were presented at the symposium held in honor of Professor Joseph C. McLelland. Essays address three of McLelland’s academic interests: philosophy, Reformation studies, theology and world religions. A bibliography of Professor McLelland’s published work is also included.

Code: 65 00 02
216 pages

University of South Florida

Judaism After the Death of “The Death of God”
Jacob Neusner

This work collects addresses and essays on contemporary theological issues of Judaism, in particular the status of Judaism in a post-secular age. Also included is a brief autobiographical note that summarizes the course of Neusner’s work during the last four decades.

Code: 24 01 09
202 pages
Cloth: $74.95 0-7885-0048-1

Approaches to Ancient Judaism
New Series
Volume Seven
Jacob Neusner, editor

This volume collects miscellaneous essays on a variety of topics by an array of authors, including Gary Rendsburg, Harold Goldblatt, Stanley Olson, Sara Mandell, Jack Lightstone, Herbert Basser, and Jacob Neusner.

Code: 24 01 10
273 pages
Cloth: $89.95 0-7885-0052-4

Paul and Judaism
An Anthropological Approach
Timo Laato

“In this important and timely book, Timo Laato challenges the widely-accepted conclusion of E. P. Sanders that Paul’s view of the role of grace and works in salvation was no different from that of Judaism. Laato’s careful work deserves a wide reading.”

—Donald A. Hagner

George Eldon Ladd Professor of New Testament, Fuller Theological Seminary

Code: 24 01 15
295 pages
Cloth: $74.95 0-7885-0100-3

The Documentary Foundation of Rabbinic Culture
Jacob Neusner

This work sets forth, through debates with his critics, the principal components of Jacob Neusner’s documentary method for reading the Rabbinic canon. By reviewing and explaining his methodological differences with other scholars engaged in reading the Rabbinic canon, the dimensions and strengths of Neusner’s systematic work are illuminated. Scholars whose criticism comes into review include Gerald L. brunch, S. J. D. Cohen, Arnold Maria Goldberg, Susan Handelman, Christine Hayes, James Kugel, Peter Schafer, Eliezer Segal, E. P. Sanders, and Lawrence H. Schiffman.

Code: 24 01 13
248 pages
Cloth: $64.95 0-7885-0092-9

Understanding Seeking Faith
Essays on the Case of Judaism
Volume Four: Judaism Then and Now
Jacob Neusner

Code: 24 01 14
324 pages
Cloth: $94.95 0-7885-0097-X
The Talmud of Babylonia
An Academic Commentary
A Complete Outline
Jacob Neusner

Pursuant to, and made possible by, his 37-volume Talmud of Babylonia: An Academic Commentary (also published by Scholars Press), the Complete Outline provides the first systematic outline of the Talmud of Babylonia in its entirety. On the basis of this outline, scholars will now be able, among other tasks, to identify the types of compositions the Babli's framers used, the context in which these types were deployed and for what purposes. Against received opinion, as articulated by Adin Steinzals and Robert Goldenberg for example, the Outline demonstrates that the Babli is organized, purposeful, and systematic.

Volume I A: Tractate Berakhot and the Division of Appointed Times
From Tractate Berakhot through Tractate Pesahim
Code: 24 30 39
430 pages
Cloth: $114.95 0-7885-0112-7

Volume I B: Tractate Berakhot and the Division of Appointed Times
From Tractate Yoma through Tractate Hagigah
Code: 24 30 40
460 pages
Cloth: $114.95 0-7885-0013-5

Volume II A: The Division of Women
From Tractate Yeramot through Tractate Ketubot
Code: 24 30 41
314 pages
Cloth: $94.95 0-7885-0114-3

Volume II B: The Division of Women
From Tractate Nedarim through Tractate Qiddushin
Code: 24 30 42
382 pages (1995)
Cloth: $109.95 0-7885-0115-1

Volume III A: The Division of Damages
From Tractate Baba Qamma through Tractate Baba Batra
Code: 24 30 31
467 pages
Cloth: $114.95 0-7885-0087-2

Volume III B: The Division of Damages
From Tractate Makkot through Tractate Horayot
Code: 243038
335 pages
Cloth: $99.95 0-7885-0111-9

Volume IV A: The Division of Holy Things
From Tractate Zebahim through Tractate Hullin
Code: 24 30 27
327 pages
Cloth: $99.95 0-7885-0053-8

Volume IV B: The Division of Holy Things
From Tractate Behorot through Tractate Niddah
Code: 243037
437 pages
Cloth: $114.95 0-7885-0110-0

South Florida-Rochester-Saint Louis

Religion and the Social Order
What Kinds of Lessons Does History Teach?
Jacob Neusner, editor

This volume collects papers originally read at the University of South Florida conference "Religion and the Social Order: The Lessons of History," February 19-22, 1994. An international array of scholars here reflects on the topic of how religion defines, and is defined by, society. Each paper is both methodologically reflective and exemplary of what working scholars do in the conduct of their research.

Code: 24 50 11
302 pages
Cloth: $89.95 0-7885-0054-6

The Polish Challenge
Foundations for Dialogue in the Works of Adam Schaff and Józef Tischner
Helena Czosnyka

The political demise of Marxist states in recent years has not invalidated Marxism as an ideology, especially in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union. This work investigates Marxist-Christian dialogue in contemporary Poland by examining the works of two of the most prominent protagonists in that dialogue, Adam Schaff and Józef Tischner.

Code: 24 50 13
Cloth: $74.95 0-7885-0062-7

Faith and Contexts
Further Essays 1952-1990
Walter J. Ong, S. J.
Thomas J. Farrell & Paul A. Soukup, editors

This third collection of writings by Walter J. Ong, S. J., like the previous two volumes published by Scholars Press, includes essays directly related to religious faith and religious history. In addition to these, however, this third volume includes essays on the development of phenomenological cultural studies, as well as an introductory Preface by Thomas J. Farrell that locates the essays in this collection to Ong's other essays and books.

Code: 24 50 05
270 pages
Cloth: $84.95 1-55540-976-8

Christianity and the Stranger
Francis W. Nichols, editor

Code: 24 50 12
Cloth: $84.95 0-7885-0125-9

To order call:
1-800-437-6692 or write: Scholars Press
P.O. Box 6996
Alpharetta, GA 30239-6996

Members receive a 33% discount on all direct orders
DATES AND DEADLINES

September 1 ➤ Preregistration Confirmation Kits mailed for preregistrations received in May, June, and July
September 29 ➤ 1995 dues must be paid by this date in order to register for the Annual Meeting at the member rate
September 30 ➤ Preregistration ends for 1995 Annual Meeting
October 27 ➤ Employment Information Services (EIS) Center preregistration deadline
November 2 ➤ Housing reservation deadline with Welcome Philadelphia! for Annual Meeting
November 10 ➤ Preregistration refund request deadline
November 18 ➤ 1995 AAR/SBL Annual Meeting begins at 12 noon, Philadelphia Marriott and Pennsylvania Convention Center
December 29 ➤ No refunds of any kind after this date

JOINT VENTURES DEPARTMENT:
- Suzanne Wells, Joint Ventures Manager; Miki McBride-Sala, Associate Joint Ventures Manager; Gina T. Rupley, Marketing/Production Coordinator; Diahn C. Dunklin, Database/Registration Coordinator; and Deena B. Jenifer, Administrative Assistant

THE AAR/SBL ANNUAL MEETING
THE ANNUAL MEETING of the American Academy of Religion and the Society of Biblical Literature is a gathering of scholars, the largest of its kind. The city of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, is hosting the 1995 Annual Meeting and providing a wonderful atmosphere for convening. Included on the following pages is all of the information necessary to preregister and make hotel and travel reservations.

By registering early for the Annual Meeting, you save $10-$15 and avoid the onsite registration lines. Registration allows you to visit the exhibit hall, attend all AAR and SBL sessions, and join attendees for the AAR/SBL Reception.

The headquarter hotel is the Philadelphia Marriott. Ten other hotels are also holding room blocks at special rates for Annual Meeting participants. Hotels fill up very quickly; please make your reservations early. See you in Philadelphia!

PREREGISTRATION
Save $10-$15 and avoid the onsite registration lines by preregistering for the 1995 AAR/SBL Annual Meeting. Dues for 1995 must be paid by September 29 in order to preregister at the member rate. Complete the enclosed preregistration form and return it with your preregistration fee by September 30 to: AAR/SBL Annual Meeting Preregistration, P.O. Box 15399, Atlanta, GA 30333-0399. Please make checks payable to AAR/SBL Annual Meeting. Preregistrations received after the September 30 deadline will be returned. If you did not receive a preregistration form, please call 404-727-2343 or E-MAIL: meetings_management@unix.cc.emory.edu to request one.

SPOUSE/PARTNER REGISTRATION
The reduced registration fee for spouses or partners includes a name badge for admittance to all sessions and the exhibit hall, and a reception ticket for admission to the AAR/SBL Reception. It does not include a Program Book or Book of Abstracts.
**PREREGISTRATION CONFIRMATION KITS**

Preregistration confirmation kits will be mailed beginning September 1. The confirmation kits will include a name badge, AAR/SBL Reception ticket, and a rolodex card for use in locating colleagues at the meeting. Registrants may attend all regular meeting sessions, the AAR/SBL Reception, and the exhibit hall. Admission to the AAR/SBL Reception is by name badge and ticket, and admission to the exhibit hall is by name badge only. The 1995 AAR/SBL Book of Abstracts will be available in the registration area in the Pennsylvania Convention Center.

**REFUND POLICY**

All refunds must be requested in writing by November 10, 1995. If you have received your name badge and reception ticket, return these with your request. A $25 administrative fee will be assessed per registration. Refunds requested by the November 10 deadline will be issued by December 31, 1995. Refunds on double registrations, whether preregistration or onsite registration, will be granted if the registration is requested by December 31, 1995. Proof of payment, either by front and back copy of cancelled check or by credit card statement, may be required. Receipt of written refund requests will be confirmed by letter.

Refunds will not be given on the reduced student and retired member fees.

**MEMBERSHIP DUES**

To preregister at member rates, 1995 dues must be paid by September 29. If you have any questions regarding dues payment, please contact Member/Subscriber Services at Scholars Press, 404-727-2345, E-MAIL: scholars@unix.cc.emory.edu.

**PROGRAM BOOK**

The AAR/SBL Annual Meeting Program was mailed at the beginning of September. More than 11,000 programs were mailed worldwide to all members of AAR and SBL whose dues and addresses were current with Member/Subscriber Services as of August 1.

**TRAVEL DISCOUNTS**

Travel Agents International, the official travel management firm for the Annual Meeting, has made arrangements for special discounted airfares for travel to Philadelphia. With Travel Agents International, you will receive a 5% discount off the lowest applicable promotional fares aboard participating carriers, or 10% off the regular round-trip coach fares (meeting all airline restrictions). These fares are valid for travel into the Philadelphia International Airport. Call toll free: 800-842-9349 and identify yourself as an AAR/SBL Annual Meeting attendee. Outside the U.S., call 404-641-0213. FAX: 404-641-0913. Your tickets and boarding passes will be sent to you via certified mail.

**AIRPORT TRANSFERS**

Taxi fare from the Philadelphia International Airport to downtown hotels is $20.00. SuperShuttle Philadelphia provides shuttles for $8.00 each way. Book your airline ticket through Travel Agents International (see above) and receive a $2.00 discount off of roundtrip or $1.00 off each way.

---

**TRAVEL AGENTS INTERNATIONAL**

**SPECIAL CONVENTION AIRFARES: 800-842-9349**

**Guaranteed Savings:** Receive a 5% discount off the lowest applicable promotional fares aboard participating carriers or 10% off the regular roundtrip coach fares (meeting all airline restrictions). These discounted airfares are valid for travel into the Philadelphia International Airport.

Call Travel Agents International today and save.

**CHILD CARE**

Most hotels keep a register of licensed child care agencies. Guests of the Penn Tower Hotel, located on the University of Pennsylvania campus, are given access to the Penn Children’s Center. Contact the concierge of each hotel directly for further details.

- Philadelphia Marriott: 215-972-6700
- Doubletree: 215-893-1600
- Holiday Inn Select Center City: 215-561-7500
- Holiday Inn Independence Mall: 215-923-8660
- Holiday Inn Express: 215-735-9300
- Omni at Independence Park: 215-925-0000
- Penn Tower Hotel: 215-898-6499 (Denise Fortunato)
- Sheraton Society Hill: 215-238-6000
- Sheraton University City: 215-387-8000
- Warwick: 215-735-6000

If you are interested in child care at the Annual Meeting, please complete and return the survey located on page 4 of the Preregistration Packet found in the May and September issues of Religious Studies News.

**Registration Hours:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Friday, November 17</td>
<td>4pm – 8pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday, November 18</td>
<td>8am – 5pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday, November 19</td>
<td>8am – 5pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday, November 20</td>
<td>8am – 5pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday, November 21</td>
<td>8am – 10am</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mail to: AAR/SBL Annual Meeting Preregistration, Scholars Press, P.O. Box 15399, Atlanta, GA 30333-0399. Send express packages to: Scholars Press, 819 Houston Mill Road, NE, Atlanta, GA 30329.

Please check if you require special assistance to fully participate. Attach a written description of needs.

Member ID# ___________ (1995 dues must be paid by September 29 to preregister at the member rate.)

Check box if you have applied for membership in the past 30 days.
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The AAR and SBL are inviting contributions from our members as you complete the 1995 AAR/SBL Annual Meeting Preregistration Form.

As you register for the 1995 Annual Meeting please take a moment to consider the many ways the AAR supports you and your work as a religion scholar.

- The Annual Meeting: the largest annual gathering of religion scholars and publishers in the world.
- The Journal of the American Academy of Religion: the only scholarly journal dedicated to the entire field of religion.
- Religious Studies News: your source for news and information about what is happening in the field of religion and in the AAR.
- Spotlight on Teaching: serious reflection and concrete advice on the art of teaching religion.
- AAR's Publication Program: scholars publishing books by scholars for scholars.
- AAR Research Grants: supporting individual and collaborative projects by AAR members.

The AAR is dedicated to expanding existing programs and finding new ways to support the scholars who, like yourself, are interested in the academic study of religion. Please consider adding a tax deductible contribution to your Annual Meeting registration check. Your contribution will serve the field by helping us to serve you better.

The Society of Biblical Literature is in the final stage of its effort to secure member support for the 21st Century Challenge Campaign. We invite you to join your colleagues in making a difference in this important venture. By giving to the Campaign, you will benefit the Society, your discipline, and yourself:

- Contributions are fully tax deductible in the U.S., and every dollar you give makes the Society eligible for an immediate matching gift of 75 cents.
- Your support will help us gain outside funding in the next stage of the Campaign (granting agencies will make their decisions in part based on the percentage of SBL members who have supported the Campaign).
- Sharing research "in published form" is one of the founding purposes of the SBL. In a world where institutional support for publication projects is declining, the SBL has nurtured the vision of sponsoring essential research projects in biblical studies and producing high quality, affordable finished volumes (and, now, electronic resources). With your help, the Campaign will continue turning this vision into reality in the next generation.
- One focus of the Campaign is to promote gender-inclusiveness and racial-ethnic diversity in all areas of biblical scholarship. Your gifts will make possible various recruitment and mentoring programs and will bring a greater variety of voices to enhance the Annual Meeting experience.

Please consider a gift to the Society's 21st Century Challenge Campaign when completing your 1995 AAR/SBL Annual Meeting Preregistration Form (form enclosed). Because of the matching grant, a gift of $10 will become $17.50; a gift of $25 will become $43.75; and a gift of $50 will become $87.50. We look forward to successfully completing the membership-giving phase of the Campaign in 1995.

Contributions by joint AAR/SBL members will be evenly divided between the two associations unless you specify otherwise. All gifts are nonrefundable and will be acknowledged by the society to which the contribution was made.
HOUSING FOR 1995 ANNUAL MEETING
November 18-21 • Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Housing Opens: May 18 • Housing Closes: November 2

IMPORTANT INFORMATION:
The first night's deposit is required for each room reserved. You may pay the deposit by credit card (Visa, MasterCard, American Express, Diners Club or Discover) or by a check made payable to your hotel upon confirmation. Credit cards will be billed immediately for the first night's deposit.

- IF RESERVATION IS PHONED IN, DO NOT FAX OR MAIL
- A DEPOSIT IS REQUIRED FOR ALL RESERVATIONS
- USE ONE FORM PER ROOM RESERVED

1. To Make Reservations

| TO FAX: | 800-977-7733 |
| or | 215-977-5656 (Outside U.S. and Canada) |

**TO CALL:** 215-977-4452

Prior to calling for reservations, please have the following information available:
1. Meeting name
2. 1st, 2nd, and 3rd choice of hotel
3. Arrival/Departure dates and times
4. Number of rooms required
5. Type of room—single, double, etc.

**TO MAIL:** Welcome Philadelphia!
260 M*Power
2401 Walnut Street, 6th Floor
Philadelphia, PA 19103-4390

Separate this sheet from the preregistration form and mail to Welcome Philadelphia!

2. General Information

SEND CONFIRMATION TO:

First Name ____________________________________________ Last Name ____________________________________________

Title ________________________________________________

Company ____________________________________________

Address ____________________________________________

City __________________________ State/Province _____________

Postal Code __________________________ Country __________

Phone __________________________ Fax __________________________

3. Hotel Information

INSTRUCTIONS: Select three hotels of your choice, to facilitate processing of your request. See map with hotel list and rates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FIRST</th>
<th>SECOND</th>
<th>THIRD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Occupant's Names:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room Type</th>
<th>Arrival Date</th>
<th>Arrival Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single—1 Bed/1 Person</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double—1 Bed/2 Persons</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twin—2 Beds/2 Persons</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double/Double—2 Beds/3 or 4 Persons</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suite—Parlor/1 Bedroom</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suite—Parlor/2 Bedrooms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number of People staying in suite __________________________

| Special Requests: __________________________ |

4. Deposit Information

If paying for your first night's deposit by check, please wait until you receive your hotel confirmation, then send the check directly to your confirmed hotel. Make checks payable to the hotel.

Please bill my: [ ] Visa [ ] MC [ ] AMEX [ ] Diners Club [ ] Discover

Credit Card Number _______________________________________________

Expiration Date _______________________________________________

Name of Card Holder _______________________________________________

Authorized Signature _______________________________________________
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HOTEL SELECTION

Review the hotel list and corresponding city map on this page to choose your hotel. Let Welcome Philadelphia! know your three hotel choices. Welcome Philadelphia! will check to see if those hotels are available. If those hotels are full, the bureau will suggest other AAR/SBL properties still available from which you may make a selection.

CONFIRMATIONS

You will receive an acknowledgement when you make your reservation with Welcome Philadelphia! You will also receive a confirmation by mail from your hotel. Mailed confirmations should reach you within 14 days.

If you receive an incorrect confirmation, please contact Welcome Philadelphia! immediately to correct your reservation. The bureau will send you a corrected acknowledgement.

SPECIAL HOTEL RESERVATION REQUESTS

A special block of rooms has been reserved for physically challenged attendees. Suites are also available. Contact Suzanne Wells, Joint Ventures Manager, at 404-727-2340 or E-mail: meetings_management@unix.cc.emory.edu to request special accommodations.

CANCELLATION OR CHANGES TO RESERVATIONS

Hotel accommodation questions, changes and cancellations can be made with Welcome Philadelphia! until November 10, 1995. After November 10, you should contact the hotel directly. Note that cancellations must be received at least 72 hours prior to arrival date for a refund of your deposit.

HOTEL & RATES (NUMBER OF ROOMS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HOTEL</th>
<th>SINGLE</th>
<th>DOUBLE</th>
<th>TRIPLE</th>
<th>QUAD</th>
<th>SUITE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia Marriott (1100)</td>
<td>$75</td>
<td>$93</td>
<td>$119</td>
<td>$139</td>
<td>♦</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doubletree (350)</td>
<td>$75</td>
<td>$93</td>
<td>$103</td>
<td>$113</td>
<td>♦</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holiday Inn Select Center City (375)</td>
<td>$75</td>
<td>$93</td>
<td>$103</td>
<td>$113</td>
<td>♦</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holiday Inn Independence Mall (250)</td>
<td>$75</td>
<td>$93</td>
<td>$103</td>
<td>$113</td>
<td>♦</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holiday Inn Express (140)</td>
<td>$75</td>
<td>$90</td>
<td>$90</td>
<td></td>
<td>♦</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omni at Independence Park (1100)</td>
<td>$75</td>
<td>$93</td>
<td>$119</td>
<td>$139</td>
<td>♦</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penn Tower Hotel (90)</td>
<td>$75</td>
<td>$75</td>
<td>$75</td>
<td>$75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheraton Society Hill (250)</td>
<td>$75</td>
<td>$93</td>
<td>$113</td>
<td>$133</td>
<td>♦</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheraton University City (200)</td>
<td>$75</td>
<td>$93</td>
<td>$111</td>
<td>$129</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warwick (125)</td>
<td>$75</td>
<td>$93</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>♦</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyndham-Franklin Plaza (600)</td>
<td>$75</td>
<td>$93</td>
<td>$118</td>
<td>$118</td>
<td>♦</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

♦ These hotels have a limited number of suites available at 50% off the regular '95 suite rate.

Note: All rates are subject to local taxes, currently 11% plus $1.50 occupancy tax per room per night.
A number of papers to be discussed at the Annual Meeting are available in advance of the meeting. Some may be obtained by writing to addresses given in the program; most have been published in the SBL 1995 Seminar Papers. Members who wish to participate in sessions for which papers have been pre-published should order the papers without delay. The volume should be mailed around the first of October.

The SBL 1995 Seminar Papers contains articles related to the following program units:

- African-American Theology and Biblical Hermeneutics Group (S105)
- Divine Mediator Figures in Antiquity Group (S20, S160)
- Formation of the Book of Isaiah Seminar (S110)
- Greco-Roman Religions Section (S140, S163)
- Historical Jesus Section (S43, S93)
- Intertextuality in Christian Apocrypha Seminar (S142, S181)
- Matthew Group (S73, S146)
- Pauline Theology Group (S169, S205)
- Philo of Alexandria Seminar (S170)
- Prayer in the Greco-Roman World Group (S97)
- Rhetoric and the New Testament Section (S78)
- Synoptic Gospels Section (S81)
- Wisdom, Apocalyptic, and Early Christianity Consultation (S122, S151)
AAR Roundtable Sessions (A176)

Monday, November 20, 1995, 11:45am–12:45pm
M-Salon H

Please make reservations by November 7. Reservations for remaining seats and paper pick-up is onsite at the Information Desk near Annual Meeting registration. Participation is limited to nine seats at each table.

1. David H. Aaron, Wellesley College
   The Anti-Mysticism Polemic in Genesis Rabbah

2. Scott C. Alexander, Indiana University, Bloomington
   Enscripting Knowledge: Revisiting an Old (?) Controversy

3. John E. Benson, Augsburg College
   Using the “Kinesthetic Image Schemas” of Linguistic Cognitivists George Lakoff and Mark Johnson in the Teaching of Religion

4. Loriliai Biernacki, University of Pennsylvania
   The God of Truth in the Land of Plenty: The Creation of the Indian Immigrant Self-Identity through the Ritual of the Satya Nárâyana Vrat Kathā

5. Marcus C. Bruce, Bates College

6. Barbara E. Galli, McGill University
   Facing Hermann Cohen, Rosenzweig Considers Faith and Knowledge

7. P. Pratap Kumar, University of Durban-Westville, Durban, South Africa
   Hinduism in South Africa: Problems and Issues in Crosscultural Understanding

8. Harriet Lutzky, University of Paris
   The Significance of the Sacred as “Set Apart”

9. Mark W. MacWilliams, Bethany College
   Seeing Kannon Temples: Story, Image, and Sacred Space in the Chichibu Kannon Pilgrimage

10. Shaul Magid, Rice University
    Modernity as Heresy: The Introvertive Piety of Faith in R. Aaron Roth’s (Reb Arelah) Shomer Emunim

11. Douglas K. Mikkelson, University of Hawaii, Hilo
    Pedagogy and Silver Screen Gospels

12. G. Tom Milazzo, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
    Rabbi Akiba and the Silence of God

13. Malcolm Nazareth, Temple University
    Mehta’s Movie on Reverend Tilak: Postcolonial Construct or Hindutavadi Distortion?

14. Lillian Sigal, Kendall College of Art and Design
    Thanksgiving: A Sacred or Profane Feast?

15. Gene Paul Strayer, Lancaster Theological Seminary
    Christ-Mysticism in Beethoven’s Missa Solemnis: The Relevance of Music for the Study of Mysticism

AAR ROUNDTABLES
Monday, November 20, 1995
11:45AM–12:45PM

Seating is by reservation only and is limited to nine participants per table.

NAME __________________________
ADDRESS ________________________
CITY ____________________________ STATE ______ ZIP _______

Return order form to: Annual Meeting Roundtables • Scholars Press • P. O. Box 15399
Atlanta, GA 30333-0399 • 404-727-2343

Room Locator Code: Marriott, C Convention Center. Floor plans and room charts are on pages 342-347.
Members of the Society have pledged a remarkable $240,000 to this Campaign. Each dollar given by an SBL member is matched with 75¢ by an anonymous donor. Time is running out, however, on the anonymous donor’s offer to match 75% of each gift received from members of the Society. Your gift of $200 will be matched with $150, $100 with $75, and $50 with $37.50. By year end, the Society will publish an honor roll of members who have contributed to this campaign.

- Through December 31, 1995, each $100 contribution will be matched with $75 by an anonymous donor. Member contributions up to $500,000 will be met by as much as $375,000 in matching funds.

- Help us meet our goal to: facilitate wider participation in the Society’s mission, especially among minority and international groups; extend the number of us working toward better support for cooperative and individual research; and take more advantage of technological innovations available for research and teaching.

---

The Society
of Biblical
Literature
Twenty-First
Century
Challenge
•
Building on
our Past
Securing
Our Future

The Society of Biblical Literature Challenge Campaign, I pledge $

Gifts may be paid through December, 1995.

Amount enclosed $ Please charge my credit card in the amount of U.S. $

Signature

Card number □ MasterCard □ Visa

Expiration date

I wish this pledge to be anonymous. □ You may publish my name in a list of donors.

Please contact me regarding my interest in making a memorial gift.

Signed

Address City

State Zip Country Phone Number

Please make checks payable to The Society of Biblical Literature and mail to the Society of Biblical Literature Challenge Campaign, 1549 Clairmont Road, Suite 204, Decatur, GA 30033-4635.

Your contribution is tax-deductible to the extent allowed by the law and will be eligible for matching funds from an anonymous donor.
The following specially designed tours have been arranged as part of the AAR Continuum Arts Series. The tours are offered only at the times listed below and space is limited. AAR and joint members receive priority. Since there is no onsite registration for the tours, preregistration must be completed using the form below. See page 8 for descriptions.

On the reservation form, please indicate the tour in which you'd like to participate and the number in your party. Note the cost per person and send a check for the tour. If space is not available, your check will be returned. The cost of the tour also admits you to the museum.

Your cancelled check serves as your confirmation.

By October 15, send your completed application form and a check made payable to the American Academy of Religion to Tours, AAR, 1703 Clifton Road NE, Suite G5, Atlanta, GA 30329-4075.

Participants meet in the lobby of the Marriott Hotel at 9:30am for a walk or taxi to the museum (about 10 blocks away). The tour begins at 10:30am.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NUMBER IN PARTY (PERSONS)</th>
<th>TOUR LIMIT</th>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>COST/PERSON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saints and Sinners (A11)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Saturday, 11/18</td>
<td>10:30am-12:30pm</td>
<td>$8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Orient Express (A11)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Saturday, 11/18</td>
<td>10:30am-12:30pm</td>
<td>$8.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Name __________________________ Organization: ☐ AAR ☐ AAR/SBL ☐ SBL ☐ Non-member
Address _________________________ City _______ State _______ Zip _______

Return the completed order form and check(s) no later than October 15 to Tours, AAR, 1703 Clifton Road NE, Suite G5, Atlanta, GA 30329-4075.
Employment Information Services

Bring your September and November OPENINGS to the Employment Information Services Center.
(See OPENINGS for details.)

1995 EIS Center
Sponsored by AAR and SBL, the Employment Information Services Center (formerly the Placement Assistance Center) operates each year at the Annual Meeting. The EIS Center provides a structured meeting ground where employers and applicants can review résumés and job descriptions, make contacts, and schedule and conduct interviews. The 1995 EIS Center will be held in the exhibit hall of the hotel, the Philadelphia Marriott.

1995 Employment Information Services Center

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>November 1995</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>Nov. 17</td>
<td>Early check-in:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5:00PM–6:30PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Orientation:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7:00PM–8:30PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>Nov. 18</td>
<td>8:00AM–12:00 noon/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12:45PM–5:00PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>Nov. 19</td>
<td>8:00AM–12:00 noon/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12:45PM–5:00PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>Nov. 20</td>
<td>8:00AM–12:00 noon/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12:45PM–5:00PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>Nov. 21</td>
<td>8:00AM–11:30AM;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>messages available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>noon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Onsite registration ends at 5pm on Sunday.

Applicants
Anyone wishing to participate in the EIS Center as an applicant needs to complete an Applicant Résumé Form and send it with payment to the Employment Information Services office. Applicant preregistrations will be accepted through October 27. The preregistration fee is $10. Do not send the preregistration fee without the completed Applicant form! Applicant forms will be included with the July, September and November issues of OPENINGS, or may be obtained by contacting the EIS office at 404-727-2343. Applicants who register onsite must provide 5 copies of the completed form and pay the $15 onsite fee.

Employers
Preregistration for employers is $90 and is open through October 27. The onsite registration fee is $110. Employers may submit as many job forms as desired for the one fee. Jobs listed through the EIS Center should be advertised in the September or November issue of OPENINGS whenever possible. 1995 EIS Center Employer Notice of Opening Forms are available and may be obtained by contacting the EIS office at 404-727-2343.

Private Interview Rooms
Employers who are preregistered for the EIS Center may reserve a Private Interview Room. Twenty-five rooms are available in the Philadelphia Marriott. Reserved Interview Rooms are scheduled for the duration of the meeting: 8am–5pm, Saturday, Sunday, and Monday. There is an additional cost for this service. Anyone interested in a reservation should contact Miki McBride-Sala at 404-727-2343.

OPENINGS
Most of the job opportunities listed in the 1995 EIS Center will be advertised in the September or November issue of OPENINGS: Employment Opportunities for Scholars of Religion. OPENINGS is published six times a year, January, March, May, July, September, and November, and is international in scope. Advertisements are listed from colleges, universities, seminaries, and major publishing houses, and include full-time, tenure-track, replacement, fellowship, and research positions. For advertising information, contact the EIS office at 404-727-2343.
Subscribe to OPENINGS, the only publication completely devoted to the latest job opportunities in religion, biblical studies, and related fields!

OPENINGS Subscription Form

- New
- Renewal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individual</th>
<th>Canada/ Mexico</th>
<th>Outside N. America</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAR/SBL Student Member</td>
<td>$16</td>
<td>$20*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAR/SBL Regular Member</td>
<td>$26</td>
<td>$30*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonmember</td>
<td>$36</td>
<td>$40*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Canada/ Mexico</th>
<th>Outside N. America</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Department Copy</td>
<td>$36</td>
<td>$40*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library Copy</td>
<td>$36</td>
<td>$40*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Includes cost for airmail delivery.

Subscription payments received after the beginning of an issue month may be applied to take effect the following issue.

MEMBERS: Dues must be paid for the current year in order to subscribe/renew at member rates. Paying for OPENINGS at the member rate before you dues are paid will delay your subscription.

INSTITUTIONS: Use this form as a PROFORMA INVOICE when necessary.

PAYMENTS: Payments must be made in U. S. dollars, drawn on a U. S. bank or Canadian U. S. dollar account, by postal money order, or by MasterCard or Visa. Account number, expiration date, and signature required for charges. (Note: credit card charges will appear as “Scholars Press” on your statement.)

Name ___________________________ Preferred Title ___________________________
Mailing Address ___________________________
City ___________________________ State ____________ Postal Code __________
Country ___________________________
Method of Payment:                  □ Check for $__________________
                                      □ Charge my □ MasterCard □ VISA for $__________________

Charge Card Number ___________________________ Expiration Date ___________________________

Signature ___________________________

RETURN ENTIRE FORM WITH PAYMENT TO: OPENINGS
Scholars Press
P.O. Box 15399
Atlanta, GA 30333-0399

SCHOLARS PRESS FED. TAX ID NO.: 81-0351399
Membership

American Academy of Religion
The American Academy of Religion is a learned society and professional association of scholars and teachers in the field of religion. Through academic conferences and meetings, publications, and a variety of programs and membership services, the Academy fosters excellence in scholarship and teaching. Within a context of free inquiry and critical examination, the Academy welcomes all disciplined reflection on religion and seeks to enhance its broad public understanding.

The AAR holds a seat on the American Council of Learned Societies and works cooperatively with other associations in promoting the academic study of religion. Membership is open to all who share an interest in the field and in supporting the work of the Academy. Payment after September 30 is for the following year's dues. AAR members receive the quarterly Journal of the American Academy of Religion (JAAR), the quarterly newspaper Religious Studies News (RSN), the semi-annual Spotlight on Teaching, and information about regional meetings.

Society of Biblical Literature
Founded in 1880, the Society of Biblical Literature is a non-profit, non-political, learned membership society whose purpose is to stimulate the critical investigation of biblical literature, together with other related literature, by the exchange of scholarly research both in published form and in public forum. The Society endeavors to support those disciplines and subdisciplines pertinent to the illumination of the literatures and religions of the ancient Near East and Mediterranean regions, such as the study of ancient languages, textual criticism, history and archaeology. The SBL is a constituent member of the American Council of Learned Societies, the National Humanities Alliance, and the National Cultural Alliance. Membership in the SBL is open to any individual with an interest in the academic study of the Bible. Current enrollment includes approximately 5500 members from 80 countries. SBL members receive the quarterly Journal of Biblical Literature (JBL), the quarterly newspaper Religious Studies News (RSN) and announcements about the Society's annual, international, and regional meetings.

Joint AAR/SBL Membership
Joint AAR/SBL members receive the benefits of membership in both societies, including Religious Studies News, JAAR and JBL.

All Memberships
Members of both the AAR and the SBL, as well as Joint AAR/SBL members receive Religious Studies News (RSN), a quarterly newsletter, and the Annual Meeting Program Book. All members receive discounts on Annual Meeting registration fees, on books purchased through Scholars Press, and on subscriptions to Critical Review of Books in Religion, OPENINGS: Employment Opportunities for Scholars of Religion, and Semites.
# Membership Dues

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ANNUAL SALARY</th>
<th>AAR</th>
<th>RETIRED* AAR</th>
<th>SBL</th>
<th>RETIRED* SBL</th>
<th>JOINT AAR/SBL</th>
<th>RETIRED* AAR/SBL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$70,000–plus</td>
<td>$110</td>
<td>$88</td>
<td>$90</td>
<td>$72</td>
<td>$160</td>
<td>$128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$62,000–69,999</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$80</td>
<td>$90</td>
<td>$72</td>
<td>$152</td>
<td>$122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$58,000–61,999</td>
<td>$95</td>
<td>$76</td>
<td>$85</td>
<td>$68</td>
<td>$144</td>
<td>$115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$54,000–57,999</td>
<td>$90</td>
<td>$72</td>
<td>$80</td>
<td>$64</td>
<td>$136</td>
<td>$109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$50,000–53,999</td>
<td>$85</td>
<td>$68</td>
<td>$75</td>
<td>$60</td>
<td>$128</td>
<td>$102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$46,000–49,999</td>
<td>$75</td>
<td>$60</td>
<td>$70</td>
<td>$56</td>
<td>$116</td>
<td>$93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$42,000–45,999</td>
<td>$70</td>
<td>$56</td>
<td>$65</td>
<td>$52</td>
<td>$108</td>
<td>$86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$38,000–41,999</td>
<td>$65</td>
<td>$52</td>
<td>$60</td>
<td>$48</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$34,000–37,999</td>
<td>$60</td>
<td>$48</td>
<td>$55</td>
<td>$44</td>
<td>$92</td>
<td>$74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$30,000–33,999</td>
<td>$55</td>
<td>$44</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>$40</td>
<td>$84</td>
<td>$67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$26,000–29,999</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>$40</td>
<td>$45</td>
<td>$36</td>
<td>$76</td>
<td>$61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$22,000–25,999</td>
<td>$45</td>
<td>$36</td>
<td>$40</td>
<td>$32</td>
<td>$68</td>
<td>$54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$18,000–21,999</td>
<td>$35</td>
<td>$28</td>
<td>$35</td>
<td>$28</td>
<td>$56</td>
<td>$45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$17,999 or less</td>
<td>$35</td>
<td>$28</td>
<td>$30</td>
<td>$24</td>
<td>$52</td>
<td>$42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Student with valid ID** | $20 | NA | $20 | NA | $32 | NA

See International Mailing Fee (on page 312) if your address is outside the U.S.

* Age 65 or older and retired from full-time employment

** Please send photocopy.

---

### Special Subscription Rates Available to AAR or SBL Members

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>United States</th>
<th>Canada/Mexico</th>
<th>Outside North America</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Openings</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular AAR/SBL Members</td>
<td>$26</td>
<td>$30</td>
<td>$39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Members</td>
<td>$16</td>
<td>$20</td>
<td>$29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Critical Review of Books in Religion</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular AAR/SBL Members</td>
<td>$15</td>
<td>$18</td>
<td>$18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retired Members</td>
<td>$12</td>
<td>$15</td>
<td>$15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Semeia</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular AAR/SBL Members</td>
<td>$20</td>
<td>$20 + postage*</td>
<td>$20 + postage*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retired Members</td>
<td>$16</td>
<td>$16 + postage*</td>
<td>$16 + postage*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* See International Mailing Fee (on page 312) if address is outside the U.S.
Subscriptions

Journal of the American Academy of Religion

JAAR includes scholarly articles on the full range of world religious traditions together with studies of the methodologies by which they are explored. Each issue contains major articles of general interest and importance and a lengthy book review section. Published quarterly; circa 192 pages per issue.

Editor: Glenn Yocum, Whittier College

Institution $60
(Individuals see member information.)

See International Mailing Fee if address is outside of the U.S.

Journal of Biblical Literature

Bringing the highest level of technical expertise to bear on the canon, cognate literature, and historical matrix of the Bible, this century-old journal of the Society of Biblical Literature remains the epicenter of communication among biblical scholars in North America. A lengthy book review section monitors European as well as American publishing with impressive completeness. Published quarterly; circa 192 pages per issue.

Editor: Jouette M. Bassler, Perkins School of Theology

Institution $50
(Individuals see member information.)

See International Mailing Fee if address is outside of the U.S.

Critical Review of Books in Religion

This hardcover annual, published by the American Academy of Religion and the Society of Biblical Literature, includes review articles assessing scholarly works on a single topic or in a specific field, reviews evaluating individual books, an extensive book list calling attention to newly published second editions, reprints, translations, and paperback editions, and a complete author index providing the scholar with an indispensable research tool. Published annually; circa 400-500 pages per issue.

Editor: Eldon Jay Epp, Case Western Reserve University

Non-member individual $20
(AAR/SBL members see member information.)

Institution $25
($20 if a JAAR or JBL subscriber)

Add $3 for International Mailing Fee if address is outside of the U.S.

Semeia

Employing the methods, models, and findings of linguistics, folklore studies, contemporary literary criticism, structuralism, social anthropology, and other such disciplines to open new areas of biblical studies, Semeia, a project of the Society of Biblical Literature, is experimental in both form and content. Published quarterly; circa 160 pages per issue.

Editor: Daniel C. Patte, Vanderbilt University

Non-Member Individual or Institution $33
($30 if JAAR or JBL subscriber)

See International Mailing Fee if address is outside of the U.S.
This publication is intended to bring employment opportunities to the attention of scholars of religion. Published by the American Academy of Religion and the Society of Biblical Literature, OPENINGS is an employment opportunity service for the field of religious and biblical studies. Published in January, March, May, July, September, and November.

Editors: Miki McBride-Sala and Diahn C. Dunklin

Non-Member Individual
or Institution.......................... $36
(AAR/SBL members see member information.)
Add $4 for International Mailing Fee if address is in Canada or Mexico; add $13 if address is outside of North America.

This newsletter, published four times a year by the American Academy of Religion and the Society of Biblical Literature, communicates the important events, announcements, dates, and issues for persons involved in the academic study of religion, especially those in the learned societies of the field. Published in February, May, September, and November.

Editor: Heidi Nordberg

Non-Member Individual
or Institution.......................... $25
Add $4 for International Mailing Fee if address is in Canada or Mexico; add $10 if address is outside of North America.

If you have any questions regarding advertising in Religious Studies News, please contact the RSN Managing Editor, c/o Scholars Press, P.O. Box 15399, Atlanta, GA 30333-0399, TEL: 404-727-2342, FAX: 404-727-5140, E-MAIL: meetings_management@unix.emory.edu.

### DEADLINES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Contract</th>
<th>Artwork</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>February</td>
<td>December 5</td>
<td>December 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>March 5</td>
<td>March 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September</td>
<td>July 5</td>
<td>July 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November</td>
<td>September 5</td>
<td>September 15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MECHANICALS & RATES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page Type</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 page</td>
<td>10 x 14¼</td>
<td>$950/800*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>½ page (V)</td>
<td>4¾ x 14¼</td>
<td>$650/550*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>¼ page</td>
<td>4¾ x 7¼</td>
<td>$400/375*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back Cover</td>
<td>10 x 14¼</td>
<td>$1300.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>½ page (H)</td>
<td>10 x 7¼</td>
<td>$650/550*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>½ page</td>
<td>4¾ x 3¼</td>
<td>$300/275*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICING

Take advantage of discounted prices by locking into a year-long space contract. See the savings as noted by the * next to the regular rates. Contracts will be accepted at any time throughout the calendar year.
International Mailing Fees

MAILING FEES FOR AAR AND SBL MEMBERSHIPS, SEMEIA, JAAR AND JBL SUBSCRIPTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DESTINATION</th>
<th>INDIVIDUAL SUB.</th>
<th>INDIVIDUAL SUB.</th>
<th>INDIVIDUAL SUB.</th>
<th>INSTITUTIONAL SUB.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EITHER AAR OR SBL</td>
<td>AIR</td>
<td>SURFACE</td>
<td>AIR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>$12</td>
<td>$7</td>
<td></td>
<td>$21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>$11</td>
<td>$6</td>
<td></td>
<td>$19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caribbean Islands, Venezuela, Colombia, Central America, Philippines, Samoa or Guam</td>
<td>$18</td>
<td>$9</td>
<td></td>
<td>$30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe, South America (excluding Colombia and Venezuela) or North Africa</td>
<td>$26</td>
<td>$11</td>
<td>$43</td>
<td>$14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa (excluding North Africa), Asia, Australia, South Pacific or Middle East</td>
<td>$33</td>
<td>$13</td>
<td>$57</td>
<td>$16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Membership • Subscription Form

Preferred Title: □ Dr. □ Ms. □ Mr. □ Prof. □ Other E-mail address

Name

Office Phone (_____) __________________ Home Phone (_____) __________________ Fax (_____) __________________

Address

City __________________ State/Province __________________ PostalCode __________________ Country

Method of payment: □ Check □ VISA □ MasterCard Card number __________________ Expiry __________________

Signature: ____________________________

Charges will appear as “Scholars Press” on your credit card statement.

□ AAR dues ____________________________ □ SBL dues ____________________________ □ Joint AAR/SBL dues ____________________________ □ Critical Review of Books in Religion ____________________________ □ Semeliah ________________□ OPENINGS ____________________________ □ Religious Studies News ____________________________

International Mailing Fees Total ____________________________

Additional Gift for □ AAR □ SBL ____________________________

Grand Total ____________________________

Individually who live outside the U. S. and who are joining AAR or SBL or subscribing to Semeliah should please refer to the above International Mailing Fees chart.

Return the completed form with your payment to SP Member/Subscriber Services, P.O. Box 15399, Atlanta, GA 30333-0399. Phone number 404/727-2345. Fax number 404/727-2348. Payments may be by charge, postal money order, or by check if drawn on a U.S. bank in U.S. funds.
Once you arrive in Philadelphia, be sure to pick up your FREE copy of The Annual Meeting Addition, the official onsite newspaper of the AAR/SBL Annual Meeting. Inside, find the latest program changes, shuttle schedule, comprehensive exhibitor list, complete hotel listing, and much more pertaining to the city.

To advertise in The Annual Meeting Addition, please call the Advertising Manager at 404-727-2342.
Once again, the American Academy of Religion and the Society of Biblical Literature will make a list of preregistrants available to exhibitors and advertisers of the 1995 Annual Meeting as a one-time rental for use in mailing catalogs, flyers, announcements, etc. This list will consist of the names of the first 3,500 people who preregister for the 1995 Annual Meeting.

FOR FURTHER DETAILS please contact Diahn C. Dunklin at the AAR/SBL Joint Ventures Department, c/o Scholars Press, P. O. Box 15399, Atlanta, GA 30333-0399 or call (404) 727-2343.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:00 am</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30 pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Room Locator Code: M=Marriott, C=Convention Center. Floor plans and room charts are on pages 342-347.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:00 am</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30 pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Room Locator Code: M=Marriott, C=Convention Center. Floor plans and room charts are on pages 342-347.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:00 am</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30 pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00 am</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30 pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Room Locator Code: M=Marriott, C=Convention Center. Floor plans and room charts are on pages 342-347.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Room</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Academic Teaching and the Study of Religion Section</td>
<td>A39</td>
<td>Sat 3:45pm-6:15pm</td>
<td>M-402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A74</td>
<td>Sun 9:00am-11:30am</td>
<td>M-410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A129</td>
<td>Sun 3:45pm-6:15pm</td>
<td>C-102A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A180</td>
<td>Mon 1:00pm-3:30pm</td>
<td>M-403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A227</td>
<td>Tues 9:00am-11:30am</td>
<td>M-408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arts, Literature and Religion Section</td>
<td>A14</td>
<td>Sat 1:00pm-3:30pm</td>
<td>M-307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A130</td>
<td>Sun 3:45pm-6:15pm</td>
<td>C-204B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A154</td>
<td>Mon 9:00am-11:30am</td>
<td>C-203B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A205</td>
<td>Mon 3:45pm-6:15pm</td>
<td>M-Salon D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arts, Literature and Religion Section and Buddhism Section</td>
<td>A75</td>
<td>Sun 9:00am-11:30am</td>
<td>M-405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buddhism Section</td>
<td>A40</td>
<td>Sat 3:45pm-6:15pm</td>
<td>M-Salon L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A103</td>
<td>Sun 1:00pm-3:30pm</td>
<td>C-201B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A131</td>
<td>Sun 3:45pm-6:15pm</td>
<td>C-204A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A206</td>
<td>Mon 3:45pm-6:15pm</td>
<td>C-204A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A228</td>
<td>Tues 9:00am-11:30am</td>
<td>M-Salon K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buddhism Section and Chinese Religions Group</td>
<td>A181</td>
<td>Mon 1:00pm-3:30pm</td>
<td>C-204A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative Studies in Religion Section</td>
<td>A15</td>
<td>Sat 1:00pm-3:30pm</td>
<td>M-Salon K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A41</td>
<td>Sat 3:45pm-6:15pm</td>
<td>C-103C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A76</td>
<td>Sun 9:00am-11:30am</td>
<td>C-204B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A132</td>
<td>Sun 3:45pm-6:15pm</td>
<td>C-204B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A229</td>
<td>Tues 9:00am-11:30am</td>
<td>M-Salon D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethics Section</td>
<td>A16</td>
<td>Sat 1:00pm-3:30pm</td>
<td>M-Salon A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A42</td>
<td>Sat 3:45pm-6:15pm</td>
<td>M-305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A133</td>
<td>Sun 3:45pm-6:15pm</td>
<td>C-203B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A182</td>
<td>Mon 1:00pm-3:30pm</td>
<td>M-Salon D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A230</td>
<td>Tues 9:00am-11:30am</td>
<td>M-407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethics Section and Buddhism Section</td>
<td>A155</td>
<td>Mon 9:00am-11:30am</td>
<td>M-410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of Christianity Section</td>
<td>A77</td>
<td>Sun 9:00am-11:30am</td>
<td>M-Salon B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A104</td>
<td>Sun 1:00pm-3:30pm</td>
<td>C-201C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A134</td>
<td>Sun 3:45pm-6:15pm</td>
<td>M-306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A183</td>
<td>Mon 1:00pm-3:30pm</td>
<td>M-Salon J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A207</td>
<td>Mon 3:45pm-6:15pm</td>
<td>C-201C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of Christianity Section and Mysticism Group</td>
<td>A17</td>
<td>Sat 1:00pm-3:30pm</td>
<td>C-103B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North American Religions Section</td>
<td>A43</td>
<td>Sat 3:45pm-6:15pm</td>
<td>C-201B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A208</td>
<td>Mon 3:45pm-6:15pm</td>
<td>C-105B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A231</td>
<td>Tues 9:00am-11:30am</td>
<td>C-203A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North American Religions Section and Afro-American Religious History Group</td>
<td>A78</td>
<td>Sun 9:00am-11:30am</td>
<td>C-201B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North American Religions Section and Religion and Popular Culture Consultation</td>
<td>A135</td>
<td>Sun 3:45pm-6:15pm</td>
<td>C107B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North American Religions Section and Religion in Latin America and the Caribbean Group</td>
<td>A105</td>
<td>Sun 1:00pm-3:30pm</td>
<td>M-Salon L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philosophy of Religion Section</td>
<td>A44</td>
<td>Sat 3:45pm-6:15pm</td>
<td>C-103A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A79</td>
<td>Sun 9:00am-11:30am</td>
<td>M-307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A136</td>
<td>Sun 3:45pm-6:15pm</td>
<td>M-402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A184</td>
<td>Mon 1:00pm-3:30pm</td>
<td>C-202B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A232</td>
<td>Tues 9:00am-11:30am</td>
<td>M-303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philosophy of Religion Section and Buddhism Section</td>
<td>A18</td>
<td>Sat 1:00pm-3:30pm</td>
<td>M-Salon I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion and the Social Sciences Section</td>
<td>A19</td>
<td>Sat 1:00pm-3:30pm</td>
<td>C-204A &amp; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A45</td>
<td>Sat 3:45pm-6:15pm</td>
<td>C-202B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A80</td>
<td>Sun 9:00am-11:30am</td>
<td>C-201A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A137</td>
<td>Sun 3:45pm-6:15pm</td>
<td>C-202B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A185</td>
<td>Mon 1:00pm-3:30pm</td>
<td>C-201C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion and the Social Sciences Section and Feminist Theory and Religious Reflection Group</td>
<td>A233</td>
<td>Tues 9:00am-11:30am</td>
<td>C-201C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion in South Asia Section</td>
<td>A46</td>
<td>Sat 3:45pm-6:15pm</td>
<td>C-201C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A106</td>
<td>Sun 1:00pm-3:30pm</td>
<td>M-Salon K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A138</td>
<td>Sun 3:45pm-6:15pm</td>
<td>C-203A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A156</td>
<td>Mon 9:00am-11:30am</td>
<td>C-107B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A186</td>
<td>Mon 1:00pm-3:30pm</td>
<td>C-102A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A209</td>
<td>Mon 3:45pm-6:15pm</td>
<td>C-102A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study of Islam Section</td>
<td>A20</td>
<td>Sat 1:00pm-3:30pm</td>
<td>M-407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A107</td>
<td>Sun 1:00pm-3:30pm</td>
<td>M-402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A139</td>
<td>Sun 3:45pm-6:15pm</td>
<td>M-304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A157</td>
<td>Mon 9:00am-11:30am</td>
<td>M-405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A187</td>
<td>Mon 1:00pm-3:30pm</td>
<td>M-402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study of Islam Section and Women in Religion Section</td>
<td>A81</td>
<td>Sun 9:00am-11:30am</td>
<td>M-402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study of Judaism Section</td>
<td>A108</td>
<td>Sun 1:00pm-3:30pm</td>
<td>M-409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A82</td>
<td>Sun 9:00am-11:30am</td>
<td>M-413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A140</td>
<td>Sun 3:45pm-6:15pm</td>
<td>M-412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A158</td>
<td>Mon 9:00am-11:30am</td>
<td>M-412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A210</td>
<td>Mon 3:45pm-6:15pm</td>
<td>C-201A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study of Judaism Section and Study of Islam Section</td>
<td>A234</td>
<td>Tues 9:00am-11:30am</td>
<td>M-307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theology and Religious Reflection Section</td>
<td>A47</td>
<td>Sat 3:45pm-6:15pm</td>
<td>C-105B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A109</td>
<td>Sun 1:00pm-3:30pm</td>
<td>M-Salon J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A141</td>
<td>Sun 3:45pm-6:15pm</td>
<td>C-201C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Eastern Orthodox Studies Group
A49 Sat 3:45pm-6:15pm M-306
A163 Mon 9:00am-11:30am M-303

Evangelical Theology Group
A26 Sat 1:00pm-3:30pm C-105B
A114 Sun 1:00pm-3:30pm C-103A

Feminist Theory and Religious Reflection Group
A50 Sat 3:45pm-6:15pm M-Salon E
A215 Mon 3:45pm-6:15pm C-203A

Gay Men's Issues in Religion Group
A51 Sat 3:45pm-6:15pm C-201A
A164 Mon 9:00am-11:30am M-Salon B

Hispanic American Religion, Culture and Society Group
A115 Sun 1:00pm-3:30pm M-403
A216 Mon 3:45pm-6:15pm M-405

History of the Study of Religion Group
A217 Mon 3:45pm-6:15pm M-412
A236 Tues 9:00am-11:30am M-404

History of the Study of Religion Group and Critical Theory and Discourses on Religion Group
A192 Mon 1:00pm-3:30pm C-201B

Issues in the Thought of Paul Tillich Group
A86 Sun 9:00am-11:30am M-304

Japanese Religions Group
A52 Sat 3:45pm-6:15pm M-303

Japanese Religions Group and Buddhism Section
A87 Sun 9:00am-11:30am C-104A

Kierkegaard, Religion, and Culture Group
A165 Mon 9:00am-11:30am M-310
A237 Tues 9:00am-11:30am M-304

Korean Religions Group
A166 Mon 9:00am-11:30am M-411

Korean Religions Group and Theology and Religious Reflection Section
A238 Tues 9:00am-11:30am M-305

Lesbian-Feminist Issues in Religion Group
A88 Sun 9:00am-11:30am C-203B
A116 Sun 1:00pm-3:30pm M-413

Men's Studies in Religion Group
A27 Sat 1:00pm-3:30pm C-201B
A239 Tues 9:00am-11:30am M-Salon C

Mysticism Group
A89 Sun 9:00am-11:30am C-103A
A117 Sun 1:00pm-3:30pm M-Salon H

Native Traditions in the Americas Group
A90 Sun 9:00am-11:30am C-202B
A167 Mon 9:00am-11:30am M-Salon D

Native Traditions in the Americas Group and Religion and Ecology Group
A240 Tues 9:00am-11:30am C-202A

Groups

African Religions Group
A83 Sun 9:00am-11:30am M-403
A190 Mon 1:00pm-3:30pm M-306

Afro-American Religious History Group
A48 Sat 3:45pm-6:15pm M-411
A211 Mon 5:00pm-7:00pm Offsite Tour

Ascetic Impulse in Religious Life and Culture Group
A191 Mon 1:00pm-3:30pm M-408
A212 Mon 3:45pm-6:15pm M-401

Black Theology Group
A22 Sat 1:00pm-3:30pm C-203A
A111 Sun 1:00pm-3:30pm C-105B

Bonhoeffer: Christianity, Church and State Group
A23 Sat 1:00pm-3:30pm C-203B
A112 Sun 1:00pm-3:30pm C-202A

Chinese Religions Group
A84 Sun 9:00am-11:30am M-310
A161 Mon 9:00am-11:30am M-307

Church-State Studies Group
A24 Sat 1:00pm-3:30pm M-306
A213 Mon 3:45pm-6:15pm M-407

Confucian Traditions Group
A25 Sat 1:00pm-3:30pm M-405
A214 Mon 3:45pm-6:15pm M-403

Constructs of the Social and Cultural Worlds of Antiquity Group
A113 Sun 1:00pm-3:30pm C-204B

Critical Theory and Discourses on Religion Group
A85 Sun 9:00am-11:30am C-103B
A162 Mon 9:00am-11:30am M-Salon I
**New Religious Movements Group**
A91 Sun 9:00am-11:30am .................................. C-103C
A241 Tues 9:00am-11:30am ............................ M-Salon B

**Nineteenth-Century Theology Group**
A53 Sat 3:45pm-6:15pm ................................. M-412
A118 Sun 1:00pm-3:30pm .............................. M-306

**Person, Culture, and Religion Group**
A54 Sat 3:45pm-6:15pm ................................. M-404
A242 Tues 9:00am-11:30am ............................ M-403

**Platonism and Neoplatonism Group**
A28 Sat 1:00pm-3:30pm ................................. M-303
A193 Mon 1:00pm-3:30pm .............................. C-103C

**Pragmatism and Empiricism in American Religious Thought Group**
A119 Sun 1:00pm-3:30pm ............................... M-407
A168 Mon 9:00am-11:30am ............................ M-413

**Religion and Ecology Group**
A194 Mon 1:00pm-3:30pm ............................... M-401
A218 Mon 3:45pm-6:15pm ............................. M-304

**Religion and Ethics in Health Care Group**
A120 Sun 1:00pm-3:30pm ............................... M-Salon A
A195 Mon 1:00pm-3:30pm ............................. M-Salon I

**Religion in Latin America and the Caribbean Group**
A55 Sat 3:45pm-6:15pm ................................. M-302
A196 Mon 1:00pm-3:30pm ............................. M-410

**Religion, Peace and War Group**
A29 Sat 1:00pm-3:30pm ............................... C-201A
A169 Mon 9:00am-11:30am ............................ M-Salon K

**Ritual Studies Group**
A30 Sat 1:00pm-3:30pm ............................... M-403
A197 Mon 1:00pm-3:30pm ............................. M-405

**Roman Catholic Modernism Seminar**
A122 Sun 1:00pm-3:30pm ............................... C-104B

**Roman Catholic Studies Group**
A92 Sun 9:00am-11:30am .............................. M-305
A170 Mon 9:00am-11:30am ............................ M-403

**Schleiermacher Group**
A31 Sat 1:00pm-3:30pm ............................... M-Salon L
A219 Mon 3:45pm-6:15pm ............................. C-202A

**Systematic Theology Group**
A93 Sun 9:00am-11:30am .............................. C-201B
A220 Mon 3:45pm-6:15pm ............................. C-103C

**Theology and Continental Philosophy Group**
A32 Sat 1:00pm-3:30pm ............................... C-104A
A243 Tues 9:00am-11:30am ............................ M-410

**Theology and Science Group**
A121 Sun 1:00pm-3:30pm .............................. C-103B
A171 Mon 9:00am-11:30am ............................ C-105B

**Tibetan and Himalayan Religions Group**
A33 Sat 9:00am-11:30am .............................. M-305
A172 Mon 9:00am-11:30am ............................ M-304

**Wesleyan Studies Group**
A34 Sat 1:00pm-3:30pm ............................... M-Salon D

**Wesleyan Studies Group and Afro-American Religious History Group**
A173 Mon 9:00am-11:30am ............................ C-204A

**Womanist Approaches to Religion and Society Group**
A94 Sun 9:00am-11:30am ............................. C-105B
A198 Mon 1:00pm-3:30pm ............................. C-103B

---

**CONSULTATIONS**

Asian American Religions, Culture and Society Consultation
A95 Sun 9:00am-11:30am .............................. M-Salon D

Autobiography and Religious Studies Consultation
A200 Mon 1:00pm-3:30pm .............................. M-409

Comparative Studies in “Hinduisms” and “Judaisms” Consultation
A174 Mon 9:00am-11:30am ............................ C-103B

East Asian Religions Consultation
A58 Sat 3:45pm-6:15pm ............................... M-301

Europe and the Mediterranean in Late Antiquity Consultation
A59 Sat 3:45pm-6:15pm ............................... M-403

Indigenous Religious Traditions Consultation
A123 Sun 1:00pm-3:30pm ............................. C-104A

Interreligious Interchange Consultation
A35 Sat 1:00pm-3:30pm ............................... M-304

Millennialism Studies Consultation
A124 Sun 1:00pm-3:30pm ............................. C-201A

Reformed Theology and History Consultation
A201 Mon 1:00pm-3:30pm ............................. C-103A

Religion and Disability Studies Consultation
A202 Mon 1:00pm-3:30pm ............................. M303

Religion and Film Consultation
A221 Mon 3:45pm-6:15pm ............................. C-107B

Religion and Popular Culture Consultation
A60 Sat 3:45pm-6:15pm ............................... M-310

Religion in Eastern Europe and Former USSR Consultation
A175 Mon 9:00am-11:30am ............................ M-407

Religion, Holocaust and Genocide Consultation
A125 Sun 1:00pm-3:30pm ............................. M-Salon B

---

**SEMINARS**

Buddhist Relic Veneration Seminar
A199 Mon 1:00pm-3:30pm ............................. C-204C
Swedenborg and Nineteenth-Century Religious Thought Seminar
A56 Sat 3:45pm-6:15pm .................. M-307
Tantric Studies Seminar
A222 Mon 3:45pm-6:15pm .................. C-204C
Theosophy and Theosophic Thought Seminar
A57 Sat 3:45pm-6:15pm .................. M-401

EXPERIMENTAL SESSIONS AND ROUNDTABLES

The Politics of Memory: The Enola Gay Controversy at the National Air and Space Museum
A98 Sun 11:45am-12:45pm .................. C-103A
Star Trek and the Study of Religion
A99 Sunday, 11:45am-12:45pm ................. C-201A
Revealing and Concealing: The Performance of Visual Rhetoric in Female Religious Iconography
A100 Sun 11:45am-12:45pm .................. M-Salon K
Zoroastrian Universality
A101 Sun 11:45am-12:45pm .................. M-Salon L

SPECIAL TOPICS FORUMS

Funding Opportunities for International Research in Religion
A9 Sat 9:30am-11:30am ..................... M-Salon B
Religion and Politics: The Oklahoma City Bombing
A13 Sat 1:00pm-3:30pm ..................... C-Lecture Hall
AAR/SBL/ATS Grants Fair
A37 Sat 2:00pm-5:00pm ..................... C-Exhibit Hall D
Electronic Publications: Academic Journals in Religious Studies
A38 Sat 3:45pm-6:15pm ..................... C-Exhibit Hall D
Workshop: Strategies for Successful Grantseeking
A73 Sun 9:00am-11:30am ..................... M-Salon L
The Evaluation of Teaching: Preparing for Tenure and Post-Tenure Reviews
A102 Sun 1:00pm-3:30pm ..................... C-203A
A127 Sun 2:00pm-4:30pm ..................... M-Salon E

The New Inquisition: Academic Freedom and Women’s Religion
A128 Sun 3:45pm-5:45pm ..................... M-Salon G
American Lectures in the History of Religion - Lawrence E. Sullivan
A152 Mon 9:00am-11:00am .................. C-103A
Communicating with the Public: Responsibilities, Possibilities, and Perils
A153 Mon 9:00am-11:30am .................. C-201B
Walking Tour of Religious Sites
A178 Mon 1:00pm-3:30pm .................. Gather in M-308
Getting Published: From the Dissertation to the Book
A179 Mon 1:00pm-3:30pm .................. C-107B
The Curriculum and Diversity
A204 Mon 3:45pm-6:15pm ..................... M-Salon E

PLENARIES

Cornel West, Race Matters
A12 Sat 11:30am-12:30pm .................. M-Salon G & H
Toni Morrison, Problems with Paradise
A146 Sun 7:30pm-8:30pm .................. M-Grand Ballroom
Martin E. Marty, The Modes of Being, Doing, Teaching and Discovering: The Contexts of Theological Schools and Religious Studies Departments
A224 Mon 7:00pm-8:00pm .................. M-Salon G & H
Presidential Address: Peter J. Paris, The Ethics of African American Religious Scholarship
A65 Sat 7:00pm-8:30pm ..................... M-Salon G & H

BUSINESS AND COMMITTEE MEETINGS

Breakfast for New Regional Secretaries
A1 Fri 7:30am-8:30am ........................ M-Suite 2147 (21st Floor)
AAR Board of Directors
A2 Fri 9:00am-5:00pm ..................... M - Salon I & J
Research and Scholarship Committee Meeting
A5 Sat 8:00am-10:00am .................. M-Conference Suite I
Regional Secretaries (continental breakfast)
A6 Sat 8:00am-9:30am ..................... C-106 A & B
Publications Committee Meeting
A7 Sat 8:30am-11:30am ..................... M-310
AAR/SBL Association of Department Chairs Steering Committee and the Committee on the Status of Racial and Ethnic Minorities
A8 Sat 9:00am-11:00am ..................... M-307
Regional Officers and Regions Committee
A10 Sat 9:30am-11:00am ..................... C-106 A & B
Committee on the Status of Racial and Ethnic Minorities in the Profession—Business Meeting and Reception
A64 Sat 5:00pm-6:45pm ..................... M-501
Meeting of All Department Chairs
A70  Sun  7:30am-9:00am .................................. M-301
JAAR Editorial Board Meeting
A72  Sun  7:30am-8:45am .................................. C-204C
AAR/SBL Critical Review Editorial Board
A96  Sun  11:45am-12:45pm ................................. C-104B
AAR Annual Business Meeting
A223  Mon  6:30pm-7:00pm ............................ M-310
Program Unit Chairs with Program Committee (continental breakfast)
A151  Mon  7:30am-8:45am ............................. M-Salon H

FILMS AND PERFORMANCES

Film: Silverlake Life
A36  Sat  1:00pm-3:30pm ............................... M-310
A148  Sun  9:00pm-11:00pm .......................... M-410

Film: The Jazz Singer
A61  Sat  3:45pm-6:15pm ............................... M-407

Artist's Slide-Lecture: Seeking the Center: Kay WalkingStick, Ithaca, NY
A62  Sat  4:00pm-6:15pm .............................. M-Salon K

Performance: Let My People Go Avodah Dance Ensemble
A67  Sat  8:30pm-9:30pm ............................... C-20A A & B

Film: Daughters of the Dust
A126  Sun  1:00pm-3:30pm ............................. M-410
A225  Mon  8:30pm-10:30pm .......................... M-304

Film: Eat Drink Man Woman
A203  Mon  1:00pm-3:30pm ............................ M-304

RECEPTIONS

Committee on the Status of Racial and Ethnic Minorities in the Profession—Business Meeting and Reception
A64  Sat  5:00pm-6:45pm ............................... M-501

Orientation and Reception for International Guests
A66  Sat  8:30pm-9:30pm ............................... M-Suite 2147 (21st Floor)

AAR/SBL Reception
A68  Sat  9:15pm-10:00pm ............................ C-Grand Hall

AAR/SBL Reception for Student Members
A69  Sat  10:00pm-11:30pm .......................... M-Salon I & J

New Members Continental Breakfast
A71  Sun  7:30am-8:45am ............................. M-Suite 2147 (21st Floor)

Reception for AAR Retired Members
A143  Sun  5:30pm-6:30pm ............................ M-Suite 2147 (21st Floor)

The HarperCollins Dictionary of Religion Reception
A144  Sun  6:15pm-7:00pm ........................... C-Grand Hall

Lilly Teaching Fellows Reception
A147  Sun  8:45pm .......................... M-Suite 2147 (21st Floor)
JAAR Editorial Board Reception
A149  Sun  9:00pm-11:00pm .......................... M-405

Women’s Caucus: Religious Studies Reception
A150  Sun  9:00pm-11:00pm .......................... M 304, 305, & 306

Reception for Program Unit Chairs and Steering Committee Members
A226  Mon  9:00pm-11:00pm .......................... M-Suite 2147 (21st Floor)

SPECIAL SESSIONS

AAR/SBL Employment Information Services (EIS) Orientation
A4  Fri  7:00pm-8:30pm .......................... M-Salon C & D

STUDENT SESSIONS

AAR Student Session: Introduction to the AAR
A63  Sat  5:00pm-6:15pm .......................... M-Salon D

AAR/SBL Reception for Student Members
A69  Sat  10:00pm-11:30pm .......................... M-Salon I & J

AAR Student Session: Planning
A97  Sun  11:45am-12:45pm .......................... M-304

TOURS

Special Tours at the Philadelphia Museum of Art
A11  Saturday, 10:00am-12:30pm

Walking Tour of Religious Sites
A178  Mon  1:00pm-3:30pm .......................... Gather in M-308

WOMEN’S CAUCUS

Women’s Caucus: Religious Studies Business Meeting, Part 1
A145  Sun  6:15pm-7:00pm .......................... C-104A

Women’s Caucus: Religious Studies Business Meeting, Part 2
A177  Mon  11:45am-12:45pm .......................... M-Salon K

Women’s Caucus: Religious Studies Pre-Conference Workshop
A3  Fri  11:30am-5:00pm .......................... M-Salon K

Women’s Caucus: Religious Studies Reception
A150  Sun  9:00pm-11:00pm .......................... M 304, 305, & 306
### SBL ACADEMIC SESSIONS

**Academic Teaching and Biblical Studies Consultation**  
S133 Mon 9:00 am-11:30 am .......................... M-408

**African-American Theology and Biblical Hermeneutics Group**  
S37 Sat 3:45 pm-6:15 pm .......................... C-104 A  
S105 Sun 3:45 pm-6:15 pm .......................... C-103 B

**Ancient Fiction and Early Christian and Jewish Narrative Group**  
S17 Sat 1:00 pm-3:30 pm .......................... M-409  
S85 Sun 1:00 pm-3:30 pm .......................... M-412

**Ancient Myths and Modern Theories of Christian Origins Consultation**  
S38 Sat 3:45 pm-6:15 pm .......................... M-405

**Aramaic Studies Section**  
S64 Sun 9:00 am-11:30 am .......................... M-401  
S86 Sun 1:00 pm-3:30 pm .......................... M-405

**Archaeology of the New Testament World Group**  
S87 Sun 1:00 pm-3:30 am .......................... C-204A  
S155 Mon 1:00 pm-3:30 pm .......................... M-Salon K

**Ascetic Impulse in Religious Life and Culture Group**  
S156 Mon 1:00 pm-3:00 pm .......................... M-408  
S174 Mon 3:45 pm-6:15 pm .......................... M-401

**Asian and Asian-American Biblical Studies Consultation**  
S65 Sun 9:00 am-11:30 am .......................... M-408

**Bible Translation Group**  
S196 Tue 9:00 am-11:30 am .......................... M-409

**Bible and Contemporary Theologies Group**  
S66 Sun 9:00 am-11:30 am .......................... M-409

**Bible in Africa, Asia, and Latin America Group**  
S157 Mon 1:00 pm-6:15 pm .......................... M-Salon F

**Bible in Ancient and Modern Media Group**  
S106 Sun 3:45 pm-6:15 pm .......................... M-Salon C

**Bible in Caribbean Culture and Tradition Consultation**  
S18 Sat 1:00 pm-3:30 pm .......................... M-412

**Biblical Criticism and Literary Criticism Section**  
S105 Sun 3:45 pm-6:15 pm .......................... C-103 B  
S134 Mon 9:00 am-11:30 pm .......................... C-102 A

**Biblical Greek Language and Linguistics Section**  
S39 Sat 3:45 pm-6:15 pm .......................... M-Salon A  
S67 Sun 9:00 am-11:30 am .......................... C-204 A

**Biblical Hebrew Poetry Section**  
S135 Mon 9:00 am-11:00 am .......................... C-203 A  
S158 Mon 1:00 pm-3:30 pm .......................... M-305

**Biblical Law Group**  
S136 Mon 9:00 am-11:30 am .......................... C-104 B  
S175 Mon 3:45 pm-6:15 pm .......................... C-106

**Biblical Lexicography Consultation**  
S107 Sun 3:45 pm-6:15 pm .......................... C-201 B  
S159 Mon 1:00 pm-3:30 pm .......................... C-203 B

**Book of Psalms Group**  
S19 Sat 1:00 pm-3:30 pm .......................... C-103 A  
S108 Sun 3:45 pm-6:15 pm .......................... C-103 C

**Christian Theology and the Bible Consultation**  
S176 Mon 3:45 pm-6:15 pm .......................... C-103 A

**Chronicles, Ezra, Nehemiah Section**  
S177 Mon 3:45 pm-6:15 pm .......................... C-204 B  
S197 Tue 9:00 am-11:30 am .......................... M-310

**Composition of the Book of Jeremiah Group**  
S88 Sun 1:00 pm-3:30 pm .......................... C-103 C

**Computer Assisted Research Group**  
S40 Sat 3:45 pm-6:15 pm .......................... C-Exhibit Hall D

**Deuteronomistic History Section**  
S109 Sun 3:45 pm-6:15 pm .......................... C-202 A  
S138 Mon 9:00 am-11:30 am .......................... C-104 A

**Divine Mediator Figures in Antiquity Group**  
S20 Sat 1:00 pm-3:00 pm .......................... M-408  
S160 Mon 1:00 pm-3:30 pm .......................... M-Salon A

**Early Jewish/Christian Relations Group**  
S89 Sun 1:00 pm-3:30 pm .......................... C-202 B  
S178 Mon 3:45 pm-6:15 pm .......................... M-Salon A

**Egyptology and the History and Culture of Ancient Israel Group**  
S21 Sat 1:00 pm-3:30 pm .......................... M-Salon C  
S161 Mon 1:00 pm-3:30 pm .......................... M-Salon B

**Exegesis of Biblical Texts on Ethical Themes Group**  
S68 Sun 9:00 am-11:30 am .......................... C-102 A

**Ezra Consultation**  
S162 Mon 1:00 pm-3:30 pm .......................... C-104 A  
S198 Tue 9:00 am-11:00 am .......................... M-306

**Feminist Theological Hermeneutics of the Bible Group**  
S22 Sat 1:00 pm-3:30 pm .......................... C-103 C  
S199 Tue 9:00 am-11:30 am .......................... C-203 B

**Folklore and the Hebrew Bible Consultation**  
S179 Mon 3:45 pm-6:15 pm .......................... M-Salon L  
S200 Tue 9:00 am-11:30 am .......................... M-401

**Formation of the Book of Isaiah Seminar**  
S41 Sat 3:45 pm-6:30 pm .......................... M-408
### Formation of the Book of the Twelve Consultation
- **S110** Sun 3:45 pm-6:45 pm............. C-103 A

### Gender and Cultural Criticism Consultation
- **S41** Sat 3:45 pm-6:30 pm............. M-408

### Gnosticism and Later Platonism Seminar
- **S111** Sun 3:45 pm-6:15 pm............. M-307

### Hebrew Bible, History, and Archaeology Section
- **S126** Sun 7:30 pm-10:00 pm............. C-108 B
- **S201** Tue 9:00 am-11:30 am............. C-201 A

### Hebrew Scriptures and Cognate Literature Section
- **S42** Sat 3:45 pm-6:15 pm............. M-410
- **S90** Sun 1:00 pm-3:30 pm............. M-303
- **S164** Mon 1:00 pm-3:00 pm............. C-105 B

### Hebrews, General and Pastoral Epistles, and the Apocalypse Section
- **S23** Sat 1:00 pm-3:30 pm............. M-301
- **S91** Sun 1:00 pm-3:30 pm............. C-102 A

### Hellenistic Judaism Section
- **S92** Sun 1:00 pm-3:00 pm............. M-Salon C
- **S180** Mon 3:45 pm-6:15 pm............. M-Salon J

### Hellenistic Moral Philosophy and Early Christianity Group
- **S70** Sun 9:00 am-11:30 am............. M-Salon A
- **S202** Tue 9:00 am-11:30 am............. M-Salon F

### Historical/Jewish Section
- **S43** Sat 3:45 pm-6:15 pm............. C-103 B
- **S93** Sun 1:00 pm-3:30 pm............. M-401

### History and Literature of Early Rabbinic Judaism Section
- **S71** Sun 9:00 am-11:30 am............. C-107 B
- **S112** Sun 3:45 pm-6:15 pm............. C-201 A
- **S141** Mon 9:00 am-11:30 am............. M-Salon L

### History of Interpretation Section
- **S24** Sat 1:00 pm-3:30 pm............. M-401
- **S113** Sun 3:45 pm-6:15 pm............. M-413

### Ideological Criticism Group
- **S25** Sat 1:00 pm-3:30 pm............. C-106
- **S114** Sun 3:45 pm-6:15 pm............. M-303

### International Q Project
- **S1** Thu 9:00 am-5:00 pm............. M-302
- **S7** Fri 9:00 am-5:00 pm............. M-305

### Intertextuality in Christian Apocrypha Seminar
- **S142** Mon 9:00 am-11:30 am............. M-Salon A
- **S181** Mon 3:45 pm-6:15 pm............. M-Salon C

### Israelite Prophetic Literature Section
- **S72** Sun 9:00 am-11:30 am............. C-201 C
- **S144** Mon 9:00 am-11:30 am............. C-201 C

### Israelite and Canaanite Religion Section
- **S143** Mon 9:00 am-11:30 am............. C-202 B
- **S182** Mon 3:45 pm-6:15 pm............. M-Salon B

### Johannine Literature Section
- **S165** Mon 1:00 pm-3:30 pm............. C-203 A
- **S203** Tue 9:00 am-11:30 am............. M-Salon L

### Linguistics and Biblical Hebrew Section
- **S95** Sun 1:00 pm-3:20 pm............. M-310
- **S183** Mon 3:45 pm-5:45 pm............. M-305

### Literary Aspects of the Gospels and Acts Group
- **S27** Sat 1:00 pm-3:30 pm............. C-202 B
- **S184** Mon 3:45 pm-6:15 pm............. C-104 B

### Literature and History of the Persian Period Group
- **S166** Mon 1:00 pm-3:30 pm............. M-307

- **S44** Sat 3:45 pm-5:45 pm............. C-106
- **S115** Sun 3:45 pm-6:15 pm............. C-106 A & B

### Manichean Consultation
- **S45** Sat 3:45 pm-6:15 pm............. M-409
- **S145** Mon 9:00 am-11:30 am............. M-306

### Matthew Group
- **S73** Sun 9:00 am-11:30 am............. C-204 C
- **S146** Mon 9:00 am-11:30 am............. C-204 C

### Nag Hammadi and Gnosticism Section
- **S74** Sun 9:00 am-12:00 pm............. C-202 A
- **S147** Mon 9:00 am-12:00 pm............. C-201 A
- **S185** Mon 3:45 pm-6:45 pm............. C-202 B
- **S204** Tue 9:00 am-11:30 am............. M-Salon A

### National Association of Professors of Hebrew
- **S76** Sun 9:00 am-10:30 am............. M-306
- **S116** Sun 3:45 pm-6:45 pm............. M-403
- **S148** Mon 9:00 am-12:00 pm............. M-305
- **S186** Mon 3:45 pm-6:45 pm............. M-Salon K

### Narrative Research on the Hebrew Bible Group
- **S75** Sun 9:00 am-11:30 am............. M-407
- **S167** Mon 1:00 pm-3:30 pm............. M-411

### New Testament Textual Criticism Section
- **S28** Sat 1:00 pm-3:30 pm............. C-201 C
- **S168** Mon 1:00 pm-3:30 pm............. M-Salon C

### Pauline Epistles Section
- **S46** Sat 3:45 pm-6:15 pm............. C-107 B
- **S96** Sun 1:00 pm-3:30 pm............. M-Salon D

### Pauline Theology Group
- **S169** Mon 1:00 pm-2:30 pm............. M-Salon G
- **S205** Tue 9:00 am-12:00 pm............. M-Salon G

### Pentateuch Section
- **S47** Sat 3:45 pm-6:45 pm............. C-202 A
- **S77** Sun 9:00 am-11:30 am............. M-Salon J

### Philo of Alexandria Seminar
- **S117** Sun 3:45 pm-6:15 pm............. C-104 B
- **S170** Mon 1:00 pm-3:30 pm............. C-104 B

### Prayer in the Greco-Roman World Group
- **S97** Sun 1:00 pm-3:30 pm............. C-107 B

---

Room Locator Code: M-Marriott, C-Convention Center. Floor plans and room charts are on pages 342-347.
### Social Sciences and New Testament Interpretation Section
- S21 Sat 3:45 pm-6:15 pm .......... C-203 A
- S121 Sun 3:45 pm-5:45 pm .......... M-Salon B

### Social Sciences and the Interpretation of Hebrew Scriptures Section
- S80 Sun 9:00 am-11:30 am .......... M-412
- S211 Tue 9:00 am-11:30 am .......... M-405

### Sociolinguistics and Biblical Studies Consultation
- S33 Sat 1:00 pm-3:30 pm .......... M-411

### Sociology of the Literature of the Second Temple Period Group
- S52 Sat 3:45 pm-6:15 pm .......... C-102 A

### Study of Peace in Scripture Group
- S34 Sat 1:00 pm-3:30 pm .......... M-402

### Synoptic Gospels Section
- S81 Sun 9:00 am-11:30 am .......... M-Salon I
- S173 Mon 1:00 pm-3:30 pm .......... M-Salon L

### Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible Section
- S190 Mon 3:45 pm-5:45 pm .......... M-310
- S212 Tue 9:00 am-11:30 am .......... M-406

### Theology of Hebrew Scriptures Section
- S35 Sat 1:00 pm-3:00 pm .......... M-413
- S101 Sun 1:00 pm-3:30 pm .......... M-411

### Thomas Christianity Consultation
- S53 Sat 3:45 pm-6:15 pm .......... M-Salon B
- S204 Tue 9:00 am-11:30 am .......... M-Salon A

### Ugaritic Studies and Northwest Semitic Epigraphy Group
- S82 Sun 9:00 am-12:00 pm .......... M-303

### Wisdom in Biblical and Cognate Traditions Section
- S54 Sat 3:45 pm-6:15 pm .......... M-304
- S102 Sun 1:00 pm-3:30 pm .......... M-304
- S208 Tue 9:00 am-11:30 am .......... C-204 B

### Wisdom, Apocalyptic, and Early Christianity Consultation
- S122 Sun 3:45 pm-6:15 pm .......... C-204 C
- S151 Mon 9:00 am-11:30 am .......... C-106

### Women in the Biblical World Section
- S55 Sat 3:45 pm-5:45 pm .......... M-Salon C
- S123 Sun 3:45 pm-6:15 pm .......... M-Salon D
- S213 Tue 9:00 am-11:30 am .......... C-202 B

## SBL BUSINESS SESSIONS

### AAR/SBL Critical Review Editorial Board
- S83 Sun 11:45 am-12:45 pm .......... C-104 B

### AAR/SBL Department Chairs Committee
- S14 Sat 9:00 am-11:00 am .......... M-307
- S62 Sun 7:30 am-9:30 am .......... M-301

### Journal of Biblical Literature Editorial Board Breakfast
- S131 Mon 7:00 am-8:45 am .......... M-402
SBL Writings from the Ancient World Editorial Board
S103  Sun 1:00 pm-3:30 pm ... M-Conference Suite II

SBL Annual Business Meeting
S61  Sun 7:00 am-8:45 am ..................... C-103 A

SBL Committee on Underrepresented Racial and Ethnic Minority Groups
S4  Fri 9:00 am-5:00 pm ............................. M-302

SBL Committee on the Status of Women in the Profession
S3  Fri 9:00 am-5:00 pm ... M-Conference Suite II

SBL Conference of Regional Secretaries
S5  Fri 9:00 am-5:00 pm ..................... M-Salon H
S10  Fri 5:45 pm-8:00 pm ..................... M-407

SBL Council Meeting
S15  Sat 9:00 am-1:00 pm ..................... C-204 C

SBL Development Committee
S2  Thu 1:00 pm-5:00 pm ..................... M-303

SBL Executive Committee
S6  Fri 9:00 am-2:00 pm ..................... M-304

SBL Monographs Editorial Board Breakfast
S132  Mon 7:00 am-8:45 am ..................... M-401

SBL Program Committee
S214  Tue 12:00 pm-3:00 pm ..................... M-Salon F

SBL Program Unit Chairs' Breakfast
S195  Tue 7:00 am-8:45 am ..................... M-Salon H

SBL Research and Publications Committee
S9  Fri 3:30 pm-5:30 pm ..................... M-402

Semeia Editorial Board Dinner Meeting
S11  Fri 6:00 pm-10:00 pm ..................... M-401

Semeia Editorial Board
S13  Sat 8:00 am-10:00 am ..................... C-104 B

SBL SPECIAL SESSIONS

AAR/SBL Grants Fair
S36  Sat 2:00 pm-5:00 pm ..................... C-Exhibit Hall D

AAR/SBL Grants Forum
S16  Sat 9:30 am-11:15 am ..................... M-Salon B

AAR/SBL Reception
S59  Sat 9:15 pm-10:00 pm ..................... C-Grand Hall

AAR/SBL Student Reception
S60  Sat 10:00 pm-11:30 pm ..................... M-Salon 1 & J

AAR/SBL/ATS Grant Writing Workshop
S63  Sun 9:00 am-11:30 am ..................... M-Salon L

EIS Orientation Session
S12  Fri 7:00 pm-8:30 pm ..................... M-Salon C&D

Bible in Africa, Asia and Latin America Group, Reception
S191  Mon 6:15 pm-7:30 pm ..................... M-Salon F

Bible in Africa, Asia, and Latin America Series
S193  Mon 8:00 pm-10:00 pm ..................... C-103 A

Biblical Scholarship in the Twenty-First Century Series
S128  Sun 8:00 pm-10:30 pm ..................... C-103 B

Dahood Memorial Lecture
S56  Sat 5:15 pm-6:15 pm ..................... M-Salon F

Fireside Chat
S194  Mon 8:00 pm-9:30 pm ..................... M-Salon E

Frontiers in Biblical Scholarship: The Endowment for Biblical Research Lecture
S104  Sun 2:00 pm-4:30 pm ..................... M-Salon E

Historical Jesus Section, Panel
S192  Mon 7:30 pm-9:30 pm ..................... C-103 B

How Our Minds Have Changed (or Remained the Same) Series
S94  Sun 1:00 pm-3:30 pm ..................... M-Salon F

Lecture Discussion Series
S26  Sat 1:00 pm-3:00 pm ..................... M-Salon E

Nag Hammadi and Gnosticism Section, Anniversary Lecture
S127  Sun 7:30 pm-9:00 pm ..................... C-201 B

SBL Challenge Campaign Reception
S57  Sat 5:30 pm-7:30 pm ..................... M-Salon 1 & J

SBL Committee on Underrepresented Racial and Ethnic Minority Groups, Luncheon and Discussion
S153  Mon 11:30 am-1:00 pm ..................... M-Salon E

SBL Committee on the Status of Women in the Profession, Breakfast
S130  Mon 7:00 am-9:00 am ..................... M-Salon E

SBL Committee on the Status of Women in the Profession, Graduate Student Reception
S124  Sun 6:00 pm-7:00 pm ..................... M-310

SBL Presidential Address
S38  Sat 8:00 pm-9:00 pm ..................... M-Salon E&F

Women's Caucus: Religious Studies, Business Meeting
S125  Sun 6:15 pm-7:00 pm ..................... C-104 A
S154  Mon 11:45 am-12:45 pm ..................... M-Salon K

Women's Caucus: Religious Studies, Reception
S129  Sun 9:00 pm-11:00 pm ..................... M-304 & 305 & 306

Women's Caucus: Religious Studies, Pre-Conference Workshop
S8  Fri 11:30 am-5:00 pm ..................... M-Salon K
ASOR INDEX OF SESSIONS

ASOR Reports on Current Excavations and Surveys:

ASOR-Affiliated
- ASOR5 Sun 9:30 am-12:00 pm C-108 B
- ASOR8 Sun 1:00 pm-3:30 pm C-108 B
- ASOR19 Mon 9:30 am-12:00 pm C-108 B

ASOR Reports on Current Excavations and Surveys:
Non-Affiliated
- ASOR20 Mon 1:00 pm-3:30 pm C-108 B
- ASOR26 Mon 7:30 pm-10:00 pm C-108 B

ASOR/SBL Hebrew Bible, History and Archaeology Section
- ASOR17 Sun 7:30 pm-10:00 pm C-108 B
- ASOR28 Tue 9:00 am-11:30 am C-201 A

Ancient Anatolia Section
- ASOR3 Sat 3:45 pm-6:15 pm C-108 B

Ancient Mediterranean Trade Section
- ASOR21 Mon 1:00 pm-3:30 pm C-109 B

Archaeology and the Religion of Israel Section
- ASOR15 Sun 7:30 pm-10:00 pm C-103 A

Archaeology of Jordan Forum Section
- ASOR18 Mon 9:30 am-12:00 pm C-111 A & B

Art of the Ancient Near East Section
- ASOR23 Mon 3:45 pm-6:15 pm C-109 B

Artifact, Text and Religion during Late Antiquity
- ASOR25 Mon 3:45 pm-6:15 pm C-110 A & B

Constructs of the Social and Cultural Worlds of Antiquity Group
- ASOR9 Sun 1:00 pm-3:30 pm C-204 B

Dissemination of Archaeological Information
- ASOR16 Sun 7:30 pm-10:00 pm C-109 B

Frontiers in Biblical Scholarship: The Endowment for Biblical Research Lecture Series (AAR/ASOR/SBL)
- ASOR10 Sun 2:00 pm-4:30 pm M-Salon E

Individual Submissions
- ASOR4 Sat 3:45 pm-6:15 pm C-Lecture Hall
- ASOR12 Sun 3:45 pm-6:15 pm C-109 B

Islamic Art and Archaeology Section
- ASOR22 Mon 1:00 pm-3:30 pm C-110 A & B

Outreach Education Section
- ASOR1 Sat 9:30 am-3:30 pm University of PA

Paleographic Studies in the Ancient Near East Section
- ASOR6 Sun 9:30 am-12:00 pm C-110 A & B

Pottery Analysis and Interpretation Seminar
- ASOR2 Sat 1:00 pm-5:00 pm University of PA

Preservation of Archaeological Resources
- ASOR27 Mon 7:30 pm-10:00 pm C-109 B

Rethinking Roman-Period Judaism Consultation
- ASOR13 Sun 3:45 pm-6:15 pm C-201 A

Roman Aqaba Project Staff Workshop
- ASOR14 Sun 3:45 pm-6:15 pm C-110 A & B

Special Session on the Archaeology of Megiddo
- ASOR11 Sun 3:45 pm-6:15 pm C-108 B

The Desert and the Sown Section
- ASOR24 Mon 3:45 pm-6:15 pm C-111 A & B

Workshop on Caesarea Maritima
- ASOR7 Sun 9:30 am-12:30 pm C-109 B

ASOR PLENARY
- Sat 6:30 pm-8:00 pm C-108 B

Room Locator Code: Marriott, Co-Convention Center. Floor plans and room charts are on pages 342-347.
Aberdeen Divinity Alumni Gathering
AM19 Fri 3:45pm-6:15pm ............................................. M-14

Abingdon New Testament Commentary Editorial Board
AM139 Mon 6:30pm-10:00pm ...................................... M-309

Academy of Catholic Hispanic Theologians of the United States Board Meeting
AM6 Fri 9:00am-5:00pm ............................................. M-409

Adventist Society for Religious Studies
AM2 Thurs 7:00pm-10:00pm ........................................ M-Salon D

Adventist Society for Religious Studies
AM4 Fri 8:30am-11:00pm ............................................. M-Salon G

Alumni Lovaniensis Dinner
AM103 Sun 7:00pm-10:00pm ...................................... C-108A

American Theological Library Association
AM141 Mon 7:00pm-8:30pm ........................................ M-412

Anglican Association of Biblical Scholars
AM36 Sat 9:00am-11:30am ......................................... M-405

Asbury Theological Seminary
AM142 Mon 7:00pm-8:30pm ....................................... M-Salon L

Association for Case Teaching: Missiological Case Study on Islam/Annual Meeting
AM60 Sat 6:00pm-8:00pm .......................................... M-308

Association of Theological Booksellers
AM28 Fri 8:00pm-10:00pm ......................................... M-404

Association of Theological Booksellers
AM58 Sat 1:00pm-5:00pm .......................................... M-308

Association of Theological Booksellers
AM62 Sat 6:00pm-7:45pm ........................................ C-108A

Association of Theological Booksellers
AM95 Sun 1:00pm-5:00pm ......................................... M-501

Association of Theological Schools Reception for Administrators and Faculty of ATS
AM109 Sun 9:00pm-11:00pm ...................................... C-113C

Astarte Shell Press Book Signing/Reception
AM100 Sun 7:00pm-8:30pm ....................................... M-Suite 2061

Aum Shinrikyo: The Inside Story
AM67 Sat 8:30pm-10:30pm ....................................... C-202B

Baylor University Alumni and Friends Breakfast
AM73 Sun 7:00am-9:00am ........................................... M-JW's Steakhouse

Believers Church Bible Commentary Editorial Church
AM1 Thurs 1:00pm-8:45pm ........................................ M-305

Believers Church Bible Commentary Editorial Council
AM7 Fri 9:00am-12:00pm .......................................... M-309

Biblical Lexicography Consultation
AM34 Sat 8:00am-11:00am ....................................... M-303

Boston University School of Theology Alumni Breakfast
AM122 Mon 7:00am-8:30am ...................................... M-406

Brown University Reception
AM110 Sun 9:00pm-11:00pm ..................................... M-406

Buddhism Section Reception
AM101 Sun 7:00pm-8:30pm ...................................... C-204A

Candler School of Theology / Emory University Breakfast
AM74 Sun 7:00am-8:30am ........................................ C-113A & B

The Catholic University of America Reception
AM66 Sat 7:15pm-8:45pm .......................................... M-Salon A

Center for Process Studies Reception
AM111 Sun 9:00pm-11:00pm ..................................... M-302 & 303

Center of Theological Inquiry Reception
AM112 Sun 9:00pm-11:00pm ..................................... C-112 A & B

Christian Theological Research Fellowship-Sessions
One: Presented Papers
AM37 Sat 9:00am-11:30am ........................................ C-107B

Christian Theological Research Fellowship-Sessions
Two: Book Event
AM88 Sun 11:45am-12:45pm ..................................... C-104A

Churches of Christ Professors Meeting
AM80 Sun 7:00am-8:30am ........................................ C-102A

The Claremont Reception
AM149 Mon 9:00pm-11:00pm ..................................... M-Salon F

Collegium-Association of Liberal Religious Scholars
AM113 Sun 9:00pm-11:00pm ...................................... M-Suite 780

Colloquium on Violence and Religion-Session One
AM8 Fri 9:00am-12:15pm .......................................... M-408

Colloquium on Violence and Religion-Session Two
AM15 Fri 2:00pm-5:00pm .......................................... M-408

Concordia Seminary, Concordia Theological Seminary and Concordia Publishing House Reception
AM68 Sat 9:00pm-11:00pm ....................................... M-405

Council of Societies for the Study of Religion and Religious Studies Review Reception
AM137 Mon 6:00pm-8:00pm ...................................... M-Suite 760

Council on Graduate Studies in Religion
AM48 Sat 9:00am-12:45pm ....................................... M-501

The Dead Sea Scrolls Foundation-Board of Directors
AM75 Sun 7:00am-8:30am ........................................ M-308

The Dead Sea Scrolls Foundation-Board of Advisors
AM123 Mon 7:00am-8:30am ...................................... M-302

Room Locator Code: M-Marriott, C=Convention Center. Floor plans and room charts are on pages 342-347.
### AAR/SBL INDEX OF ADDITIONAL MEETINGS (CONTINUED)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dictionary of Feminist Theologies Contributors' Open House Breakfast</td>
<td>AM76 Sun 7:00am-9:30am</td>
<td>Westminster John Knox Press Suite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disciples of Christ Faculty/Student Breakfast</td>
<td>AM77 Sun 7:00am-8:30am</td>
<td>C-112A &amp; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drew University Reception for Alumni and Friends</td>
<td>AM150 Mon 9:00pm-11:00pm</td>
<td>M-Salon I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duquesne University, Pittsburgh Theological Seminary, University of Pittsburgh Reception</td>
<td>AM151 Mon 9:00pm-11:00pm</td>
<td>M-406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. J. Brill Luncheon-Biblical Interpretation</td>
<td>AM133 Mon 11:45am-12:45pm</td>
<td>M-309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. J. Brill Reception</td>
<td>AM144 Mon 7:00pm-8:30pm</td>
<td>M-Salon A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emory University Reception</td>
<td>AM152 Mon 9:00pm-11:00pm</td>
<td>M-Salon A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euro-American Studies Seminar</td>
<td>AM38 Sat 9:00am-11:30am</td>
<td>M-406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida State University Department of Religion: 30th Anniversary Reception</td>
<td>AM114 Sun 9:00pm-11:00pm</td>
<td>M-Suite 760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fortress Press Reception</td>
<td>AM69 Sat 9:00am-11:00pm</td>
<td>M-Salon K &amp; L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuller Theological Seminary Friends and Alumni/ae Breakfast</td>
<td>AM124 Mon 7:00am-8:30am</td>
<td>C-113C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garrett/Northwestern Alumni/ae Breakfast</td>
<td>AM125 Mon 7:00am-8:30am</td>
<td>M-JW's Steakhouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German Feminist Religion/Theology Scholars</td>
<td>AM89 Sun 11:45am-12:45pm</td>
<td>M-413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate Theological Union Annual Alum/Faculty/Student Luncheon</td>
<td>AM90 Sun 11:45am-12:45pm</td>
<td>C-113A &amp; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvard University Divinity School, Center for the Study of World Religions and Committee on the Study of Religion Reception</td>
<td>AM115 Sun 9:00pm-10:30pm</td>
<td>C-Grand Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion School of Graduate Studies Alumni Association Luncheon</td>
<td>AM91 Sun 11:45am-12:45pm</td>
<td>C-112A &amp; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highlands Institute for American Religious Thought</td>
<td>AM136 Mon 3:45pm-6:15pm</td>
<td>M-411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highlands Institute for American Religious Thought</td>
<td>AM140 Mon 6:30pm-8:00pm</td>
<td>M-411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana University Alumni Reception</td>
<td>AM102 Sun 7:00pm-8:30pm</td>
<td>M-414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institute for Ancient Near Eastern and Afroasiatic Cultural Research</td>
<td>AM12 Fri 1:00pm-3:30pm</td>
<td>M-412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institute for Antiquity and Christianity Luncheon</td>
<td>AM92 Sun 11:45am-12:45pm</td>
<td>M-JW's Steakhouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institute for Biblical Research Annual Banquet</td>
<td>AM25 Fri 7:00pm-10:00pm</td>
<td>M-Salon H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institute for Biblical Research Breakfast</td>
<td>AM31 Sat 7:00am-8:30am</td>
<td>M-Salon C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institute for Biblical Research Annual Meeting</td>
<td>AM49 Sat 9:00am-12:00pm</td>
<td>C-103B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institute for Ecumenical and Cultural Research Breakfast</td>
<td>AM78 Sun 7:00am-8:30am</td>
<td>M-404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institute of Holy Land Studies-Board of Directors</td>
<td>AM23 Fri 6:00pm-10:00pm</td>
<td>M-412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institute of Holy Land Studies-Associated Schools</td>
<td>AM33 Sat 7:30am-11:30am</td>
<td>M-Salon D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institute of Holy Land Studies-Board of Directors</td>
<td>AM59 Sat 1:00pm-5:00pm</td>
<td>M-406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institute of Mennonite Studies Committee on Biblical Studies and Biblical Peace Theology</td>
<td>AM9 Fri 9:00am-4:30pm</td>
<td>M-410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Greek New Testament Project: Executive Committee</td>
<td>AM108 Sun 8:30pm-10:30pm</td>
<td>M-415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johns Hopkins University-Near Eastern Studies</td>
<td>AM70 Sat 9:00pm-11:00pm</td>
<td>M-406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Feminist Studies in Religion Editorial Board Meeting</td>
<td>AM50 Sat 9:00am-12:00pm</td>
<td>M-309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Religious Ethics Editorial Board Meeting</td>
<td>AM39 Sat 9:00am-11:30am</td>
<td>M-410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karl Barth Society of North America</td>
<td>AM20 Fri 3:45pm-6:15pm</td>
<td>M-413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karl Barth Society of North America</td>
<td>AM40 Sat 9:00am-11:30am</td>
<td>M-415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kingswood Books Editorial Board</td>
<td>AM61 Sat 6:30pm-10:00pm</td>
<td>M-309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kosher Sabbath Meals</td>
<td>AM3 Fri 6:00pm</td>
<td>Offsite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kosher Sabbath Meals</td>
<td>AM30 Sat 11:30am</td>
<td>Offsite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisville Institute Reception</td>
<td>AM63 Sat 7:00pm-8:30pm</td>
<td>M-Salon D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lutheran Professors and Graduate Students Annual Breakfast</td>
<td>Mon</td>
<td>7:00am-8:30am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lutheran Theological Society</td>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>7:00am-8:30am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lutheran Women in Theological Studies</td>
<td>Fri</td>
<td>9:00am-6:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lutheran Women in Theological Studies</td>
<td>Sat</td>
<td>9:00am-11:30am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mennonite Scholars and Friends Reception</td>
<td>Fri</td>
<td>7:00pm-9:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mennonite Scholars and Friends Forum</td>
<td>Sat</td>
<td>9:00am-12:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Association of Baptist Professors of Religion Executive Committee</td>
<td>Sat</td>
<td>7:00am-8:30am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Association of Baptist Professors of Religion Annual Meeting</td>
<td>Sat</td>
<td>9:00am-11:30am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature Religions Scholars Networking Meeting</td>
<td>Sat</td>
<td>11:45am-12:45pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Interpreter's Bible Editorial Board</td>
<td>Fri</td>
<td>6:00pm-9:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Religious Movements Group Reception</td>
<td>Mon</td>
<td>9:00pm-11:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Revised Standard Version Translation Committee</td>
<td>Mon</td>
<td>11:45am-12:45pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nineteenth-Century Theology Group Business Breakfast Meeting</td>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>7:00am-8:30am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North American Association for the Study of Religion Reception</td>
<td>Fri</td>
<td>3:45pm-7:30pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North American Association for the Study of Religion Meeting</td>
<td>Sat</td>
<td>9:00am-12:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North American Paul Tillich Society Annual Meeting</td>
<td>Fri</td>
<td>2:00pm-3:15pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North American Paul Tillich Society Banquet and Reception</td>
<td>Fri</td>
<td>5:30pm-9:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North American Paul Tillich Society</td>
<td>Sat</td>
<td>9:00am-12:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North American Paul Tillich Society</td>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>7:00am-8:30am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North American Paul Tillich Society</td>
<td>Mon</td>
<td>11:45am-12:45pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People's Theology Group</td>
<td>Sat</td>
<td>9:00am-12:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheffield Academic Press Reception</td>
<td>AM155</td>
<td>Mon 9:00pm-11:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society for Asian and Comparative Philosophy</td>
<td>AM45</td>
<td>Sat 9:00am-11:30am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society for Buddhist-Christian Studies</td>
<td>AM5</td>
<td>Fri 8:30am-12:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society for Buddhist-Christian Studies</td>
<td>AM17</td>
<td>Fri 2:00pm-5:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society for Hindu-Christian Studies Annual Meeting</td>
<td>AM46</td>
<td>Sat 9:00am-11:30am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society for Tantric Studies</td>
<td>AM146</td>
<td>Mon 7:00pm-8:30pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society for the Study of Christian Spirituality</td>
<td>AM27</td>
<td>Fri 7:30pm-10:30pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society for the Study of Christian Spirituality</td>
<td>AM47</td>
<td>Sat 9:00am-11:30am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society of John Wesley Scholars Breakfast</td>
<td>AM85</td>
<td>Sun 7:00am-8:30am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asian Religions in Britain Canada and the United States Workshop</td>
<td>AM18</td>
<td>Fri 2:30pm-10:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Methodist University Perkins School of Theology Reception</td>
<td>AM147</td>
<td>Mon 7:00pm-8:30pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syracuse University, Department of Religion Reception</td>
<td>AM156</td>
<td>Mon 9:00pm-11:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temple University Reception</td>
<td>AM71</td>
<td>Sat 9:00pm-11:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THETA ALPHA KAPPA, National Honor Society/Religious Studies/Theology Reception</td>
<td>AM118</td>
<td>Sun 9:00pm-11:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trinity Evangelical Divinity School: Alumni/a and Friends Breakfast</td>
<td>AM130</td>
<td>Mon 7:00am-8:30am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyndale House Publishers Living Bible Revision Dinner</td>
<td>AM105</td>
<td>Sun 7:00pm-8:30pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union Theological Seminary in Virginia Breakfast for Alumni/a and Friends</td>
<td>AM131</td>
<td>Mon 7:00am-8:30am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Church of Christ Scholars Reception</td>
<td>AM64</td>
<td>Sat 7:00pm-8:30pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of California at Santa Barbara Religious Studies Department Reception</td>
<td>AM72</td>
<td>Sat 9:00pm-11:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Chicago Divinity School Alumni Reception</td>
<td>AM121</td>
<td>Sun 9:00pm-11:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Iowa Reception</td>
<td>AM107</td>
<td>Sun 7:30pm-9:30pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Pennsylvania Reception</td>
<td>AM119</td>
<td>Sun 9:00pm-11:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Sheffield, Department of Biblical Studies, Alumni/a Dinner</td>
<td>AM138</td>
<td>Mon 6:00pm-8:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Southern California School of Religion Reception</td>
<td>AM98</td>
<td>Sun 5:30pm-7:30pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Virginia Reception</td>
<td>AM106</td>
<td>Sun 7:00pm-8:30pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Austin Harvey and His Work Celebration</td>
<td>AM143</td>
<td>Mon 7:00pm-8:30pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanderbilt University Divinity School Alumni/a Reception</td>
<td>AM97</td>
<td>Sun 4:00pm-6:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westminster John Knox Press Reception</td>
<td>AM148</td>
<td>Mon 7:30pm-9:30pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westminster Theological Seminary Alumni/a Breakfast</td>
<td>AM132</td>
<td>Mon 7:00am-8:30am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilhelm Vatke Society Breakfast</td>
<td>AM86</td>
<td>Sun 7:00am-8:30am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Womanist Approaches to Religion and Society Group</td>
<td>AM13</td>
<td>Fri 1:00pm-6:15pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Womanist Scholars Reception</td>
<td>AM120</td>
<td>Sun 9:00pm-11:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word Biblical Commentary Author Luncheon</td>
<td>AM94</td>
<td>Sun 11:45am-12:45pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yale University Reception for Alumni and Friends</td>
<td>AM65</td>
<td>Sat 7:00pm-8:30pm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Room Locator Code: Marriott, Covention Center. Floor plans and room charts are on pages 342-347.
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### 1995 AAR/SBL ANNUAL MEETING

#### EXHIBITOR INDEX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exhibitor</th>
<th>Booth No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAR/SBL</td>
<td>407, 409, 411, 413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abingdon Press</td>
<td>607, 609, 611, 613, 615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmadiyya Anjuman Ishaat Islam</td>
<td>747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Bible Society</td>
<td>542, 544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Theological Library Association</td>
<td>442, 444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associates for Scriptural Knowledge</td>
<td>251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association of American University Presses</td>
<td>739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augsburg Press</td>
<td>307-314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B'nai B'rith Book Service</td>
<td>252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baker Book House</td>
<td>622, 624, 626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ballantine Publishing Group</td>
<td>552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beacon Press</td>
<td>707, 709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biblical Archaeology Society</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackwell Publishers</td>
<td>646, 648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Books in Philosophy</td>
<td>452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Books in Print (R. R. Bowker)</td>
<td>Exhibit Hall D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brepols Publishers</td>
<td>651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadman &amp; Holman Publishers</td>
<td>342, 344, 346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge University Press</td>
<td>229, 231, 233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catholic University Press</td>
<td>735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chalice Press</td>
<td>617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian's for Biblical Equality</td>
<td>546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cistercian Publications</td>
<td>731, 732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbia University Press</td>
<td>745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined Displays (Books &amp; Journals)</td>
<td>414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Assisted Research Group</td>
<td>Exhibit Hall D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuum</td>
<td>235, 237, 239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossroad Publishing</td>
<td>621, 623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>de Gruyter &amp; Co., Walter</td>
<td>441, 443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dharma Publishing</td>
<td>645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doubleday</td>
<td>630, 632, 634, 636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duke University Press</td>
<td>348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. J. Brill Publishing Company</td>
<td>521, 523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EKS Publishing Company</td>
<td>732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edwin Mellen Press</td>
<td>222, 224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erdmans Publishing Company</td>
<td>721-726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eisenbrauns</td>
<td>608, 610, 612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fortress Press</td>
<td>307-314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foundation for Ancient Research &amp; Mormon Studies</td>
<td>352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garland Publishing, Inc</td>
<td>715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgetown University Press</td>
<td>647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRAMCORD Institute</td>
<td>712, 714, 716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HarperSan Francisco</td>
<td>419-424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvard (Center for the Study of World Religions)</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvard University Press</td>
<td>734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hendrickson Publishers</td>
<td>207, 209, 211, 213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herald Press</td>
<td>614, 616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humanities Press</td>
<td>738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGM Tours</td>
<td>731, 733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ignatius Press</td>
<td>453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana University Press</td>
<td>519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InterVarsity Press</td>
<td>215, 217, 219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islamic Texts Society/Quinta Essentia</td>
<td>653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel Studies Institute</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. C. B. Mohr/Paul Siebeck</td>
<td>541, 543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jewish Lights Publishing</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jewish Publication Society</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KTAV Publishing House, Inc</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koinonia Journal</td>
<td>451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kok Pharos Publishing House</td>
<td>726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linguist's Software, Inc</td>
<td>316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Liturgical Press</td>
<td>246, 248, 345, 347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Lockman Foundation</td>
<td>551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logos Research Systems</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTS Travel</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macmillan Library Reference</td>
<td>123, 125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercer University Press</td>
<td>124, 126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meyer Combined Publishers Exhibit</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morehouse Publishing</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natajr</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbis Books</td>
<td>638, 640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxford University Press</td>
<td>508, 510, 512, 514, 516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paragon House Publishers</td>
<td>241, 243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paulist Press</td>
<td>208, 210, 212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peeters Press</td>
<td>415, 417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penguin USA</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penn State Press</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Lang Publishing, Inc</td>
<td>652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prentice Hall</td>
<td>711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Princeton University Press</td>
<td>708, 710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priority Travel &amp; Tours, Inc.</td>
<td>553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random House</td>
<td>447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious and Theological Abstracts</td>
<td>736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routledge</td>
<td>446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowman &amp; Littlefield Publishers, Inc</td>
<td>351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rutgers University Press</td>
<td>735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholar's Choice</td>
<td>108, 720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholars Press</td>
<td>408, 410, 412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scribner Reference</td>
<td>423, 425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheffield Academic Press</td>
<td>107, 109, 111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigler Press</td>
<td>112, 114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signature Books</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smyth &amp; Helwys Publishing Co.</td>
<td>223, 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society for Study of Myth &amp; Tradition</td>
<td>548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soka Gakkai International-USA</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia Books/Motilal</td>
<td>641, 643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Martin's Press - Scholarly &amp; Reference</td>
<td>748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Vladimir's Seminary Press</td>
<td>731, 732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syracuse University of New York Press</td>
<td>518, 520, 522, 524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swedenborg Foundation</td>
<td>545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syracuse University Press</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T &amp; T Clark Ltd.</td>
<td>730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Nelson Publishers</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trinity Press International</td>
<td>116, 118, 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University Press of America</td>
<td>351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University Press of Virginia</td>
<td>647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Alabama Press</td>
<td>547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of California Press</td>
<td>619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Chicago Press</td>
<td>515, 517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Hawaii Press</td>
<td>448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Illinois Press</td>
<td>737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of North Carolina Press</td>
<td>445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Notre Dame Press</td>
<td>416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Pennsylvania Press</td>
<td>353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of South Carolina Press</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Tennessee Press</td>
<td>745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vedanta Press</td>
<td>746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victor Books/BridgePoint</td>
<td>740, 742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wadsworth Publishing Co</td>
<td>315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westminster/John Knox Press</td>
<td>507, 509, 511, 513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westview Press</td>
<td>418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilfrid Laurier University Press</td>
<td>547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisdom Publications</td>
<td>744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word Publishing</td>
<td>214, 216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Council of Churches</td>
<td>713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yale University Press</td>
<td>108, 110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zondervan Publishing House</td>
<td>318, 320-324</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CONTINUUM's continuity in the changing world of publishing from Herder & Herder in the 1960s, the Seabury Press in the 1970s, and Crossroad/Continuum in the 1980s has been maintained by a group of experienced publishers and editors: Werner Mark Linz, Justus George Lawler, Ulla Schnell, John Heidenry, Frank Oveis, Gene Gollogly, and now recently Evander Lomke, Cynthia Eller, Martin Rowe and Norman Hjelm—all familiar names to the academic community, and together representing over 200 years of publishing professionalism. Such rare continuity means that the high achievements of the past—the translation of major international scholars, the appearance of landmark multi-volume encyclopedias, series and monographs, the creation of a truly ecumenical list of the most distinguished authors in religious studies and related fields—are both prologue and promise of continuing CONTINUUM achievements in the years to come.